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It is clear, to begin with, that images do not belong exclusively to any single
discipline—not  semiotics,  or  art  history,  or  media  studies,  or  even  cultural
studies (if it is a discipline). Their study compels us to be interdisciplinary at a
bare minimum, just as palaeontology requires that its researchers be geologists,
biologists, anatomists, and artists.
W.J.T. Mitchell

Cultural  analysis  is  intrinsically  incomplete.  And  worse  than  that,  the  more
deeply it goes, the less complete it is.
Clifford Geertz
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Introduction

This thesis began with a small sample of John White’s collection of India postcards,

which he put together in the years 1905–1912, while on duty as a private in India.1

In 1904 John White was eighteen years old and lived in Doncaster. Like many young

men in the region he decided to join the army for a couple of years and enlisted

himself with the Northumberland Fusilliers’ 1st Battalion as a private in January 1905.

Almost a year later, he was shipped to India where he arrived in Calcutta (Kolkotta) in

February 1906.2 The following six years he travelled the length and breadth of the

subcontinent as part of army routine, since sitting still was considered dangerous to

the health of the soldiers. In 1913 he returned to Doncaster as a reservist. However, in

1914 when World War I broke out, he was called up to fight in France. This was most

likely the first time he had ever been involved in military combat. Although wounded,

he survived and returned once more to Doncaster, where he would spend the rest of

his life working as a crane driver in the marshalling yards of the railways. He died in

1964.3

In 2010, a large collection of postcards was offered for sale on Ebay. These were

the souvenirs John White had collected of his stay in India. Together they formed a

unique collection of what a young English soldier in India found worth remembering,

mostly  places,  but  also  people,  especially  women.  The  sample  I  have  shown  is

representative of the album and not all of the images in it are directly relevant for this

thesis,  as  will  become  clear  when  I  discuss  my  research  statement.  They  do

1 This sample is a reconstitution of the cards I managed to buy directly from his collection and those I
acquired afterwards on the basis of the images I had copied from Ebay. I have tried to make the
sample as representative as possible, keeping to the percentage of postcards emphasising people in
the titles to those emphasising landscapes and buildings, based on the list of all postcards I received
from the seller. The ordering of the postcards has also been based on that list. 

2 Throughout the thesis  I  will  use British-Indian names for places.  If  the name has changed after
independence I will supply the current name in brackets the first time I mention a location.

3 Information  gathered  through personal  communication  with  his  granddaughter  in  law,  1  March
2011.
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nonetheless create a wider visual context for this thesis while also grounding it in the

reality of postcard collection just over 100 years ago. Even though virtually all of this

thesis  is  concerned  with  providing  verbal  explanations  to  visual  representations,

thereby once again anchoring them (I will return to the issue of anchoring below), I

did not want to let go of the possibility to show some of the collections I had used in

more detail (a possibility mostly denied to the historian of written sources) without

immediate anchoring.

When John White served in India, collecting picture postcards had only recently

become a possibility. Before he left, among the multiple ways in which White might

already  have  acquired  some  knowledge  of  this  colony,  one  was  visiting  lantern

lectures  with  a  lecturer  presenting  glass  images  projected  on  a  large  screen,

accompanied by a reading describing the Indian empire. Or he might have watched a

short non-fiction film showing India as part of a programme in the local music hall.

Postcards, lantern presentations, and non-fiction films are highly illuminating with

regards  to  the  public  representation  of  British  India  in  the  final  decades  of  the

nineteenth and first  fifteen years of the twentieth century. They were immensely

popular and allowed an image of India to be spread wider than ever before. As such

these media were an expression of the changes which had a major impact on life in

this period and were all related to communication, ranging from the phone to the car

and the plane. As Stephen Kern has argued, these inventions altered the conceptions

of time and space dramatically.4 Space as distance collapsed: what had been far and

unseen for most people, now came near in the shape of photographic images on

slides, on postcards or even as moving images on film. 

What  was  equally  important  is  that  these  media  were  available  to  nearly

everyone. Mass production and mass-presentation allowed prices to be so low that

almost everyone could afford to buy a postcard or visit a film show.5 In this way these

media ‘helped to create standard views of the world’ in the years before World War I.6

4 Stephen Kern,  The culture of time and space 1880–1918 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
2003). The phone, one of the earliest modes of technological communication Kern mentions, was
invented in 1876, coinciding almost exactly with the earliest lantern readings I have found.

5 Ibid.,  208, quotes an article from 1913, which defines cinema as  ‘a democratic art’,  because the
cheap seats and wide range of subjects attract ‘all nations, all ages, all classes and both sexes’.

6 Christraud Geary and Virginia Lee-Webb (eds),  Delivering views. Distant cultures in early postcards
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Academic interest in the history of film, magic lanterns and postcards has steadily

increased over the last decades, although analysis of India within these media have

remained limited for film and magic lanterns.7 If it is discussed at all, the emphasis is

invariably on the cinematographic significance of the British royal events in India, the

Durbars.8 

Although the representation of Indians in each of the media would be worth a

thesis  in  itself,  looking at  these  images together  at  a  time when all  these media

achieved or, in the case of the magic lantern, already had achieved great popularity

will enable a deeper and broader understanding of visual practices concerning India

in those years.9 

(Washington:  Smithsonian Institution Press, 1998),  11.  This statement clearly applies not only to
postcards but also to lantern slides and film.

7 An important  collection of  postcards from  India  will  be published by Omar Khan,  Paper  jewels:
Postcards from the Raj (Ahmedabad: Mapin publishing/Grantha publications, 2015). Other studies on
postcards are:  Geary  and Lee-Webb,  Delivering views, and David Prochaska, Jordana Mendelson
(eds) Postcards. Ephemeral histories of modernity (Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University Press,
2011). Postcards of India are discussed by Allan Life in an issue of Visual Resources entirely dedicated
to postcards: 'Picture postcards by M.V. Dhurandar:  Scenes and types of India – with a difference',
Visual Resources vol.17:4 (2001), 401-416. Also Saloni Mathur,  India by design. Colonial history and
cultural  display (Berkeley:  University  of  California  Press,  2007), 109-132;  Stephen  Patterson,
'Postcards from  the  Raj',  Patterns  of  prejudice vol.40:2  (2006),  142-158;  Emily Stevenson,  'Home
sweet home: Women and the “other space” of  domesticity in colonial postcards,  ca 1880–1920 ',
Visual Anthropology vol.26:4 (2013), 298-327; Shashwati Talukdar, 'Picturing mountains as hills' (2010)
at www.Tasveerghar.net, accessed 15 April 2015.
For  magic  lanterns  Ludwig  Vogl-Bienek  and  Richard  Crangle  (eds)  Screen  culture  and  the  social
question  (New  Barnet:  John  Libbey  Publishing,  2014);  Richard  Crangle,  Mervyn  Heard,  Ine  van
Dooren (eds) Realms of light. Uses and perceptions of the magic lantern from the 17 th to the 21st century
(London: The Magic Lantern Society, 2005). 
While the extremely useful website www.colonialfilm.org.uk lists all films depicting British colonies
found  in  several  UK  archives,  the  books  resulting  from  the  research  undertaken  to  create  this
website deal almost exclusively with the period between World War I and II in the first, and the last
years of the colonies after World War II in the second volume. Lee Grieveson, Colin MacCabe (eds)
Empire and film (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011) and Lee Grieveson, Colin MacCabe (eds)  Film
and the end of empire (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011). 

8 S. Bottomore,  '“An amazing quarter mile  of  moving gold,  gems and genealogy”:  Filming  India’s
1902/03 Delhi Durbar',  Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television vol.15:4 (1995), 495-515, and
'“Have you seen the Gaekwar Bob?”: Filming the 1911 Delhi Durbar', Historical Journal of Film, Radio
and  Television vol.17:3  (1997),  309-345;  Luke  McKernan,  'The  modern  elixir  of  life:  Kinemacolor,
royalty and the Delhi Durbar',  Film History vol. 21 (2009), 122-136; Vijaya Mulay,  From rajahs and
yogis to Gandhi and beyond. Images of India in international films of the twentieth century  (London:
Seagull, 2010), 31-61. 

9 It is almost twenty years since Charlie Keil argued for a contextualisation of pre-World War I films
with other  visual  media  of  the  period.  He  did  this  with  the  specific  purpose  of  questioning  the
connection between modernism and cinema, but even without this specific purpose the argument
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Research statement
The importance of these media in creating standard views of the world, in this case of

India, has led to the following research statement:

This  thesis  studies  representations  of  British  Indians  in  magic  lantern
presentations, non-fiction films and on picture postcards and compares those to
colonial discourses and practices concerning British Indians in the period 1870–
1915.

The period 1870–1915 was chosen because the 1870s marked the time when magic

lantern lectures became increasingly numerous and popular. World War I marks the

end of a period, as it  severely limited the global exchange of information of which

postcards,  lantern  lectures  and  film  were  a  part.  Once  the  war  was  over,  both

postcards and non-fiction film never regained their former popularity.

British Indians

The term British Indians refers to the fact that in the period under discussion India

was part of the British empire. Although throughout the thesis I will generally just use

Indians, it  is important to clarify that this area also includes today ’s Pakistan and

Bangladesh, besides India. 

My interest from the very start was in ‘ordinary’ Indians, which means a discussion

of imagery of ‘high’ empire, notably Durbars, armies and Indian princes, is absent.10

This decision was also influenced by the fact  that representations of Durbars and

armies more than anything else aim to impress on the spectator the power and glory

of the British empire. Indian princes have been and continue to be an outlet for the

for contextualisation remains relevant. While early film has been contextualised in the sense that its
links  with  other  media  technologies  have  been  studied,  fewer  have  paid  attention  to  content
contextualisation,  certainly  for  non-fiction  images.  Charlie  Keil,  'Visual  narratives.  Transitional
cinema and the modernity thesis', in Claire Dupré la Tour, André Gaudreault and Roberta Pearson
(eds) Le cinéma au tournant du siècle/Cinema at the turn of the century  (Quebec: Editions Nota Bene,
1998), 123-137.
A study in contextualisation is Sarah Dellmann, 'Images of Dutchness:  Popular visual  media, the
emergence  of  national  clichés  and  the  creation  of  supposed  common  knowledge  about  the
Netherlands and the Dutch, 1800–1914' (Utrecht: Utrecht University, 2015). Unpublished PhD thesis. 

10 Ordinary here has the meaning of non-elite. 
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representation of India’s  ‘splendour’,  something in which most Indians played no

visible part.11

Magic lantern presentations, postcards and films

All media are discussed only as commercial media. Home made lantern shows, films,

or  picture  postcards  are  not  included,  as  their  aim was  often different.12 Lantern

presentations include both the lecture as it was written down as well as the lantern

slides portraying the images. Films include not only actual prints I have been able to

watch but also descriptions of films in catalogues and film journals of the period.

Picture postcards refer to postcards which had an image on one side and space for

the address and sometimes a message on the other. 

The visual media I have chosen are on the one hand only a small selection of all

visual media available at the time. On the other, they all use photography as their

basic method of visualisation, be it still  or moving. These photographs have often

been coloured, and they were all highly popular.  Film and lantern presentations are

in many ways closely related: in their public exhibition using a large screen, and are

even considered together in the history of screen practices.13 Postcards were more

privately used, and therefore shed light onto another element of the circulation of

images portraying Indians.  In  chapter  1,  I  will  use the concept  of  the  dispositif  as

advanced by Foucault, and more recently for film studies by Albera and Tortajada as

well as Kessler, to develop a tool to understand the functioning of the separate media

as well as to be able to compare them.

11 Two exhibitions in London in the last  few years  are exemplary:  the 2009-2010 exhibition in the
Victoria and Albert museum Maharaja: The splendour of India’s royal courts and the 2013 exhibition in
the British Library Mughal India: Art, culture and empire. 

12 Nor have I included the important films from Albert Kahn’s Archives de la planète, as these were not
sold commercially nor ever shown to the outside world at that time, www.albert-kahn.hauts-de-
seine.net/archives-de-la-planete (accessed 18 February 2015). Paula Amad has studied the archive in
Counter archive: Film, the everyday and Albert Kahn's Archives de la planète  (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2010).

13 Charles  Musser,  The  emergence  of  cinema:  The  American  screen  to  1907  (Berkeley:  University  of
California Press, 1990).
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Colonial discourses and discursive practices

Before addressing my understanding of the word representations, I discuss colonial

discourses and discursive practices, as this creates a context for the representations.

Whereas a discourse refers to a ‘particular regularity of language with its own truth

claims,  schemas  of  perception,  […]  modes  of  institutionalised  inclusion  and

exclusion’,14 discursive  practices  on  the  other  hand  ‘embody  actions  organized

according to rules which are both linguistic and cultural’.15 These rules do not have to

be formal or  even explicit.16 Through a discussion of discourses and practices this

thesis  traces  how  knowledge  about  Indians  was  produced,  which  affected  both

producers and spectators of the representations.17

In the period discussed, the overarching theme of these discourses and practices

concerning  Indians  can  be  said  to  be  Britain’s  civilising  mission.18 Michael  Mann

asserts that the British needed to justify their rule over others. The British found this

justification in the argument that the Indians had not proceeded quite as far on the

path of progress as they themselves had.19 They therefore believed that it was the

duty of the British to bring the Indians this progress, which had two sides: one was

the material progress of roads, railways and factories, visible and quantifiable. The

other was the moral progress of education, and a fight against  ‘social evils’.20 This

type of progress was much harder to achieve as it could not be quantified, but was

ultimately seen as the most important.

In order to be able to compare the representations in the visual media with these

14 Mark Olssen, Discourse, complexity, life: Elaborating the possibilities of Foucault's materialist concept
of discourse,8.

      https://www.academia.edu/724484/1Discourse_Complexity_Life_Elaborating_the_Possibilities_of_F
oucaults_Materialist_Concept_of_Discourse, accessed 15 April 2015).

15 Ibid., 15.
16 Ibid., 14.
17 Stuart  Hall,  Representations:  Cultural  representations and signifying practices  (Milton Keynes:  The

Open University, 1997), 62.
18 Harald Fischer-Tiné, Michael Mann (eds)  Colonialism as civilizing mission: Cultural ideology in British

India (London: Anthem Press, 2004).
19 Michael Mann, '“Torchbearers upon the path of progress”: Britain's ideology of a “moral and material

progress” in India', in H. Fischer-Tiné, Michael Mann, Colonialism, 1-26, 5. The rest of the paragraph is
mainly based on this introduction. This argument was routinely used by most colonizers to defend
their rule, and not specifically British.

20 Ibid., 17.
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colonial  discourses  and  practices,  this  understanding  of  India  will  be  retraced

predominantly through secondary writings on the British colonial  history of India.

This understanding was the result of several influences. There was the knowledge

gained  by  administrators,  ethnographers  and  lawmakers  in  India.  This  scholarly

knowledge was discussed and spread to a  wider  public  through journalistic  travel

writings and even world exhibitions.21 A combination of this scholarly knowledge and

tales of personal travel experiences helped to create the contours of a more ‘popular’

knowledge as expressed in, among others, theatre shows and literature. 22 In the case

of the latter, novelists often added their personal experiences of living in India to the

mixture. Photographic representations had by this time created expectation of how

colonial  peoples  were  shown,  mostly  in  the  form  of  stereotypes.  Ultimately,  the

representations discussed in this thesis would become another facet of how people

learned about and gained an understanding of India.

Representation

The word representation, as W.J.T. Mitchell argues:

has the virtue of simultaneously linking the visual and verbal disciplines within
the field  of  their  differences and connecting them with issues of  knowledge
(true representations), ethics (responsible representations) and power (effective
representations).23

This thesis is not just about images, because many of the images are accompanied by

words, which are part of the representation, and therefore connect the verbal and

the visual on a very immediate level. The relation between the verbal and visual is not

always  an  easy  one  and  it  is  therefore  necessary  take  into  account  the  tension

existing between ‘word’ and image. 

First we need to understand that a visual representation does not come out of

21 Mary Pratt, Imperial eyes: Travel writing and transculturation (London: Routledge, 1992), 29.
22 In reality the spreading of knowledge is much more fuzzy than I have sketched. In this thesis, it is

impossible to trace exactly how knowledge about India was spread, but by discussing a number of
these avenues I hope to create an idea of what this knowledge was.

23 W.J.T.  Mitchell,  Picture  theory:  Essays  on  visual  and verbal  representation  (Chicago:  University  of
Chicago Press, 1994), 6.
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nowhere.  Roland  Barthes  has  argued  that  codes  inform  the  formation  of  these

images.24 A code to him, and many other semioticians, is ‘an existing set of cultural

assumptions and expectations’,25 or, in the words of Mieke Bal, codes are  ‘a finite

number  of  culturally  valid,  conventional,  yet  not  unalterable  rules’.26 Barthes

distinguished between different  types  of  codes and defined this  visual  code  as  a

‘code of  connotation’.27 This type of code makes the reading of  an image always

historical as it refers back to an existing body of understanding. These codes not only

inform the creation of images, but also define what people expect to see when there

is an image of, for example, a fakir. The latter is, however, also dependent on the

knowledge of the spectator.

Barthes therefore concurs an image is always  ‘polysemous’, which means it can

have  multiple  meanings  for  different  people.  Consequently,  any  written  text

accompanying images is meant to  ‘direct the reader through the signifieds of the

image, causing him to avoid some and receive others; it remote controls him towards

a meaning chosen in advance’. The ‘anchorage’ the text creates in this way even has

a ‘repressive value’ and it is ‘at this level that the morality and ideology of a society

are  above  all  invested’.28 The  image  can  evade  the  meaning  that  the  text  has

assigned, but it often requires careful looking to notice.29

Codes  might  seem  similar  to  discursive  practices,  they  are  however  more

concerned  with  how  language  and  culture  produce  meaning,  rather  than

knowledge.30 Knowledge  and  meaning  production  cannot  always  be  completely

separated,  but for the purposes of  this  thesis  it  is useful  to make the distinction.

While the analysis of colonial discourses and practices concerning Indians establishes

an understanding of the knowledge systems surrounding the representations,  the

24 Roland Barthes, Image, music, text (Tr. S. Heath) (William Collins and Sons: Glasgow, 1977), 18-22.
25 Mireille Ribière, Barthes (Penrith: Humanities E-books, 2008), 48. Emphasis in original.
26 Mieke  Bal,  Reading  Rembrandt:  Beyond  the  word-image  opposition (Latest  edition:  Amsterdam:

Amsterdam University Press, 2006),15.  
27 Barthes, Image, music, text, 28. 
28 Ibid., 39-41. Emphasis in the original.
29 Susan Sontag,  On photography, (London: Penguin, 1977), 108.  ‘In fact, words do speak louder than

pictures. Captions do tend to override the evidence of our eyes; but no caption can permanently
restrict or secure a picture’s meaning’.

30 Hall, Representations, 62.
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codes help to grasp what meaning was attached to this knowledge and how this was

reflected in the representations. 

Mapping  knowledge  and  meaning  production  is  obviously  another  form  of

anchoring, but as Susan Sontag has argued, without understanding the connections

between  knowledge  informing  a  representation  and  the  meaning  that  becomes

attached to it, visual representations continue to be merely images, they cannot give

what Sontag calls ethical or political knowledge, only sentimentalism.31 By this she

means that images can only show the surface of things. By ostensibly showing the

viewer something very concrete, there is nevertheless no depth in the image, and

therefore it is unreal. The verbal representation thus tends to supersede the visual,

but the visual without the verbal is often meaningless.

At  the  moment  the  photographic  or  film  representations  were  created,  a

performance took place: actions of presenting oneself or an activity, influenced by

the interactions and relationship between those in front of and behind the camera, as

well  as between those in front of the camera and the camera as an object. 32 The

camera’s presence is crucial for the act of performing, since it defines the moment as

one  ‘separated out  from  just  living  ordinary  life’,  leading  to  ‘marked,  framed or

heightened behaviour’.33 A representation is therefore not just a representation of

someone,  it  is  also  a  representation  of  how  someone  performed  in  front  of  the

camera. The significance of the relation established in this moment of performance is

something I will return to in the chapter on key concepts.

Representation is also performance at the level of the maker of the image, or the

creator  of  the  collection  of  images  in  lantern  presentations  or  film.  Through  his

creating,  ordering  and  presenting  of  images  as  well  as  the  addition  of  text  he

performed what India meant according to him, in relation to the spectators he had in

mind or in front of him. 

What India meant to someone brings us to the question of  true representations.

31 Sontag, On photography, 24.
32 Richard  Schechner,  Performance  studies:  An  introduction (Milton  Park:  Routledge,  2013),  30.

Drawings are not included in this understanding of performance, because for the ones used in this
thesis it is not known if someone modelled for a drawing or not. 

33 Ibid., 35.
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This  is  not a  dichotomy  between true and false but  rather  asks  what  knowledge

inspired the representations. This also opens up the wider question of who created

these, as one’s relationship to the Indians and knowledge about them could certainly

have an influence on the materials  produced. This relation is not an un-mediated

contact, but is initially an expression of the meeting between colonizer and colonized

in what Mary Pratt has called the contact zone. Her use of this term

is  an  attempt  to  invoke  the  spatial  and  temporal  copresence  of  subjects
previously  separated  by  geographic  and  historical  disjunctures,  and  whose
trajectories now intersect […] A ‘contact’ perspective emphasizes how subjects
are constituted in and by their relations to each other. It treats the relations
among colonizers and colonized, […] not in terms of separateness or apartheid,
but  in  terms  of  copresence,  interaction,  interlocking  understandings  and
practices, often within radically asymmetrical relations of power.34

This describes the situation in India rather well, and anyone, whether a long-term

resident  or  a  short-term  visitor  taking  images  of  Indians,  as  well  as  Indians

themselves, were part of this contact zone and its ambiguities. 

The  concept  of  the  contact  zone  cannot  be  as  easily  applied  to  the  British

situation.  Even if  a  significant  number  of  Indians lived in  Britain,  these  were  not

present in the representations discussed here. What did,  however,  happen is that

traces left behind of moments of contact, especially in the entertainment world in

Britain and France, shaped the expectations of film makers. Their close connection to

the entertainment industry explains why most non-fiction films formed part of the

cinema  of  attractional  display,  rather  than  aiming  at  narrativity,  something  I  will

discuss in more detail in the chapter on key concepts. 

Following Christraud Geary’s discussion of producers of postcards in West-Africa,

the origin of  postcard publishers is something to take into account, because their

background  could  influence  their  relationship  to  the  person  photographed. 35

Although  there  is  not yet  much detailed knowledge about  postcard producers  or

34 Pratt, Imperial eyes, 7.
35 Christraud Geary, 'Different visions? Postcards from Africa by European and African photographers

and sponsors', in Geary, Webb, Delivering views, 147-177. 
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publishers  in  India,  names  are  a  first  and  telling  indication.  For  magic  lantern

presentations and film the question of producers is less immediately relevant. The

lantern lectures  and films  discussed in  this  thesis  were  always produced by  non-

Indians. This does not exclude Indians from their production process, but does imply

the images were always framed by non-Indians.  True representations are ultimately

representations of the knowledge of the maker, and their understanding is influenced

by the knowledge of the spectator. In all these cases, the perspective from which the

representation is approached is fundamental.

The question of responsible representations is an important, but at the same time

tricky issue. What are responsible representations? Are they those which we, from

our  current  perspective  deem responsible?  Or  can  they  also  be  those  that  were,

possibly, responsible from the point of view of the British at that time?

From a colonial perspective representations showing the Indians to be in need of

civilisation can be seen as ethical, because they make a response to the perceived

lack of civilisation possible.  However,  does this  make representations that do not

follow the practices of the time automatically unethical? Does it mean I should ignore

seventy years of decolonization and the even longer deconstruction of  its  central

concepts? That in itself would be unethical because it would again place the Indians in

a position of subordination to an outsider’s point of view. The question is therefore

how we can define ethical  or  responsible  in such a way that it  neither condemns

every  single  representation  made  in  colonial  times  by  colonialists  as  unethical,

because  of  its  embeddedness  in  colonial  practices,  nor  ignores  the  problematic

aspects of those practices? 

For the beginning of an answer, as I would not wish to claim to be able to solve the

highly complicated issue of ethics in a thesis not even written in a field that sees the

question  of  ethics  as  one  of  its  main  assignments,  I  turn  to  the  ethnographic

filmmaker David MacDougall.36 In his work on non-fiction film and ethnography he

defined a good film, and in the case of this thesis perhaps also a good still image, as

one which  ‘reflects the interplay of meaning and being, and its meanings take into

36 I do think ethics is always part of research, but in some fields, such as medicine or theology, the
question of ethics is much more central than in media and performance studies.
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account the autonomy of being’.37 A representation should not only consider what it

might mean or could convey to the spectator, it should also, and very urgently so,

consider  the  autonomy  of  the  person(s)  being  represented.  MacDougall  does,

however,  in  line  with  Sontag,  not  ask  for  the  representation  of  being  without

meaning. His definition is in many ways a very clear response to the colonial image

making of the past, and very much a demand made in the late twentieth and early

twentieth first centuries.

Nevertheless, when I ask how visual representations relate to colonial discourses

and practices of those times, it is also a question which cannot be ignored: colonial

discourses and practices were concerned with making meaning, a meaning in which

the  role  of  the  British  was acceptable,  even ethical.  That  they  often ignored the

autonomy  of  being  of  the  Indians  in  that  process,  implies  that  if  representations

differ from colonial practices, it will very often be exactly on this point. In this thesis I

will  use  elements  of  theories  concerning  visual  narrativity,  to  analyse  how  a

representation  deals  with  meaning  making  for  the  spectator  outside  the

representation and the autonomy of the person inside the image. Important for this

analysis  are  also  the  relationship between the  person in  front  of  and behind the

camera at the moment of performance, as well as an understanding of the popularity

of the photography of the type in this period.

Lastly, effective representations have two intertwined aspects. One is whether the

makers are effective in structuring the representation in such a way that it confers

onto the spectator whatever  message it  tries to bring.  This brings us back to the

question of knowledge informing the representation and the ethics ‘behind it’. I will

analyse what message the representations try to convey. In doing so I will consider

the effect of the representation with regards to the specific topic at hand, but also

whether  the  intended  effects  of  verbal  and  visual  aspects  in  a  representation

complement  or  contradict  each  other.  The  second  aspect,  which  is  whether  a

representation appeals to the spectator is a rather subjective topic, which I shall only

answer for myself in some instances.

37 David MacDougall,  The corporeal  image:  Film,  ethnography,  and the senses (Princeton:  Princeton
University Press, 2006), 4.
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However, there is a different sort of appeal in images I will take into account. It is the

gaze of the person depicted which is turned towards the camera and through the

camera towards the spectator. In photographs this occurs regularly, but early film is

particularly known for its direct gazes into the camera. The power of this gaze cannot

entirely be controlled by the image maker and can certainly have an effect on the

spectator.  The  appearance of  this  gaze will  be  a  recurring theme  throughout the

thesis.  Where  the  effect  of  the  message  was  generally  something  the  creator

intended, the effect of the gaze on the viewers or spectators was something over

which they might have had less control.

The discussion of the term representation has taken up rather much space, but it

is important to have clarified the several layers this word has, due to its centrality in

my research question.

Representations of Indians in British culture
At  this  point  it  is  instructive  to  have  an  initial  overview  of  how  Indians  were

represented  in  other  areas  of  cultural  life  in  Britain  in  the  second  half  of  the

nineteenth century (A more detailed analysis is provided in the different chapters). It

is within this environment that the appearance of the representations discussed in

this  thesis  needs  to  be  situated.  A  discussion  of  these  cultural  representations

provides a useful framework to compare and contrast these representations with. As

cultural life is a rather broad phenomenon, I will discuss only those areas that reoccur

in my thesis.

As stated, the British civilising mission in India was fundamentally concerned with

what  the British  could  improve.  Discursive practices  in  Britain  also presented the

other side of the coin: not so much what the British could bring, but what, despite

their  numerous  attractions,  the  Indians  lacked.  In  world  exhibitions  India  was

traditional and lacked modernity,  and in theatre Indians were untrustworthy. Both

these characterisations resurface in literature, but there they are almost exclusively

employed to endorse scholarly discourses emphasising the need for Indians to be

ruled by the British.
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World exhibitions became prime moments for the display of empire, and India was

central  to  this  display,  particularly  in  the  1851  and  1886  exhibitions. 38 Millions  of

visitors filed past exhibits of Indian crafts and looked at Indian craftsmen working.

The exhibits were based on scholarly convictions, and assisted in popularizing these.

In the 1851 exhibition, Indian handwork could be contrasted with America’s up-to-

date agricultural machinery. The collections in the exhibitions were submitted to the

demands  of  imperial  superiority,  in  which  Indians  would  always  be  seen  as  less

developed than the British.39

In theatres India could be embodied to impress Britain’s cultural superiority. As

Heidi Holder states:  

The  theatre was a prime  locus for  the  development  and exercise  of  cultural
strength  precisely  because  of  its  physicality:  images  and  events  were
‘authentically’ recreated  on  the  stage.  Foreign  places  and  people  were
‘realised’ on an English stage, by English people, for English consumption. Most
importantly perhaps, the native peoples themselves were shown on stage, but
played by English actors: in the most literal way English popular culture could
embody and feign colonized peoples.40

As India lent itself especially for the spectacle and melodrama that were so popular in

theatre,  ‘India’ and  ‘Indians’ regularly  made  an  appearance  on  stage. This

melodrama  included,  besides  setting  and  costumes,  ‘peculiar  people  with  funny

names, odd laws and customs and characters who were slippery, grasping, and, […]

lascivious’.41 The laws of melodrama demanded a clear demarcation between good

and evil  on the stage.42 The Indians invariably ended up on the bad side, or were

made fun off.43 It seemed best not to take the Indian too seriously. It was however not

the real Indian who was claimed to be untrustworthy, it was an English actor who

38 Carol A. Breckenridge, 'The aesthetics and politics of colonial collecting: India at the world fairs',
Comparative Studies in Society and History vol.32:2 (1989), 95-216.

39 Tony Bennett, 'The exhibitionary complex', New Formations vol.4 (1988), 74-102.
40 Heidi J. Holder, 'Melodrama, realism and empire', in J.S. Bratton (ed.), Acts of supremacy. The British

empire and the stage 1790–1930. (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1991), 129-149, 135.
41 John M. MacKenzie, Propaganda and empire (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984), 53.
42 Ibid., 44.
43 Ibid., 49.
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feigned  to  be  an  untrustworthy  Indian,  claiming  superiority  over  the  people  he

impersonated.

The appearance and role of India and Indians in English literature is probably the

most  well-known  and certainly  the  most  studied  aspect  of  the  representation  of

Indians in colonial  times.44 While a number of popular novels were written before

Rudyard Kipling’s appearance, it  is with the publication of his collections of short

stories from the 1880s that an increased interest in India as background or subject in

literature emerges. Anglo-Indian romances became more and more popular, reaching

the height of their popularity in the first decade of the twentieth century.45 Besides

Kipling, the most well-known Anglo-Indian authors were women, first among whom

was Flora Anne Steel. Others were Maud Diver, Alice Perrin, and F.E. Penny. All  of

these women were the wives of men working in British India. Flora Anne Steel was

the  only  one  who  had  staked  out  a  career  for  herself,  learning  several  Indian

languages, setting up a school and ultimately becoming a school inspector. 

The novels centre on Anglo-Indian life, and therefore Indians hardly ever play a

leading  role.  In  many  cases  the  descriptions  and  characteristics  of  the  Indians

portrayed do not go beyond the (racist) stereotypes.46 Nevertheless, even when their

appearance is stereotypical,  the Indians insert themselves in the stories,  and their

roles  at times  seem to question the ideologies of the Raj. Their presence invokes a

‘failure of the narrative trajectory’, forcing the authors to create artificial solutions to

sustain the paradigm of benevolent superior British rule.47

Representations of India in all these forms ultimately emphasized Britain’s right to

44 Among others:  Shuchi Kapila,  Educating Seeta. The Anglo-Indian family romance and the poetics of
indirect rule (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2010); Douglas Kerr, Eastern figures. Orient and
empire in British writing (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2008); Bart Moore-Gilbert, Writing
India  1757–1990:  The  literature  of  British  India (Manchester:  Manchester  University  Press,  1996);
Benita Parry, Delusions and discoveries (London: Verso, 1998); Jenny Sharpe, Allegories of empire. The
figure of woman in the colonial text (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993);.

45 Margaret Stieg, 'Indian Romances: Tracts for the times', Journal of Popular Culture vol.18:4 (1985), 2-
15, 2.

46 Benita Parry, Delusions and discoveries, 99. See also Mannsaker, 'East and West, Anglo-Indian racial
attitudes as reflected in popular fiction, 1890–1914', Victorian Studies, vol. 24:1 (1980) 33-51, 35.

47 Kapila,  Educating  Seeta,  3.  In  children’s  literature  the  civilizing mission is  also evident  as  British
children  are  prepared  ‘to  do  their  imperial  duty  and  become  ideal  imperial  citizens  who  work
tirelessly for the greater good of an Indian empire’. Supriya Goswami,  Colonial India in children's
literature (New York: Routledge, 2012), 5.
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India, whether it was through colonial exhibitions that organised and classified India

to subjugate it to Britain’s benevolent tutelage, in theatre where the lazy Indian was

made  the  opposite  of  the  hard-working  English  actor  who  embodied  him,  or  in

literature where British benevolence had to reign superior.

State of the question
As a multi-disciplinary work this thesis travels several fields of research. First of all,

when  comparing  different  media  with  each  other  as  well  as  with  other  colonial

discourses and practices the issue of intermediality (according to early film studies) or

interoccularity (according to visual studies of South Asia) almost naturally arises, and

plays a significant part in contextualising the representations. Secondly, this thesis

aims  to  add  to  the  understanding  of  the  importance  of  visual  material  in

reconstructing histories, in this case of British India. Thirdly, it serves as an example

of the fact  that the boundaries between colony and metropole were fuzzy rather

than clearly marked.

In early media studies the concept of intermediality has become quite important

in understanding connections between diverse media. If  media are understood as

‘conventionally distinct means to communicate cultural content’,48 then this thesis is

an exercise in intermediality. Certainly in the meaning of intertextuality: how media

use content already known through other media for their own ends. For the study of

early  film,  intermediality  has  become  particularly  significant,  because  the  new

medium not only borrowed content, but also structural forms from other media. 49 I

will not only analyse this for film, but also for postcards, as this was equally a new

medium. For magic lantern presentations this formal aspect of intermediality is not

as  relevant,  as  it  was  already  well-established  by  the  time  it  reached  its  great

popularity.

In a similar vein, but from the point of the visual rather than the medial, a number

48 Wolf,  quoted in Andrew Shail,  'Intermediality:  Disciplinary flux or formalist  retrenchment?',  Early
Popular Visual Culture vol.8:1 (2010), 3-15, 3.

49 For an overview of what intermediality could be and how it is applied in early film studies, see Shail,
ibid.
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of  South-Asian  scholars  deploy  the  term  inter-occularity  to  describe  ‘a  deep

interdependence  of  various  sites  and  modes  of  seeing’ in  modern  India.50

Ramaswamy argues that:

the power […] of the visual in the modern Indian public sphere emerges from
the fact that it inhabits such an  ‘interocular’ or  ‘intervisual’ field, overlapping,
intersecting,  and  interlocking  with  other  images  and  in  conjuncture  with
different  media,  triggering  associations,  catalysing  memories,  rendering  the
unfamiliar recognisable and frequently reconfiguring the recognisable.51

This thesis takes the media perspective, as it includes the study of non-visual media

as sources and inspirations for the media analysed here. However, in the analysis of

the visual much of what Ramaswamy argues will be found.

In 2012, Douglas Peers and Nandini Gooptu published India and the British empire

in which they, together with the scholars contributing to the book, take the state of

Indian historiography regarding the period of British rule and attempt to find ways

forward.52 They acknowledge the major influence of the Cambridge and Subaltern

schools  as wells  as area studies  in  the USA, and through the latter  two,  of  post-

colonial  thought  on  Indian  historiography,  bringing  Edward  Said’s  and  Michel

Foucault’s thinking regarding culture, knowledge and power into the field.53 Moving

onwards from these major influences, the authors identify three binaries they believe

hamper  Indian  historiography:  colonizer  versus  colonized,  nationalism  versus

colonialism,  modernity  versus  tradition.54 This  is  not  because  these  are  not  valid

concepts with which to approach Indian history, but because they have become too

dominating and at the same time too limiting.

The  colonizer  versus  colonized  relation  is  too  often  conceived  of  as  a

‘European/native, agent/patient dichotomy’, where Europeans were oppressors and

50 Appudarai  and  Breckenridge,  quoted  in  Sumathi  Ramaswamy,  'Introduction',  in  Sumathi
Ramaswamy (ed.)  Beyond appearances? Visual practices and ideologies in modern India  (New Delhi:
Sage Publications, 2003), XVI.

51 Ibid, XVI.
52 Douglas R. Peers, Nandini Gooptu (eds) India and the British empire (Oxford: Oxford University Press,

2012).
53 Ibid., 4-6.
54 Ibid., 6-11.
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the  Indians  either  resisted  or  collaborated  with  the  Europeans.55 Instead  the

interactions and reactions between colonizers and colonized need to be seen in a

wider perspective where power relations not only play a role between colonizers and

colonized but also within those groups, and where resistance or collaboration were

not the only responses open to the Indians.

The significance of the concepts of nationalism and colonialism is not questioned

by the authors of India and the British empire, they argue however that these should

be ‘seen as framing the context, rather than [...] exert a dominating influence’.56 With

regards to the last dichotomy Peers and Gooptu argue that modernity has usually

been a feature attributed to Britain, while India was always considered traditional. 57

They state it would be better to speak of multiple modernities, rather than pinning it

on one particular aspect.

One  aspect  exemplifying  these  modernities  was  the  increase  in  visual

representations during this period which both Indians and non-Indians had to adjust

to. This thesis  follows how they responded to the challenges and possibilities the

magic  lantern,  postcard  and  film  provided,  both  inside  and  outside  the  frame.

However, in this area I do not aim at completeness, as understanding these reactions

is not the first aim of this study. The framework in which these responses took place

is very much colonial, as it is the genesis of these representations within a colonial

framework  that  interests  me.  What  this  thesis  will  nevertheless  show,  is  that

colonialism  is  only  one  of  many  influences  on  these  representations.  In  several

instances  the  influence  of  colonialism  is  rather  small,  and  media  specific

characteristics or origins play a much more important role. 

When it comes to the responses of Indians as non-state actors whose nationalist

credentials  generally  have  not  been  clearly  recorded,  I  have  not  been  much

interested in whether theirs was a case of collaboration or resistance per se, as this

appears to limit the possibilities of understanding the complexities of the historical

situation. Here terms such as ‘dialogue’, ‘appropriation’, or ‘contestation’ are more

55 Ibid., 8.
56 Ibid., 9.
57 Ibid., 9. More on this dichotomy in chapter 5.
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to the point and, in the case of postcard publishers, provide better explanations of

what occurred in a world where economic interests were tightly wound up with the

presence of the colonizers.58

In his contribution to India and the British Empire Christopher Pinney advocates an

understanding of visual and material culture as far from being a simple derivative of

political  and  social  structures.59 Rather  it  is  a  ‘formative  zone  of  debate’.60

Representations are not simply illustrations of what we already know, but it might be

possible to write or rewrite histories based on visual and material artefacts. 61 In this

thesis there are a number of instances where the accounts of written history are filled

out by the knowledge we gain from the visual accounts. There are other instances

where people who have been largely invisible in the written accounts, acquire a name

and a face, testimony to their significance at the time.

South Asian studies, as the broad conglomerate of the study of South Asia from a

wide range of perspectives, has participated in the ‘turn to the visual’ for a number of

years, specifically concerning photography, but also concerning aspects of popular

culture such as calendar art and posters.62 In the last few years the cross disciplinary

aspects seem to have come to the foreground. A conference in Cambridge in 2013

and a special edition of the journal South Asia, journal of South Asian studies, volume

58 Ibid.,  7.  The exact economic circumstances need more research, but the postcard market largely
consisted of non-Indian buyers. Whether these businesses also provided photographic services and
whether these extended to Indians, is not yet known. 

59 Christopher Pinney, 'The material and visual culture of British India', in Peers and Gooptu, India and
the British empire, 231-261. Sumathi Rumaswamy argues similarly in her introduction to Empires of
Vision:  ‘This volume hopes to demonstrate that the image is a site where new accounts of […] the
colony and Europe itself emerge that depart from – even challenge – the more familiar line(s) of
nonvisual narratives.’ Sumathi Ramaswamy, 'The work of vision in the age of European empires, in
Sumathi Ramaswamy, Martin Jay (eds) Empires of vision: A reader (New York: Duke University Press,
2014).

60 Pinney, 'The material and visual culture of British India', 232.
61 Ibid., 233.
62 Ramaswamy,  Beyond appearances.  For  photography:  Zahid R.  Chaudhary,  Afterimage of  empire.

Photography in nineteenth century India (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2012); Julie F.
Codell  (ed.)  Power  and  resistance:  The  Delhi  coronation  Durbars  (Ahmedabad:  Mapin  Publishing,
2012);  V.  Dehejia (ed.)  India  through the lens:  Photography 1840–1911  (Washington:  Smithsonian
Institution Press, 2000);  L. Derenthal, R.D. Gadebusch and K. Specht (eds)  The colonial eye: Early
portrait photography in India (Berlin: Koehler and Amelang, 2012); Malavika Karlekar, Re-visioning the
past: Early photography in Bengal 1875–1915 (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2005); Christopher
Pinney, The coming of photography to India (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2008).
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37:3,  2014, both highlight the diversity in approaches to the visual,  as well  as the

interest in the visual across disciplines.63

Following this  turn to the visual  in  South Asian studies,  this  thesis  shows how

attention to the visual enhances understanding of aspects of British-Indian society as

well as of the positioning of Indians within this society. Noteworthy in South Asian

studies in general is the lack of scholarly research into visual media that are closely

related  to  photography,  but  are  not  traditionally  considered  to  be  part  of

photography, such as the ones that are the subject of this thesis. There is clearly a

need to move beyond photography to visual media that had a possibly even more

widespread appeal.

This thesis not only positions itself within the areas of Indian history and South

Asian  studies,  but  is  also  part  of  ‘colonial  studies’, as  the  interactions  between

colonizers  and  colonized  are  central  aspects  of  its  study.  It  presents  numerous

concrete examples as to how everyday lives of Britons were ‘infused with an imperial

presence’ through the circulation of  the visual  media analysed here.64 Even more

importantly, it analyses the creation of these representations within a framework in

which  both  Europe  and  India  are  incorporated  and  shows  how  the  influences  of

colony and metropole both contributed to these representations.65

In conclusion, this thesis fills a gap with regards to a group of visual media that has

not yet received the attention it deserves in the history of British India. By looking at

intermediality in a broad sense, the wider contexts for the representations should

become  clear,  preventing  a  singular  emphasis  on colonial  influences.  After  which

some of the history of British India might need a little rewriting.

63 The conference was titled  ‘Exploring modern South Asian history with  visual  research methods:
theories and practices’ and took place in March 2013. The participants included among others art
historians, historians, anthropologists as well as artists. South Asia: Journal of South Asian Studies vol.
37:3 (2014) is entirely devoted to essays which take the visual as a starting point. The introductory
essay by Sandria Freitag is titled: 'The visual turn: Approaching South Asia across the disciplines',
ibid., 398-409.

64 Catherine Hall, Sonya Rose (eds) At home with the empire. Metropolitan culture and the imperial world
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 2.

65 Ibid., 20.
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Approach to the structure of the thesis
The approach I have taken is based on what I discovered in the representations. What

I found was obviously connected to what colonial discourses and practices regarded

as significant and interesting in India, either positive or negative. I  have therefore

decided to apply some of the very broad colonial strands of this understanding to the

structure of the thesis. Before describing this structure I will give a short overview of

these strands, which should explain the choices I have made.

As  I  wrote,  the  British  believed  the  Indians  to  lack  civilisation.  This  lack  was

perceived  on  all  levels  in  society:  its  meta-narratives  or  religions,  its  social

organisations and its understanding of genders.66 The main reason why the Indians,

according to the British, had not made sufficient moral progress was their principal

religion, Hinduism.67 Even if not all religions in India were considered as problematic

as Hinduism, religion in general, whether it was Hinduism, Islam, or Zorastrianism,

was considered to define a person’s life, before anything else. 

The British assumed that under the influence of Hinduism the social stratification

of India had become a strict hierarchy of castes, extending the use of caste to groups

belonging to other religions.68 Both women and men were seen as belonging to these

castes,  and  even  though  they  were most  often  connected  to  male  occupations,

castes were deemed natural and hereditary. Those who did not appear to directly

66 With meta-narratives I refer to people’s beliefs about how the world and humans came into being,
how humans are meant to relate to each other, about death, and about what is beyond death. This
can be, but does not necessarily have to be, structured in the form of an organized religion with a
recognizable god or gods.

67 I am aware the term Hinduism is a problematic one to use when discussing religious practices in
India. However, because the term was well-established in the period under discussion I will use it for
simplicity’s  sake.  For  British  views  of  Indian  religions  Thomas  Metcalf,  Ideologies  of  the  Raj
(Cambridge:  Cambridge  University  Press,  1995).  On  the  British  and  Hinduism:  Richard King,
Orientalism and religion. Postcolonial theory, India and the ‘Mystic East’ (London: Routledge, 1999);
B.K. Pennington,  Was Hinduism invented? Britons, Indians and the colonial  construction of  religion
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005); W. Sweetman, Mapping Hinduism.‘Hinduism’ and the study
of Indian religions 1600–1776 (Halle: Verlag der Franckeschen Stiftungen, 2003).

68 S.A. Zaidi, 'Who is a Muslim? Identities of exclusion – north Indian Muslims, c. 1860–1900', The Indian
Economic  and  Social  History  Review,  vol.  47:2  (2010),  205-229.  On  colonialism  and  caste  more
generally: Susan Bayly, Caste, society and politics in India from the eighteenth century to the modern
age (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999); Nicholas Dirks, Castes of mind: Colonialism and
the making of modern India (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001); Sumit Guha, Beyond caste:
Identity and power in South Asia, past and present (Leiden: Brill, 2013).
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belong to a caste or religious group, and lived in the forests on hills and in mountains,

rather than on the plains, were defined as tribes.69

If India’s men were believed to represent their castes, India’s women on the other

hand were  regarded as exemplary of the languidness and sensuality of the Indians,

while at the same suffering under the paternalistic structures prevalent in India. 70 The

British regarded their uplift as beneficial to all of India.

These main strands of British discourses and practices: religion, male gender and

occupations, and female gender and occupations, form the basis of chapters three to

eight.  In  each  case  one  chapter  will  give  a  more  general  overview  of  the

representations,  while  a second chapter  zooms in on one aspect more frequently

represented than the others. Each chapter will contain an outline of the discourses

and  practices  informing  the  production  of  the  representations,  followed  by  a

discussion of the diverse media in an order most suited to the topic. 

Before I am able to analyse these representations, a discussion of the theoretical

frameworks used in this thesis is necessary. Chapter one provides this through an

examination of  the  concept  of  the  dispositif,  the  cinema  of  attractional  displays,

visual narrativity, the photography of the type, the relation between the one in front

of and behind the camera, and lastly the gaze.

Much of the material I use has not been used extensively before, and therefore

chapter two will present the broader context of these sources. First a short overview

of the history of the different media will be given. To understand how the general

characteristics of the media influenced the choices made concerning India, films will

be situated in the larger context of the travelogue, while postcards will be compared

with  postcards  from  Paris.  For  magic  lanterns  such  a  comparison  cannot  yet  be

made, due to the lack of studies available.

Chapter  three,  on religion,  will  discuss  several  aspects  of  Hinduism,  Islam and

69 Ajay Skaria, 'Shades of wildness: Tribe, caste and gender in Western India',  Modern Asian Studies
vol.56:3 (1997), 726-745, 729. As the article title indicates, boundaries were not as easily defined as I
do, but my definition is meant as an indication of how the British made this division.

70 Indrani Sen, 'Devoted wife, sensuous bibi: Colonial constructions of the Indian woman, 1860–1900',
Indian Journal of Gender Studies vol.8:1 (2001), 1-22. A recent collection of essays on Indian women in
the  nineteenth  century  is  Charu  Gupta (ed.),  Gendering  colonial  India:  Reforms,  print,  caste  and
colonialism (New Delhi: Orient Blackswan, 2012).
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Zoroastrianism, as these are the religions most frequently depicted and discussed.

Hinduism is much more in demand than either Islam or Zoroastrianism, because it

was considered India’s indigenous religion, while the other  two were regarded as

foreign  ‘invasions’.  Hinduism  was  also  the  religion  that  appeared  least

comprehensible  to  the  British,  and  invoked  fascination  through  its  ‘otherness’.

Representations of Islam centred not so much on religious rites, but overwhelmingly

took the mosque as its symbol.  Images of Zoroastrianism were generally as much

concerned with its cultural exhibitions as with religious rites and ceremonies. 

Although the British were often concerned about the impact of Indian religions,

they  were  attracted  by  its  festivals  and  processions.  Muharram,  a  major  Muslim

ceremony  commemorating  the  deaths  of  the  martyrs  Hassan  and  Hussein  is  the

subject of chapter four. It had long been a site of fascination and fear for the British

and was frequently described and discussed. Its procession was a spectacle which

easily made its way into visual media. Although in textual descriptions the dangerous

elements of this festival are often evoked in full, in the images the spectacle of the

processions and crowds overwhelm the fear.

While  studying  the  images,  the  truth  of  Kumkum  Sangari  and  Sudesh  Vaid’s

argument that  ‘each aspect of reality is gendered’ struck home.71 Men and women

are not portrayed or described in the same way and with the same underlying tone.

Images are filled with craftsmen, castes and women. This might appear to be stating

the obvious, but since the dominant point of view was male, the woman was always

first of all defined as the other, as woman, rather than through her occupation, caste

or religion. A man was a Hindu, the woman a Hindu lady. A man could have all sorts of

occupations like ‘watercarrier’, priest, or policeman. A woman could only be defined

by her occupation if it seemed a lowly one like coolie (unskilled labourer) or if she was

a  nautch girl,  a  dancer.  Otherwise,  she  was  a  ‘woman’ defined  by  her  religion,

sometimes her caste, or her household tasks. As a consequence the variety in images

portraying women is generally smaller than that portraying men.

Nevertheless,  while  being  aware  of  these  aspects  of  gender  is  extremely

important, gender does not exist in isolation and the following chapters consequently
71 Kumkum Sangari, Sudesh Vaid (eds) Recasting women (New Delhi: Kali for women, 1990), 2.
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not only engage with gender, but also with other aspects of Indian society such as

caste, issues of modernity and tradition, employment and sexuality. 

Chapter five offers a study of the contrast between the debates on castes and

ethnography  which  appeared central  to  late  nineteenth  century administrators  in

India and a visual interest in male occupations and recognizable types. Magic lantern

presentations on the one hand stay closest to colonial interests, while they are on the

other  least  interested  in  discussing  people.  Postcards  especially  depicted  a  wide

variety  of  occupations  and  ethnicities,  and  an  important  strand  presents  Indian

servants, who were often the Indians the British were in closest contact with. These

cards were also used to show family and friends the different servants engaged in the

household. 

There  is  also  a  small  group  of  quite  distinct  postcards  of  tribes  in  the  North-

Western Frontier Province, particularly the Baluchis, which are a good example of the

more ethnographic approach to what were believed to be traditional cultures. In film,

male occupations and work are used to create a contrast between British modernity

and Indian tradition. Male Indians were considered to be the ones with a paid and

economically valuable occupation which helped shape the economy. This does not

mean women were never seen to be engaged in these occupations, they were, but as

they were often in a minority they were not central to the British argument which

aimed at showing modern British industries and traditional Indian crafts.

This is followed by chapter six on religious ascetics or fakirs. They have a history of

being considered the  most  exotic  persons to be met  in  India  and were therefore

frequently  shown  in  images.  However,  while  the  British-Indian  administrators’

understanding of the fakir was of him as an ascetic, on the British Isles the term fakir

came to stand for a conjurer. These two understandings  collide and bring about a

change  in  the  fakir’s  representation  from  magic  lanterns  and  postcards  to  film.

Sexuality plays a large role in the representation of women, because as Indira Sen

argues:
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at one level the ‘native’ female was essentially perceived as a sexed subject. As
in  all  colonial  cultures,  the  colonised  woman  was  perceived,  among  other
things, as the gendered ‘Other’, sexually accessible, sensual.72 

This  perception  was  practically  expressed  in  a  large  number  of  heterosexual

‘interracial sexual connections […] in which white men purchased the sexual services

of native women’.73 

In chapters seven and eight the British view of Indian women as either inhabitants

of the zenana (women’s quarters) or as nautch girls, dancers or prostitutes, has been

used  as  a  starting  point.  The  zenana and  the  nautch were  two  opposing,  yet

complementary aspects summarizing the status of Indian women as locked up and

dominated by men, yet at the same time sensual and sexually free.74 

The zenana was often portrayed as a place of languid idleness and exclusion. The

British believed strongly that Indian women had to be rescued from the confines of

the  zenana,  which  to  them  also  epitomised  the  patriarchism  of  India.  The

representations discussed here create an important addition to this understanding of

India: many of the women are portrayed in a variety of activities and the very fact

that they are portrayed undermines the rhetoric that most of India’s women were

locked up in their homes. The negative sentiments attached to the position of Indian

women according to the British in representations could also be expressed through

primitivity. The analysis of these representations in chapter seven will  furthermore

examine to what extent the perceived need for the rescue of Indian women made its

appearance in the media.

Chapter  eight  deals  with  representations  of  nautch  girls,  who  were  originally

72 Indira Sen, 'Devoted wife/sensuous bibi', 1-22, 2-3.
73 Philippa Levine,  Prostitution,  race and politics.  Policing venereal disease in the British empire  (New

York: Routledge, 2003), 204. See for a wider context of sexuality and colonialism: Ann Laura Stoler,
Carnal knowledge and imperial power (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002).

74 It is imperative to note Doris M. Srinavan’s argument here that in pre-colonial times women in India
were considered to be either keepers of the home or keepers of culture, either wives or courtesans
and temple dancers.. The British did thus not invent the dichotomy between zenana and nautch, but
used an already existing division. The catch is in the changes they made to the understanding of
both. The keeper of the home became a bound woman, while the keeper of culture became a loose
woman.  Doris  M.  Srinavan,  'Royalty’s  courtesans and God’s  mortal  wives.  Keepers  of  culture  in
precolonial India', in  Martha Feldman and Bonnie Gordon (eds)  The courtesan’s arts: Cross cultural
perspectives (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 161-181, 164-165.
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courtesans or temple dancers accomplished in the arts of dancing and singing, but for

the British had become representatives of the loose sexual nature of the Indians. In

lantern lectures and film the emphasis is frequently on the sexuality of the nautch

girl, but while the first condemns her, the latter portrays her as an attraction. The

number of images depicting nautch girls and women described in sexually titillating

terms  on  postcards  is  almost  endless,  but  some  of  these  representations  take  a

different approach, drawing on Indian understandings of the courtesan.

In studying these representations of Indians in different media, the purpose of this

thesis is to demonstrate how representations of Indians in magic lantern lectures,

films and on postcards were influenced by a variety of sources.  On the one hand

visual  codes,  colonial  discourses  and  discursive  practices  created  patterns  for

representations.  On  the  other  hand,  the  different  media  dispositifs  do  have  an

influence on what is being shown and discussed. While colonial influences are rarely

absent, this thesis argues these were not the only ones defining the representations.

Employing  a  wider  prism  can  take  these  representations  beyond  the  colonizer-

colonized binary.

Conclusion
In  this  introduction  I  have  laid  out  how  I  aim  to undertake my  research  of  the

representation of British India in magic lantern lectures, in non-fiction films and on

postcards. I have argued that the approach to representation has to be multi-faceted.

It  refers  to  both  verbal  and  visual  representations  and  works  on  the  level  of

knowledge, ethics and effectiveness. In order to grasp the knowledge informing the

picture  and  the  meaning  expressed  in  it,  a  thorough  framework  of  colonial

understandings concerning specific topics is necessary. Theoretical tools to be used

are the dispositif,  the cinema of attractional  display and narrativity,  which will  be

developed in the next chapter. The conviction that nothing can ever be completely

isolated, be it colonizers from colonized, or media and media makers from each other

and the world surrounding them, and that there is always a need to add new stories

to already existing ones functions as a backbone to this thesis. 
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Editorial notes
Working with material from this period invariably involves using a number of Anglo-

Indian and Hindi terms. Whenever a term is used for the first time I have provided a

translation or explanation.  There is also a glossary of these terms at the end of the

thesis (p.295).

Unless otherwise mentioned the images reproduced are from my own collection.

This includes the images from John Stoddard’s lectures, which are no longer under

copyrights. I have added access dates to websites if I used them only once or twice in

my  thesis.  References  to  catalogue-like  websites  such  as  Pathés  filmography

(jeromeseydoux), Images of Asia and Colonial film have not been given an access

date, as they appear to be rather stable entities and I have made reference to these

throughout  this  thesis.  The  abbreviation  used  for  references  to  slides  in  lantern

lectures is sl.

Any  images  used  or  texts  taken  from  lectures,  catalogues,  trade  journals  and

postcards which might seem offensive, have been used in order to illustrate certain

points I wished to make. They do certainly not reflect my own opinions.
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1 Theoretical framework and key concepts

This chapter presents the key theoretical concepts used in this thesis to provide the

structure which will bring coherence to a diverse group of topics and representations.

To analyse the different media in such a way that comparisons are possible, I have

made use of the concept of the dispositif. This French term refers to a system in which

the different parts are mutually dependent on each other, such as a group of traffic

lights  at  a  particular  crossing.  During  the  1970s  this  concept  was  brought  into

academia by Michel Foucault and Jean Louis Baudry, where it came to be used on a

more theoretical level. In film studies it is regularly used to distinguish between the

different elements involved in the act of showing a film, which all work together to

perform it.  Building on what  has  been done in  film studies,  I  will  provide a  clear

definition of the different  ‘traffic lights’ I will be working with to create a medium

dispositif which is also applicable to lantern presentations and postcards.

While  the  dispositif  analyses  the  functioning  of  the  media,  the  images  as

representations themselves need a different type of analysis. Again it is in early film

studies that a start has been made to develop analytical tools, the most influential of

which has been the ‘cinema of attractions’, or as I will call it, following Frank Kessler,

the  cinema  of  attractional  display.  The  concept  of  the  cinema  of  attractions was

developed in part in opposition to the hegemony of the idea of cinema as narrative.

While  I  do  not  argue  early  cinema  is  narrative,  I  will  demonstrate  that  there  are

certainly  elements  of  narrativity  to  be  found.  Theories  of  narrativity  can  also  be

applied to still  images, especially to drawings. Employing aspects of the theory of

visual  narrativity  as  developed  by  Mieke  Bal  enables  me  to  create  a  structured

approach to what this narrativity entails.

With  regards  to  still  images  it  is  crucial  to  be  aware  of  the  prominence  and

popularity of the photography of types in the nineteenth century. A type became

representative  for  a  group  of  people.  Multiple  representations  together  created

stereotypical  representations  of  certain  groups,  which  found  their  way  into
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representations based on photography such as lantern slides and postcards, while

film could provide the moving counterpart. The work of the famous photographer

Samuel  Bourne  (1834–1912) and the book  The people  of  India  (1868–1875)  will  be

drawn upon as examples of the development of the visual stereotype in photography

with regards to India. 

Significant in all of these theoretical approaches is the relationship between the

one in front of and the one behind the camera. One of the most singular expressions

of this relationship is the gaze. This is especially relevant for film, where the gaze

interrupts  the  flow  of  the  image  and somehow  establishes  a  fleeting  connection

between the one viewed and the one viewing, but the moment of the look also has

relevance for  still  images.  According to Paula Amad, for postcolonial  scholars the

presence of this return gaze in early film has increased in significance, as a way of

recovering some of the agency of the people filmed. I will use this as a starting point

for an overview of how to analyse the gaze.

First,  however,  I  will  discuss  a  number  of  studies  which  have  framed  the

theoretical contours of this study with regards to visual representation. I have chosen

only  monographs  from  different  fields,  because  in  these  a  wider  context  and

framework are created. I will assess their importance both in what they have taken

into consideration and in what they have left out. This should clarify the development

and choice of my key-concepts.

Studying visual representations of ‘non-western societies’

The study of verbal  representations of  non-western people has been a subject of

inquiry  for  a  relatively  long  time.1 However,  it  was  only  in  1997  that  two  books

appeared which dealt with the question of the visual representation of others as well

as other countries. The first was Deborah Poole’s Vision, race and modernity. A visual

economy  of  the  Andean  image  world,2 the  second  James  Ryan’s  Picturing  empire.

1 I am aware the term  ‘non-western’ implies a particular point of view. However as there is nothing
else that the groups discussed in the studies have in common other than the fact that they do not
belong to Western Europe or Northern America I am using it here.

2 Deborah Poole, Vision, race and modernity. A visual economy of the Andean image world  (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1997).
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Photography and the visualization of the British empire.3 Both authors shared a desire

to move away from a simple condemnation of colonial imagery and to place visual

images in a wider context, looking beyond the frame to surrounding discourses and

practices.4 Or  in  a  more  Foucauldian  manner  of  speaking:  ‘to  the  genealogy’ of

images.5 Ryan focused on the historical and cultural backgrounds of the geographical

impetus to scrutinize and record all aspects of the British empire, while Poole looked

at the visual economy of images, involving the production, circulation of images as

well  as  ‘the  cultural  and  discursive  systems  through  which  images  are  appraised

[and] interpreted’.6

Both books,  as Poole stated,  ‘frame the history of  modern visuality through a

discussion of specific sets of images and the individuals and societies that produced

them’.7 Ryan,  from  a  different  starting  point,  contended  that  ‘photographs  –

composed,  reproduced,  circulated  and  arranged  [...]  –  reveal  as  much  about  the

imaginative landscapes of imperial culture as they do about the physical spaces or

people depicted within the frame’.8 Consequently, both emphasize the connections

between images and societies. Finally, both works pertain mainly to photographic

representations, and therefore there is no framework to account for the demands of

different media. 

The question of genealogy remains relevant in researching visual representations

of the past. However, I am not only interested in the context of the representations,

but also in how the medium framed the representations.  As I  am concerned with

comparing different types of media rather than looking at one medium, the question

of  how  a  certain  medium  functioned  in  comparison  to  others  acquires  added

significance.

In early film studies research into non-fiction film took much longer to find its

3 James R. Ryan,  Picturing empire. Photography and the visualization of the British empire (London:
Reaktion Books, 1997).

4 Most of  the Andes was already politically  independent,  but nineteenth century  discourses  were
framed in much the same way as for regions still colonized.

5 Poole, Vision, race, modernity, 15.
6 Ibid., 9,19.
7 Ibid., 9. 
8 Ryan, Picturing empire, 19,20.
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place than fiction film.9 Alison Griffith and Jennifer Peterson were among the first in

the 1990s to study early non-fiction film in connection to ethnography and travelling

respectively.10 Griffiths  started  from  the  point  of  ethnography  and  its  relation  to

visual  culture,  inquiring how  early  commercial  films  about  other  people  could  be

understood  as  ethnographic,  even  if  this  was  not  necessarily  their  aim.  She  was

struck by the ‘near-obsession of early commercial filmmakers with native peoples as

cinematographic subjects’, and consequently one of the first scholars to give these

films  extensive  attention.11 As  she  looked  at  these  films  from  an  ethnographic

perspective she addresses the issue of the type, but does not take this to the level of

the stereotype.

Peterson  studied  the  travelogue  as  a  genre  in-depth  and  defined  what  she

considers  its  dreamlike  qualities.  She  brought  about  the  connection  with  magic

lantern  presentations  through  an  analysis  of  the  work  of  Burton  Holmes,  who

combined both types of media, but she did not aim at a thorough comparison of the

two media. Griffiths as well as Peterson highlight the significance of the gaze in early

popular ethnographic or travelogue films. 

In  South  Asian  studies,  Saloni  Mathur’s  groundbreaking  publication  India  by

design. Colonial history and cultural display  surveyed the connections between India

and Britain with regards to the exchanges of material as well as visual culture. 12 While

analysing how India was visualised in Britain, Mathur moves back and forth between

these two countries and  follows British and Indian contestations concerning Indian

art and crafts. Like Mathur I will move back and forth between Europe and India, but

my  interest  is  in  the  context  of  the  representations  and  the  representations

9 Renewed interest in fiction film began in the 1970s, with the famous 1978 Brighton conference as a
highlight. Non-fiction films became a matter of research in the 1990s with a less famous, but also
important conference in Amsterdam. The results of the Amsterdam conference were published as
Daan Hertogs & Nico de Klerk (eds) Uncharted territory: Essays on early nonfiction film (Amsterdam:
Stichting Nederlands Filmmuseum, 1997).

10 Alison  Griffiths,  Wondrous  difference: Cinema,  anthropology and turn-of-the-century  visual  culture
(New York: University Press, 2002); Jennifer Peterson, Education in the school of dreams. Travelogues
and early nonfiction film (Durham: Duke University Press, 2013). Peterson’s book is based on a PhD
completed in 1999.

11 Griffiths, 172.
12 Mathur, India by design.
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themselves, rather than in the actual circumstances surrounding the creation of the

representations. 

Studies  such  as  these  have  informed  my  own  approach,  not  only  in  their

similarities  with  my  work,  but  also  in  their  differences.  This  has  led  to  the

development of the key concepts of the dispositif, the cinema of attractional display,

narrativity, types and stereotypes, and finally the gaze as the theoretical foundations

of this thesis. The rest of the chapter is devoted to an exploration of these concepts.

Dispositifs
When  discussing  representations  in  different  media  a  framework  which  permits

comparisons  between  these  media  is  indispensable.  This  framework  should  also

prevent an exclusive focus on the representation itself, and address all aspects of a

medium. The  concept  of  the  dispositif can  function  as  a  constructive  tool  to

understand the relationship between the different elements involved in the viewing

of these media.13 Foucault has defined a dispositif as a system of relations that can be

established  between  heterogeneous  elements.  The  system  of  relations  is  to  be

understood as strategies to solve an ‘urgent need’.14 

Applying  Foucault  to  early  film  studies,  Albera  and  Tortajada  see  a  viewing

dispositif as formalising the links between machinery, representation and spectator.15

For every viewing dispositif the different relationships between these aspects would

have to be established. They emphasize the regulatory aspects of the dispositif in line

with Foucault’s initial use of the term, which left little space for the agency of the

subject. However, since the spectator forms a central axe of any viewing dispositif,

Albera and Tortajada recognize that the perception of the subject has to play a role in

the understanding of the dispositif.

Frank  Kessler’s  definition  of  a  dispositif,  based  predominantly  on  Jean  Louis
13 Following Frank Kessler, I prefer to use the term dispositif rather than the official English translation

of ‘apparatus’. Frank Kessler, 'The cinema of attractions as dispositif', in Wanda Strauven (ed.) The
cinema of attractions reloaded (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2006), 57-70.

14 Michel  Foucault,  Power/Knowledge.  selected  interviews  and  other  writings  1972–1977  (Ed.  Colin
Gordon) (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980), 194,195.

15 François Albera and Maria Tortajada, 'The 1900 episteme', in François Albera and Maria Tortajada
(eds) Cinema beyond film (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2010), 25-44. 
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Baudry’s initial use of the term in film theory rather than on Foucault, is similar to the

one  Albera  and  Tortajada  employ,  but  adds  a  few  nuances.  He  considers  it  an

‘interrelationship  between  a  technology,  a  specific  film  form  with  its  mode  of

address, and a specific positioning of the spectator’.16 The difference between ‘a film

form with its mode of address’ and ‘representation’ requires further explanation. The

former points  to an awareness  of  what  type of  film was being shown,  the latter

includes ‘questions of cognition – deciphering and decoding visual signs’.17 Both are

needed, as a fiction film about India would have had a different type of address than

a  non-fiction  film.  The  question  of  cognition,  or  how  spectators  could  have

understood the image and its verbal context and how image makers made decisions

concerning what to represent, is central to this thesis.  It is therefore necessary to

consider a medium form with its mode of address and representation as two separate

elements in the dispositif.

Kessler attends to the understanding of the dispositif as the strategic solution to

solve  a  need  or  problem.  While  doing  so,  he  allocates  an  important  role  to  the

‘subject’ in deciding this dispositif, because in his understanding the  exhibitors and

producers of the films are the ones who decide how the needs of the dispositif  can be

fulfilled. The emphasis on both the input of the exhibitors and producers as well as

the  active  involvement  of  the  spectators  in  creating  and  understanding  the

representations is important, as ‘vision’ is, in the words of Deborah Poole, ‘a problem

of  social  actors  and societies’,  and not  only  of  abstract  discourses  or  regimes  of

knowledge.18 

Applying the dispositif to the different media enables a systematic study into the

similarities  and  differences  between  them,  and  to  gain  an  understanding  of  the

different needs they fulfil and strategies they employ. There is then a film dispositif

which follows the descriptions above, a magic lantern dispositif, as well as a postcard

dispositif. However, the postcard dispositif draws our attention to the fact that, in

contrast to lantern productions and film exhibitions, the viewer is not in the presence

16 Kessler, 'The cinema of attractions as dispositif', 61.
17 Albera and Tortajada, 'The 1900 episteme', 38.
18 Poole, Vision, race and modernity, 9. 
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of the machinery which produced the postcard and as such forms no relationship

with the machinery. The postcard is in that sense the technology. As this is likely to

give rise to confusion, it is necessary to adjust the name of the technology/machinery

element. Furthermore, Alain Boillat notes that the term  ‘machinery’ in Albera and

Tortajada’s understanding does not reflect the presence of non-machine elements

such as the lecturer or the projectionist, and he suggests using the term production

space instead, which still does not solve the problem of the postcard’s space where

nothing  is  immediately  produced.19 According  to  Boillat,  the  production  space

includes everything and everyone involved in the moment of the performance. With

this idea of performance we can move forward.

The performative takes place within this performance. In literature, the concept of

the performative has helped to conceive of literature as ‘acts’, bringing a world into

being.20 At  the  same  time  it  unlinked the  relationship  between meaning and the

intention of the speaker, for ‘what acts I perform with my words are determined […]

by social and linguistic conventions’.21 Judith Butler took this a step further when she

argued that even gender is performative: ‘it is not what one is but what one does’.22

How  one  performs  masculinity  or  femininity  is  dependent  on  social  and  cultural

norms,  rather than on some innate characteristic.  In another  definition, the noun

‘performativity indicates the type of utterance that carries out what it describes, or,

broader, the semiotic gesture that produces what it names.’23 Considering this, these

media  are  performative  as  they  bring  ‘India’ into  being,  producing  what  India  is

supposed to be. In other words, they give meaning to the concept of India. 

This  India,  like  Butler’s  gender,  is  partially  determined  by  social  and  cultural

conventions, but not entirely. In the field of media, analogue photography, has been

described  as  both  ‘performative and  documentary’, because  it  records,  as  a

19 Allain  Boillat,  'The  lecturer,  the  image,  the  machine  and  the  audio-spectator:  The  voice  as  a
component part of audiovisual dispositives', in Albera and Tortajada,  Cinema beyond film, 213-231,
216.

20 Jonathan Culler, 'Philosophy and literature: The fortunes of the performative', Poetics Today vol.21:3
(2000), 503-519, 507.

21 Ibid., 507.
22 Quoted in ibid., 513.
23 Quoted in a summary of a research project  ‘Performative Narratology’ organised by Mieke Bal in

2005,  http://www.narcis.nl/research/RecordID/OND1309234/Language/nl, 3 March 2015.
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document, as well as showing and naming what it documents within the context of

the culture it is attached to.24 I therefore suggest using the term performative space

for  the  first  element  of  the  dispositif,  technology/machinery,  to  enable  the

incorporation of the postcard. It is within this space that the documentation of India

is performed according to cultural codes.

Consequently,  there  are  three  dispositifs  consisting  of  the  following  four

elements: first, the performative space; second, a medium form with its modes of

address;  third,  representation;  and last  a  specific  positioning of  the spectators  or

readers. While it might have been possible to create a larger dispositif which would

have included all the different aspects influencing images and their presentation, it

seemed  more  useful  to  follow  the  line  set  out  in  film  studies  and  to  distinguish

several dispositifs with a clearly defined range of elements mutually dependent on

each other.

Attractional display, views, acts and narrativity
The concept of the dispositif enables us to understand how the medium functions as

a system with different elements. However, it does not create tools with which to

analyse the images themselves. This analysis is not only necessary to understand the

representations, but will also clarify how the spectator is positioned with regards to

the images.

Within early film studies the concepts of attraction and narrative have become

central issues in understanding the functioning of these films. There has been much

debate as to whether early films should be considered attractions or narratives, while

some have argued that these two cannot always be strictly separated.25 At the same

time it is also possible to find in the field of narratology some researchers moving

away from the concept that a text has to be entirely narrative to the understanding

that texts contain elements of narrativity.26 I  believe this might be a more fruitful

24 Sabine  T.  Kriebel,  'Theories  of  photography.  A  short  history',  in  James Elkins  (ed.)  Photography
theory (New York: Routledge, 2007), 3-49, 38.

25 For a good overview Strauven, The cinema of attractions reloaded .
26 Mieke Bal  highlights her own development in the afterword to the latest edition of  Narratology

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2009, 3rd ed), 227. She now advocates a theory ‘which defines
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approach  in  dealing  with  images,  because  it  prevents  the  strict  separation  of

attraction and narrativity, as it allows for both elements to be present within a single

film. It is in this way that I aim to use these two terms in my thesis. In what follows I

will discuss the history and application of the term ‘cinema of attractions’, as well as

aspects of visual narrativity.

Tom Gunning, in his 1986/1990 article ‘The cinema of attractions’, was one of the

first  to  attempt  to  define  what  distinguished early  fiction cinema  positively  from

classical  Hollywood  cinema.27 For  a  long  time  early  cinema  had  been  considered

merely  ‘primitive’ because  it  lacked  the  narratives  of  classical  cinema.  Gunning

argued that early films did not so much aim for narrative integration, but rather tried

to ‘incite visual curiosity and supply pleasure through an exciting spectacle [...] that is

of  interest  in  itself’.28 It  was  a  cinema  that  moved  outwards  towards  an

acknowledged spectator rather than inwards to the story.29

There are two ways in which the ‘cinema of attractions’ can be understood: first of

all as a periodization and secondly as a mode of representation. 30 It is only with the

second understanding that this thesis will concern itself. It is significant to clarify that

attraction here should be understood as ‘an act of display’ and does not relate to the

general attraction of images nor the inherent need for cinema to be an attraction. For

the latter I will use the term ‘entertainment’. In his discussion of the dispositif Kessler

coined  the  term ‘cinema  of  attractional  display’ to  underscore  the  fact  that  he

considers  it  only  one  of  the  possible  aspects  which  can  be  employed  within  a

dispositif to solve a need.31 I consider this a useful term and will therefore employ it.

and describes narrativity, not narrative; not a genre or an object but a cultural mode of expression’.
See also H. Porter Abbott: 'Narrativity', in Hühn, Peter et al. (eds) The living handbook of narratology
(Hamburg: Hamburg University). 
http://www.lhn.uni-hamburg.de/article/narrativity [accessed 15 April 2015].

27 It was first published in 1986 as Tom Gunning 'The cinema of attraction: Early film, its spectator and
the avant-garde',  Wide Angle vol.8:3-4 (1986), 63-70; and a second time in 1990 as 'The cinema of
attractions: Early film, its spectator and the avant-garde' in Thomas Elsaesser with Adam Baker (eds)
Early  cinema,  space,  frame,  narrative (London:  BFI  Publishing,  1990),  56-62.  This  edition  also
contained a number of additions to the first one.

28 Tom Gunning, 'The cinema of attractions', 58. 
29 Ibid.,59.
30 Kessler, 'Cinema of attractions as dispositif', 57,58.
31 Ibid., 66.
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In a much later article Gunning analyses non-fiction films as part of the cinema of

attractions. Here, he defines the connection between these films and the cinema of

attractions  as  the  emphasis  upon  ‘the  act  of  display  and  the  satisfying  of  visual

curiosity’.32 Gunning argues that most early non-fiction films should be understood as

aesthetic  views:  the  camera  mimes  the  act  of  observing,  so  the  spectator  can

experience the sensation of this observation in the cinema.33 ‘The camera literally

acts as a tourist, spectator or investigator, and the pleasure of the film lies in this

surrogate of looking’. One of ‘the primary indications of this mode of observation lies

in  the  clear  acknowledgement  of  the  camera’s  presence’.34 Gunning  makes  a

distinction between ‘views’, ‘captur[ing] something that maintains a large degree of

independence from the act of filming it’ and ‘acts’ which ‘include artificially arranged

scenes enacted precisely to arouse and sate the spectator’s curiosity’.35 

Both views and acts occur in films of India, as well as those of which we cannot be

certain whether they were viewed as they were happening or acted because of the

camera. There is one category of scenes in particular of which I want to highlight the

fact that they are ‘acts’. These are the portrait images created by filmmakers, either

of individuals or groups. As in the more obvious  ‘acts’ such as trick films, in these

people unmistakeably give a performance of who they are in front of the camera.

This also  demonstrates these acts were not only artificially arranged to satisfy the

spectator’s  curiosity,  but  also  created  an  opportunity  for  the  people  filmed  to

perform themselves for the camera and for the spectators.

Gunning observes that some later films come ‘closer to a narrative form’, due to

an increased temporality, especially process films (of which more in chapter 5). 36 This

increased  temporality  strengthens  the  possibilities  of  what  Jennifer  Peterson  has

called  ‘dreamlike spectatorship’,  or  ‘reverie’.37 A reverie  allows spectators to drift

away to a place elsewhere and to temporary leave behind their day-to-day existence. 

32 Gunning, 'Before documentary: Early nonfiction films and the 'view' aesthetic', in Hertogs, De Klerk,
Uncharted territory, 9-24, 14.

33 Ibid., 15.
34 Ibid.
35 Ibid., 14.
36 Ibid., 17.
37 Peterson, Education in the school of dreams, 232-233. 
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André Gaudreault has written extensively on the possible existence of narrativity in

early fiction films. He argues the narrativity of a single shot is a given in early film, as

a  transformation,  or  modification  –  the  sequence  of  photograms  –  takes  place

through  which  the  initial  image  changes  while  the  shot  lasts.38 According  to

Gaudreault  this  intrinsic  narrativity  of  film  does  not  lead,  in  the  period  under

discussion, to his second level of narrative: the extrinsic narrative, or the story which

can be told independently of the medium, for which continuity editing is usually a

prerequisite. This  is  the level  Gunning begins  to discern in later  travelogues.  It  is

significant to distinguish these two levels, one of the shot or scene and the other of

the film as a whole, when discussing what happens inside a film.

When it comes to non-fiction films, Jennifer Peterson contends that travelogues

are a collection of views, not films attempting at narrative integration. 39 For narrative

integration, or in Gaudreault’s terms, the extrinsic narrative, continuity editing would

be necessary and this does not occur in travelogues.40 However, while full narrative

integration is absent, arguably some travelogues do have a structure with a certain

narrativity, such as for example the film ‘Lake Kandy’, showing the views around lake

Kandy in Ceylon (Sri Lanka).41 In this film the shots are still a collection of views, most

shots  clearly  separated from the  next,  and nothing happens that  moves the film

along. However, there is a larger idea that connects the different shots in the film into

a  meaningful  sequence.  Because  even  as  a  collection  of  views  the  sequence  of

images displays a certain continuity. 

The  film opens  with  shots  leading the  spectator  slowly  down to  the  lake  and

finishes with a man in a rowing boat in the lake. In between are shots of a variety of

passers-by  and other  boats  on the  lake.  Although  the  camera  appears  to  merely

38 André  Gaudreault,  From Plato to Lumière:  Narration and monstration in  literature and cinema  (tr.
Timothy Barnard) (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2009).

39 Peterson, Education in the school of dreams, 142-150.
40 Considered  one  of  the  main  characteristics  of  the  classical  Hollywood cinema developed in  the

1910s.
41 ‘Le lac de Kandy’ (Éclair, 1912), viewed at Eye, Film Institute Netherlands. I am aware that this area

technically falls outside the region I discuss, but as it is an outstanding example of what I want to
argue here, and still is in the vicinity of the region I do discuss, I have decided to use it. Peterson,
Education  in  the  school  of  dreams,  142-150, also  discusses  possibilities  of  narrativity  but  in  her
examples it is weaker than in ‘Le lac de Kandy’.
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observe,  just  like  someone  taking  a  stroll  would  have  observed  her  or  his

surroundings, these observations could create a little story such as  ‘what someone

saw walking around Lake Kandy’. It is also a typical example of a film that would have

incited reveries in spectators. 

When turning from this extrinsic to the intrinsic level of narrativity, it is important

to have tools to analyse this visual narrativity. As it is similar, though not the same

because of the moving camera, to what occurs in still images such as photographs

and drawings, I will employ tools that apply to all of these.  Mieke Bal’s insights on

visual narrativity from her study of Rembrandt’s paintings provide these tools. She

argues that still images can show narrativity, since the images tell a story, however

short, independent of the pre-texts informing the creation of the image. 42 Bal asserts

that the elements of a fabula can also be present in images.43 A fabula is ‘a series of

logically  and  chronologically  related  events  that  are  caused  or  experienced  by

actors’.44 Elements of the fabula are ‘time’, ‘location’, ‘actors’ (characters if human,

actors if not) and  ‘events’.45 While characters and location (generally referred to as

background in images), are easy to depict in an image, depicting time and events

visually  is  slightly  more  difficult.  However,  according  to  Bal,  there  is  often  a

concentration of  a  story or  episode in  one moment,  an  action (the  event)  taking

place, which creates a sense of time passing. Specific gestures and movements or the

direction of the look of the character(s) as well as attention to the space in which the

action occurs can enhance this sense of action.46

Rembrandt’s paintings are often based on well-known stories from the bible, part

and parcel of seventeenth century Dutch culture. Rembrandt drew on existing codes

42 Mieke Bal, Reading Rembrandt.
43 In her Narratology Bal discerns three levels at which any given text can be analysed: as a narrative

text, as a story and as a fabula. She argues that while they are inseparable in the act of reading,
when analysing texts it is a helpful tool. I have decided to only use the aspect of the fabula from Bal ’s
work, as I discuss the other levels in a different way. Bal, Narratology, 6,7.

44 Ibid., 5.
45 Ibid., 8.
46 Bal,  Reading Rembrandt, 102-105, 142-148, 207-214. I  have decided to focus on elements of the

fabula and not to treat other aspects such as  ‘focalization’ or  ‘point of view’ according to Bal’s
definitions. To me it seems point of view is brought across through the elements of the fabula, as I
will try to argue in my thesis. 
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in the depiction of these images (although he does not always follow them). The still

images discussed in this thesis do not rely on well-known narrative stories, but on

knowledge about and practices concerning Indians. At the same time, these practices

had provided the codes for how specific groups of Indians were to be represented.

The concept of the cinema of attractional display allows us to see how views and

acts were mostly created to satisfy the visual curiosity of the spectator. Sometimes

films are more than just a collection of views, and demonstrate a certain extrinsic

narrativity,  although  there  is  still  no  continuity  editing.  The  single  shot  or  scene

always has an intrinsic narrativity, which is very similar to that of still image. To these

I will bring the different elements of the fabula to understand their narrativity.

Photography, types and stereotypes
A particular mode of still photography, in which there was usually very little context

surrounding  the  character,  was that  of  the  type. The  ‘type  was  one  of  the  most

important  elements  in  nineteenth  century  anthropological  analysis’,  according  to

Elizabeth Edwards.47 It ‘represented the essence of race’ and as such established the

‘parameters’ of a particular race.48 However, it not only established parameters,  it

also allowed ethnographers to create a hierarchy of humans by ‘differentiating and

ranking’ them into racial types, with the white male always at the top.49

At  that  time,  there  was  great faith  in  the  ‘exactitude  of  the  camera’,  and

photography consequently became an important aid to ethnography.50 Types were

not only verbally described, but also visually depicted. In most cases types 

were very seldom named or identified beyond the very general; tribe, place of
origin  or  trade  […]  Photographically  the  “type”  […]  is  in  scientific  isolation,
physically,  and  metaphorically,  the  plain  background  accentuates  physical
characteristics and denies context.51 

47 Elizabeth  Edwards,  'Photographic  “types”:  The  pursuit  of  method',  Visual  Anthropology vol.3:2-3
(1990), 235-258, 240.

48 Ibid.
49 Ryan, Picturing empire, 147.
50 Ibid.,17.
51 Edwards, 'Photographic “types”, 241.
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In  anthropometry scientific  isolation would be taken furthest:  subjects,  frequently

naked, would be photographed against a grid enabling the viewer to easily measure

the subject’s body and its different parts.52 

The aim of the photography of types was to know a society, its different groups

and  their  physical  make-up.  This  wish  for  knowledge  could  be  grounded  in

administrative, religious or scientific reasons but it could also be simple curiosity. 53 If

there were any written explanations surrounding the photographs, these invited ‘the

reader to share in a superior knowledge’ denied to the person inside the photograph,

because  the  text  was  not  about  the  individual  but  about  the  wider  group  they

represented.54 Commercial photographers  often  made  use  of  this  typology  when

photographing people abroad, thus establishing a practice  which was extended to

magic lantern slides and postcards, where the image is often defined by a type in the

title.55 Similarly,  early  non-fiction  filmmakers  would  draw  on  this  visual  tradition

when filming people.

Once  the  codes  of  the  representation  of  a  certain  ‘type’ are  established  and

constantly repeated, as happened to many of the groups discussed in these thesis,

the  type  becomes  a  visual  stereotype.  A  stereotype  can  be  defined  as: ‘public

information about social groups that is shared among the individuals within a culture ’

and is not limited to visual representations only.56 These stereotypes are  ‘learned,

maintained and potentially changed through the language and communication of a

culture’.57 Mass  media  are  particularly  important  as  a  ‘collective  repository’ for

stereotypes.58 Even though stereotypical representations of Indians already existed –

mostly  in  writing,  but  also  in  painting  –  before  the  arrival  of  photography,

photography  as  the  new  visual  mass  medium  of  the  nineteenth  century  was

52 Ryan, Picturing empire, 148-155; Griffiths, Wondrous difference, 93-97.
53 Karlekar, Re-visioning the past, 41.
54 Christoper  Pinney,  Camera  Indica:  The  social  life  of  Indian  photographs (Chicago:  University  of

Chicago Press, 1997), 42.
55 Ryan, Picturing empire, 163-166, 173-177.
56 Charles Stangor and Mark Schaller, 'Stereotypes as individual and collective representations', in C.N.

Macrae, C. Stangor and M. Hewstone (eds)  Stereotypes and stereotyping (New York: Guilford Press,
1996), 3-37, 10.

57 Ibid., 11.
58 Ibid., 12.
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extremely well suited to play the role of collective repository.  

Samuel Bourne’s photographs and the eight-volume  The people of India set the

standards for  the photographic  representation of  the  Indian stereotype. 59 Samuel

Bourne was one of the first and most famous commercial photographers of India. He

spent seven years, from 1863 until 1870, in India and made more than 2000 images

which were sold through the catalogues of his company Bourne and Sheppard. 60 He

was mostly interested in the Indian landscape and believed firmly in the picturesque

qualities  of  an image.  This  led to beautiful  scenic  pictures  which often bore little

relation  to  the  everyday  realities  of  the  places  he  photographed.61 Picturesque

images of people are less frequent in his oeuvre, but when they do appear they are

subject to the colonial understanding of India: they almost always represent ‘types’

and  portray  the  idleness  and  passiveness  of  the  Indian  to  contrast  with  British

industriousness.62

The eight-volume The people of India, published between 1868 and 1875, was the

first large scale attempt at understanding India through photographs accompanied

by texts. It represented a move away from curiosity and morality to a scientifically

structured framework when studying Indians.63 In order to grasp the complexities of

India’s people, they were counted, listed and described.  The  people of India divided

them into types of castes and tribes, based on race but also occupations. Knowledge

about these different groups was presented  ‘relative to their political co-operation

within  the  administrative  frameworks  of  colonial  authority’,  and  therefore  went

beyond  a  simple  geographic  or  occupational  description.64 As  such  these

representations and the descriptive texts seemed to foster a context of domination

59 Patterson, 'Postcards of the Raj', 152 also mentions the publication of Risley’s People of India in 1908
as creating standards for photographic representations.

60 Gary D. Sampson, 'Photographer of the picturesque: Samuel Bourne', in V. Dehejia, India through the
lens, 163-175, 163. For an overview of the history of photography in India in the nineteenth century
Karlekar, Revisioning the past, 23-68. 

61 Sampson, 'Photographer of the picturesque', 167.
62 Xavier Guégan, 'Visualizing alienation: Symbolism and duality in Samuel Bourne’s photographs  of

British India', Visual Culture in Britain vol.12:3 (2011), 349-365, 351-354. 
63 Christopher Pinney, 'Colonial anthropology in the “laboratory of mankind”', in C.A. Baily, B. Allen, G.

Forrester  (eds)  The  Raj,  India  and  the  British 1600–1947 (London:  National  Portrait  Gallery
publications, 1990), 252-263, 254.

64 Ryan, Picturing empire, 156.
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and control,65 while at the same time both verbally and visually establishing or even

reinforcing the stereotypes of the depicted people.

The  person represented as a  type seemed often shackled to the text  and the

context  of  the  image,  but  Christopher  Pinney  argues  that  ‘the  enforced visibility

induced by the photograph […] helped create an area of secrecy and power in which

“the  Other”  could  assert  its  own  autonomy’,  and  no  longer  only  represented  a

colonial understanding.66 The photographs are therefore more ambiguous than they

seem. However, rather than look for secrecy in to which find power or autonomy, I

will analyse the images to see if and how autonomy has been enabled. The last of the

aspects  of  analysis,  to  which  I  will  turn  shortly,  namely  the  relation  between

photographer  and  photographed,  as  well  as  the  gaze,  can  help  us  with  this

clarification.

The role photography was given in the definition of human types facilitated the

development  of  visual  stereotypes.  However,  these  stereotypical  photographic

representations could not always entirely define the persons in an image. Many of

the representations I discuss follow the formal structure of the photography of the

type. Nevertheless, as many representational elements are frequently repeated, both

verbally and visually, while often based on pre-existing codes, I will mostly apply the

term stereotype. 

Gaze
To  conclude  this  chapter  I  will  now  analyse  an  element  which  brings  the  entire

discussion of  attractional display, narrativity and of types together, as it plays a role

in all of these. This is the gaze or look at the camera. It can heighten the attractional

display  of  a  scene,  it  can  establish  or  strengthen  narrativity  and  it  can  be  an

expression of autonomy. 

First I need to make one essential point concerning the circumstances in which the

65 John Falconer, 'A passion for documentation: Architecture and ethnography',  in V. Dehejia,  India
through the lens, 69-85, 80.

66 Pinney,  'Classification  and  fantasy  in  the  photographic  construction  of  caste  and  tribe',  Visual
Anthropology, vol.3:2-3 (1990), 259-288, 284.
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gaze  can  occur.  This  is  always  a  moment  of  performance,  and  therefore  the

interrelations between viewer and viewed play a major role.  As Geary has argued

perceptively  with  regards  to  photography,  when  a  photograph  is  taken  the

relationship between the photographer and the sitter determines how the sitter is

‘allowed to present the Self in the photograph’.67 The body can either be objectified

through the photographer’s gaze, or as a subject be allowed to show ‘itself’ to the

world  in  ‘assuming  a  calm,  dignified  pose  of  centrality  and  project  a  sense  of

confidence’.68 In other words,  the body can be considered to be on display as an

object, or to be presented as an individual. 

In all instances where a camera is present and a person is aware of its presence,

the  relationship  between  viewer  and  viewed  is  established  as  part  of  the

performance.  We  cannot  recover  the  exact  relations  that  existed,  but  from  the

attitude,  looks  of  the  person  depicted,  as  well  as  the  background  in  which  the

depiction occurs, we are able to infer certain aspects of this relationship. Ultimately,

this relationship determines how the Self is performed, and therefore how the person

looks at the camera.

This gaze at the camera is something that frequently and poignantly happens in

early film.69 Only in film this look moves, and can therefore be experienced as a more

direct form of address than on postcard images or lantern slides.70 Nevertheless, I will

argue its presence in still images at times undermines the textual anchorage given to

the image. The gaze in film is multi-faceted, ranging from a short furtive look to a

sustained and long  engagement with  the  camera  and generally  at  the  very  least

‘disrupts the sense of a film as a hermetically sealed world’.71

Paula Amad has reflected on the history and possibilities of what she calls the

return of the gaze in silent non-fiction film.72 As there was first of all the camera’s

gaze towards the person being photographed or filmed, she emphasizes the gaze at

67 Geary, 'Different visions?', 159. Emphasis in original. 
68 Ibid., 159.
69 Griffiths, Wondrous difference, 196-203, 199.
70 Peterson, Education in the school of dreams, 174.
71 Ibid., 171.
72 Paula Amad, 'Visual riposte: Looking back at the return of the gaze as postcolonial theories’ gift to

film studies', Cinema Journal vol. 52:3 (2013), 49-74.
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the camera is a return of that first one. She confers to the term  ‘the return of the

gaze’ two  different  meanings.  First,  there  is  the  actual  gaze  at  the  camera,  and

secondly ‘it connotes the now common interpretation of that look as a refusal of the

assumed  monolithic,  unidirectionality  of  the  West’s  technologically  mediated

structures of looking at cultural Others’.73

While contemporary spectators might hardly have noticed these gazes, according

to  Amad  scholars  have  claimed  these  gazes  in  an  attempt  to  ‘provide  a  textual

compensation for the lack of photographic and cinematographic records made by

peoples  historically  victimized  by  the  camera’.74 Although  she  is  not  convinced

acknowledging these gazes will  ‘uncover the empirical resistance of colonial Others

toward the camera’s powers of social control’, she does believe it ‘hermeneutically

imagine(s)  the  challenge  posed  by  looks  at  the  camera  as  urgent  and  necessary

fictions’.75 Urgent, because the scholar works in a ‘time-pressed’ mode and needs to

‘make-do’ with what is to be found. Necessary, because ‘tactical incursions that mark

short-lived  victories  of  time  (life,  memory,  change)  over  space  (control,  history,

stasis) need to be identified’.76 

In her discussion of early ethnographic films, Alison Griffiths found these tactical

incursions when she argued that the gaze can point to a connection across time and

space.  According  to  her,  this  is  not  an  un-mediated  contact,  but  is  initially  an

expression  of  the  meeting  between colonizer  and colonized in  the  contact  zone.

Griffiths demonstrates that the gaze in such a contact zone, when moving beyond

the camera to the spectators, can carry a ‘subversive or defiant element’ which not

only ‘subverts our status as voyeurs’, but also ‘threatens the certitude of our visual

sovereignty over the people represented in the film’.77 

As one element of the performance the gaze can give us important clues about

the  relationship  between  the  viewer  and  the  viewed,  whether  the  viewed  is  on

display or allowed to present himself. It is therefore significant to emphasize the gaze

73 Ibid., 53.
74 Ibid., 56,60.
75 Ibid., 65.
76 Ibid., 66.
77 Griffiths, Wondrous difference, 200.
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can carry a subversive element, but does not always have to, as I will establish in this

thesis. With Amad I will use the ‘return of the gaze’ as a hermeneutic tool which will

sometimes find victories of time over space, but also instances in which the gaze is

unable or even unwilling to decisively challenge the control of the camera and all it

represents. 

Conclusion
Building on the insights from studies of the visualisation of  ‘non-western’ societies,

this chapter has laid out the key concepts necessary to be able to analyse the media

and  their  representations.  In  order  to  analyse  the  media  I  have  developed  the

concept of the dispositif in such a way that it can be applied to all  three types of

media and will  reveal the similarities and differences between their approaches to

India and Indians. I have taken the dispositif to consist of four elements: performative

space, form and its mode of address, representation and positioning of the spectator.

The latter occurs on two levels:  one is  the level  of  the ideological  context that is

created, the second is the level of the individual images, or scenes within a film. 

Most non-fictions films are part of the cinema of attractional display, in which the

view or the act takes precedence over narrativity, although traces of the latter can be

found. Narrativity does most certainly occur on the level of the scene, as it does in

still images, where character, actions, background and sometimes a sense of passing

time are found. The latter two create a context in which the character functions.

In  ethnography  the  photographic  study  of  the  type  created  representations

without  context.  An  accumulating  archive  of  these  photographic  representations

defined photography as a mass-medium which helped the spread of stereotypical

representations.  Although  people  could  be  photographed or  filmed as  types,  the

relationship between the one taking the image and the one whose image was taken

at  the  moment  of  performance  defined  whether  there  was  a  possibility  for  the

individual to present himself or whether he was objectified and put on display. The

return of the gaze at the camera is one aspect of this moment of performance and

therefore needs to be acknowledged and given a place.
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Before  discussing  exactly  if  and  how  magic  lantern  presentations,  film  and

postcards framed Indians as stereotypes and how Indians returned these gazes, the

next chapter will analyse the performative spaces in which the framing took place.
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2 Visual media performing India

Figure 2.1 – ‘Grinding corn, Bangalore’, Postcard, n.p. Printed in Saxony, n.d. Send by Gibb
Harrison to Miss Sophie [surname illegible].

Dear Soapy
do you see my best  girl  on this card she has  rings on her  fingers  and bells
through her nose how do you like her eh she would make good black pudding
wouldn't she eh what you don't like her? 

–  Gibb Harrison, comments on reverse of postcard in Figure 2.1.

Women grinding at a mill.  – The woman seated by the circular flat stones is
grinding rice. The upper stone moves round upon the lower one, a wooden peg
in the centre keeping it in position. She is grasping a wooden handle. Generally
two women are employed to do this work. This is the kind of mill spoken of in
the Scriptures [...] These women are not remarkable for beauty.

– W.  Yorke  of  the  ‘Christian  Vernacular  Education  Society’,  Magic  lantern
reading India, slide 10.

The film opens with some scenes in a bazaar [...] Then we see girls and women
grinding  corn  between  stones,  and  afterwards  sifting  it.  The  curious  and
picturesque camel caravans pass along the road.

–  Kineto, ‘Ancient Delhi’, review in The Kinematograph and Lantern Weekly, 26
January 1912, XXXIII.

All of the three examples above reference a similar activity, the grinding of corn or

rice between stones. The context in which this referencing takes place is, however,
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highly diverse. The lantern reading describes what can be seen in the picture, and, as

it is a reading from a missionary society, touches upon the fact that the grinding of

corn is also mentioned in the Bible. It is preceded by an image of a woman hulling

rice and is succeeded by images of a dancing woman and a Hindu lady. The lantern

reading thus attempts to give an overview of  ‘the Indian woman’. The film review

does not comment on the activity itself, but mentions it as one scene among many

others  to  be  watched  in  ancient Delhi,  not  modern  Delhi.  The  postcard  writer

references  and  adapts  a  well-known  English  nursery  rhyme,  and  in  an  almost

cannibalistic, but probably funnily meant, gesture conceives of the Indian woman as

an  English  dish.1 Neither  of  these  two  appears  to  be  a  recommendation  to  the

women portrayed on the front.

What was portrayed in the lantern slide and film will most likely have been very

similar to the postcard in Figure 2.1. The differences in approach to this image have

therefore  little  to  do  with  the  image  itself.  Rather  these  differences  are  a

consequence  of  the  way  the  performative  spaces  produced  and  described this

image. This  chapter  will  review  the  general  functioning  of  these  performative

spaces.

Once the functioning of these spaces is established, the medium forms with their

modes of address regarding India as a whole, employed within these spaces will be

analysed.  Understanding the construction of  India  within the performative  space

provides a background for the specific topics the following chapters will deal with.

Especially for lantern presentations it is important to understand the scope of the

lectures as a whole, since this will not be discussed in great detail in the following

chapters.

Lastly,  it  is  necessary  to  look  at  the  creators  of  and  participants  in  the

performative  space:  the  producers  and  publishers  of  images  and  readings,  the

lecturers or writers of lectures, and the senders or collectors of postcards. But before

all of this a short overview of the history of the media is given, examining their initial

popularity.  Magic lantern presentations will  be discussed first,  since they are the

1 The nursery rhyme ‘Ride a cock horse to Banbury Cross’ speaks of ‘rings on her fingers, and bells on
her toes’.
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oldest of the media, followed by film, because of its close connections to the lantern

and finally postcards, which stand a little apart from the other two.

Magic lanterns, postcards and film around 1900
Magic lantern presentations in which slides of frequently photographic images were

combined with a spoken lecture became extremely popular around 1870. The magic

lantern projector had been in existence for more than a century, but in those years

technical developments improved lenses as well as lighting and decreased the size of

the magic lantern.  Added to this  was the capability  to create exact and detailed

images of places near and far which had become possible with the development of

photography.2 Consequently, according to Jens Ruchatz, travel shows became the

‘overriding  subject  in  projection  practice’ alongside  the  temperance  stories,

humorous stories and adaptations from literature.3 It  was no longer necessary to

travel to see the world; the world came almost to your doorstep. Even the lecturer

no longer needed to travel: he could buy readings giving him all the information he

needed to accompany the slides.4

Public  lantern  shows  were  performed  at  fairgrounds,  but  also  in  town  halls,

churches, universities and music halls. The development of film would initially not

seriously undermine the interest  for magic lantern shows, although it  does seem

that fewer new lectures were produced after 1900.5 Because of the importance of

the  lecture  in  the  presentation,  I  have  mostly  used  slides  in  connection  with  a

reading and have only made occasional use of slides found on their own to highlight

certain points.

When the moving cinematographic camera came along around 1895, its users

2 Charles Musser, The emergence of cinema, 32.
3 Jens Ruchatz, 'Travelling by slide. How the art of projection met the world of travel', in Crangle,

Heard, Van Dooren, Realms of light, 34-41, 40.
4 There might have been female lantern lecturers,  but the impression is  that most of them were

male.
5 Most  of  the  readings  on  India  I  have  found  can  be  traced  back  to  the  1870s.  Except  for  the

government inspired lantern series of  the Colonial  Office Visual  Instruction Committee (COVIC),
none seem to have been first produced in the 1900s. See also Richard Crangle, 'Next slide please:
The lantern lecture in Britain 1890–1910', in Richard Abel and Rick Altman (eds) The sounds of early
cinema ( Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2001), 41-47, 42.
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quickly  realised  the  potential  of  travel  images.  Travel  films,  also  known  as

travelogues, would become one of the ‘most popular and developed genres’ in those

early years.6 There was a close relation with the magic lantern show as many films

were initially incorporated into a lecture.7 The films were also frequently part of an

entertainment  programme  that  included music,  theatrical  acts,  or  magic  lantern

slides.  In  British  town  halls,  travelling  showmen  would  have  two-hour  film

programmes comprising different films.8 In those early years, every exhibitor was

free to combine films and create their own programmes.9 Even when films became

longer in the years just before World War I, it was rare for a travel film to be the only

film for the evening. They never quite reached the length of feature films and the

American trade journal the Moving Picture World frequently commented on the fact

that  the  travelogue  was  combined  with  another  film  on  the  same  reel. 10 In

circumstances  like  that  a  few  short  films  on  India  were  one  of  the  many

entertainments of the evening, lasting maybe no longer than five to ten minutes.

The sole emphasis on India in this thesis is therefore no reflection of the reality of

early twentieth century film-culture, where fiction also, and as time went on, more

and more often, dominated over non-fiction films.

As film stock was often re-used once the film had run its course, and the nitrate

base  was  vulnerable  to  destruction,  many  early  films  have  been  lost.  However,

catalogues and film review magazines can give an insight into the extent of films

made about India, although this is by no means necessarily exhaustive.  I have made
6 Charles Musser,  'The travel genre in 1903–1904: Moving towards a fictional narrative', in Elsaesser

and Barker, Early cinema, 123-132, 123.
7 Rick Altman, 'From lecturer's prop to industrial product. The early history of travel films', in Jeffrey

Ruoff (ed.) Virtual voyages, cinema and travel (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006), 61-76.
8 Vanessa Toulmin  argues for  the  importance  of  the  travelling  showman in  the  creation of  ‘film

watching’ habits and the ultimate establishment of permanent picture houses, and for the lesser
importance  of  the  music  hall  and  fairground  attraction  in  the  'Cuckoo  in  the  nest:  Edwardian
itinerant exhibition practices and the transition to cinema in the United Kingdom from 1901 to
1906', The Moving Image vol.10:1 (2010) 52-79.

9 Ian  Christie  and  John  Sedgwick,  '“Fumbling  towards  some  new  form  of  art?”:  The  changing
composition of film programmes in Britain 1908–1914', in Annemone Ligensa and Klaus Kreimeier
(eds) Film 1900: Technology, perception, culture (Herts: John Libbey Publishing, 2009), 151-164.

10 For example:  Moving Picture World (hereafter  MPW ),  6 April 1912, vol.12:1, 41: The Delhi Durbar
combined with  ‘Tommy’s geography lesson’;  1 February 1913, vol.15:5, 502:  ‘Bathers in Ceylon’
combined with ‘The American niece’; 12 September 1914, vol.21:11, 1513: ‘Kashmir’ combined with
‘Whiffle’s Double’.
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intensive  use  of  catalogues  and trade  magazines  to  make  the  overview  of  films

about India as complete as possible (See Appendix).

Although there are very few traces of direct spectator reactions to films on India,

the  trade  journals  also  expose  the  variety  in  spectator  reactions  to  the  films.

Opposing voices from The Bioscope, a British film trade journal exemplify these. One

voice, reviewing a film on Darjeeling which explicitly contrasts the British with the

Indians, questions why the ‘West’ should be called more civilized than the ‘Orient’.11

The other describes  ‘oily skinned blacks, their wild eyes rolling and turning in their

head like maggots in a shriveled [sic] currant’ in a film showing the temples of Puri in

India and Kandy in Ceylon.12

While postcards are not as closely interwoven with film and magic lanterns, as

they  had  a  different  type  of  exhibition,  they  share  the  same  photographic  and

colonial  discursive practices as lantern slides and films.  Their  popularity coincides

with the rise of film, as the use of privately printed picture postcards was allowed by

the British Post Office in 1894. These quickly became enormously popular and more

than 800 million postcards were sent by post in Britain alone in 1908, leaving aside

the  ones  sent  alongside  a  letter  or  purposely  bought  to  be  put  in  albums. 13 The

themes of postcard images varied widely, but views of places far and near formed an

important  aspect.14 Collecting  postcards  became  the  fashion  of  the  day  with

collectors meeting at clubs and exchanging cards with other clubs and members all

around  the  world.  Publishers,  understanding  the  commercial  value  of  collectors,

supported them by  ‘issuing native views in  thematic  sets  […]  and by promoting

collecting accessories such as postcard albums, pouches, packets, and boxes’.15 
11 The Bioscope, 27 January 1910, 54.
12 Ibid., 9 May 1912, 443.
13 Mathur,  India by design, 114. In my own collection there is a significant number of postcards that

have been written upon, but have no address, suggesting they have been sent inside an envelope,
possibly with a longer letter or even instead of a letter.

14 David Prochaska, 'Thinking postcards', Visual Resources vol.17:4 (2001), 383-399, states that images
from colonies formed a minority of all postcards made. Prochaska nevertheless holds the view that
their  importance  went  well  beyond their  number,  384,385.  For the  ‘colonies’ Geary  and Webb,
Delivering views.  For a discussion of the use of postcards closer to  ‘home’ the articles by Naomi
Schor  on  Paris,  'Cartes  postales:  Representing  Paris  1900', and  Nancy  Stieber  on  Amsterdam,
'Postcards and the invention of old Amsterdam around 1900', in Prochaska and Mendelson, 1-41.
Naomi Schor’s article was earlier published in Critical Inquiry vol.18:2 (1990), 188-244.

15 Mathur, India by design, 118.
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Some  of  these  collection  ended  up  in  libraries  or  museums,  but  many  more  in

second-hand  postcard  shops,  where  the  collection  was  broken  up  in  individual

pieces. The cards in this thesis are therefore often single pieces, of which the context

has been lost.  Given the sheer  number of  postcards published it  is  impossible to

make  any  claims  to  completeness  when  it  comes  to  discussing  certain

representations. What I have tried to do is find representative samples and to use

contrasting views to indicate the range of visualisations that might be found.

At least some of the popularity of these media was based on the fact that they

brought the wide world closer. This popularity makes it quite possible that a large

number of people came across India at least once when viewing any one of them.

How India was presented to the spectators depended partially on the performative

spaces, as well as the creators, exhibitors and publishers of the images.

Magic lantern presentations
Performative space, form and mode of address

The performative space of magic lantern presentations was the lecture consisting of

a combination of three main elements: words and images presented by a lecturer.

Within this performative space, the role of the lecturer was crucial and could be an

important  drawing  card,  therefore  his  name  was  usually  mentioned  in

announcements  for  lecture nights.16 Spectators  could also be  drawn to the show

because  of  its  topic,  and their  wish  to learn more  about the  world.  The  images,

projected in large format onto a screen or wall, were most often used to support the

statements made in the lecture. Magic lantern projection specialist T. C. Hepworth

stated  that  ‘the  views  should  be  the  best  of  their  kind,  but  must  be  altogether

subservient  to  the  text’.17 The  emphasis  on  the  quality  of  the  images  in  this

quotation indicates the important supporting role, Hepworth believed slides to play

in a lecture. It was therefore that photographic images came to be the preferred:

they were seen to be more  ‘accurate and reliable’ than paintings.18 Many of these

16 Stephen Herbert, 'A slice of lantern life', in Crangle, Heard, Van Dooren, Realms of light, 185-192.
17 Quoted in Altman, Silent film sound (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004), 58.
18 Ruchatz, 'Travelling by slide', 35.
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images were hand-coloured in bright hues to increase their appeal. Some lectures

continued to make use of drawings, like Mr Yorke’s from the Christian Vernacular

Education  Society,  who  appears  to  have  combined  both  photographs  and

drawings.19

The  importance  of  the  images is  supported by  the  fact  that  they  were  often

commented on in reviews, indicating that their quality did enhance the interest of a

lecture,  even  if  they  were  less  central  than  they  would  become  in  film. 20 It  is

important to emphasize that ultimately spectators came to watch the whole of the

performance, not just  one of its  parts,  although not every part might have been

equally important to an individual spectator. As much as possible all elements of the

performative space need to be taken into account and lantern images need to be

studied in the contexts of  lectures,  even if  the lecturer ’s  voice can no longer be

heard.21

Magic lantern lectures could be divided into those with a more entertaining and

those with a more educational mode of address. Entertaining slides often showed

funny characters or situations. Magic lantern lectures on India belong squarely to the

more educational  strand of the lantern realm together with, for  example, stories

dealing with ‘social questions’ such as poverty or alcoholism.22 These lectures were

characterised  by  a  strong  authorial  voice.  However,  while  both  were  meant  to

educate, social question stories aimed equally at influencing the spectators. 23 Travel

19 W.  Yorke,  India. Published  in  Lantern  readings  original  and  selected:  volume  I  (5th  edition)
(Birmingham: Alfred Pumphrey, n.d.), 301-316. I have found a number of his drawn slides, but in one
of the texts he refers to the ‘photograph’ of an elephant, 306, sl.19.

20 Terry and Debbie Borton, 'How many American lantern shows in a year?', in Crangle, Heard, Van
Dooren, Realms of light, 105-115,107.

21 A large collection of slides in the British library, donated by the Oertel family, alerted me to the fact
that in India, lantern slides might have performed a function similar to postcards: mementos of a
stay. A number of slides in the collection were produced by Hands and Son. Their topics are closely
related to many of the postcard images. As most of the slides in the Oertel collection were made by
Frederick Oertel  and his wife Margaret for  personal  use I  have not included the collection as a
whole.

22 Ludwig  Maria  Vogl-Bienek,  'Helden  mit  Handicap.  Die  soziale  Frage  in  der  victorianschen
Projektionskunst',  in  Herbert  Uerlings,  Nina  Trauth  and  Lukas  Clemens  (eds)  Begleitband  zur
Ausstelling “Fremdheit und Armut: Wandel von Inklusions-und Exklusionsformen von der Antike bis zur
Gegenwart” (Trier: Universitat Trier, 2011), 231-239.

23 Karin Eifler, 'Between attraction and instruction: Lantern shows in British poor relief', Early Popular
Visual Culture, vol.8:4 (2010), 363-384.
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lectures,  on  the  other  hand,  were  content  with  educating,  with  the  exception

possibly  of  missionary  lecturers  who  might  have  wished  to  induce  the  public  to

support their missionary work. 

This  education was never just about India, it was also about India’s place in the

world relative to Britain’s. The texts of the readings therefore always emphasized

Britain’s civilising mission and its discourses and practices. India might once have

been a seat of great civilisation, but this civilisation ‘has never attained to the pitch

of  advancement  as  among  Europeans’,  as  India  in  the  North-West argues  in  its

introduction.24 A significant aspect of Britain’s superior position in lantern lectures

was its Christianity, even if the readings did not have a stated missionary aim. The

world was looked at through a nineteenth century Christian frame of reference, and

judged accordingly.

If  by  any  chance  the  spectators  became too  enthralled  with  India  during  the

lecture, the last few slides usually rope India back into the British sphere of influence.

Sometimes this is done through a British image, as in the reading on Mysore, where

the last slide shows the residence of Mr. Brett, of the Madras Civil Service, 25 or in the

epilogue, such as the one in the reading of Calcutta which states:  ‘no country has

ever  accomplished so successfully  such a stupendous work as  the British  in their

government of  India’.26 In  other  readings the connection is  more indirect.  In  the

Descriptive readings for lantern slides the ‘Hindoo merchant’ on the last slide leads to

the comment that ‘in the International Exhibition held at London in 1862, splendid

specimens  of  Hindoo  workmanship  were  displayed’,  favouring the  exhibition  in

London over the Hindu merchant in India.27

Travel lectures, like travel films later, were first of all about place, and the titles

24 India  in  the North-West  (New York:  Allan and Bentley,  n.d.), 37.  A version of  this reading,  titled
Yorke’s lantern readings: India was published by E. Marshall in 1875. 

25 H.W. Dixon, Mysore (London: E. Marshall, 1875), sl.51, 178. Also published as 'Mysore and southern
India', in Descriptive readings and lectures for the lantern vol.1 (London, E. Marshall, n.d.), 165-178.

26 Optical  lantern  readings:  Calcutta,  Rosiebelle  and the  dwarf,  a  humourous  cure  for  intemperance
(London: York and Son, n.d.), 16.

27 Descriptive readings for lantern slides, set no. 40: India (London: Sheppard and Co, n.d.), sl.12. The
reference to the International Exhibition of 1862 indicates it was written before the Colonial and
Indian Exhibition of 1886, since it seems likely the author would have referred to that exhibition,
had the reading been written after 1886.
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either refer to India as a whole, or to one of its parts, such as Kashmir28 or Mysore.29

In  these  lectures  Indian locations are predominantly  rendered as  ordered places:

monuments,  temples,  mosques,  landscapes  specific  for  a  region,  streets,

government  buildings,  etcetera.  The  significance  of  the  larger  colonial  space  is

highlighted by the frequent depiction of a map of India as the first slide of a lecture.

People  are  not  extremely  significant  in  most  of  these  lectures.  They  appear  less

frequently  and  when  they  do,  they  are  often  meant  to  exemplify  some  of  the

particular Indian stereotypes such as the  ‘native prince’ or the  ‘fakir’ belonging to

the  Indian  subcontinent.30 Within  the  performative  space  India  is  consequently

presented as different and dependent on Britain through form and mode of address

of  the  lantern  lecture.  The  responsibility  for  these  representations  was  with  the

producers and writers of the lectures and slides.

The production of lantern lectures

The production of lantern lectures was partially in the hands of lantern companies,

but lecturers also wrote their  own presentations which were not immediately for

sale  to the general  public.  Lectures for  lantern companies  were often written by

people  who  had lived in  India,  such  as  the  aforementioned W.  Yorke,  or  Colonel

Dixon who wrote a reading on Mysore for the company York and Son, one of the

leading slide manufacturers in England in the late nineteenth century.

Originality was certainly not a precondition for these writings. The content was

not  infrequently  copied  from  others  and  descriptions  often  echoed  each  other,

revealing  generally  held  views  about  certain  topics.  York’s  lantern  readings: India

published by E. Marshall in 1875 provides an instructive example of how the content

of  these  lectures  or  pamphlets  was  published  and  spread.31 The  same  reading

appears as the Optical lantern reading: India lecture printed not only by Alabaster and

Sons, but also by Riley Brothers. An American version of the same text was titled

India in the North-West, following the heading of the lecture printed by Alabaster,
28 G. Millais, Life and views in Kashmir (n.p., n.d.).
29 H.W. Dixon, Mysore.
30 See chapter five for a further discussion of this issue.
31 Most of its slides can be found on Lucerna http://www.slides.uni-trier.de/set/index.php?id=3000669.
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and seems to have been published by Allan and Bentley, an attorney’s office in New

York.32 Large chunks of the text from this reading also appear in the reading  The

Prince of Wales’ visit to India, recounting the trip of the Prince of Wales in 1875–1876,

and also part of the York series of lantern lectures.33 Even texts from other publishers

were used as the Prince of Wales and Popular lectures for the magic lantern from E. G.

Woods share the same description for Brahmin priests.34 This lack of change also has

a temporal character, because the Alabaster version of  India in the North-West has

pencilled marks referring to the Delhi Durbar of 1912. It appears this lecture dating

from the 1870s was still considered attractive forty years later.

It seems likely that not only text was copied, but that the slide images were re-

used as well,  since the readings often referred to particular aspects of an image.

There was, nevertheless, a certain freedom for the lanternist to buy his own slides

and create his own lectures. The catalogue of York and Son provides an instructive

example  of  this  freedom.  It  has  thematically  listed  hundreds  of  slides  for  India,

marking  the  slides  used  in  readings  with  an  asterisk.35 Another  example  of  the

lanternist’s  freedom  to  add  images  is  the  Magic  Lantern  Society’s  copy  of  the

reading India in the North-West in which the lecturer has not only added slide titles

showing aspects of the descriptions throughout the text, but has also extended the

reading with another fifty slides, creating a very different reading from the one it

was originally, and increasing the importance of the visual aspect of the lecture. 

Although this  thesis  will  work only  with the officially  printed materials  of  the

lantern presentations it  is  important  to  be  aware  of  the  fact  that  their  eventual

delivery might have diverted significantly from these.  Two lectures where this was
32 For the sake of clarity I will reference the reading in its  India in the North-West title. Using  York’s

India would create too much confusion with another Yorke I am referencing: W. Yorke,  Lecture on
India.

33 Henry Gore, The Prince of Wales’ visit to India, lantern lecture, (London: York and Son, n.d.). The date
of this visit was 1875–1876, so probably the lecture was first published soon afterwards.  In a York
catalogue from a later date, this reading is called Route to India, whereas there is another reading
with different slides  titled  Visit  of  the Prince of  Wales to India.  I  have found a number  of  slides
belonging to Route to India which I will use for the Prince of Wales reading. Lijst van lantaarnplaatjes
(Nijmegen: Ivens and Co, circa 1913), 84, 210. This catalogue is a reissue of a catalogue by York and
Son.

34 Gore,  Prince of  Wales,  sl.  40, 232;  Popular lectures for the magic lantern: Missionary enterprise in
many lands (London: E.G. Woods, n.d.), sl. 6.

35 Lijst van lantaarnplaatjes.
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less  likely  to  occur  are  first  the  lectures  of  John  Stoddard,  who  wrote  his  own

presentations  and  whose  voice  is  very  clear,  and  secondly  Harold  MacKinder ’s

lectures, which were so dense and extensive there appears to have been little space

for a lecturer’s own initiative.

John Stoddard and Harald Mackinder

The lectures of the American lecturer John Stoddard and the British lecture writer

Harald Mackinder differ  in  several  ways from the  commercial  readings discussed

before. First of all they are much more extensive. Secondly, Stoddard’s lectures were

not  available  to  other  lecturers,  but  written  by  him  and  for  him.  And  thirdly,

Mackinder’s  lecture  served  an  even  more  educational  purpose  than  the  other

readings  as  it  was  written  for  the  Colonial  Office  Visual  Instruction  Committee

(COVIC). More is known about the production of these lectures than most of the

readings, and as it is important to create a frame of reference for the subsequent

analysis of their specific slides and narratives, I will discuss the larger context and

general content of their lectures here in somewhat greater detail.

In  contrast  to the rather  impersonal  narrative of  the readings which could be

bought or  rented by anyone,  John Stoddard created lectures  in  which he  placed

himself as traveller and narrator  ‘within the space constructed by the narrative’.36

Active between the 1870s and 1890s,  he became one of  America’s most famous

lecturers.37 In 1892 he travelled to Asia to create lectures on China, Japan and India,

which he presented in the 1893–1894 season. Not only did Stoddard detail his own

reactions to what  he was showing,  he also  figured in  a  number of  photographs.

Consequently,  his  experience of  India  is  what  drives  the  lecture,  rather  than  the
36 Musser, The emergence of cinema, 38.
37 His legacy would be overshadowed by the achievements of  his  successor,  Burton Holmes,  who

introduced moving images into his lectures and was less overtly didactic. Holmes would have been
an obvious choice for this thesis, but although he visited India in 1912, it seems he never published
this lecture,  as it  is  not  part  of  the ten-volume collection on www.archive.org and I  have been
unable to locate it elsewhere. For more on Holmes:  Charles Musser and Carol Nelson,  High-class
moving pictures: Lyman H. Howe and the forgotten era of traveling exhibition (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1991); X.T. Barber, 'The roots of travel cinema: John L. Stoddard, E. Burton Holmes
and the nineteenth-century illustrated travel lecture',  Film History vol.5:1 (1993), 68-84:  Altman,
'From lecturer’s prop to industrial product', and ibid.,  Silent film sound; Peterson,  Education in the
school of dreams.
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images. However, he embedded his experiences within the opinions he had formed

through his extensive reading of literature on India.38 As he followed the colonial

literature almost to the letter, his lectures, even though written by an American for

an American public, are extremely useful for the discussion of a British colony. 

Stoddard’s fame exemplifies the importance of the lecturer for the magic lantern

presentation. The public were fascinated by him and came to hear him. What he had

to  say  was  almost  secondary  to  the  fact  that  he  was  a  handsome,  ‘impeccably

dressed’ man, and a good, even charismatic speaker. According to one review he had

‘perfect control  over his audience, moving them to laughter,  vociferous applause

and  tears  at  will’.39 His  lectures  were  well-prepared,  a  combination  of  extensive

reading  on  the  topic  and  personal  experience.  They  moved  from  a  general

introduction to more specific aspects of the country, which were carefully contrasted

to keep the audience’s attention. He ended his lectures in a climax with a description

of ‘the most striking sight he had seen on the trip’.40 It is important to realise that in

the discussion of  his  lectures,  the all  important  aspect of  his  presence is  absent.

While the structure and content of his lectures can still be studied, since he published

all  of  them  after  his  retirement  from  lecturing  in  1897,  the  influence  of  his

appearance and voice can not be recreated. 

Initially,  Stoddard acquired his slides from slide manufacturers,  but during the

1880s he decided he would commission the majority of the slides to create more

‘current and personal views’.41 The slides found in his two India lectures combine his

own photographs with slides bought from other companies. 42 Stoddard’s is the only

lecture where the written text in the book does not directly refer to the images.

There must have been a version where sequential numbering was used, otherwise
38 Barber, 'Roots of travel cinema', 76
39 Quoted in ibid., 78.
40 Ibid., 77.
41 Ibid., 75.
42 Some slides can be attributed to York and Son, others to the postcard publisher Raphael Tuck, who

manufactured slides before picture postcards came on the British market. Several images exist as
photographs made by Samuel Bourne. At times these slides supplied images he might not have
been able to procure himself, of for example native princes or army parades. He did not significantly
change  the  slide  titles,  allowing  them  to  fit  into  his  narrative.  So  far  I  have  not  found  any
Underwood images in the collection. As Keystone only began production in 1892 Stoddard will not
have been able to use their slides for his initial lectures.
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the person operating the lantern would not have known when to change the slides

(Stoddard did not do this himself), but this clearly seemed irrelevant when the book

was published for a wider audience. 

Stoddard’s first lecture on India opens with his arrival in Ceylon, and then moves

to  Bombay  (Mumbai),  where  he  emphasizes  the  virtues  of  the  Parsis,  the  most

‘Westernised’ of all Indians.43 Via Jaipur, where a modernizing maharaja (ruler) has

introduced street lights, he brings the listener to Benares (Varanasi). Benares, as a

spiritual centre of Hinduism, becomes the epitome of everything that is wrong with

this  religion  and,  by  extension,  with  India.  Relieved  to  leave  this  behind  him,

Stoddard then escapes to the  ‘pure air’ of  the Himalayas and specifically the hill

station of Darjeeling where he ends his lecture.

His second lecture starts in Calcutta, and from there he turns to India’s Islamic

Mughal  heritage  by  travelling  to  Delhi.  Wondering  if  the  British  will  ever  leave

buildings comparable to the Mughal  palaces,  he turns to the uprising of  1857,  in

those years better known as the Mutiny, when Indian soldiers from the British Indian

army revolted against British rule. He describes in detail what happened in Delhi,

Lucknow and Cawnpore (Kanpur), with special attention for the actions of the Raja

or  ruler  of  Bithur,  better  known  as  Nana  Sahib,  who  was  believed  to  have

treacherously killed a large number of British men, women and children during the

uprising.  From the Raja of  Bithur  it  is  a  small  step to the contemporary princes,

whom  Stoddard  does  not  deem  fit  to  rule,  arguing  that  therefore  the  British

occupation is ‘a blessing to India’.44 

The last town he visits is Agra, enabling him to come to a appropriate conclusion

for his lecture with an extensive, lyrical description of the Taj Mahal, understood as

the monument of love of the Mughal ruler Shah Jehan for his wife Mumtaz. While

both the mountains around Darjeeling and the Taj Mahal are certainly striking sights

with which to end a lecture, they are also very much sights of which British colonial

43 John L. Stoddard, John L. Stoddard’s lectures. Vol. 4 Revised edition (Chicago: Geo L. Shuman, 1912).
This  edition is  exactly  the  same  as  the  edition  published in  1898,  with  the  exception  of  a  few
coloured images that were added at the beginning of the lectures, but this has not altered the page
numbering.

44 Ibid., 196.
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discourses  approved.  Stoddard’s  use  of  the  performative  space,  in  this  instance

ending a lecture with a climax, was clearly anchored in colonial discourses of India.

Harald Mackinder, in contrast, did not deliver his own lectures. He was one of the

driving forces behind the COVIC. The COVIC was established in 1902 to introduce ‘a

scheme of lantern-slide lectures for children, illustrating life in different parts of the

Empire, as “an educational means of strengthening the feeling of imperial unity and

citizenship”’.45 Mackinder was a Reader in geography at Oxford University and took

charge of the preparation of the lectures as well as the general supervision of the

scheme until  1911.  In its  early years of existence,  the COVIC focused on creating

lectures to represent Britain to the colonies, but by 1907 the emphasis shifted to the

creation of lectures about the colonies. Although by this time it was possible to make

films rather than or along with the slide images, Mackinder was unwilling to take film

on board. According to James Ryan, Mackinder did not like the fact that the imagery

in films was fluid and that therefore the visual information could not be selectively

controlled.46

Mackinder  selected  an  artist,  Hugh  Fisher,  to  travel  round  the  world  to  take

photographs for the slide lectures. Fisher was instructed to to ensure he covered

both  ‘the native characteristics of the country and its people as well as the super-

added  characteristics  due  to  British  rule’,  while  he  also  received  a  long  list  of

guidelines of what images to take.47 India was the first country he visited  between

late  1907  and  early  1908.  From  all  the  photographs  he  took  there,  Mackinder

selected 480 around which he wrote a series of eight lantern readings. The lectures

and slides were published in 1910 along with a cheaper illustrated textbook edition.

Unlike Stoddard’s lectures these readings would never achieve great popularity. 48

Since they nevertheless present a good example of the official view of India, they are

very valuable for the purposes of this thesis.

The lectures begin in the very south and end in the very north-west of  India,

45 Ryan, Picturing empire, 187.
46 Ibid., 212,213.
47 Ibid., 190.
48 Ibid., 208.
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covering all the places relevant to the British understanding of their Indian empire.49

The first lecture introduces the listener to India. Mackinder’s belief that geography

was  essential  in  forming  an  ‘imperial  perspective’ is  evident  throughout  the

lectures.50 Geography, especially the physical geography of India, takes up much of

the space. Copious maps detail  the geography of India’s regions and every place

visited is located exactly in its surroundings. The geography lesson is interspersed

with some history lessons, aimed at showing how ‘the British were without ambition

in conquering India, but had to conquer it in order to defend the already possessed

territories against threats’.51 

It is no coincidence that the last lecture is on the North West Frontier, a place

where the British  were still  defending India against  invasions,  ably  supported by

loyal  Indians.  The  last  slides  in  this  lecture  depict  the ceremony  in which Queen

Victoria was proclaimed Empress of India in 1877 along a narrative that argues that

Britain cannot leave India to itself, as long as it brings justice to that country.52 And

so, by way of a lengthy geography lesson the need for empire has been justified.

Mackinder followed the pattern set by the earlier and much shorter lantern readings,

although  his  was  split  into  eight  different  readings.  His  narrative  began  with  an

introduction into India and ended with Britain’s importance for India, consequently

complying  with  the  form  and  mode  of  address  of  the  shorter  readings  and  its

understanding of India. In film, form and mode of address will  lead to a different

type of representation.

49 Lecture I covers the most southern part of India up to the Nilgiri Hills; lecture II focuses on Birma;
lecture  III  deals  with  Calcutta  and  the  Darjeeling;  lecture  IV  covers  Benares,  Lucknow  and
Cawnpore; lecture V covers Bombay city and its surroundings, extending even into the Nizam of
Hyderabad's territory; lecture VI covers Rajastan, lecture VII  Delhi,  Agra, Hardwar and Mussoori;
lecture VIII the Punjab and the Northwest Frontier.

50 Ryan, Picturing empire, 187.
51 H.J.  Mackinder,  India: Eight lectures prepared for  the Visual Instruction Committee of  the Colonial

Office (London: Waterlow, 1910), 128,129.
52 Ibid., 129,130.
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Film
Performative space, form and mode of address

In film, the performative space was initially very similar to that of the lantern show:

there was a showman, or lecturer, who presented while showing images. 53 Initially,

the role of the showman was quite large, as he also decided on the sequence of the

films being shown. Obviously, the fact that these images were moving rather than

still  made  a  decisive  difference,  and  would  subsequently  allow  the  images  to

become the dominating aspect within the space, less dependent on a lecturer or a

lecture.  Although  these  lectures  were  not  published,  film  catalogues  were  more

comprehensive in their descriptions of films than lantern catalogues had been, which

had usually only listed slides. This change is in itself an indication of the centrality of

the image in film from the very beginning.

On  the  other  hand,  these  film  descriptions,  and  later  film  reviews,  were  less

extensive than lantern readings in their commentary on individual scenes. Lantern

readings therefore enable an understanding of the use of images and how they were

meant to be interpreted, but in film the reviews and descriptions were less directly

connected to the actual presentation. Access to the reality of the performative space

of film exhibitions is therefore even more limited than for lantern presentations. It is

necessary to be aware of the fact that the circumstances in which the films were

shown, for example for entertainment or missionary purposes, could have created

very  different  meanings  for  the  films.54 Catalogues  and  trade  journals  are

nevertheless an important means of understanding how producers and reviewers

envisioned  their  use  within  the  commercial  performative  space.  It  is  generally

assumed commercial  lecturers often used catalogue descriptions when describing

what was shown in the film.

Most  of  the  films showing  India  use  the  travelogue  as  its  form and mode  of

53 Musical accompaniments were frequently part of this performative space, but will play no role in
this thesis, due to a lack of specific information about what was played during the showing of the
films under discussion.

54 Griffiths,  Wondrous difference, 223-225 and Wolfgang  Fuhrmann,  'Locating  early film  audiences:
Voluntary associations and early film', Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television, vol.22:3 (2002),
291-304.
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address, although significant exceptions will be discussed later in this thesis. Jennifer

Peterson has characterised the travelogue as a non-fiction film emphasizing first of

all  ‘place’.55 This could be a place far or near, but once the place was defined in the

title, certain expectations about that place had to be met. The Moving Picture World

summarized succinctly what exactly these expectations were when it declared of a

Pathé  film  showing  Darjeeling:  ‘The  appearance  of  the  town,  the  people  in  the

streets,  the  modes  of  conveyance  and  the  surrounding  scenery  are  faithfully

reproduced’.56 

A  second  characteristic,  which  I  already  mentioned  and  which  contrasts  the

travelogue  with  the  postcard  or  the  magic  lantern  slide,  is  movement:  there  is

almost  always  something  moving  inside  the  image.  Metaphorically,  the  films

transported or moved the spectator from his space to a different space.57  Lastly, the

travelogue  had an  atemporal  nature:  it  did  not  occupy  itself  with  contemporary

affairs, and even  ‘attempted to exist outside of time’. This timelessness aimed to

‘essentialise’ a  place  into  something  which  is  always  the  same,  although  with

hindsight the specific temporal aspects of the films do become obvious. 58 Images of

protests  against  Bengal’s  partition  in  1905,  although  featured  in  India,  are  thus

loudly absent in European or American catalogues and journals.59 

Given the centrality of place, a majority of the films is organised around a town or

city, usually smaller entities than what lantern lectures dealt with. Calcutta together

with Bombay, Delhi and above all Benares, were the cities most frequently shown.

Agra, Madras, Hyderabad, Srinagar and the hill stations of Simla and Darjeeling all

made their appearance more than once. When filming these cities most interest was

in the activities of  the Indians and there was fairly little filming of  the European

quarters. Temples or mosques, religious processions and people engaged in religious

55 Peterson, Education in the school of dreams, 54.
56 MPW, 12 November 1910, vol.7:20, 1116.
57 Peterson, Education in the school of dreams, 54, 55.
58 Ibid., 34-35. In Peterson’s PhD-thesis, atemporality is a third characteristic of travelogues, in her

book,  Education  in  the  school  of  dreams,  atemporality  has  become  an  aspect  of  the  duality  of
travelogues, 34-35. The attempt to essentialise, of which the predictable locations in films were a
part, I continue to consider an important characteristic. Jennifer Peterson, Travelogues and the lure
of the exotic, 1890–1920 (University of Chicago, 1999), unpublished PhD-thesis.

59 B.D. Garga, From Raj to Swaraj. The non-fiction film in India (New Delhi: Penguin, 2007), 13,15.
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or ‘typical’ activities were always a good topic, as were native streets. 

Cities such as Calcutta were not only of interest as film topics, but its streetlife

easily  provided  the  movement  film  was  so  dependent  on.  Films  only  showing

buildings tend to lack movement and therefore even when films, according to the

title,  depict  buildings  or  monuments,  people  usually  would  be  prominently

presented as well.60 Occasionally, instead of foregrounding place, films highlighted

people and their  customs in a manner reminiscent of ethnographic studies,  as in

Kineto’s  ‘a  Hindu  funeral’ from 1912,61 or  the  Eclair  film  ‘Types  des  Indes  et  de

Ceylon’ from 1913.62 The travelogue was thus a versatile film form which could easily

incorporate the wide variety of moving images to be captured in India and therefore

featured on the list of many film companies.

Film producers

The main producers of these films were Pathé, Éclair and Charles Urban. The Pathé

Company was France’s largest film producer before World War I and well-known for

its,  often  coloured,  travelogues.63 Éclair  was  another  French  company  and  only

arrived in India around 1912, but made twenty films in southern India and Ceylon in

the  following  three  years.64 Charles  Urban  was  the  manager-owner  of  Warwick

Trading & Company, Charles Urban, Kineto, and the Natural Kinemacolour Company

during this period.65 As manager of Warwick he was the first to sell  footage from

60 For example, ‘Historic mutiny sites’ (1914), shows the monumental sites of the 1857 uprising, but at
least  as  much  space  is  devoted  to  showing  people  engaged  in  all  sorts  of  activities
(http://www.colonialfilm.org.uk/node/109,  accessed  8  May  2015).  The  same  is  true  for  Pathé’s
‘Seringapatam’ where in one of the last scenes, showing Tipu Sultan’s former palace, three Indian
men start walking towards the camera on the road leading to the palace. The palace recedes into
the background and what is remembered are the three men walking towards the camera. Watched
at  EYE,  Film  Institute  Netherlands.  See  also  Pathé’s  description:  http://filmographie.fondation-
jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=22724

61 The Bioscope, 30 May 1912, supplement XXV.
62 Ibid., 30 October 1913, Supplement V. 
63 For Pathé’s colouring of travelogues Charles O’Brien, 'Motion picture colour and Pathé-Frères. The

aesthetic  consequences  of  industrialization'  in  André  Gaudreault,  Nicolas  Dulac  and  Santiago
Hidalgo (eds) A companion to early cinema (Chichester: John Wiley, 2012), 298-314.

64 Paolo Cherchi Usai, 'Societé Française des films et cinématographes Éclair (1907–1919). A checklist',
Griffithiana vol. 44/45 (1992), 28-88.

65 Luke McKernan,  Charles  Urban: Pioneering the non-fiction film in Britain and America,  1897–1925
(Exeter: University of Exeter Press,  2013).  Charles Urban,  A Yank in Britain,  (ed. Luke McKernan)
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India and throughout this period he would acquire new films from the region. In the

first ten years of filmmaking many of the early British filmmakers, such as R.W. Paul,

as well as the Hepwix and Walturdaw companies, sent cameramen to India to film.

For commercial  and technical  reasons, films had a much shorter lifespan than

magic lantern slides.66 Therefore, from 1899 onwards, there was generally at least

one company a year that marketed new films from India, but the high point was

undoubtedly the year 1912. The Delhi Durbar celebrating George V’s coronation as

King-Emperor of India had taken place late 1911, early 1912. The Durbar had been

filmed  by  a  number  of  companies,  most  successfully  by  Urban  with  his

Kinemacolour.67 Pathé’s  and  Urban’s  filmmakers  stayed  in  the  region  after  the

Durbar  and  used  the  occasion  to  travel  large  parts  of  the  country  in  search  for

interesting material.

Over the years, Pathé and Urban visited and filmed the conventional centres of

interest  in  India  such  as  Calcutta,  Bombay  and Benares,  but  would  also  venture

further afield. Pathé’s reach ranged from Kashmir in the far north to Madurai in the

far south. Urban’s companies also covered much of India, and especially went off the

beaten track in Kineto’s ‘Roaming through India’ series in 1912.68 Urban seemed less

interested in the southern part, only filming there if the company happened to film

in Ceylon. 

The differences in interest between the French and British companies could have

a historical background. Until the late eighteenth century France had remained the

dominant European power in South India, and still  colonized a number of smaller

areas. For Britain the dominant region had from the beginning been the northern

and western parts of India: more or less everything north of the line Bombay-Bengal.

In colonial times, the British considered this area, the Gangetic north, the ‘authentic’

(Hastings: The Projection Box, 1999).
66 Exactly why magic lantern producers did not feel the need to change their topics frequently, while

film  producers  did  from  the  very  start  is  something  which  needs  further  research,  but  is
unfortunately beyond the scope of this thesis.

67 See S. Bottomore, 'Have you seen the Gaekwar Bob?' for a general discussion of the filming of this
Durbar  and L.  McKernan,  'The  modern elixir  of  life'  for  a  detailed  discussion of  the  success  of
Kinemacolour.

68 The Bioscope (1912) 9 May, 443; 31 October, supplement X; 21 November, supplement, XXVI.
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India.69

This  also  explains  why  filmmakers  never  extended  their  interest  into  today’s

Pakistan. This region had for a large part been conquered much later and was of less

economic, political and historical interest to the British. The only time filmmakers

would venture into the area was when the royal family toured the region. R.W. Paul

accompanied the Duke and Duchess of Connaught after the Delhi Durbar of 1902

into the North-Western Frontier Province and filmed their visit to the Khyber Pass as

well as the bazaar in Peshawar.70 Pathé followed the Prince and Princess of Wales in

1906 and filmed Lahore.71 The area of today’s Bangladesh suffered a more or less

similar fate as the region of Pakistan. It might have been shown in Éclair ’s ‘La vie aux

Indes,  la  Bengale’,  but  the  film  could  have  been  shot  anywhere  in  the  state  of

Bengal.72 The linguistic region where Bengali was spoken in colonial times is mostly

represented by Calcutta, the capital of British India.

Therefore the companies on whose lists India featured most often were Pathé

and Urban, with Éclair following suit in 1913–1914. Although most of the films were

of the Gangetic north, the content and length of the films changed considerably over

the years.

Technology and changes to the performative space

Initially, when films were still short, filmmakers leant quite heavily on existing visual

practices concerning India as they were known from magic lantern lectures and still

photography or postcards. The first series of films from India, produced in 1900, are a

good example. Charles Urban as director of Warwick, got one F.B. Steward to make

‘Our Eastern Empire: an interesting series of scenes in India’.73 The series, consisting

of  a  large  number  of  one-scene  films,  roamed  India  from  Poona  (Pune)  where

Steward lived to Bombay and Calcutta. The topics reflect early cinematic interests

such as the arrival of a train, the first on the list, fire brigades, derbies, and Indian
69 Guha, Beyond caste, 50.
70 R.W. Paul, Catalogue (London, 1903).
71 Réception du Prince et de la Princesse de Galles aux Indes – Lahore, http://filmographie.fondation-

jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=5979.
72 Watched at EYE, Film Institute Netherlands.
73 Warwick Trading Company, Catalogue (London, 1901), 184-186.
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labourers leaving a Bombay factory. They also display an indebtedness to postcards,

and to a lesser extent magic lanterns, with images of several streets in Bombay and

Calcutta, the  dhobi  or washerman, shaving in the open air, a religious procession,

and  bullock  carts  (made  more  interesting  because  the  bullocks  are  obstinate). 74

There seems no particular order in the list, except for the first item, the arrival of the

train, metaphorically allowing the spectator to arrive in India, and the last one, the

‘Race for the governor’s cup,  Bombay’,  keeping India squarely in the fold of the

British empire, in the tradition of the lantern lectures.75

Technological  developments  changed  the  film  format  significantly:  by  1908

separate  films with  only  one  scene  began to  disappear  in  favour  of  longer  films

encompassing more than one scene.76 After 1906 catalogues became less dominant,

but  descriptions  in  the  emerging  trade  journals  give  a  good  indication  of  these

changes.77 The earlier films which had only one, very circumscribed topic like  ‘an

Indian juggler’ were  generally  short,  about  140  feet.  More  general  films such  as

‘Industrial  India’ were  longer  and  reached  up  to  400  feet.  In  June  1910,  Urban

released a film  ‘Benares’ of 315 feet. It was almost certainly a combination of the

two  earlier  films  he  produced:  ‘A view  from  Benares  from  the  Ganges’ and  the

‘Burning  ghats’.78 For  Urban  the  combination  of  two  films  into  one  longer  one

concluded his move away from short scenes of less than 200 feet to longer films that
74 Ibid., 185.
75 Ian Christie mentions and wonders about the presence of so many arrival and departure scenes in

early film catalogues, but focuses his article on the arrival and departure of British representing
empire. The entry into an Indian train station can certainly be understood as an  imperial arrival,
since  trains  were  introduced  to  India  by  the  British,  who  considered  this  one  of  their  more
successful attempts at civilising the Indians. Ian Christie, '“The captains and kings depart”: Imperial
departure and arrival in early cinema' in Grieveson and MacCabe,  Empire and film, 21-33, 23,25. See
also  Marian  Aguiar,  Tracking  modernity:  India's  railway  and  the  culture  of  mobility  (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2011).

76 I. Christie and J. Sedgwick, 'Fumbling towards some new form of art?'; Peterson,  Education in the
school of dreams, 71,72.

77 Ian Christie, 'Comparing catalogues', in F. Kessler and N. Verhoeff (eds) Networks of entertainment.
Early film distribution 1895–1915 (New Barnet: John Libbey Publishing, 2007), 209-217, 211. Two of
the most popular journals in Britain were The Bioscope and The Kinematograph and Lantern Weekly. I
have used both for my research. The other trade journal I have used is the American Moving Picture
World, which advertised and reviewed many of the films on India.

78 The Kinematograph and Lantern Weekly (abbreviated to  The Kinematograph Weekly), 2 June 1910,
210, also  The Bioscope 2 June 1910, 23. The texts of both advertisements emphasize the sinking
palaces to be seen along the Ganges.
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encompassed more than one scene. I have found no films for any of the companies

of less than 250 feet after 1909. Most are between 350 and 500 feet, although Edison

made  a  number  of  one  reel  films,  1000  feet,  in  the  aftermath  of  the  Durbar.

According to the Moving Picture World it was unusual, but certainly justified for a film

about Simla, India’s summer capital.79 

The move away from one-shot films exemplifies that the different subjects within

the  film were  the  central  interest  of  the  filmmaker,  rather  than the  need for  an

external narrative. The addition of intertitles from 1909 onwards supports this move

from spoken or written text outside, to text inside the frame.  Although intertitles

often served as referents to an external narrative, even imposing this narrative onto

the spectator, it is the image calling forth the intertitle, unlike magic lantern lectures,

where the narrative called forth the image.80 Together with the images, intertitles

became the most significant elements of the film’s performative space in the 1910s.

Postcards
Performative space

In postcards, the image itself was central to the performative space, but there was

more.  Equally  important  was  the  empty  back  which  could  be  written  on  and

addressed to someone, calling attention to the fact that the performative space of a

postcard is literally double-sided. The front showed a frequently brightly coloured

image.  The  back  was  empty,  enabling  communication  with  someone  else  and

implanting the sender’s signature onto the performative space. The authorial voice

mostly  disappears,  although  some  publishers  added a  written  description to  the

images to anchor it. 

As postcards were cheap they were well suited to be made part of a collection,

either  as  a  collection  of  postcards  per  sé  or  as  mementos.  When  looking  at  a

collection of postcards the performative space of the collection as a whole as well as

the performative space of each individual postcard needs to be taken into account.

79 MPW, 14 September 1912, vol.13:11, 1074.
80 Gunning, 'Before documentary', 13.
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This includes an understanding of many of these collections as souvenirs.81 These

were collected as mementos of the places and people the owners had seen in India

and were not dictated by a publisher’s collection nor by a wish to collect for the sake

of  collecting only.82 Whether  sent  or  collected,  its  individuality  and double  sided

performative space make postcards ultimately much more personal in their use than

either film or the magic lantern slides discussed here.

Views of Paris and India: Form and mode of address

With regards to postcards, the question of form and mode of address analyses the

postcard as a depiction of a place, either through locations or through people.  To

understand how this form functioned and what was specifically Indian about these

representations it is helpful to have a look at what postcard publishers of a major

tourist destination found worthwhile publishing. Naomi Schor’s influential article on

Parisian postcards gives an extensive description of the topics found on postcards.

She argues that postcards of Paris: 

cover[ed]  every  aspect  of  Parisian  life:  its  small  crafts  (ragpicker,  umbrella
salesman,  dog  shaver,  matress  maker),  its  markets  (Halles)  and
slaughterhouses (Villette), its bizarre characters (Bibi la puree, the shoe shiner;
E. Guenon, the human telegraph; MacNorton, the human aquarium), its fires
and floods,  its  strikes and demonstrations on the one hand;  its  glitzy social
events (the races, visiting royalty), beautifully manicured gardens, fine shops
and department stores, and spectacular public monuments on the other.83

Comparing this list with the topics on the postcards from India, it turns out to be

remarkably similar, while keeping in mind that India even more than Paris was not

one,  but  many  different  places.  The  majority  of  images  on  the  cards  represent

architecture, either as monuments of what the British conceived of as a now sadly

81 Naomi Schor, Cartes postales, 7. 
82 Geary, Webb, Distant cultures, 3,4.
83 Naomi  Schor,  'Cartes  postales',  15.  She  seems  to  have  ‘ungendered’ her  discussion,  although

interestingly the only two postcards reproduced in her article  showing  a close-up image are of
women. For a discussion of the representation of French and Parisian women on postcards, Lynda
Klich, 'Little women: The female nude in the golden age of postcards', Visual Resources 17:4 (2001),
435-448.
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degenerated Mughal or even Hindu past or of the present as highlights of British

power and its civilizing mission.84 Gardens and lakes, especially the Eden Garden in

Calcutta  and  the  Victoria  Garden  in  Bombay,  were  popular  subjects,  as  was  the

racecourse of Pune. An earthquake in 1905 resulted in postcards showing the scale of

the  destruction in,  for  example,  Dharamsala.85 The  bazaars,  shopping  street  and

market  in  one,  form  a recurring  theme.  The  small  occupations vary  from Anglo-

Indian servants such as the  bhisti or watercarrier, the  dhobi or washerman and the

mali, or gardener, to general crafts such as potters, tailors or sweet sellers. Although

there were no  named bizarre  characters,  snake charmers,  monkey trainers,  devil

dancers and fakirs could certainly be considered  ‘strange’. Significantly, they were

strange as types, not as characters: they did not have a name, and therefore did not

become individuals unlike the Parisian ‘bizarre characters’. 

While  this  highlights  a  difference  in  approach  between a  colonial  and a  non-

colonial space, in many ways what was of interest in Paris thus was of equal interest

in India, and not typically colonial. Naomi Schorr defines this as on the one hand, the

‘quaintness  of  dying  traditional  societies  with  their  beautiful  costumes,  strange

rituals and other emblems of auratic cultures’, particularly applied to the colonies by

postcard producers at the time. On the other hand, for Paris at least, the postcards

are also ‘enamoured of the present’, in depicting modern buildings and new modes

of  transport.86 These  can  be  understood  as  two  different  modes  of  address  the

postcard employs in depicting places.

It is important to note, however, that the modern context is mostly lacking in the

Indian context. There are no images of demonstrations and strikes, nor of fine shops

and department stores. Demonstrations and strikes, often a sign of political unrest

and therefore  of  challenges  to  British  rule,  were  ignored.  Even if  strikes  had  an

economic  character,  the  expressed  dissatisfaction  ultimately  came  back  to  the

British who either owned the factories or had to police the situation. The fine shops

and department stores, expressions of modernity, did not fit with the image of India

as ancient, unchanging and different from Britain. It is possible that the larger British
84 Mathur, India by design, 116.
85 British Library, India Office (Hereafter IO) photo 867/3(46-51). 
86 Schor, 'Cartes postales', 17,18.
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department stores did sell postcards of their stores, but so far I have not found any

of  these.87 Modern  buildings  shown  on  postcards,  particularly  in  Bombay,  are

generally only the buildings the British have erected.

Thus, while the form and mode of address with regards to views from Paris and

India are often remarkably similar, their differences highlight the colonial position of

India.  Form and mode of address could also be influenced by the producers of the

postcards.

Postcard producers

One facet of  understanding postcards lies in acknowledging their origins: whether

the postcard was published by an Indian or non-Indian often colours a card’s outlook.

It  is  nevertheless  generally  difficult  to find specific  publishers’ information about

postcards. Even during the height of the postcard craze, postcards were not seen as

historically significant. They were ‘cheap, disposable, mass produced and aimed at

mass markets’.88 As a result much of the information about their production was not

stored. One marker of their approximate date is the provenance of the cards: if they

were made in Germany or  Luxembourg,  even if  their  publishers were Indian, the

cards usually date from before World War I as the largest and best printing factories

for postcards were to be found in Germany.89 However,  publishers could probably

also buy stocks of cards without images and print the images onto it. The cardboard

card was still printed in Germany as it stated on the back, but the actual image was

printed onto it in India.90

What is known however, is that in India a postcard industry had been established

quickly  once  the  market  had  been  opened  up  for  privately  published  postcards.
87 I did find a postcard from Whiteaway, Laidlaw & Co., Ltd., in Calcutta, ‘the largest store in the East’

(printed text on the postcard). However, this card was used by the company to confirm the dispatch
of an order, and the back was pre-printed for this purpose.

88 Patterson, Postcards from the Raj, 149.
89 H. Woody, 'International postcards, their history, production, and distribution (Circa 1895–1915)', in

Geary and Webb, Delivering views, 13-45, 22. Many of the printing factories in Germany and the rest
of Europe were destroyed during the wars of the twentieth century, resulting in a great loss of
manufacturing data, even for Indian postcards.

90 Sandria  Freitag,  'The  realm  of  the  visual:  Agency  and  modern  civil  society',  Contributions  to
Sociology vol.36:1-2 (2002), 365-397, 381, fn16. More research is necessary to gain a better insight
into this aspect of the production process.
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Every major city had one or more publishing companies, and many of these were

Indian owned. These companies also sold their cards in the wider region. Bombay

had  Clifton  and  Co.,  as  well  as  the  Phototype  Company  and  Ravi  Varma  Press.

Calcutta had two Greek cigarette manufacturers which were major publishers, one

called  Macropolo,  the  other  Gianaclis,  with  Macropolo  also  keeping  offices  in

Bombay.  In  Ambala,  a  cantonment town,  Moorli  Dhur and Sons were in charge.

Madras had Higginbottoms, the photographer Bremner dealt in postcards in Lahore,

Delhi was supplied by H. A. Mirza and Benares by Saeed Brothers, to name but a few.
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Above:  Figure  2.2 – ‘Calcutta  Chitpore  Road’,  Postcard,  D.  Macropolo  &  Co.,  Calcutta.
Printed in Germany. Posted 24-4-1913.
Below: Figure 2.3 – ‘Calcutta Chitpore Road’, Postcard, Raphael Tuck and Sons. Printed in
England. Posted 19-3-1915.



In Britain, Raphael Tuck & Sons was one of the most important publishing firms of its

time, and began its Wide-Wide-World Oilette series in 1905.91 It included ‘thousands

of native views of India’.92 These views were  ‘rich facsimiles of real oil paintings’,

attractively coloured and without the sharp edges of a photograph.93 These paintings

were nevertheless generally made after already existing photographs, which were

sometimes also used as postcards by other publishers (See Fig. 2.2 and 2.3). On the

back of the Wide-Wide-World cards there was a short  description relating to the

image,  establishing how these images were meant  to be understood.  The  series

became collector’s items all over the world.

Some  of  the  Indian  publishers  had  specific  interests:  Moorli  Dhur  catered

specifically  for  the  Anglo-Indian  community.  Besides  endless  numbers  of  cards

portraying landscapes, monuments and towns of interest to the British, the epitome

of  their  ‘Britishness’ is  a  series  of  cards  made  of  servants  working  in  British

households. The Phototype company had wide-ranging interests including ‘naughty’

women. They not only served the Anglo-Indian community and tourists, but catered

for the Indian market as well with cards of religious stories. 

Most  of  the  Indian  publishers  selling  postcards  either  reproduced  black-and-

white photographs or based these on a photograph but treated the image with a

colouring process.94 A different postcard form was used by the Indian artist  M.V.

Dhurandhar in the late 1890s, when he was asked to create a series of drawings to be

published  as  postcards.95 Dhurandhar  was  educated  and  worked  at  the  Bombay

School of Art, where he eventually became the head in 1930. Being educated by and

working alongside British artists, who led the school for most of the time he worked

there, he had a good understanding of the British view of India. His drawings use this

British view of India, but with a twist. His cards, which were quite popular in his time,

will be used in the thesis as counterpoints to some of the photographically inspired

91 http://www.metropostcard.com/publisherst.html, accessed 3 March 2015.
92 Mathur, India by design, 119.
93 Ibid., 120.
94 For more information on the colouring of postcards, H. Woody, 'International postcards'.
95 Partha Mitter,  Art and nationalism in colonial India 1850–1922. Occidental orientations  (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1994) 90-94.
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cards.96 As Dhurandhar was drawing, he did not have to content with the restrictions

of photographers concerning light and space, and in that sense had more freedom

than photographers in shaping his images.97 

 Postcard publishers thus came in all shapes and sizes, from large companies such

as Raphael Tuck who were active all over the world to local companies such as Moorli

Dhur.  Most  of  the  postcards  they  produced  were  either  black-and-white

photographs  or  coloured  reproductions  of  these.  Dhurandhar’s  drawings  are  an

important exception to this rule.

Postcard users

The  production  of  postcards  was  clearly  dominated  by  men  who  owned  most

businesses at  this  time.  However, since Malek Alloua’s exclusive attention to the

voyeuristic role of men in the understanding of postcards in his influential study The

colonial  harem,  researchers  have  endeavoured  to  emphasize  that  from  the  start

women made most use of the postcard’s possibilities.98 Evidence can be found in the

fact that  the  largest  collections  of  postcards  now  in  museums  have  often  been

created  by  women.  Additional  evidence  shows  that  even  during  the  postcards ’

heyday postcard collecting was already seen as a feminine activity.99 

Nevertheless, when it comes to British India it is necessary not to just copy these

convictions. For one, the number of British women in India was far lower than that of

men.  There  were  42,000  British  women  in  India  in  1901,  while  the  British  army

numbered at least 60,000 during this period, not counting civil servants and those

96 For more on Dhurandhar’s postcards, Life, 'Picture postcards by M.V. Dhurandhar'.
97 There  were  other  artists  who  used  drawing  as  a  form  to  create  postcards,  such  as  Mortimer

Menpes, who visited India in 1902–1903 to create illustrations for Flora Steel’s India (London: Adam
and Charles Black, 1905). These illustrations also appeared as postcards. Much of what I argue about
Dhurandhar’s use of drawings also holds true for Menpes, but he did not so specifically engage with
stock images of India. It does imply that drawings, whether by Indians or non-Indians, were not as
confined to the stereotypical as photographs.

98 Malek Alloula, The colonial harem, (Tr. Myrna Godzich and Wlad Godzich) (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1986).

99 Rebecca J. DeRoo, 'Colonial collecting: Women and Algerian cartes postales', Parellax vol.4:2 (1998),
145-157;  Mathur,  India by design,  131,132; Prochaska, 'Thinking postcards', 395; Emily Stevenson,
'Home sweet home'.
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employed in businesses.100 Most of these soldiers were on rather short temporary

contracts and would keep strong links with their homes. Besides sending postcards

to family and friends, collecting postcards was a cheap and easy way of creating

mementos of the time these soldiers spent in India. Gibb Harrison who sent  ‘his’

Sophie the card of the women grinding corn might well  have been one of  these

soldiers.

Furthermore, David Prochaska mentions only French men and no women when

listing who sent postcards from Senegal to France, while the receivers of these cards

were  often  women.101 In  my  own  collection  the  majority  of  cards  which  has  a

decipherable name of a sender has been sent by a male. The receivers again are

more  often  women.  The  existence  of  John  White’s  collection,  mentioned  in  the

introduction, is an important indication that soldiers did collect postcards. Although

this is all circumstantial evidence, it focuses attention on the fact that the role of

men in postcard collecting and sending should not be ignored nor therefore their

influence on the performative spaces of the postcard.

Conclusion
Magic lantern shows, film and postcards had all become extremely popular by the

early  twentieth  century.  Their  representations  of  Indians  could  therefore  be

influential  in  how spectators viewed Indians.  This chapter  has discussed how the

different media functioned within their respective performative spaces, specifically

concerning India.

The performative spaces of magic lanterns and film were both public spaces in

which  the  images  were  projected  to  a  large  group  of  people.  The  lecturer  was

responsible  for  connecting  the  images  and  ensuring  the  fluid  proceeding  of  the

performance. 

It is, however, much more difficult to trace this role of the lecturer in film than it is in
100 The  number  of  women  comes  from  Allinson  Blunt,  'Imperial  geographies  of  home:  British

domesticity in India, 1886–1925', Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers, vol.24:4 (1999),
421-440,  426.  The  numbers  for  the  British  army  from  Philippa  Levine,  'Venereal  disease,
prostitution and the politics of empire',  The Journal of the History of Sexuality vol.4:4 (1994), 579-
602, 581.

101 Prochaska, 'Thinking postcards', 394.
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magic lantern presentations, certainly regarding films about India. For both magic

lantern and film presentations the size of the image was certainly  significant, but

while  the  image  moved  in  film,  and  could  develop  its  own  inherent  logic  and

narrativity, this was not the case for magic lantern slides,  which remained entirely

anchored to a lecture.

In  contrast  to the  film and magic  lantern  spaces,  the postcard’s  performative

space was private, and often meant only for one individual, epitomised by the back

of  the postcard  on which  private messages could  be  written.  The front  played a

public  role,  because  it  was  the  image  which  sold  the  postcard  to  the  potential

buyers.  Even when the postcard  had been privatised as a  send item, it  could be

mounted into albums as part of a collection and these albums were shown to others,

but compared to the audiences for film and lantern slides, this remained a select

group.

The  producers  of  the  lantern  lectures  and  slides  discussed  in  this  thesis  are

exclusively  British or  American.  Some lectures  originated with companies,  others

came  from  missionaries,  professional  lecturers,  or  even  government  institutions.

Films  were  produced  by  some  Anglo-Saxons,  specifically  Charles  Urban,  but  the

main producers were French. Only for postcards is the evidence of Indian influences

on the production abundant and easily established. Most postcards depicting India

were produced by companies in India. Some of those were Indian, others were not.

In light of the general  emphasis on the role  women played in the collecting and

sending  of  postcards,  the  role  of  male  soldiers  and civil  servants  in  this  process

should not be underestimated.

The  performative  spaces  show  how  India  was  incorporated  into  the  medium.

India is most frequently defined by showing a variety of places, but in postcards and

occasionally in film, India is defined by its people who are then depicted and defined

as ‘types’. Magic lantern lectures almost always focused on India as a whole, or on a

larger region, postcards and film depicted smaller areas, often without referring to

the whole. Postcards would state the name of the town or city, or of an occupation

without  mentioning India and the same  holds  true  for  film.  This  lack  of  a  larger
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narrative could have implications for the extent to which postcard and film images

were explicitly connected to colonial discourses and practices concerning India. The

following chapters will explore this possibility.
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3 Religions represented: Difference and 

sameness

India was a region where a wide variety of religions was present. These religions

were viewed very differently, not only in colonial discourses, but also in the media.

As a  ‘horrid superstition’ is  how Yorke, and with him Stoddard, essentially  brand

Hinduism, even if Yorke applies this adjective to only one of Hinduism’s practices.1

For Mackinder, it is  ‘in essence a spiritual religion’, but not necessarily in practice.2

Islam,  on  the  other  hand,  is  tolerated  by  almost  all  lantern  lectures,  because  it

‘teaches  […]  the  worship  of  one  God  alone’ unlike  Hinduism,  but  similar  to

Christianity.3 Zoroastrians  or  Parsis,  lastly,  are  highest  on  Mackinder’s  and

Stoddard’s tacit religious hierarchy, only partly for their religion, and as much for

their  ‘loyalty  to  Britain’.  Both  the  shades  in  understanding  Hinduism  and  this

hierarchy reflect British colonial convictions about the different religions and their

place in British Indian society. These three religions were certainly not the only ones

present in India as there were also sizeable groups of among others Jains, Jews, and

Sikhs.  In  the  media,  Hinduism,  Islam  and  Zoroastrianism  are  however  most

represented, and will therefore be the subject of this chapter.4

As Thomas Metcalf describes, the British were convinced that religion was a key

1 Yorke, India, sl 29, 228. He describes sati or the immolation of widows here.
2 Mackinder, India, 6.
3 Stoddard, Lectures, 84.
4 The Sri Harmandir Sahib, previously also known as the Golden Temple, in Amritsar, is the principle

sanctuary of the Sikhs. It rarely features in any of the media, and images of Sikh rituals are almost
entirely  absent.  The  images  available  for  the  Parsis  are  not  necessarily  much  more  plentiful,
although some postcards of  Parsi  rituals  can be  found,  but  the  discussion surrounding  them  is
certainly broader. Jainism is not mentioned in magic lantern lectures, but shown on postcards in the
shape of the Jain temple in the Eden Gardens in Calcutta. In 1909, attempts to film a Jain procession
for the Urban company were cut short by protest from its leaders (Urban,  General catalogue of
classified  subjects,  "Urban",  "Eclipse",  "Radios"  film  subjects  and  "Urbanora"  educational  series
(London, 1909), 320). Judaism and Christianity were not considered Indian religions, although both
had existed in India for centuries before the arrival of Europeans, and no images of their ceremonies
in India appear to have been available. Postcards depicting Anglican churches are to be found in
abundance, but have as much to do with British dominance as with religion itself.
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element of life in India and therefore essential to their understanding of the country. 5

They tried to manage the religious differences they encountered by attempting to

theorize the divisions between them as well as they could and to tightly box them off

from each other. Once the British began to collect statistics of the country through

censuses, they initially simply asked for someone’s religion, not caste or occupation.6

Over the years religion as a category would be expanded and it would run  ‘like a

thread through much of the census descriptive material and through most of the

statistics’.7

The centrality of religion in the British understanding of India is echoed in the

media,  as  they  all  have  a  wide  variety  of  images  representing  aspects  of  the

religions.  The  form and length  of  the  lantern  lecture  facilitated descriptions and

explicit comparisons of the different religions. In postcards and film this was more

complicated,  but  aspects  of  the  religions  expressing  their  characteristics  from  a

British  colonial  perspective  could  certainly  be  presented.  There  are  a  number  of

these  tropes  the  media  frequently  employ  in  their  representation  of  religion.

Discussions of Hinduism are always concerned with the religion itself, with interests

varying among the different media, although bathing in a river or tank figures in all

of them. Islam is most frequently shown through its mosques, considered places of

architectural importance, while the discussion often involves the politics of previous

Indian Islamic rulers. Another building, the Tower of Silence, used for the disposal of

the  dead,  stands  for  Zoroastrianism.  However,  the  descriptions  are  hardly  ever

limited  to  a  religious  explanation  of  Parsi  rituals,  extending  into  the  role  Parsis

played in the economic and cultural life of Bombay.

This chapter will follow how the media forms employ these tropes and how these

representations are embedded within colonial discourses. Hinduism as the largest

and most often represented religion will be discussed first, followed by smaller and

less  frequently  represented  Islam  and  finishing  with  the  rather  small  and  least

represented group of Parsis.  The colonial  engagement with each of these will  be

5 Metcalf, Ideologies, 132-134.
6 Keith Jones, ‘Religious identity and the Indian census’, in N.G. Barrier,  The census in British India

(Delhi: Manohar, 1981), 73-101, 79.
7 Ibid., 78.
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analysed before I discuss the representations of the religions.

Hinduism
Colonial divisions between theory and practice

For a long time, Europeans had little accurate knowledge of religious practices in

India.8 However, from the early seventeenth century onwards both for missionary

and scientific purposes, European authors began to make systematic studies of the

sacred texts,  major deities,  as well  as of the festivals, the burial rituals and every

other possible aspect of religious life in India. In this encounter with the religious

practices of the Hindus, the framework the Europeans used was a Christian one. It

meant Hinduism was considered  ‘heathen’,  and as such diametrically opposed to

Christianity.9

Quite soon these studies began to make a distinction between the philosophical

tenets of Hinduism and its practices. While the philosophical ideas were at times

admired, the practices were almost always condemned.10 William Jones and Henry

Thomas Colebrooke, exponents of the Orientalist view of India, which was dominant

in the  late eighteenth  century,  in  general  focused on the philosophical  tenets  of

Hinduism, and appreciated it as a ‘poetic and refined religion’, but never questioned

the supposed moral superiority of British Christianity.11 This view of Hinduism was,

however, severely challenged by missionaries who became active in India in the early

nineteenth century and emphasized the practical aspects of Hinduism.12 Missionaries

did not accept polytheism, taking their cue from the Bible in which it was strongly

condemned  and  punished.  Consequently,  they  considered  the  ‘idolatry’ of  the

Hindus proof of their moral depravity. This degeneracy called for the intervention of

missionaries, and for the British government to reform and civilize the Indians.

8 Partha  Mitter,  Much  maligned  monsters:  History  of  European  reactions  to  Indian  art (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1977), 48-72; Sweetman, Mapping Hinduism, 56; King, Orientalism and religion, 98-
111.

9 Pennington, Was Hinduism invented? 59-64.
10 P.J. Marshall, The British discovery of  Hinduism in the eighteenth century  (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1970), 20-22.
11 Pennington, Was Hinduism invented?, 77.
12 Ibid., 82,85.
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Missionaries therefore attempted to influence politicians and writers on India such

as  James  Mill,  but  also  reached  a  far  wider  public  through  evangelical  tracts  of

missionary societies.13 In his  History of India (1817) Mill defined Hinduism as  ‘crude

from  its  very  beginnings,  and  plunged  in  the  lowest  depths  of  immorality  and

crime’.14 Mill’s  History became  the  leading  book  on  India  and  these  negative

sentiments became dominant in Britain for most of the nineteenth century. 15 Even if

differences in emphasis were noticeable between groups such as missionaries and

state officials on the best way to approach Hinduism – the missionaries were looking

for  conversion,  while  state  officials  were  looking  for  order  and  improvement  –

eventually these must be understood within the ‘shared colonizing project’.16

In colonial literature, Hinduism was understood as evil and dangerous. F.E. Penny

described a Hindu festival as ‘so saturated with profanity and immorality, that it is

difficult to believe there is any good in it’.17 In Maud Diver’s and Alice Perrin’s novels,

Anglo-Indians and British have to tear themselves away from Hinduism, or they will

come to ruin.18 Flora Steel treats the clash between British and Hindu civilisations in

a more subtle manner in Voices in the night, even if her conclusions do not radically

differ from general colonial convictions.19

In the story, Chris Davenand, originally Krishn Davenund, an Anglicized Indian, is

torn between these two civilisations as he works for the railways, but is also tempted

to  return  to  his  ancestral  temple,  its  traditions  and  memories.  Hinduism,  as

represented by the temples of Kali  and Shiva, is located right next to the railway

bridge, a pinnacle of British civilisation.20 When Chris is forced to chose between life
13 Ibid., 94
14 Quoted in Uma Chakravarty, ‘Whatever happened to the Vedic dasi? Orientalism, nationalism and a

script for the past’, in Sangari and Vaid,  Recasting women, 27-86, 35.
15 Ronald B. Inden, Imagining India (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1990), 45,46.
16 Peter  van der Veer,  Imperial  encounters.  Religion and modernity  in  India  and Britain (New Delhi:

Permanent Black, 2001), 42-43.
17 Quoted in Parry, Delusions, 79.
18 Loretta M. Mijares, ‘Distancing the approximate other. Hybridity and Maud Diver ’s  Candles in the

wind’, Twentieth Century Literature vol.50:2 (2004), 107-140. Parry, Delusions, 83,84.
19 Flora A. Steel, Voices in the night (London: Heinemann, 1900).
20 For a discussion of the ideology and development of the railways Manu Goswami, Producing India.

From colonial  economy to national space (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 46-53 and
Aguiar,  Tracking modernity.  In Kipling’s story  The Bridge Builders  (1893) the railways are similarly
emblematic of British civilisation, but Kipling takes the struggle between India and Britain a step
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as a Hindu, symbolized by the temple, or to rescue a train about to be purposely

toppled off the bridge, his British colleague Ellinson frees him to follow his desire to

save the train.21 The temple is left behind and the train is saved. Steel has allowed

British civilisation to triumph over Hinduism, even though at the probable cost of the

lives of Chris and Ellinson.22

The conviction that Hinduism in itself was proof of India’s need for the civilizing

influence of the British was widespread by the end of the nineteenth century. And,

for most British, the practical aspects of Hinduism were especially problematic. The

magic lantern texts reflect this understanding of Hinduism, as well as concerns with

reform and civilisation. In some films this understanding of Hinduism is followed in a

manner similar to that of the magic lantern presentations, but there are also films

which move away from the problematic aspects of Hinduism. In postcards, there is

only one image at the time which has to convey a sense of what Hinduism is about. I

will therefore begin with an analysis of the lantern presentations. 

Magic lanterns: The difficulties of portraying Hinduism as abhorrent

Every lantern reading in my corpus at least touches upon on one or more aspects of

Hinduism. A complete triumph of British civilisation over Hinduism is not as easily

achieved  in  these  non-fiction  works  as  it  is  in  works  of  fiction,  but  especially

Mackinder will at least try to assert its dominance and primacy. In the readings, the

practices  of  Hinduism  often  come  in  for  severe  criticism:  ‘suttee’ [sati (widow

immolation)],  is  ‘a  horrid  superstition’23 and  Charak  Puja,  or  the  hook-swinging

festival,  ‘an occasion for self-torture’.24 It encourages the worship of  ‘hideous’ and

‘disgusting’ idols’.25 The fact that both sati and hook-swinging have been abolished

is often used as a  justification and affirmation of British rule. Surprisingly,  in the

further by  having the engineers  wrestle  with the anger of  the river Ganges,  in the form of  the
goddess Ganga.

21 Steel, Voices in the night, 329-331.
22 Chris and Ellinson disappear, and no-one ever knows where they have gone. It seems likely they

died in the act of saving the train. The possibility is hinted at ibid., 335.
23 Yorke, India, sl.26, 308.
24 Popular lectures, sl.8. 
25 Stoddard, Lectures, 83.
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readings  from  the  1870s,  the  cremation  of  the  dead,  other  than  sati,  is  rarely

mentioned, while it  is in both Stoddard and Mackinder.  It  will  also be frequently

shown on postcards and in film.26 

Yorke, the missionary, regularly reverts to the theme of Hinduism in his lecture.

The ‘heathen car’ (chariot) in one of his slides has wheels under which according to

Yorke,  ‘human beings are [sometimes] crushed out of all semblance of humanity’,

while  the  Brahmin  priests  sing  ‘indecent  songs’ when  it  is  moved  around.27 The

drawing on the slide depicting this  car is more concerned with its size as two men

stand against the wheels, not even reaching their top, to underscore the height of

the entire structure. Otherwise it is a very peaceful image that appears to have very

little to do with danger and indecency.

26 Only The Prince of Wales reading offers a slide of a burning ghat in Benares, and even then this is
mentioned as an extra slide for sale, not part of the regular reading. Gore,  Prince of Wales, sl.55,
244. York’s catalogue has no slides of a burning ghat on offer, except the one which is part of The
Prince of Wales reading. I have not found an explanation for this phenomenon.

27 Yorke, India, sl.28, 309.
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Figure 3.1. ‘Self-torture’,  Lantern slide, W. Yorke Lecture on India, slide 33.



Another slide in Yorke’s lecture, titled ‘Self-torture’, describes some of the activities

of Shiva’s devotees in gruesome detail and concludes by saying that it is ‘painful to

dwell on such sufferings inflicted with the vain idea of conciliating a cruel and terrible

god’.28 The drawing (Figure 3.1) shows a group of six men, watched by a woman in

the corner. One of the men carries a brazier with burning coals and keeps his hand

above the fire. Yorke referred to the man in his text, stating the brazier was made of

iron, making it very hot to touch. Several of the other men appear to be carrying the

artificial snakes Yorke also described. According to Yorke, these were ‘fastened at the

back with iron pins’, but the drawing does not show this as all the men are more or

less facing the spectator.  

The image is not as gruesome as Yorke’s descriptions of the tortures, but it is in

many ways a strange picture, because it is difficult to see what some of the men are

doing. At the same time it is quite a lively, narrative image, because the men are

dancing and waving their arms, while the woman watching them turns it into almost

a performance. The performative aspect complicates a reaction of pure horror, and

creates  a  space  where  these  men  could  be  considered  similar  to  conjurers  or

magicians  showing  off  on  stage.  Nevertheless,  the  wider  context  of  the  lecture

firmly  closes  off  this  possibility.  To  bring  his  point  about  Hinduism  home,  Yorke

concludes his discussion of Hinduism with a description of the growth of Christianity

in South India,  which according to him brought not only  a  new religion but also

civilisation to the Indians.29

However strong the criticism of Hinduism in the lectures, there appears to be one

redeeming aspect, mentioned in nearly every single reading.30 Bathing in the Ganges

or in a sacred tank can count on, if not approval, at least acceptance. If it is accepted,

the reading will  merely  state that  ‘people bathe in the sacred stream’.31 For  the

Calcutta and Bombay  reading, it is even the only human activity worth mentioning

28 Ibid., sl.33, 310-311.
29 Ibid., sl. 40,41, 313-314.
30 The  images of  bathing  in  Hinduism  will  only  be  discussed extensively  in  relation to  the  magic

lantern slides and lectures, as there is no real change in the way the different media treat this topic.
31 For example: Popular lectures sl.11; Our colonies: Chapter IV – India (London: W. Butcher and Sons,

n.d.), sl.26;  Gore, Prince of Wales sl.43, 234; and India in the North- West, sl.50, 56.
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among descriptions of buildings and houses.32 If it is a bit more than accepted, the

connection with Christian baptism, which cleanses one from one’s old sinful life, will

be indirectly made by stating that Hindus believe it purifies them from sin.33 

Stoddard, who was a Christian with a background in theology, also discusses and

shows bathing at the Ganges in Benares.34 He employs it not as a positive ritual in

Hinduism, but as an introduction to denounce it. He begins his inspection of the city,

like any good tourist, with a boat tour on the Ganges.35 He describes the bathing, and

explains that Hindus believe that the water ‘will purify their souls, if not their bodies,

and  wash  away  all  taint  of  sin’.36 These  terms  should  have  been  completely

understandable to the average American Christian, but the catch is in the comment

about the bodies. Stoddard sees the water, has read what disappears into the water

and  cannot  believe  how  filthy  it  must  be,  unlike  the  ‘pure’ water  used  for  the

Christian baptism. He is not surprised there is ‘always cholera at Benares’, which he

believes has been  ‘the cause of all the cholera epidemics in the Western world’.37

According to Stoddard, Benares, as the spiritual heart of Hinduism, is thus to blame

for some of the West’s major problems. This does not bode well for Hinduism, and

indeed:  ‘it becomes the most repulsive exhibition of idolatry, fanaticism and filth

that one can well imagine’.38

Stoddard  describes  the  idols  for  sale  as  ‘too  disgusting  to  be  illustrated’,39 a
32 William H. Rau, A descriptive reading on Calcutta and Bombay  (Philadelphia: William H. Rau, 1891),

sl.3.
33 See Dixon, Mysore, sl.49, 178. Yorke, India, sl.34, India in the North-West, sl.30, 46 (This describes the

tank at  the Sikh temple in Amritsar,  but  the message is  similar  to the one for Hindu bathing),
Mackinder, India, 38, 112. 

34 Barber, ‘Roots of travel cinema’, 70.
35 An  example  is  the  following  quotation  from  Handbook  for  travellers  in  India  and  Ceylon

(London/Calcutta: John Murray, 1891), 39: ‘As the finest view of Benares is obtained from the river
Ganges, the banks of which are bordered by the ghats, or flights of stone steps, descending to the
water from the most famous buildings in the city, the traveller will do well to spend some time in a
boat passing along the whole of the river frontage, where in the morning especially he will  see
crowds of the people coming down to bathe and drink the water of the sacred river.’

36 Stoddard, Lectures, 77.
37 Ibid.,78. This is not quite correct as cholera originated in Bengal. More often than not it was brought

into Benares by other pilgrims, see David Arnold, ‘Ecology and cosmology of disease in the Banaras
region’, in S. Freitag (ed.) Culture and power in Banaras: Community, performance, and environment
1800–1980 (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1989), 246-267, 254-257.

38 Stoddard, Lectures, 84.
39 Ibid., 83.
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temple enclosure ‘was filthier than a pigsty’,40 and his thorough inspection of several

other temples makes him ‘heart-sick’.41 The images accompanying this speech show

some  ghats, preparations for a cremation, a water tank, and a sacred cow.42 These

photographs do not immediately reveal the horror Stoddard conveys in his words.

He  describes  the  ghats  as  ‘thronged  with  men,  women  and  children’,43 but  the

images show fewer people than his later image of the bazaar in Darjeeling does.44

While Stoddard said he could not illustrate the idols for sale, he does have an image

of a  life-size idol  lying down (Figure 3.2).  It  is  not particularly  well-shaped and if

compared to the statues from European classical art,  it might not have appeared

beautiful, but it is certainly not disgusting. 

Figure 3.2. ‘Idol on the shore’, Lantern slide, John Stoddard’s Lectures vol. 4, p.85.

Stoddard had also lectured on Italy. In these lectures he had expressed no issues at

all with the nudity of European classical statues.45 As Philippa Levine has argued, it

was as an expression of the uncivilized state of the Indians that the idol’s nakedness

was unacceptable to Stoddard, while European classical art ‘was the reference point

40 Ibid., 85.
41 Ibid., 89.
42 A ghat gives access to a river, tanks or lakes via broad stone steps.
43 Ibid., 77.
44 Ibid., 102
45 John L. Stoddard, John L. Stoddard’s lectures vol.8 (Boston: Balch Brothers and Co, 1906). 
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for all that was civilized in culture’ and therefore its nakedness was acceptable.46 It is

consequently not only the idol itself which appears ‘disgusting’, but even more the

way  in  which  it  is  emblematic  of  Indian  civilisation  that  makes  it  disgusting  to

Stoddard.

It is difficult to show filthy water on a lantern slide, therefore Stoddard ’s text has

to convince the listener that the water is filthy and smells foul. After all these bad

smells, Stoddard decamps to the Darjeeling hill-station, where he found the air was

pure and the mountains inspired the religious awe so lacking in Benares, concluding

his lecture on a more positive note.47 In this he follows the British, who every year

fled the summer heat, perceived dirt and filth of the plains by escaping to the hills.48

Mackinder is not as pre-occupied with Hinduism as Stoddard is, but does consider

it  one  of  the  most  important  aspects  of  India.  As  soon  as  the  spectator  has

metaphorically landed on India’s shores in the first lecture, he is treated to a lengthy

introduction to Hinduism, its basic tenets, its main gods and key writings. Only after

this introduction will Mackinder illustrate his discussion with a number of images. In

the introduction he emphasizes there is a philosophical current in Hinduism, which

recognizes  the  existence  of  ‘one  Supreme  Power’ behind  all  the  other  gods.

According to him it requires, however,  ‘severe moral and intellectual discipline’ to

discover  this  Power,  therefore  people  who  have  not  reached  this  stage  yet  are

allowed to worship idols.49 The distinction between high and low is also visible in the

temples: ‘A curious characteristic of Hinduism is the mixture of the squalid and crude

with the grandeur of an architecture which in some respects is unsurpassed in the

world’.50 The squalid and crude refer to the  ‘maimed and beggars’ as well  as the

‘little tradesmen’ established in the temple passages and outer courts. In Christianity

a temple or church was a place for prayer, not for a market, consequently Mackinder 

46 Philippa Levine, 'Naked truths: Bodies, knowledge and the erotics of colonial power',  Journal of
British Studies vol.52:1 (2013), 5-25, 9.

47 Stoddard, Lectures, vol. 4, 110-113.
48 Metcalf, Ideologies, 181-184.
49 Mackinder, India, 8,9.
50 Ibid., 10. Following citations from same page.
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here indicates Hindus have missed something in their treatment of their temples.51

The  reference  to  the  squalid  and  crude  serves  as  an  introduction  to  a  slide

showing a processional  car, supposedly standing among live-stock in the yard. In

Mackinder’s frame of reference this is not a place worthy of a god. The image shows

the car in an unidentifiable place with a building in the background, surrounded by a

few cows, a child and a man both looking into the camera.52 The presence of the

child brings Mackinder to say that the ‘warm-natured Southern people have a child’s

power of make believe’ and ‘easily let the imagination loose’, implying he considers

them mentally not quite grown up. As a result of which they  ‘give devotion to the

spirit  in  a  shapeless  stone  as  easily  as  to  that  in  the  most  finished  allegorical

sculpture.’ Even though Mackinder does not condemn practical Hinduism outright,

he does follow colonial discourses in which the philosophical aspects of Hinduism

could be admired, but not its practices.

Lecture IV shows Benares as the ‘centre of holiness’ for the Hindus.53 The ghats

are discussed, and while Mackinder talks about the burning ghats, where cremations

take  place,  he  refrains  from  mouthing  any  opinion.  The  image  accompanying  it

pictures the burning ghat from a long distance, so it is impossible to see what is

really happening, keeping the event removed from the spectator. The surroundings

of the temples in Benares reflect the problems of Hinduism Mackinder identified in

his first lecture. They are a bit ‘sordid and tawdry’, especially as represented by the

fakir and snake-charmers.54 By showing a British-built hospital and colleges as his

last slides of Benares, Mackinder implicitly argues that it is right that this ‘centre of

holiness’ has been absorbed into the British Empire as the hospital and colleges can

51 For  listeners  well  acquainted  with  the  bible  the  little  tradesmen  in  the  temple  court  will  have
reminded them of Jesus throwing these very tradesmen out of the temple in Jerusalem with the
argument that the temple was a house of prayer, not for sales. Matthew 21:10-13. Mackinder even
quotes this text in relation to the Pearl Mosque (Moti Masjid) in Agra. India, 106, 107.

52 Mackinder,  H.J.,  India: eight lectures prepared for the Visual Instruction Committee of the Colonial
Office (London, George Philip and Son, 1910) n.p. In contrast to the Mackinder edition published by
Waterlow  and  available  at  www.archives.org,  this  edition  contains  some  images  of  the  slides.
However, I did not have long term access to the complete text of the Philips edition, and therefore
had to use the Waterlow edition for the text, which is exactly the same. Unless stated otherwise,
references in this thesis are to the Waterlow edition.

53 Mackinder, India (Waterlow), 54.
54 Ibid., 57.  For an extensive discussion of the fakir and snake-charmers in Mackinder, chapter 5.
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improve the physical and mental health of the Indians.55

Mackinder’s and Stoddard’s lectures as well as the readings replicated colonial

discourses in painting Hinduism in a negative contrast to British civilisation. Yorke

looked to Christianity to change the ways of the Hindus and Mackinder found hope

for  the  Indians  in  the  evidence  of  civilisation  the  British  brought  to  India.  For

Stoddard there was no such hope, only the option of escape. The images do not

always fully endorse the arguments made concerning Hinduism, but neither do they

contradict  them  entirely. In  film,  much  of  the  representations  will  be  similar,

although Pathé made one film which depicted Hinduism differently.  Filmmakers’

penchant for entertainment is noticeable in almost all films.

Film: Cremations, bathing and the gods

Hinduism is regularly presented in film; Benares is one of the cities most frequently

shown,  while  Hindu  festivals  and  certain  Hindu  rituals  are  also  of  considerable

interest. Here, I will discuss a number of films engaging directly with Hindu rituals,

rather  than with  a  specific  location  such  as  Benares.  The  last  film I  will  analyse

portrays a Hindu festival.

Walturdaw’s  film  series  of  India,  consisting  of  sixteen  short  films,  reads  very

much as a continuation of the lantern slide lectures.56 Indeed, along with the films,

lantern slides were issued.57 The difference with the lantern lectures is that instead of

affirming  British  dominance  over  India  the  series  begin  and  end  with  visually

entertaining  moving  images  such  as  ‘Washing  of  an  Indian  baby’,58 ‘Street  in

Madras’59 and an elephant taking a bath. I would contend this difference highlights

the contrasting expectations and demands spectators had of film or lantern lectures.

The catalogue list has a clear  ‘missionary’ ring to it with titles as ‘Idol worship’,

55 Ibid., 57,58.
56 The average length is 150ft, with a few films either shorter or longer.
57 Optical Lantern and Kinematograph Weekly, September 1906, 228. (This was the  precursor of the

Kinematograph Weekly).
58 This  can  be  watched  at  BFI  films  on  Youtube,  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJwfrCPVNa4

[accessed 2 March 2015].
59 Probably ‘Native street in India’ , http://www.colonialfilm.org.uk/node/4610.
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and  ‘Street  in  heathen  village’.60 According  to  the  Optical  Lantern  and

Kinematograph Weekly ‘Idol worship’ ‘depicts in gruesome detail the horrible self-

imposed tortures of the worshippers’.61 Other scenes zooming in on  Hinduism are

‘Sacred bathing’, and ‘the River Ganges’ at Benares. Along the Ganges ‘the burning

bodies’ are supposedly clearly seen at the burning ghats.62 Towards the end of the

series  Christianity  is shown  to  be  triumphant  and  charitable  with  scenes  of  ‘A

baptismal  in  a  river’,  ‘An open-air  service’ and lastly  the  ‘Distribution of  rice  to

beggars’. Framed by entertainments, the list of films thus goes from ‘the depths of

darkness’ to the benefits of missionary and colonial influence. In this catalogue, it is

the idol worship of Hinduism that is the problem for India, plunging it into darkness

and primitiveness. For contemporaries it was ‘a most impressive picture of Hindoo

life’, showing as it did the well-known, stereotypical aspects of Hinduism.63

‘La vie aux Indes’ is a Pathé film, and, like Walturdaw’s series, made in 1906.64 It is

a compilation of different scenes in and around Calcutta and Bombay, and is very

much an observing film, recording whatever happens to take place in front of the

camera. The scenes vary widely in their subject. One of the first shows views from

the Eden Gardens. Somewhere in the middle a scene depicts the preparations for the

cremation of a body, where only men are present. The body is placed on a pile of

firewood. It then takes several minutes of tugging and pulling to get it in the right

position. Wood is piled on top so that it disappears completely. In the last shot the

pyre appears to be burning. Especially the pulling and tugging at the body is not the

most attractive sight in the film.

The last scene depicts the sacrifice of goats at the Kali temple in Calcutta, which

turns out to be an even less attractive spectacle for spectators unaccustomed to the

rituals  of  animal  sacrifice.  The  stocks  where  the  goats  are  slaughtered  are

surrounded by people. A priest,  presumably, takes a young goat, places it  on the

stock, and hews of its head. He shows the head to the spectators, before throwing it
60 Walturdaw Company Ltd, Catalogue (London, 1907), set 1311.
61 Optical Lantern and Kinematograph Weekly, June 1906, 149.
62 Ibid.
63 Ibid.
64 Description  at  http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=6018.

Watched at the BFI.
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away. The goat’s body is tossed away by his helper, and lies on the floor suffering the

last death spasms in view of the camera. This exercise is repeated several times, and

once the helper specifically holds up the head of one of the goats in display for the

camera. The last shot shows the empty stocks visited by widows, who touch these

with their heads and pour water over them.65 

Both these scenes, of the cremation and sacrifices, are profoundly disturbing.66

They incite something close to revulsion for the apparent carelessness with which

both the human body and the goats are treated. The lack of dignity awarded to the

body achieves exactly what it is meant to achieve: horror of this type of treatment of

the  dead.  The  images  of  the  goat’s  sacrifices  are  meant  to  make  the  spectator

wonder what kind of religion it is that condones these practices.67 

The sacrifice of the goats ends the film in the BFI print.  According to Pathé’s

description there should have been another scene, showing the festivities around

the visit of the Prince and Princess of Wales.68 In that case, all of India would have

been  encompassed  in  British  encounters:  at  the  start  of  the  film,  India’s  British

capital with its British influences, and at the end the rulers to be, emphasizing their

control over what is seen in this film. However, within the film it is significant to note

that  while  observing  mostly  day-to-day  and  peaceful  activities,  the  only  two

occasions that are not peaceful and will most likely not have been considered day-

to-day  by  a  non-Indian  spectator,  can  easily  be  connected  to  Hinduism.  This  is

typically  a  film  that  invites  reveries,  but  the  cremation  and  sacrifices  jolt  the
65 I have taken the notion these women are widows from  Dhruba Gupta, 'Image of India in colonial

films', in Prabodh Maitra (ed.) 100 years of cinema (Calcutta: Nandan,1995), 257-265, 262.
66 They also disturbed Dhruba Gupta, who called especially the goats’ sacrifice ‘ghastly’, ibid.
67 Pathé hints at this problematic aspect in a description a year later, which possibly refers to the same

scene. It states the goats are killed to appease the anger of the goddess Kali, who is called a ‘blood-
thirsty goddess’.  ‘Ce nouveau film […] nous offre le spectacle des sacrifices à Kali, déesse sangui-
naire à qui l’on immole de jeunes animaux pour apaiser sa colère.’ Http://filmographie.fondation-
jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=8247.

68 It is possible this part of the film did not survive, because it was often the beginnings and the ends
of films that suffered most damage. There is a print kept at the Library of Congress, Washington,
which  has  been  completely  re-edited.  Here  the  goats’ sacrifice  takes  place  somewhere  in  the
middle of the film and is followed by a procession of elephants, which could be the scene referred to
as showing the festivities. It ends with a scene showing the port in Calcutta. This print has made an
effort to erase any traces of white people in the film, only showing the scenes that could be said to
be typically Indian, to the extent that a frame is cut in such a way that a white person has been
decapitated.
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spectator out of this reverie. This negative sensation might then have strengthened

the negative connotations with the scenes.  Without reference to Christianity  this

film has thus achieved the same representation of Hinduism as Walturdaw’s films.

Charles Urban takes an entirely different approach to cremations. He is the only

one who films the burning-ghats in Benares twice. Once under his Urban label  in

1909 and once under his Kineto label in 1912.69 In the advertisement for his first film

he emphasizes, in almost obvious contrast to Pathé’s film and some of the postcards

discussed below, that there is  ‘[n]othing repulsive from beginning to end’.70 This is

because it is ‘a faithful and reverent representation of a rite which is as simple and

affecting as our own funeral customs’. Interestingly, the cremation is placed on the

same level as the burial rites of Britain, allowing for an equality of traditions that is

hardly ever expressed in film descriptions and reviews. The  Kinematograph Weekly

distances itself from this closeness in its review, ending with the description of a

steamer which ‘comes into view’ at the close of the film, ‘on which may be noticed

some European tourists interestedly observing the ceremony’.71 

By  emphasizing  the  rites  in  his  description,  Urban  goes  beyond  the  tourist

attraction he showed it to be in his film. The  Kinematograph Weekly on the other

hand, returns the burning-ghat to what it was shown to be: a tourist attraction to be

watched from a distance. Not something to be compared to and equalled with one’s

own  traditions.  In  complete  contrast,  The Bioscope takes  Urban’s  equality  even

further and suggests that  ‘if  this film could be seen in every town and village of

England it might do something towards the abolition of the disgusting practice of

earth-burial’.72 With  this  statement  it  positions  an  Indian  tradition  above  British

traditions, and again presents an author who was willing to go against the colonial

grain.

69 The discussion of the first film is much more interesting and extensive than of the second one. The
Kinematograph Weekly and The Bioscope have virtually the same description in 1912; Kinematograph
Weekly 16 May 1912, XXXIII, The Bioscope 30 May 1912, XXV. Reverend Mantle had already filmed a
cremation in Bombay in 1902-1903 for Warwick. Warwick Trading Company, Catalogue (London,
1904), n.7123 gives a lengthy description of the event.

70 Kinematograph Weekly, 21 Jan 1909, 970. This is one of the sentences in the advertisement printed
in bold. Exactly the same text as was used in Urban’s 1909 catalogue, General catalogue, n.2317, 315.

71 Kinematograph Weekly, 21 January 1909, 983.
72 The Bioscope, 21 Jan. 1909, 14.
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One film depicts a very different aspect of Hinduism, and its opening with the

familiar trope of bathing could be said to be indicative of its direction. This is Pathé ’s

‘Festival of Massy Magum’, released in 1913.73 On the day of the full moon in the

Tamil month Masi, February-March, deities were taken out of their temples to be

bathed in tanks or the sea. It was also an auspicious day for devotees to bathe in

these places. The first scene in the film is a view of people bathing in the sea at

sunrise. It  then moves on,  as the intertitle states,  to  ‘a holy  procession’ round a

water tank with around three or four deities carried on palanquins with canopies. The

scene finishes with all the deities and people gathered at the side of the tank. The

next scenes shows two fakirs in front of a temple begging. The last three scenes

feature the worship of the gods Shiva, Hanuman and Mailum inside their temples. 74

This is one of the rare occasions in non-fiction films of India where images of the

gods are shown and even given their names in the intertitles. 

All three scenes have the image of the deity in central view, although in the scene

showing  Mailum  two  different  statues  are  shown,  the  first  of  whom  is  probably

Murugan, one of the main South Indian gods, the second is Ganesha, popular in all of

India. Around the statue of Shiva a large group of men and children has congregated

(Figure 3.3). Most of them focus on the camera rather than the deity. The image of

Hanuman is visited by presumably a priest, who comes into view, bows, looks into

the camera, and disappears again. The two statues in the last scene are visited by

people only seen from the back, although there is a priest standing next to Ganesha

facing the camera, but he does not look into it.

73 I watched a coloured print of this film at EYE, Film Institute Netherlands, where it is simply called
India. The festival is currently still known as Masi Magam and celebrated widely in South India.

74 The closest a name of a deity comes Mailum to in English language sources available to me is as
Mayonmarugan in Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg, A genealogy of the South Indian gods. A manual of the
mythology and religion of the people of southern India  (tr. Rev. G.J. Metzger) (Madras: Higginbotham
and  Co,  1869),  64;  or  as  Mayil  Vanahan  and  Mal  Marugan  as  names  for  the  god  Murugan
(http://www.indianhindunames.com/names-of-god-murugan-karthik.htm) accessed 2 March 2015.
The connections with Murugan explain why this deity appears in the film as Mailum.
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Figure 3.3:  Screenshot from  ‘India’,  Pathé 1913,  1.49.43 min (Courtesy EYE Film Institute
Netherlands).

When  watching  this  film,  it  appears  to  give  a  clear,  almost  non-judgemental,

overview  of  this  festival.  It  does  not,  however,  give  the  spectator  an  exact

understanding of Masi Magum, since one of its crucial elements, the bathing of the

gods, is not shown. Moreover, it is not much concerned with exact definitions, as

Ganesha and Murugan/Mailum are not distinguished in the intertitles. As the film

uses  the  procession of  the  gods  outside  their  temples  as  an introduction to  the

images of the deities inside their temples, it shows the sequence of the festival in

reverse. Consequently, the emphasis changes from the particular, the gods moving

and bathing, to the everyday, the gods in their abodes, allowing the non-Indian a

glimpse into the more mundane aspects of the religion.

There  is  an  interesting  contrast  between  the  stillness  of  the  scenes  with

Hanuman, Murugan and Ganesha and the liveliness of the scene in Shiva’s temple.

The stillness highlights the few ritualised movements the worshippers make, which

most  spectators  will  not  have  understood,  creating  distance,  although  not

necessarily judgement. In Shiva’s temple no rituals were enacted during the filming,

instead almost everyone in view of the camera is entranced by it. The entrancement

leads to gazes into the camera which indirectly draw the spectators into the scene,
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overcoming some of the distance.

This  scene  is  a  clear  example  of  an  act  as  the  men  and  children  have  been

gathered  around the  deity  in  order  to  be  filmed and present  themselves  to  the

camera.  The  latter  is  fundamental.  The  men  and  children  have  been  allowed  to

present themselves in their own environment, in front of the camera, rather than

being put on display by the filmmaker. The background plays a crucial role in this

shot. Not only because it shows people in a background that is descriptive rather

than non-descriptive, but even more because it is a background of which the men

and children are  proud and which  they  are  happy  to  show to  the  camera.  Their

behaviour during the filming indicates at least some of them see this as an important

occasion for presenting themselves. The man immediately to the right of the deity in

Figure 3.3 clearly shows a sense of pride and dignity. Somehow in the relationship

between filmmaker and those filmed there was space for this pride to be presented. 

Pathé  recommends  the  film  by  describing  the  main  events,  focusing  the

attention  on  the  gods  who  are  paraded  through  the  village  and  the  dense  and

mysterious forest.75 The last  part of this sentence describes the large trees under

which the long leaves of the tree fern blow open like a hand-held fan, and tries to

evoke the  mysteriousness  of  the event.  This  seems to be  as  far  as  the  narrative

framing of the fascination will go. Even if the images of the rituals in the film are

sometimes framed in such a way as to create distance, the overall impression of this

film is very different from the religious scenes in ‘La vie aux Indes’.

The  films  discussed  reveal  a  wide  range  of  attitudes  towards  Hinduism.  It  is

significant to note that those films following the magic lantern lecture in its structure

create the most negative perspective on Hinduism. This structure can either be a

combination of several films, such as Walturdaw’s series, or the order of the scenes

as in  ‘La vie aux Indes’ and contrast negative religious aspects with Christianity or

tropes of British superiority, although in both instances lighter scenes have also been

added. Those films representing only one aspect, be it cremations or religious rituals

75 http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=15392. ‘Siva,  Hanouman,
Maïlum […] sont promenées solennellement, […], dans le décor de la forêt dense et mystérieuse ou
s’élargissent, sous les grands arbres, les éventails des fougères arborescentes’. I have not found any
descriptions of this film in trade journals.
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are  much  less  judgemental,  and  consequently  allow  for  a  much  wider  range  of

responses. Postcards, on the other hand, of necessity only portray one aspect of the

religion, but do not always allow for a variety of responses.

Postcards: Cremations and pujas

As in film, images of cremations appear regularly on postcards. One aspect that is

only found on some postcards and not in lantern slides or film, is that of the puja.76

Temples  are  sometimes  represented,  but  are  mostly  shown  as  architectural

monuments  and  occur  relatively  less  frequently  than  the  mosques  I  will  discuss

below. I  will  first  analyse  a  few  images  portraying  a  cremation  and  then  some

portraying a puja.

The  postcard  ‘Hindu cremation’ reveals  a  burning pyre  with  at  least  two  bodies

covered in wood. In front of the pyre is another body. The fire is coloured brightly

orange,  the  body has a  brown hue,  while  the  floor  is  grey,  supposedly from the

ashes. The image displays the cremation as  a messy and repulsive business, where

dead bodies are lying around instead of being looked after. A comment written on

the postcard states: ‘How do you like this. They really bury the Hindus like this.’ The

76 Puja is the act of showing reference to a god or deity. This often takes place in the home.
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message simply confirms the image although there is something to be said for its

supposed  correctness.  This  photograph  shows  bodies  being  burned  together.

However, usually bodies were burned alone and family members would be present

to perform the last rites. Therefore both text and image do not necessarily portray

the reality of cremations, but British convictions about these.

This postcard was not unique in depicting cremations in this way. Clifton and Co

probably aimed for a similar repulsive message with their image of a ‘Hindu funeral

pile’ (Figure 3.4).  It  shows a group of bodies on top of wood, again on a ground

covered in  ash.  The  bodies  are  extremely  emaciated which  suggests  these  were

famine victims getting a mass cremation.77 The photograph is taken in close up and

the dead faces and eyes of some of the people can be clearly seen. The message

obviously is that no one would want to end their  lives like this,  thus deprecating

Hindu  practices.  These  postcards  are  clear  examples  of  display,  as  they  are  not

concerned  with  the  people  inside  the  image,  but  purely  with  the  result  of  the

representation on the spectator. 

77 There were major famines in India  throughout the 1890s,  see Ira Klein,  ‘When the rains failed:
Famine, relief and mortality in British India', The Indian Economic and Social History Review  vol.21:2
(1984), 185-214.
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A postcard from the Art Union in Calcutta, titled  ‘11.  The Burning ghat – Calcutta’

takes a different approach (Figure 3.5).78 A body of a woman is seen on a pile of

wood.  She  is  surrounded  by  four  other  women,  sitting  down.  There  is  a  priest

officiating, caught in the movement of bowing down towards the body, while a boy

with a jar in his hand is looking on. Both men are standing. In the background the

wall  of the ghat is visible,  while on the ground there is no trace of ash. The only

incongruous aspect of the image is the naked breast of the dead woman sticking out

towards the camera, right in the centre of the image. The image could therefore be

used, as James Ryan argues, to condemn heathen practices.79 However, although

this image is still distanced from the viewer, in comparison with the other postcard

images, the burning does not just happen, but is surrounded by rites and proceeds in

an  orderly  environment.  It  narrates the  cremation  as a  moment  of  farewell  and

mourning and is as such far less incriminating.

One postcard portraying a puja shows a number of priests sitting on the floor

with the necessities for the puja around them.80 Behind the priests is another group

of men, who are all  dressed in kurta pyjama. Another postcard of a puja in stark

black  and  white,  emphasizes  this  ‘punja’ (sic)  takes  place  ‘at  a  wealthy  man’s

house’. It shows a half circle of men, including a musician and a boy. In their midst is

a table with a number of small statues of gods. In front of the table are some bowls

with offerings for the deities. The boy is sitting to the far left, in front of him is what

seems to be a mirror. Next to him are a large number of prayer beads. He might be

the centre of this ceremony.81 However, because neither in this nor in the previous

image  of  a  puja  anything  at  all  is  explained,  it  mostly  looks  strange  and

incomprehensible to people who are not familiar with Hinduism, making it easier to

dismiss or judge it. In this case the lack of text actually hinders the understanding of

the image. The stillness of these images is reminiscent of the stillness of the moving

images in the ‘Festival of Masi Magum’ and are a more visual explanation why these
78 Ryan,  Picturing Empire,  discusses the same image as a coloured lantern slide, published by E.G.

Wood. It was part of a series which consisted mostly of bible readings, 196-197.
79 Ibid.
80 I.O. photo1107/139.
81 It is possible this depicts the sacred thread ceremony in which an uppercaste boy between seven

and fifteen moves from boyhood towards adulthood and starts wearing the sacred thread.
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images fuel distance.

The incomprehension accompanying the cards is a feature they share with some

of the images in  ‘La vie aux Indes’ and with magic lantern readings. As in colonial

writings, Hinduism cannot be understood in these media because its ceremonies and

requirements  often  appear  repulsive  and  are  far  removed  from  British  religious

experiences and structures. In film, negative scenes are frequently combined with

more entertaining or non-religious scenes. When the requirements are understood,

or there appears to be an acceptance of the rituals, judgement often makes place for

something close to appreciation. As I will argue, it is this ability to understand which

at least to some extent accounts for the different approach the British took to Islam.

Islam
A British eye for similarities and differences

In  contrast  to  Hinduism,  Islam  was  not  unknown  to  the  British.  Ever  since  the

crusades  of  the  eleventh  to  thirteenth  centuries,  a  large  body  of  literature  had

enlightened  Europeans  about  its  characteristics.82 As  a  consequence  the  British

showed far less scholarly interest in the Muslims on the subcontinent, presuming to

understand the Indian Muslim’s character from their  knowledge of  ‘the Orient’.83

Moreover, Islam was considered a religion foreign to India, and therefore ‘marginal’

to Indian civilisation.84 British opinion was strongly affected by the fact that they

were the successors of Islamic rulers in much of India and therefore the British were

much more interested in  the political history of Islam in India.85

Rulers from the Islamic Middle East were considered to be despotic, violent, but

also  prone  to  indolence  and sensuality.86 In  India,  the  British  could  admire  early

Islamic  rulers  such  as  Babar,  Akbar  and Shah  Jehan,  who  although  despotic  had
82 Metcalf, Ideologies, 134.
83 Peter  van  der  Veer,  Religious  nationalism:  Hindus  and  Muslims  in  India (Berkeley:  University  of

California Press, 1994), 20.
84 Peter van der Veer, ‘The foreign hand: Orientalist discourse in sociology and communalism', in Carol

Breckenridge  and  Peter  van  der  Veer  (eds)  Orientalism and  the  postcolonial  predicament
(Philadelphia:  University  of  Pennsylvania,  1993),  23-44,  25.   The  discussion  is  more  on  recent
sociology, but this was certainly the case even in colonial times.

85 Pennington, Was Hinduism invented, 114.
86 Metcalf, Ideologies, 88. On despotism also Inden, Imagining India, 51-54, 139.
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showed signs of being enlightened. Later rulers  like Aurangzeb and Tipu Sultan of

Mysore were, on the contrary, intensely disliked: the first because he was considered

tyrannical  without  being  enlightened,  the  second  because  he  had  attempted  to

resist British expansion in the south of India. To defend their own war against him,

the British depicted Tipu Sultan as authoritarian and indolent.87

Notwithstanding  the  doctrine  of  the  Muslim’s  violent  nature,  by  the  late

nineteenth century the British in general preferred Islam to Hinduism.88 In their view,

Islam was at least in possession of a clear creed which defined it as monotheistic,

rather  than  succumbing  to  a  multitude  of  gods.  The  strength  of  the  Muslims ’

conviction even evoked a certain jealousy in the British, whose faith had started to

yield to the endless reasoning of the Enlightenment. On a political  level  Muslims

were less well represented than Hindus, who were becoming increasingly critical of

British rule. The Muslims appeared therefore also as less of a threat to the British

than the Hindus. 

In the media many of the representations have a similar point of view, although

there are slight differences in emphasis. Islam is generally, in all media, represented

through mosques, but also also through the Muharram festival. The latter will  be

discussed  in  detail  in  the  next  chapter,  while  this  chapter  will  focus  on  the

representation of mosques,  first in lantern representations, and then on postcards

and in film.

Magic lanterns: The purity of mosques

Most of the lantern readings discuss aspects of Islam, if only by showing a mosque.

However,  of  all  authors  Mackinder  writes  most  extensively  about  the  religious

aspects of Islam. He reminds his readers that the Muslim is ‘a believer in one spiritual

god’, and  ‘came to India as an alien’.89 Two of its principle doctrines Islam shares

with  Christianity:  ‘belief  in  an  afterlife  and  accountability  for  human  action  in

another  existence’.90 The  implication  is  that  for  Mackinder  the  Muslims  are  not
87 Metcalf, Ideologies, 139.
88 Ibid., 142-144.
89 Mackinder, India, 99.
90 Ibid.
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unlike the British: first of all believers in one spiritual god, and an afterlife, but also

alien to India, and conquerors of the ‘natives’. They were much more alike to each

other than to the earlier Hindu rulers, believers in a multitude of visible gods. Even

though the other readings do not make this assumption explicit, they do seem to

follow colonial discourses which accepted Islam as a worthy religion.91 

For  Stoddard,  compared  to  Hinduism  Islam  is  ‘purity  itself’,  despite  what  he

judges to be a less justifiable belief in a ‘sensual paradise and a creed of conquest’.92

One of Stoddard’s few other explicit statements regarding Islam dwells once more

on its purity, when he comments on the ‘simplicity and purity’ of the Pearl Mosque

(Moti  Masjid)  in  Agra.  The absence of  any carvings depicting animals  or  humans

causes Stoddard to cry out: ‘What an example is this of the restraining power of the

Mohammedan religion!’93 He explains that Muslims had not portrayed animals or

humans  since  Muhammed  ordered  them  not  to  1200  years  ago.  Highlighting

‘restraint’ in Islam was meant as a contrast to what Stoddard considered to be the

excesses of Hinduism.94

Stoddard  also  discusses  Mogul  architecture  at  length  in  admiring  tones,

describing  the  rule  of  Babar,  Akbar  and  Shah  Jehan,  ignoring  all  others.  This

discussion is accompanied by a large number of slides of Mogul monuments. His

choice to not even mention the in British eyes problematic rulers Aurangzeb or Tipu

Sultan,  while  at  the  same  time  abstaining from  any  serious  criticism  of  Islam,

suggests he aimed at a positive view of the religion.

Even  if  the  lantern  readings  accept  Islam  as  a  worthy  religion  it  does  not

immediately follow that Islam is  viewed as  equal to Christianity or the Muslims as

equal to the British. When W. Yorke shows a slide of a Koran reading in a mosque, he

makes a  point of  stating that because  ‘[Muslim] women have no soul  worth the

saving, they are not permitted to join in the ceremony’. This is clearly meant to be a

complete contrast to Christianity, discussed in the two slides before, where women

91 The Calcutta reading is an exception. This will be more fully discussed in chapter three discussing
Muharram. 

92 Stoddard, Lectures, 84.
93 Ibid., 206-209.
94 Ibid., 206.
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were part of the congregation on a Sunday and worthy to be saved. The  Optical

Lantern Reading of India remarks that the Muslims shown in the slide have probably

forgotten that they were once ‘masters of the land’, since they have been servants

to and dominated by the British for at least a generation.95 The reading apparently

needs  to  emphasize  the  hierarchical  structure  to  remind its  listeners  of  Britain’s

power.

Only two of the readings mention either Tipu Sultan or Aurangzeb as previous

rulers,  because  they  destroyed temples  and built  mosques  in  their  places.96 This

apparently is meant to prove the ultimately violent nature of the Muslims, implicitly

contrasted with the British who did not destroy temples to erect churches on their

ruins. In all readings taken together, however, violence appears less relevant than in

general colonial discourses and Islam is generally accepted as a worthy religion. In

the representations of  Hinduism the magic lantern presentations did hardly  ever

address possible positive aspects of the religion, in their representations of Islam,

they selected the positive aspects over the negative ones. In the textual anchorage

of postcards the violence will sometimes be mentioned, although not of in any of its

images, while mosques remain ubiquitous throughout.

Postcards and film: Mosques and prayers

Mosques  are  again  the  most  frequently  occurring  representations  of  Islam  on

postcards and Raphael Tuck produced a number of cards depicting mosques. In two

of its three postcards of mosques in Lahore they are associated with violence. The

description  of  the  Royal  or  Badshahi  Mosque  relates  how  Aurangzeb  built  the

mosque with funds taken from his brother, ‘whom he put to death’. The violence at

the root of the building of the mosque has supposedly prevented it from becoming a

popular place of prayer.97

95 Optical Lantern reading India, sl.38.
96 Tipu Sultan in Dixon, Mysore, sl.8, 173. Aurangzeb in Mackinder, India, 56,57.
97 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/pakistan/badshahi.html.
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Figure 3.7. ‘Delhi, Jumma Mashid (Mahomedans at Prayer)’, Postcard, Phototype Company,
Bombay. Printed in Luxemburg. n.d.

Figure  3.6.  ‘Lahore,  Golden  Mosque’,  Postcard,
Raphael  Tuck  &  Sons.  Printed  in  England.  n.d.
(Courtesy Omar Khan)



According to Tuck, the Golden Mosque (Sunehri Masjid) in Lahore is not so much

tainted by its history, it even has a  ‘picturesque’ location and a large well  (Figure

3.6).  Nevertheless,  Tuck  considers  it  necessary to mention its  builder  was put  to

death when he displeased the female ruler of Lahore.98 Only the Wazir Khan Mosque

is unreservedly praised for its beauty, but then it was built under the rule of Shah

Jehan,  creator  of  the  Taj  Mahal,  and  one  of  the  more  acceptable  Mughal  rulers

according  to  the  British.99 The  violence  remains  limited to  the  texts  as  all  three

images look equally peaceful and the court of the Badshahi Mosque looks as quiet as

the surroundings of the Wazir Khan Mosque.

These three postcards form part  of a collection of at least  eighteen postcards

from this period depicting mosques on the website Images of Asia. Some emphasize

the architectural aspects of the building, and show hardly any people. If  in these

cards  people  are  present,  they  seem  only  necessary  to  indicate  the  size  of  the

building.  Other  postcards will  include  the  hustle  and bustle  around the  mosque,

especially when the mosques are situated in larger cities. A few cards show the Jama

Masjid in Delhi or Agra filled with worshippers (Figure 3.7). The postcards intimate

these moments to have been more of an exception than the rule, as the postcard of

Agra states it is taken during the  ‘Eid prayers’,  which would have attracted more

people than usual.100 One of the Delhi cards refers to the image as an ‘annual scene’

rather than a weekly one.101 

Ultimately,  only  a minority of  the cards present the mosque as more than an

architectural monument and connect it unambiguously to its religious function. It

seems Islam is not shown so much for its religious practices as for its architectural

interests. However, it is also possible to argue that the appreciation for the mosques ’

architecture is an indirect appreciation of the religion which conceived of this type of

architecture. Stoddard’s remarks on the purity of the Pearl mosque and Mackinder’s

reference to the biblical ‘house of prayer’ regarding the same mosque, corroborate

98 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/pakistan/golden-mosque.html
99 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/pakistan/wazir-khan.html
100 Http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/juma-masjid-agra.html.
101 Http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/praying-delhi.html.
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this possibility.102 The relatively higher number of mosques appearing on postcards

than  of  Hindu  temples,  combined  with  greater  acceptance  of  Islam  in  general,

strengthen this impression.103 

In  film,  the  connection  between  mosque  and  religion  becomes  much  more

explicit. The Jama Masjid in Delhi is virtually the only mosque mentioned by name in

film descriptions.104 The comments speak about the architectural impressiveness of

the  building  as  well  as  the  worshippers  who  are  present.105 In  one  instance  the

description reveals a limited understanding of Islam when Muslims are said to ‘make

their obeisances to the setting sun’,  turning west to face Mecca.106 The attention

given to the architecture of mosques is something film shared with other media, but,

probably to compensate for  the immobility  of  the  building,  praying Muslims are

much more often referred to as part of the scene than in magic lantern readings or

even on postcards. Unwittingly, the films consequently create more space for the

religious aspects of Islam. 

The images of the Jama Masjid in ‘Delhi, grande ville de l’Inde’, made by Pathé in

1911, reflect the interest in architecture and prayers.107 Some shots of the outside of

the mosque alone are shown, but also of the ritual washing on the square before the

prayers, as well as the prayers taking place inside. It is remarkable how peaceful and

beautifully coloured these images are, with no hint of violence. Violence of Muslim

rulers is in any event not part of film descriptions and reviews, not even when the

mosque of Tipu Sultan in Mysore is described.108

102 Mackinder, India, 106, 107.
103 There are fewer images of Hindu temples on the website. Considering there were more Hindus than

Muslims, and probably also more temples than mosques, it might indicate there was more interest
in images of mosques than of temples. The website www.stamps-auction.com, a large postcard
seller, equally has more postcard images of mosques than of temples (15 April 2015).

104 The  other  is  the  Pearl  Mosque  in  Agra,  The Bioscope 14  October  1910,  45;  14  November  1912,
supplement XIV.

105 Kinematograph Weekly,   1  September 1910,  1103;  26 January 1912,  XXXIII;  22 February 1912,  IX;
Urban, General Catalogue, n. 2330, 316-317.

106 The Bioscope, 15 February 1912, supplement XXI. The same quote is found in Kinematograph Weekly,
26 January 1912, XXXIII.

107 http://www.cinetecadelfriuli.org/progettoturconi/title.php?TITLE_NUMBER=758#clip,  accessed  2
March 2015.

108 The Bioscope, 21 August 1913, supplement VI. The film was made by Pathé/Oriental which could
possibly be one reason why violence is not mentioned, as the French had supported Tipu Sultan in
his conflict against the British. On the other hand, in chapters four and five I will analyse instances in
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The  representations  in  the  media  are  evidently  similar  to  colonial  discourses

concerning  Islam.  However,  in  contrast  with  the  nearly  complete  adoption  of

colonial  discourses and practices concerning Hinduism, with regards to Islam the

media made a choice to display mostly the more positive aspects.  The peacefulness

of the images in the Delhi and the Raphael Tuck’s postcards, probably reflects the

colonial appreciation not only for the architecture of the mosques, but also for Islam

as a monotheistic religion, which is found in all media. More than in written colonial

discourses and practices, on both postcards and in lantern lectures this recognition

ultimately takes precedence over the far less mentioned violence of Islamic rulers.

The complete absence of this latter aspect of colonial discourses in film points to its

role of entertainer rather than instructor. This is something which will be even more

obvious in the discussion of a film depicting Parsis. 

Parsis
A colonial concern for loyalty above religious convictions

Zoroastrianism arrived in India because of the growth of Islam in West-Asia. When in

Iran Islam became the dominant creed, Zoroastrians fled to India and settled on the

West coast, where they formed a small  minority group and were given the name

‘Parsi’. Because they had arrived from outside India, the British saw them as another

of  the  ‘alien’ groups  in  India,  just  like  themselves.  By  the  nineteenth  century

Zarathustra, Zoroastrianism’s founder, was considered one of the great  ‘religious

prophets’ by Western scholars, as he was understood to have reformed a polytheist

religion  into  an  almost  monotheistic  religion,  although  with  a  strong  duality

between good and  evil.109 The  near-monotheism  and  the  existence  of  a  prophet

made the religion much more palatable to the British than Hinduism. There were

however  other  reasons  why  the  British  perceived  the  Parsis  to  be  a  particularly

‘advanced and enlightened community’.110 
which  The Bioscope description  differed  significantly  from  Pathé’s  own  description,  most  likely
exactly because of diverging opinions about India.

109 Jesse S. Palsetia, The Parsis of India: Preservation of identity in Bombay city (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 165.
110 Jayant  Banthia  and Tim Dyson,  ‘Smallpox and the impact of  vaccination among the Parsees of

Bombay’, Indian Economic Social History Review vol.37:1 (2000), 27-50, 28,32.
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When  the  East  India  Company  invited  different  groups  to  settle  in  the  newly

established city of Bombay, a number of Parsis from Gujurat took their chances.111

Many became merchants, and some of them achieved great wealth. These wealthy

merchants participated actively in charity giving in Bombay. They not only donated

to traditional Indian causes, such as religious and communal rites, but adjusted their

charity to suit the wishes of the new rulers. While charity was considered one of the

characteristics of a  ‘good person’ in Zoroastrianism,112 adjusting their  charity also

enabled  the  Parsis  to  ‘exploit  the  opportunities  for  individual  economic  benefit,

greater political influence, and public welfare’.113

The  Parsis  financed  a  number  of  important  buildings  in  Bombay  such  as  the

university  and  the  Jamsetjee  Jejeebhoy  Hospital.  As  landmarks  in  early  Bombay

these increased the visibility of the Parsis and their name came to be synonymous

with  wealthy,  educated,  and  westernised.  Their  appropriation  of  ‘western’

education, a western life-style and charitable causes created the conviction among

British and Indians alike that Parsis were staunchly loyal to the British. 114 Most Parsis

were indeed committed to British rule over India, but this did not restrain them from

being among the first to join the Indian National Congress in 1885, or from severely

criticising British attitudes towards India.

Lantern  presentations  frequently  present  a  mixture  of  religious  and  secular

aspects  of  the  Parsis,  while  postcards  highlight  only  the  former.  The  one  film

depicting Parsis of which I have found a description, combines these two aspects in a

completely different way.

The media: Silent Towers and worldly success

The Parsis are only mentioned in the three magic lantern readings striving to cover

all of India: The Prince of Wales reading, Stoddard’s lecture and Mackinder’s lecture.

111 Rashna B. Singh, ‘Traversing diacritical space: Negotiating and narrating Parsi nationness’, Journal
of Commonwealth Literature vol.43: 2 (2008), 29-47, 32.

112 Tanya M. Luhrmann, The good Parsi: The fate of a colonial elite in a postcolonial society  (Cambridge
MA: Harvard University Press, 1996), 96.

113 Jesse  S.  Palsetia,  ‘Merchant  charity  and public  identity  formation in  colonial  India:  The  case of
Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy', Journal of Asian and African Studies vol 40:3 (2005), 197-217, 202.

114 Rashna B. Singh, ‘Traversing diacritical space', 30. 
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All three discuss the Parsi system of disposing of their deaths, as it is very different

from a burial or a cremation. The Parsis place their dead high up in a tower open to

the  sky,  called  the  Tower  of  Silence.  Vultures  will  come  and  eat  the  bodies,  so

nothing is left of the deceased. The Prince of Wales reading is the oldest of the three

readings  and,  interestingly,  the  least  positive.  It  shows  a  slide  of  the  Tower  of

Silence, and discusses the  ‘curious system’ of  how and why the Parsis depose of

their dead in this way.115 Except for the term ‘curious’ the language is strictly neutral

and  explanatory,  but  any  reference  to  the  Parsi  community  or  what  they  have

achieved is absent. 

Mackinder embeds his description of the Tower of Silence and the Parsi funeral

rites in a commentary on the economic and political achievements of the Parsis. 116

Two slides devoted to the Parsis depict a group of Parsis and the Tower of Silence.

Mackinder also discusses the proceedings in and around the tower in some detail. He

adds  however  that  the  ‘Parsis  of  Bombay’ are  a  wealthy  and  enterprising

community. One of their members even gained a seat in the House of Commons at

Westminster  ‘as the  representative  of  a  London constituency’.  Mackinder  states

that ‘they have no caste prejudices like the Hindus, and no seclusion of women like

the Musulmans’ and he concludes that ‘their ways of life are nearer to those of the

Europeans’. The Parsis and their religion were not the same as the English, therefore

not equal,  but they come much closer to the British ideal  of civilisation than the

Hindus  or  even the  Muslims.  In  other  words,  to  Mackinder  they  are  much  more

acceptable.  The  ultimate  proof  of  acceptability  is  that  a  Parsi  made  it  to  British

parliament as a British citizen. This British citizen, Dadabhai Naoroji, criticised British

policies in India while in parliament, was a prominent founding member of the Indian

National  Congress  and  one  of  the  first  Indians  to  write  a  sustained  critique  of

Britain’s economic policies in India.117 All this information is absent from the lecture,

underscoring Mackinder’s view of India’s place in the British empire.

115 Gore, Prince of Wales, sl.20, 223,224. 
116 Mackinder, India, 69-70. 
117 Sri Ram Mehrotra and Dinyar Patel,  Dadabhai Naoroji: Selected private papers (New Delhi: Oxford

University Press, 2015); Palsetia, Parsis of India, 277-299; and Stanley Wolpert, A new history of India
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1997, 5th ed.), 254. 
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Stoddard underwrites the belief that Parsis are ‘thoroughly loyal to Great Britain’.118

He finds proof of their loyalty in the financial support they gave for the construction

of a statue of Queen Victoria in Bombay,119 and also, when concluding his remarks on

the influence of the Parsis, in the reception of knighthoods.120 He argues their loyalty

is partly out of self-interest, because they would have been crushed under the native

rule of the Hindus or Muslims, but  ‘gain from England’s liberal  rule [of]  religious

toleration and protection for  their  property’.121 Before praising the loyalty  of  the

Parsis,  Stoddard has already waxed lyrically about Zoroastranism, as a faith with

only one god,  ‘the symbol of whose glorious majesty is the sun’.122 And, he adds,

‘who  cannot  understand  this  silent  adoration  of  the  Infinite,  awakened  by  the

contemplation  of  our  own  and  countless  other  suns?’123 According  to  Stoddard,

compared  to  the  ‘sickening  idolatry  of  Hinduism’, Zoroastranism  is  once  again

‘purity itself’.124

118 Stoddard, Lectures, 54.
119 Ibid., 48
120 Ibid., 54.
121 Ibid.
122 Ibid., 50.
123 Ibid., 51, 53.
124 Ibid., 53.
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A number of images are connected with the Parsis in Stoddard’s reading. At least

three are of  monuments and buildings the Parsis  helped establish:  the statue of

Queen Victoria; the Elphinstone high school also mentioned in the text, and a public

building they could have supported. The last three images show parts of the Tower of

Silence and its garden (Figure 3.8). The vultures are prominent in these images, but

even now, Stoddard has no issues with the Parsi faith, as ‘nothing offends the senses

in the Parsee cemetery’ in obvious contrast to Hindu funeral rituals.125 About the role

the  vultures  play  in  the  disposal  of  the  dead  he  states:  ‘Horrible  do  we  say?  It

certainly seems so, and yet ideas in this respect are largely matters of education; and

the intelligent Parsee thinks that burial in the earth or sea is far more dreadful in its

consequences’.126 The Parsi is defined as intelligent, educated, and, above all, loyal

to the British, and is therefore allowed and even respected for his different views.

Stoddard and Mackinder thus closely follow colonial discourses concerning Parsis

in  their  lectures.  The  Tower  of  Silence  is  their  only  visual  reference  to  the  Parsi

religion, which does not so much reflect core Zoroastrian beliefs about God, as it

gives the authors the possibility of once again ascribing and describing difference.

This time, however, in generally more admiring tones than for Hinduism. The lack of

positive comment on the Parsis in The Prince of Wales reading could have something

to do with the fact that Parsis became more visible in the public, and especially the

political arena after the creation of the Indian Congress in 1885, well after the first

publication of the lecture. The emphasis on their loyalty to Britain in Stoddard and

Mackinder consequently could then also be interpreted as an attempt to keep the

Parsis within colonial boundaries. 

The Tower of Silence is not the only image on postcards representing the religious

elements of Zoroastrianism, but it is certainly the most prominent. One of the few

other religious aspects of Parsi life represented both on postcards and in film is the

wedding ceremony. In 1910 Pathé made a film of a Parsi wedding, titled ‘Cérémonie

religieuse du mariage chez les Parsis de l’Inde à Bombay’,  which is the  only film

specifically dealing with this  religious group and one of the very few showing an

125 Ibid., 55.
126 Ibid., 57. My emphasis.
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Indian  wedding.127 Most  of  the  description  consists  of  a  basic  theology  of

Zoroastrianism,  explaining  the  principles  of  good  and  evil.  Taken  together  with

references to their origin in Persia and the fact that the Parsis are in the forefront of

the ‘great reform movement, that is active in India’, it seems Pathé felt the need to

introduce  the  Parsis  before  discussing  the  film,  assuming  not  many  people,  or

exhibitors, were familiar with this minority group in India. The film is said to show

the religious marriage ceremony, and is concluded with a grand ballet. The Bioscope

comments on the white silk dresses the women wear and notes the presence of a

number of children in European dress, which it finds rather  ‘curious’.128 The author

seems to have been unaware of the European style of dress the Parsis had adopted

for their children. 

The Pathé description combined with  The Bioscope  review give almost  all  the

information necessary within a colonial context for understanding the Parsis. Their

religion is explained, their connection with a European lifestyle is established, and

their  importance  and wealth  are  textually  and visually  commented  on.  The  only

aspect left out is the Tower of Silence. Intriguingly, and so far inexplicable, although

filmmakers  visited  Bombay  frequently,  it  seems  they  never  brought  out  their

cameras for this Tower. Possibly, they did not consider the building very attractive to

film. Unlike mosques it had no architectural beauty or historical value and unlike the

burning ghats,  this  type  of  disposal  of  the death did  not appeal  to  film makers,

neither for its horror nor for its exoticism. 

In  general,  the  media  follow  the  colonial  discourse  on  Parsis  quite  faithfully.

Zoroastrianism  is  considered  a  faith  very  different  from  what  lecture  writers  or

filmmakers  were  familiar  with,  which  is  mostly  exemplified  in  a  discussion of  or

image of the Tower of Silence. This is not a reason to judge them, however, as the

similarities  between  Parsis  and  Europeans  frequently  are  considered  more

important. They were originally outsiders to India, are wealthy, loyal to Britain and

Europeanised. All of this is visualised in images of their buildings and their weddings.

The latter clearly had a higher entertainment value for filmmakers than the Tower of

127 filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=8299.
128 The Bioscope, 24 November 1910, 35.
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Silence.

Conclusion
This  chapter  has  demonstrated  that  the  visual  messages  in  all  three  media,

supported by the texts, stay rather close to colonial discourses concerning Hinduism,

Islam and Zoroastrianism, thus holding on to the stereotypical understandings of the

adherents of these religions, with the significant exception of the film depicting the

festival of Masi Magum. The influence of the postcard and magic lantern dispositifs

on the representation of religions in India is almost negligible, while even the film

dispositif generally  only  makes  minor  changes.  Overall,  the  images  are  not

significantly different across the three media, although film has a larger interest in

the entertainment value of the pictures, entertainment being one of its main modes

of address. This is evidenced in Walturdaw’s funny scenes surrounding the religious

scenes, as well as in the description of ‘A Parsi wedding’.

Nevertheless, the film of the festival of Masi Magum is proof that film could be

rather  different  from  colonial  discourses,  without  having  recourse  to  the

entertainment  mode.  The  film  is  exceptional  because  it  appears  to  be  truly

interested  what  is  taking  place,  without  adding  either  horror  or  praise.

Consequently,  it  allows  the  people  within  the  film to  present  themselves  to  the

camera  and  creates  a  space  where  they  become  more  human  and  less

representative of a type. As has already become clear and will become even more

obvious in the course of this thesis, this willingness of the filmmaker to be taken in

by what is happening in front of the camera is not something which we should take

for granted.

Keeping this exception in mind, in the remaining films Hindu cremations stand

next to Islamic mosques and a Parsi wedding. This is indicative of how these religions

were  understood.  Zoroastrianism  was  on  the  one  hand  a  serious  occasion,  as  a

wedding inevitably is, but on the other a joyful one, worthy of a ballet. The wedding

was also an event which could easily be understood by non-Parsi  spectators,  not

only  in  its  ceremonies,  but  also  in  the  emotions  it  evoked  in  its  participants,
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indicating Parsis were close to Europeans.  This ballet concluding the film moves it

away from the religious overtones of  the wedding to  something which  could be

understood as fundamentally entertaining. 

In the representations, Islam was looked at mainly from the outside, and its buil t

structures were deserving of praise as remnants of a more glorious Islamic past. Its

moments of prayer, in the present, referred to the common link between Islam and

Christianity.  Hinduism was something altogether  different.  Images of  cremations

either created a gap of horror and incomprehension, or were praised as something

worthy to be followed.  In  either  case they were described as something entirely

dissimilar to European practices. 

With some variations these understandings of the three religions are also found

in  magic  lantern  lectures  and  on  postcards.  The  Tower  of  Silence  carries  more

seriousness than a wedding,  but the lantern lectures  praising the Parsis  for  their

loyalty and closeness to the British supply various images supporting their narrative.

Visually mosques remain the same, but violence enters some of the descriptions and

prayer  is  less  prevalent,  bringing  danger  closer  and  pushing  away  sameness.

However, the purity of the buildings which some lantern lectures refer to, does seem

to apply to the religious side of Islam as well. In Hinduism, only bathing achieves a

connection  with  Christian  understandings  of  religion,  otherwise  it  remains

something removed and proof of India’s lack of civilisation. 
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4 Muharram: A spectacular festival

Mahorum, that great Mohammedan procession, snakes around the city in all
the majesty of the splendours of India, [...] and thousands of Muslims come to
take part with the troops. Crowds line the streets and the terraces of the low
houses fill with curious onlookers, while camels and elephants, with gold rings
on their feet and gem-studded howdahs on their backs, process past carrying
dignitaries.  Now witness  the  mounted  troops,  the  standard  bearers  and  the
crowd of acrobats improvising war dances.
– Pathé, ‘La Cérémonie du Mahorum à Hyderabad, capitale du Nizam’1

What Pathé describes here is a spectacle. A spectacle of large crowds, large animals

and  war  dancing.  The  occasion  for  this  is  the  ceremony  of  Muharram,  which

commemorates the deaths of the Muslim martyrs Hassan and Hussain and was (and

still  is)  an  important  religious  festival  in  many  Indian  cities,  ending  with  large

processions through the town on the day of Ashura. From an ‘image’ point of view,

festivals provided a condensed and engaging visual experience, both different and

spectacular at the same time, as the Pathé description testifies.2 Processions could

be captured on a moving or still camera with a minimum of direction needed from

the  filmmaker  or  photographer:  it  was  a  ‘ready-to-kinematograph  [or  ready-to-

1 Original:  ‘Dans  la  majesté  des  splendeurs  de  l’Inde  se  déroule,  [...]  la  grande  procession
mahométane du Mahorum, à laquelle prennent part, avec les troupes, des milliers de musulmans.
Un cordon de foule borde les rues et les terrasses des maisons basses s’emplissent de curieux, tandis
que les chameaux, les éléphants, aux pieds bagués d’or, surmontés de dais constellés de pierreries,
défilent, porteurs de hauts dignitaires. Voici les troupes à cheval, les porteurs d ’étendard et la foule
des  bateleurs  qui  improvisent  des  danses  guerrières.’ [http://filmographie.fondation-
jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=15586, accessed 25 April 2015].
I would like to thank Simon Pickstone for help with the translation.

2 An analysis of this spectacular aspect of photography in India is relatively absent in discussions on
early photography in India. Pinney argues that portraiture was more popular because it  ‘produced
better results’ than  ‘the large collectivities of  the sort by which – so one kind of  historiography
would  claim  –  India  in  the  nineteenth  century  was  still  largely  constituted’,  The  coming  of
photography, 109. One example of attention to the more spectacular aspect of photography is Kama
Maclean’s discussion on the photogenic attractions of the Kumbh Mela from colonial times until the
present  in  Pilgrimage and Power:  The  Kumbh  Mela  in  Allahabad from  1765–1954  (Oxford:  Oxford
University Press, 2008), 40-42.
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photograph]  spectacle’.3 In  contrast  to  travelogues,  these  spectacle  films  often

observe the  event  for  quite  some  time  creating continuity  rather  than distinctive

shots.4 In that sense they differ as a form from the travelogue.

For the British in India, Muharram was one of the best-known religious events on

the sub-continent. Consequently, Muharram is the only religious occasion in India,

Muslim or Hindu, to be consistently depicted in all the visual media discussed here.

Lantern  readings  regularly  discussed Charak  puja  (‘hook-swinging’,  as  the  British

called it), and the Jagannath festival at Puri, yet postcards and films rarely showed

either.5 In film, the Mela at Allahabad is one of the few Hindu festivals to be given a

name and location. Eid-al-Fitr is mentioned a few times on postcards, and I found one

example in film, but none of the other major festivals such as Diwali, Holi or Eid-al-

Bakr seem to have been portrayed, nor any of the festivals or large ceremonies of

other religious groups as the Sikhs, the Parsis or the Jains. This adds significance to

the images of Muharram as it came to stand for much more than just its ceremonies.

To a non-Indian public it came to represent the way in which Indians expressed their

religious experiences.

The British were both fascinated with the spectacle of Muharram and feared it.

This fear was partly based on the ‘frenzy’ that accompanied the processions, which

allegedly made participants lose all reason. This fear anticipated and heightened the

sensitivity  to  the  riots  that  occasionally  occurred  during  Muharram.  British

administrators  considered  Muslims  to  be  generally  prone  to  violence,  and  the

3 A. Gaudreault and P. Marion, 'The mysterious affair of styles in the age of kine-attractography', Early
Popular Visual Culture vol.8:1 (2010), 17-30, 26.

4 I noticed this especially in two films not discussed in this thesis, ‘Religious festival in India’, around
1910, and ‘Festival in Calcutta’. Both part of the Corrick collection in the National Film and Sound
Archive of Australia.

5 Both hook-swinging and the Jagannath festival became tropes of Indian savagery for the British.
Hook-swinging had been banned in all of India by 1894, and so does not appear on postcards or in
films.  G.A. Oddie,  Popular religion, elites and reforms: Hook-swinging and its prohibition in colonial
India 1800–1894 (New Delhi: Manohar, 1995); Nicholas Dirks, 'The policing of tradition: Colonialism
and anthropology in Southern India', Comparative Studies in Society and History vol.39:1 (1997), 182-
212. The  Jagannath  festival,  which  was  extensively  written  about  by  missionaries  in  the  early
nineteenth century,  ‘lost some of its interest in the late nineteenth century as the rumours about
human  sacrifices  lost  plausibility’. Ravi  Ahuja,  'The  “bridge-builders”:  Some  notes  on  railways,
pilgrimage  and  the  British  civilizing  mission  in  colonial  India',  in  H.  Fischer-Tiné,  M.  Mann
Colonialism as civilizing mission, 95-116, 104.
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festival’s  large  crowds  of  excitable  mourners  were  thought  to  exacerbate  this

characteristic.6 

Even before the advent of photography, paintings were made of Muharram, and

for  colonial  writers  it  was  a  recurring  topic.7 Although  attentive  to  the  spectacle

Muharram presented, the danger it posed and the attendant need for control were

central to both textual descriptions and paintings. This chapter will analyse how the

dispositifs  of  magic  lanterns,  postcards  and  film,  shift  the  representations

increasingly towards the spectacular. In magic lantern slides the danger of Muharram

was mitigated through the context of the reading, whereas most of the postcards

and films ignore the danger, opening up a space for  a less circumscribed, almost

uninhibited  experience  of  the  spectacle.  Early  nineteenth-century  East  India

Company  paintings  and  Kipling’s  literary  narrative  of  the  ceremonies  will  be

employed as examples of respectively an earlier visual, and a colonial understanding

of Muharram.8 

Writing, painting and cameras

All the processions […] were now well within the City walls. The drums beating

afresh,  the  crowd  were  howling  ‘Ya  Hassan!  Ya  Hussain!’ and  beating  their
breasts, the brass bands were playing their loudest, and at every corner where
space allowed, Mohamedan preachers were telling the lamentable story of the
death of the Martyrs. It was impossible to move except with the crowd.9

Rudyard  Kipling’s  description  of  the  Muharram  rituals  probably  captured  the

atmosphere  of  the  Ashura  rituals  quite  well.  Although  rendered  with  a  level  of

6 Metcalf, Ideologies, 138-144.
7 David Pinault,  The Shiites: Ritual and popular piety in a Muslim community (New York: St. Martin’s

Press, 1992), 63-76.
8 Much of what is argued here for Muharram is equally true for Hindu festivals, but there is no specific

festival to track these changes. Lantern readings discuss Jagannath and Churak Puja, while films
describe unnamed festivals.

9 R. Kipling, 'On the city wall', in Kipling, Twenty one tales selected from the works of Rudyard Kipling
(London: MacMillan, 1946), 30. First published in 1888. Pinault, The Shiites, 68-71, in comparing this
story with Kipling’s earlier non-fiction writing about Muharram, notes how colonial discourse has
taken over from an earlier openness to the Muharram proceedings in his fictional writing.
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sympathy, Kipling’s description is squarely located within a colonial prism. He had

forewarned his readers that Muharram was an occasion for riots between Hindus and

Muslims,  and when these duly occur later on in his story, Kipling has British men

abandoning the safety of their club to rescue the overwhelmed police and restore

order.  The  story  both  reiterates  and  is  exemplary  of  narratives  in  other  colonial

accounts of Muharram which combine fascination with fear. 

The visual representations of Muharram concentrate on the processions Kipling

described,  but  differed  in  several  important  aspects  from  the  textual  image  he

created. First of all, in images there was generally far less space to carry text that

might anchor the image to colonial discourses. As a writer, Kipling’s observations of

Muharram were translated to text at his leisure, whereas the process of capturing

Muharram  for  makers  of  still  or  moving  photographic  images  was  much  more

dynamic. While photographers might be able to determine where and when to take

the photograph, they could not entirely orchestrate the content of the images of

Muharram processions.

The images in these media therefore differ from textual accounts of Muharram,

but  also  from  British  paintings  from  the  early  nineteenth  century.  In  her  article

‘Abject to object’, Rebecca Brown discusses the significant contrast between the still

and controlled paintings of the procession, and the colonial writings focusing on riots

and frenzy.10 She notes her initial surprise at the complete absence of ‘city spaces’ in

the paintings: the processions seem to take place in empty landscapes. In contrast,

colonial  writings  always  discuss  the  consequences  of  the  ‘transgression’ of  city

spaces, in the form of the riots that appeared to coincide with Muharram. 11 In the

painting discussed by Brown, a large number of people are present, but they are so

ordered that they seem to have been  ‘poured into an pre-existing mould for easy

10 Rebecca Brown, 'Abject to object. Colonialism preserved through the imagery of Muharram',  RES:
Anthropology and Aesthetics vol.43 (2003), 203-217. Her argument is based on a number of paintings
she has seen in the India Office Library and elsewhere, 216. Two paintings have been reproduced in
her  article,  one  from  the  1780s on  page  217,  and  one  from  the  1820s  on page  204.  The  earlier
painting is livelier, but Brown argues that the later image becomes representative for all Muharram
imagery throughout the 19th century, 216. Another image she refers to can be viewed in M. Archer,
Company paintings, Indian paintings of the British period (London: Victoria and Albert Museum, 1992),
85,86.

11 Brown, 'Abject to object', 206-207.
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display’.12 Brown argues that since the Muharram processions were seen as ‘primary

examples of  spatial  and social  transgression in colonised India’,13 the paintings of

Muharram are not solely a representation of Muharram. They are equally an attempt

to deal with the ‘deeper challenge to the very stability of colonialism’.14 

She concludes:

The dynamic threat to the position of the coloniser which, when represented by
that  coloniser,  must  not  only  be  objectified,  but  de-abjectified,  [led]  to  the
controlled, orderly image of the mid-nineteenth century julus [tabut procession]
and  the  tales of  triumphant and necessary British  control  of  a  transgressive
annual ceremony.15

As abject, Muharram is considered to be simultaneously attractive and repulsive, and

it is this fascinating combination that threatens the British presence and legitimacy.

This is a fascination that could break down the barrier between the coloniser and the

colonised.16 In ordering the representation of Muharram, the British attempted to

bring the fascination itself under control.

The images and descriptions in magic lanterns, postcards and films were rather

different. While the procession and the tabuts continued to be central, the images of

these processions tended to be set in the city streets, rather than the open field. 17

From this follows a second change: from organised spread-out groups of people to

dense crowds. What is still largely absent is a scene where Muharram is portrayed out

of control.18 A very simple reason for these differences is obviously that these images

12 Ibid., 206.
13 Ibid., 203.
14 Ibid., 204.
15 Ibid.,  216.  Tabuts are  models  of  the  tombs  of  Hussain  and  Hassan;  tall,  elaborately  decorated

structures.
16 Ibid., 215.
17 The  location  of  the  event  had  not  changed:  the  processions  always  started  in  the  Muslim

neighbourhoods inside the city and would move to a field or large water source. Sandria B. Freitag,
Collective action and community: Public  arenas and the emergence of communalism in North India
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), 27,28; also Jim Masselos, 'Change and custom in the
format  of  the  Bombay  Mohurrum  during  the  nineteenth  and  twentieth  centuries',  South  Asia:
Journal of South Asian Studies vol.5:2 (1982), 47-67, 50.

18 While descriptions of films mention ‘mock fights’, the lamentation, in which participants mourn by
castigating themselves with iron implements, is never mentioned. By contrast, images of Muharram
today often show the lamentation in all  its  bloody detail.  What caused the transition from early
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are  photographed  rather  than  painted.  As  Christopher  Pinney  states  when  he

describes the difference between a painting and a photograph:  ‘[i]f we think of the

painter’s imagination and brush as a filter capable of complete exclusion, then the

lens of the camera can never be closed for something extraneous will always enter

it’.19

Even though it was not possible to entirely invent the image with a camera, the

framing  of  the  image  became  an important  form  of  creating  control. Taking  the

picture could satisfy the fascination for what was in front of the camera, while the

framing then provided the boundaries of the image. An often-used technique was

taking the image from above, positioning the viewer in such a way as to provide an

elevated view of what was seen, suggesting control over the situation.20 Therefore,

the change of medium certainly had implications for what was portrayed, but, as will

be shown, in itself cannot fully explain the differences in modes of representation.

Tabuts and riots: A colonial emphasis 
The  mourning  of  Husain  and  Hassan  has  specific  importance  for  the  Shi’a

community, but several historians indicate that in the nineteenth century it was often

celebrated by both Shi’a and Sunni Muslims.21 Its underlying philosophy of distance

from authority, combined with ‘a popular devotional culture’ was attractive to many

other religious groups as well.22 The importance of Muharram for cities and towns

attracted political patronage, which could vary according to local power structures.23 

The  ceremony  of  Muharram spans  several  different  aspects,  ranging  from the

reading of the story of Hussain to the lamentation, or matam, in the days before, but

also during the procession; from enactments of embattled groups fighting evil forces

twentieth century images to these images is beyond the scope of this chapter. 
19 Pinney, The coming of photography, 4.
20 Mary Pratt describes mastery of the landscape, by looking down upon it, as one of the  ‘standard

imperial  tropes’ in  nineteenth-century  explorer  writing.  Pratt, Imperial  eyes,  209.  For  an  Indian
example, Pinney’s comment on Samuel Bourne’s photography as ‘intent on achieving high-altitude
points from which he could look down on a picturesquely ordered India’, The coming of photography,
27,28.

21 Masselos, ‘Change and custom’, 49,50.
22 Sandria B. Freitag, Collective action, 251. 
23 Pinault, The Shiites, 60-62.
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to the parading of  tabuts through the streets. It is this last aspect that held most

fascination for the foreign spectators and observers, because although Muharram is

officially a time of mourning, the processions of elaborate tabuts attracted crowds of

spectators, often creating the atmosphere of a festival.24 Fairs and temporary shops

increased this sense of festivity.25

The tabuts, also known as ta’ziyeh, represented the tomb of Hussain and, as Jim

Masselos explains, consisted of  ‘a "slight" framework of bamboo, in the shape of a

mausoleum, covered and ornamented with "coloured paper and tinsel." Tabuts varied

in  size  and  appearance,  according  to  the  resources,  taste  and  ability  of  their

builders.’26 Each  mohallah  (neighbourhood) in the town made their own  tabut, and

for the first nine days of Muharram, they stood on the road where they had been

built. On the last night they would be paraded through the town to be buried in a

field or sunk in the river, sea or a water tank outside the town centre on the next day

to conclude the festival.27

Riots did sometimes happen, but as in Kipling’s story, colonial investigators rarely

sought the underlying political, economic or social factors that influenced communal

tensions.28 Gyanendra Pandey shows convincingly that the riots of 1809 in Benares

were described and analysed by the British in purely religious terms, originating in a

clash between Muharram and Holi processions, throughout the nineteenth and even

into the early twentieth century. However, the origin of the riots lay elsewhere, with

political factors playing an important role.29 

British colonial discourses tended to emphasize Muharram riots between Hindu

24 Masselos, ‘Change and custom’, 50.
25 Freitag, Collective action, 263; Margaret Oertel, wife of an engineer at the Public Works,  describes a

fair during the Benares Muharram with a merry-go-round and other attractions. She does not refer
to the supposed dangers of Muharram. (Notebook, 25 March 1904, Oxford Bodleian Library,  MS.
Eng misc. e. 1314, 63)

26 Masselos, 'Change and custom', 53.
27 In Lucknow a field was used, while in Bombay the tabuts were brought to the sea. Freitag, Collective

action, 257,258; Masselos, 'Change and custom', 47-50.
28 Freitag, Collective action, extensively discusses the context of popular culture, economic and political

changes for understanding these riots, which did not appear much in British descriptions. 
29 Gyanendra  Pandey,  The  construction  of  communalism  in  colonial  North  India (Oxford:  Oxford

University Press, 1990). 
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and  Muslim  communities,  but  often  entirely  different  groups  were  involved. 30

Different mohallahs might clash, competing over leadership of the community in the

town; Sunni and Shi’a Muslims might disagree over the manner in which Muharram

was to be observed;31 and Masselos mentions that there were attacks on the tabuts

built by East India Company  sepoys in the early nineteenth century.32 Although the

latter  instance  was  an  expression  of  the  dislike  against  the  British  presence,  the

violence  during  riots  was  rarely  directed  at  the  British  police  posted  to  oversee

Muharram.  Consequently,  the  British  were  mostly  afraid  of  not  so  much  a  direct

attack,  but the possibility  of  the riots getting out  of  hand and overwhelming the

town.33

The British obsession with rioting made them lose sight of  the fact  that most

Muharram  processions  were  peaceful.  Jim  Masselos  argues  that  considering  the

number of people involved in Muharram in Bombay, it is surprising that riots did not

occur more frequently, or on a larger scale, during the nineteenth century.34 In 1913,

the processions were suspended in Bombay, following riots in 1904, 1908, and 1911, a

result  of  escalating  sensitivities  around  the  tabuts,  in  combination  with  protests

against police interference.35 The colonial experience of Muharram as a dangerous

festival, therefore, did not change significantly during the period under discussion.

However, in lantern readings the fear is not the predominant sentiment describing

Muharram.

30 Ibid., 36. 
31 Freitag, Communal action and Justin Jones analyse how changes in the observance of Muharram in

the former province of Awadh led to tensions between Shi’as and Sunnis in the late nineteenth
century. Justin Jones, Shi’a Islam in colonial India: Religion, community and sectarianism  (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2012), 100-112.

32 Masselos, 'Change and custom', 50. Sepoys were Indian soldiers serving in the East India Company
army.

33 Prashant  Kidambi,  The making of  an  Indian  metropolis:  Colonial  governance  and public  culture  in
Bombay 1890–1920 (Hampshire: Ashgate publishing, 2007), 115-118.

34 Masselos, 'Change and custom', 55.
35 In 1912, the tabuts were left in their localities and sprinkled with sea water, in lieu of processions to

the sea. Ibid., 59. For a discussion of the problems relating to Bombay’s  Muharram see also Sandria.
B. Freitag, 'The roots of Muslim separatism in South Asia: Personal practice and public structures in
Kanpur and Bombay',  in E. Burke III  and I.  M.  Lapidus (eds)  Islam, politics  and social  movements
(Berkeley:  University  of  California  Press,  1988)  115-145,  and  Kidambi,  The  making  of  an  Indian
metropolis, chapter 5, 138-149 for a detailed account of the events in the early 1900s.
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Magic  lanterns:  ‘Gorgeously  decorated’,  but  surrounded  by

‘discordant music’ 
A  number  of  lantern  readings  discuss  Muharram,  and  descriptions  give  an

explanation of Muharram, but only one of the readings discussed here refers to the

anxiety  it  created.  The  Optical  Reading  of  Calcutta, alongside  an  image  of  a

‘Muharram  procession  at  Bow  Bazaar’,  states  that  ‘dangerous  conflicts  occur

between  Mohammedans  and  Hindus,  sometimes  attended  by  loss  of  life’.36 The

‘continuous beating of the drum, day and night’ is noted, with the inference that it is

a tiresome festival for British residents, a common refrain. The textual emphasis in

lantern readings on the hazards of Muharram therefore constrain other readings of

the image, such as its bustling crowdedness. The emphasis on danger returns in the

next  slide,  which  (mistakenly)  claims  to  show  the  coffin  of  Mohammed  in  the

procession, and the accompanying text advises that ‘great precautions [are] taken by

the  authorities  to  prevent  encounters  between  Hindus  and  Mohammedans,  as

religious frenzy is greatly prevalent and the most bitter antagonism engendered by

both sides’.37

The two other readings show a single slide of a  tabut to represent Muharram,

probably  like the image in Figure  4.1.38 These  tabuts are  praised in  The Prince  of

Wales’ visit to India, and  described as ‘gorgeously decorated, and at night beautifully

illuminated’.39 The slide in the Mysore and Southern India reading also shows a ‘very

elaborate taboot’, made of paper cut with a small chisel into a variety of patterns.40

Any visualisation of surrounding crowds in this reading goes unremarked.

36 Optical lantern readings: Calcutta, sl.27, 12.
37 Ibid., sl.28, 12.
38 On Ebay I found the same slide under the reading title Route to India. 
39 Gore, Prince of Wales, sl.46, 235-236. 
40 Dixon, Mysore, sl.50, 178.
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However, the Prince of Wales reading describes ‘[t]he crowds of excited shaiks [who]

rend the air  day and night with their  shouts,  and the sounds of drums, trumpets,

cymbals and all sorts of discordant music’.41 The Mysore reading notes the ‘delight of

the Europeans living in the vicinity’ when Muharram ends, because ‘the noise of the

tom-toms and rude music […] is almost unbearable’.42

Muharram  is  thus  presented  as  both  fascinating  and  annoying,  but  hardly

dangerous, in these two readings. The image of the tabut underscores the care and

craft that have gone into making it. Thus, on the one hand it could be argued these

readings pair a description of excitement with a visual image of containment. On the

other hand, and more importantly, the texts do not talk about violence at all, unlike

the Calcutta reading. Since both readings concerned themselves with the Prince of

Wales’ visit it was imperative to avoid any suggestion of violence or chaos. 43 In the

Calcutta reading, noting the precautions taken by authorities in Calcutta, the seat of

the British government, was possibly containment enough.

There is however another significant difference between these two readings and

41 Gore, The Prince of Wales, sl.46, 236. 
42 Dixon, Mysore, sl.50, 178.
43 The  Mysore reading states as its duty  ‘to explain […] the scenes about to be visited by the future

Emperor of India’, introduction, n.p.
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the Calcutta reading, which relates to the structure of the readings. Both the Mysore

and  the  Prince  of  Wales reading  reserve  their  contempt  for  the  Hindu Jagannath

festival  at  Puri,  when  the  god  Jagannath  is  taken  out  of  his  temple  to  another

abode.44 Apparently Hinduism was more problematic to them than Islam, whereas

the Calcutta reading has less problems with Hinduism. In the latter reading, the three

slides of Muharram are followed by three slides of Hindus bathing. 45 The last of these

shows Kali Ghat, and although the reading mentions that ‘as recently as 1866 a body

of a boy was found’ inside the temple, presumably sacrificed, it hastens to add that

all these ‘sacrifices have since long been interdicted’.46

These readings are an interesting example of how colonial discourses can create

diverging opinions. In line with the colonial emphasis on the violent aspects of Islam,

the  Calcutta reading  seems  convinced  Hinduism  is  the  less  dangerous religion,

because  the  British  have  more  control  over  it  than  they  have  over  the  violent

outbursts  which can occur  during Islamic  festivals,  such  as  Muharram, and which

could disturb the order the British have been able to impose on many Indian cities.

Equally in line with colonial discourses, the  Mysore and  Prince of Wales reading see

Hinduism as the more problematic religion because it allows for the worship of idols.

This  worship  leads  to,  according  to  the  readings,  people  being  trampled  and

infectious diseases spreading because of the high number of people congregating in

one  space.  These  situations are  also  dangerous,  but  they  do  not  easily  lead to  a

break-down  in  the  British  order.  This  difference  in  emphasis  in  the  readings

consequently leads to a different view of Muharram.

Mackinder  is  his  usual  thorough  self  in  his  discussion  of  Muharram,  which  is

accompanied by six images of Muharram in Agra.47 He recounts the origins of the

ceremonies, explains the division between Shi’a and Sunni Muslims, and only then

moves on to an actual  description of  the festival.  His  description pertains almost

entirely to the tabuts – he uses the term taziyahs – although in one short sentence he

mentions the crowds present at the festival. He notes the  tabuts contain the biers

44 Dixon, Mysore, 168-169; Gore, The Prince of Wales, sl.33, 230.
45 Optical lantern readings: Calcutta, sl.30-32, 12-13.
46 Ibid., sl.32, 13.
47 Mackinder, India, 108-111.
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representing those of Hassan and Hussain and that these would be buried in the river.

His description is rather factual, but one also gets a sense he thought rather highly of

the  ceremony  and  especially  of  the  last  part,  when  the  tabuts are  buried  in  the

Yamuna River.

Agra  forms  the  central  part  of  Mackinder’s  lecture  on  Delhi  and  Islam,  which

almost  inevitably  concerns  itself  mostly  with  the  influence  and  heritage  of  the

Mughal rulers. However, in the last part of the lecture, Hardwar, a Hindu pilgrimage

town on the Ganges is  discussed.  Here,  Mackinder does mention that during the

annual  ‘fair’ or  mela ‘on occasion many  have  been trampled upon and drowned’

when too many people attempted to bath in the river at the same time. 48 Although

Mackinder is more unrestrained in his positive approach to Muharram than The Prince

of  Wales and  Mysore readings,  he  has  constructed  a  similar  contrast  by  making

Hinduism rather than Islam the truly problematic religion.

The one image of Muharram reproduced in the lectures is taken from above and

depicts a narrow street through which a tabut is taken surrounded by quite a crowd. 49

The angle of the image is such that the end of the street is closed off by a building,

surrounding  the  tabut  and  people  on  all  sides  by  buildings.  Mackinder  does  not

mention the dangers involved with Muharram at all, but the height from which the

image  is  taken,  as  well  as  the  enclosure  surrounding  the  central  aspects  of  the

ceremony,  certainly  produce  a  containment  of  its  unpredictable  elements.  It  is

interesting that Mackinder’s image, which was produced much later than the texts

and  image  discussed  earlier,  is  quite  comparable  with  many  of  the  postcards

produced in the same period and his complete lack of criticism of Muharram seems

to mirror descriptions and reviews of films.

Postcards: Packed streets 
On postcards,  Bombay appears to be the favoured location to portray Muharram

festivals,  but  what  is  rather  striking  is  the  wide  range  of  cities  where  Muharram

processions  are  shown.  Quite  a  number  of  these  do  not  appear  very  often  on

48 Ibid., 112.
49 Mackinder, India (George Philips and Son), n.p. 
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postcards images. The last two postcards I discuss are from Bombay, the middle two

from Quetta and Lahore, while the first postcard image is again from a better known

city, Calcutta.

Figure 4.2.  ‘Calcutta  Moharram  Festival  on Maidan’,  Postcard,  Macropolo & Co,  Calcutta.
Printed in Germany, n.d.

The postcard depicting Muharram in Calcutta was published by Macropolo, and titled

‘Calcutta, Mohurram festival on Maidan’ (Figure 4.2). It forms a stark contrast to the

lantern description of the Calcutta Muharram. Without the title given to the image, it

would have been extremely difficult to connect this image to Muharram, because

almost all visual characteristics of Muharram seem absent. The photograph is of a

large group of people gathered around a body of water, there are a number of horse-

drawn  carriages  in  the  foreground,  and  an  orderly  row  of  white  tents  in  the

background. The people could have gathered for almost any reason, but a careful

study of the photograph reveals two tabuts standing at the water’s edge, to the left

of the leafless tree. 

The photograph is taken from an extremely long distance away, separating the

viewer completely from the scene. Because of this distance, the people in the image

do  not  appear  to  move,  making  it  very  static.  These  characteristics  relate  the

representation to the discussion of the paintings mentioned above: in an open space,
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the  scarcity  and  almost  invisibility  of  visual  attributes  of  Muharram  effectively

remove  all  danger  from  it  and  the  viewer's  fascination  is  ‘properly’ distanced.

Coupled with the distance and the view from the top, the reference to the Maidan

adds a layer of British control over the event, as it was the spatial symbol of British

rule in Calcutta, and as such of British rule in India as a whole.50

The postcard made by K.C. Marrot entitled ‘The Muharram procession passing in

the Bazar in Quetta’ is very different.51 The picture is taken from the roof and shows

the bazaar street completely filled with people surrounding two tabuts. People have

also found space on the roofs of the houses. In the background the mountains tower

over the town. Although the picture is taken much closer to the event, the height

separates the viewer from it and creates a sense of control over the situation. The

barren mountains in the background contrast strongly with the density of the street,

almost overpowering it.  Still,  the people in the crowds do not appear likely to be

easily controlled if anything happens. 

The photograph of  ‘Mohurrum at Gwallior [sic]’ (Figure 4.3) is similar to the one

from Quetta: it is taken from the roof, and hills are visible in the background. In some

ways, however, the perspective is reversed. It is not the mountain that is towering

over the town that defines the image, but the people in the procession and on the

roofs,  as  well  as  the  large  tabut  in  the  foreground.  Rather  than  showing  an

indiscriminate crowd, this image comes so close to the procession and its onlookers

that the individuals are discernible. Even the detailed work on the tabut closest to the

camera  is  visible.  Although  the  surrounding  landscape  and  the  photographic

locations have a role to play in the creation of these two images, it is tempting to

explain the differences between these two images by looking at their producers.

50 Sarmistha De and Bidisha Chakraborty, ‘Maidan: The open space in history’, Social Scientist vol.38:1-
2 (2010), 3-22, 9.

51 Image available at http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/pakistan/quetta-procession.html.
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Figure 4.3. ‘123. Muharram at Gwallior’,  Postcard, S. Mahadeo, Belgaum. Printed in Saxony.
n.d.

The photograph from Quetta was produced by K.C. Marriot, clearly a Brit, while the

photograph  at  Gwalior  was  produced  by  S.  Mahadeo  from  Belgaum,  an  Indian.

Mahadeo’s image is much more participatory with the event, and shows it as the

spectacle that it really was, while Marriot’s image keeps a safe distance between the

camera and the crowds.

The  differences  in  the  two  following  postcards of  the  Bombay  Muharram can

unfortunately  not  be  explained  in  this  way,  as  it  is  unclear  who  was  behind  the

Phototype Company, the producer of the first postcard, while there is no mention of

a publisher  on the second postcard. Nevertheless,  the images are certainly worth

comparing. The first, posted in 1905, is remarkable for the absence of any visual cues

of Muharram (Figure 4.4). Taken in Pydhownie Street in Bombay, the photograph is

captured  at  closer  range  than  the  field  in  Calcutta  in  Figure  4.2,  and  therefore

appears  more  crowded.  In  the  middle  of  the  road  a  more  open  space  has  been

created for  several  policeman who  patrol  on horseback,  at  least  one  of  whom is

British. 
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British officers frequently accompanied processions, as John Campbell Oman noted

in 1902: ‘behind [the procession] rode the embodiment, for the nonce, of the British

raj,  a solitary Englishman, with a  resolute but bored expression on his  face –  the

Assistant Superintendent of Police’.52 The English policeman as the embodiment of

the  Raj,  and  therefore  of  control,  connects  Muharram  with  potential  disorder.

‘Rowdy’ Muharram in Bombay is orderly and under control. 

The coloured ‘Taboot procession in Bombay’ (Figure 4.5) shows the same street,

but  gives  a  very  different  impression  of  Muharram  and  probably  captures  the

atmosphere extremely well. Pydhownie Street is brought closer to the viewer, as the

photograph is taken from a slightly higher standpoint than the procession, but much

lower than the roofs of the houses opposite, suggesting that the photographer and

therefore the viewer is not entirely removed from the fray. The almost uncontrolled

swaying movement of the tabuts is tangible. 

52 Quoted in Pinault,  The Shiites, 74. Before him walks  ‘the force of constables’, all Indian and all on
foot. 
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Figure 4.4. ‘Mohuram Festival, Bombay’, Postcard, Phototype Company Bombay. Printed in
Germany. n.d.



The  streets,  houses  and  even  the  roofs  of  the  houses  are  packed  with  people.

Significantly, the procession moves towards the viewer, rather than away from it. I t

shows Muharram, as the  Times of India  noted in 1884, as  ‘a carnival [...] the like of

which for extent and eccentricity, is to be found in few other cities of the world ’.53 It

entirely  ignores  the  discourse  of  troubles  surrounding  Muharram  and  presents it

purely as a festival, with the procession moving towards the viewers, virtually inviting

them to join in. In this way it is almost as if the postcard has been made in defiance of

this discourse and of British efforts in Bombay to tie the festival down.

Thus, while the first postcard from Calcutta can be understood to continue the

tradition of  the  paintings  that  distance  Muharram,  the  last  image  from Bombay,

almost  equally  important  to  the  British  empire  and  the  image  from  Gwalior,

ideologically of less immediate significance, have completely moved away from this

tradition and focus entirely on and narrate a spectacle. Films of Muharram moved in

a similar direction, even though the film producers were never Indian.
53 Quoted in Masselos, 'Change and custom', 54. Unfortunately there has been very little research into

the more carnavalesque side of Muharram.
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Figure 4.5. ‘Taboot Procession Bombay’, Postcard, n.p., n.d.



Film: Processions, spectators, and law enforcers
In  film,  Muharram  is  treated  as  a  spectacle  of  considerable  interest  and  returns

regularly throughout the years. Unfortunately, prints of only one of the films appear

to have survived. I will analyse this film, ‘Delhi, grande ville de l’Inde’ (Pathé 1909) at

the end of this section.

The British Warwick Company was the first to capture the festival on a moving

camera, advertising their product in 1902.54 Their description states that ‘all natives,

irrespective of caste’ (which could also be understood to mean  ‘religious groups’),

participate  in  the  procession.  However,  ‘at  the  time  of  the  festival’,  they  are  all

‘regular fanatics’, which hints at the menace Muharram was believed to pose when

its participants spiral out of control.

The British Kineto company shot a film of Muharram in Calcutta in 1912.55 The

review in The Kinematograph describes Muharram ‘as the most important festival of

all  connected  with  that  faith’.  The  film  shows  a  ‘number  of  huge  torchlight

processions […] at night, with accompaniments in the shape of war dances, mock

fights etc. Some interesting close views of the crowds help to make the scene more

realistic’. In contrast to the strongly negative connotations of ‘fanatics’, ‘war dances’

and  ‘mock fights’ emphasize the performative aspect, which is accentuated by the

views of the crowds.56 There is a potential danger that dances and fights could spiral

out of control into real fights, but this reference is far less pronounced than in the use

of ‘fanatics’.57 Although the location of Calcutta could act as a partial explanation of

why  the  dances  and  fights  are  emphasized  and  not  contained,  as  noticed in  the

previous chapter Urban’s descriptions are often devoid of the more anxious aspects

54 Warwick Trading Company, Bluebook of Warwick and Star selected film subjects  (London, April 1902),
n.6775.

55 Kinematograph Weekly, 11 April 1912, supplement IX.
56 Re-enactments of recent events, such as wars and boxing matches enjoyed great popularity in the

early years of film. The camera could be used to create a representation that not only brought the
real event on screen, but was also devoid of all danger. This description reminds me of these re-
enactments. A. Gaudreault, ‘The cinematograph: A historiographical machine’, in D. E. Klemm and
W.  Schweiker  (eds)  Meanings  in  texts  and  actions:  Questioning  Paul  Ricoeur  (Charlottesville:
University of Virginia Press, 1993), 90-97. Dan Streible, 'Fake fight films', in Dupré la Tour, Gaudreault
and Pearson, Le cinéma au tournant du siècle, 53-69.

57 The use of the term fanatic will be discussed in more detail in chapter five regarding ascetics.
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of  colonial  representations.  As  a  businessman  he  clearly  advertised  to  sell.

Significantly,  the  ‘war  dances’ and  ‘mock  fights’ are  mentioned  as  part  of  the

spectacle, rather than as a danger.

The French company Pathé produced two films on Muharram. Of the earlier one a

print is preserved and will  be discussed below. The description of the second one

opened this  chapter.  Produced in 1913,  it  shows Muharram in Hyderabad, and its

description situates  the  film within  the  context  of  ‘la  majesté  des  splendeurs  de

l’Inde’.58 As mentioned it talks about thousands of people standing along the roads

and on the  roofs  of  houses to  watch  the  spectacle  of  elephants,  camels,  horses,

dignitaries,  flag  bearers,  and  dancing  warriors  passing  by.  It  also  mentions  the

troupes, army units, representatives of the Nizam, twice. Their prominent presence

in the text not only refers to the important role for the Nizam of Hyderabad in the

Muharram ceremonies,  but  also  suggests  their  importance  in  controlling the  less

ordered aspects of the festival. When The Bioscope announced this film in December

1913, all that remained in the translation was a ‘spectacle of extraordinary splendour,

with richly caparisoned elephants, camels and retainers’.59 Pathé reveals an interest

in the human aspect of Muharram, but  The Bioscope seems only interested in the

exotic animals. 

Pathé allows for the spectators in the film theatre to watch the spectators on

screen,  creating an intricate web of  human connections.  The Bioscope description

removes  all  humanity  from  its  review,  focusing  on  the  spectacle  of  the  animals.

According to Koenigsberger, the focus on the elephant, and to a lesser extent the

camel,  means a  shift  from Muharram to one of  the symbols of  empire. 60 For  the

British, the elephant symbolised both control,  when it  was hunted or tamed, and

unknowability, when it ran amok. Consequently, riding an elephant was one way it

could be possessed.61 In the text the retainers are mentioned to indicate control over

58 ‘The  majestic  splendours  of  India’. http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-
pathe.com/index.php?id=15586.

59 The Bioscope, 4 December 1913, supplement XI.
60 Kurt Koenigsberger, The novel and the menagerie: Totality, Englishness, and empire (Columbus: Ohio

State University Press, 2007).
61 Ibid.,70.
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the animals. Once this ‘imperial’ control is achieved for The Bioscope, the spectacle,

like in the Pathé description, can take pride of place. 

Whereas  in  lantern  readings,  the  commentary  on  Muharram  was  ultimately

embedded in a structure underlining the merits of British rule, in films Muharram was

generally  described  in  its  own  terms.  The  Warwick  film  most  explicitly  refers  to

possible danger in its use of the term ‘fanatic’. The Bioscope description emphasizes

exotic animals and their retainers. Pathé on the contrary, describes and shows the

event  as  if  it  is  happening  in  front  of  our  eyes,  not  shying  away  from  the  large

numbers of people or even the ‘dancing warriors’. These ‘dancing warriors’ are also

mentioned in the description of the Calcutta Muharram, which saw little need for the

imposition of control on the crowds and the procession.

The only film of Muharram that appears to have been preserved was produced by

Pathé  in  1909.62 The  film  ‘Delhi,  grande  ville  de  l’Inde’ portrays ‘a  grand

Mohammedan festival’.63 At this time Delhi was known primarily as the old capital of

Mughal India, and the film strives to emphasize its Islamic and Mughal character. The

film has the conventional form of a travelogue, although the part in which the festival

is portrayed does have slightly more continuity and makes use of the spectacle form.

The film shows tabuts and processions, so it is clear that this is Muharram, although it

is  nowhere  mentioned.64 The  black-and-white  print  I  have  watched  from  the

Deutsche Kinemathek opens with a  scene showing several  men who twirl  a  rope

around themselves at high speed, and, in one instance, a stick. It is followed by a

scene showing the procession of tabuts and then ends. This print depicts Muharram

solely as a spectacle.

In contrast to the elevated position of the camera in the postcards, the images in

the film are all taken at street level, in close-up, almost drawing the audience into the

street  with  other  spectators.  However,  the  viewer’s  alterity  is  expressed  in  the

62 Stills  of  the  film  can  be  found  at  http://www.cinetecadelfriuli.org/progettoturconi/title.php?
TITLE_NUMBER=758#clip from the archive in George Eastman House, numbers 5771-5786,
and http://www.cinetecadelfriuli.org/progettoturconi/title.php?TITLE_NUMBER=202#clip, from the
Cineteca di Bologna, with numbers 15600-15609. Both accessed 30 October 2014.

63 MPW, 16 April 1910, vol.6:16, 615.
64 See www.cinetecadelfriuli.org/progettoturconi, stills 15600, 15601, 15606, 15607.
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descriptions of the film, in which ‘the strange manners, customs and dress of the Old

East’ are emphasized.65 Strangeness and closeness are nevertheless very much part

of its appeal, rather than something to be afraid of. With uncharacteristic expressions

of enthusiasm, both the Moving Picture World and The Bioscope recommend the film

highly.66

These images might allude to the  ‘Old East’, rather than the modern (British) one.

However in the stills found on the website of the Progetto Turconi, the Raj is present

in the form of two British policemen who walk among the people. Each of them looks

into the camera in different frames (Figure 4.6, left).67 What is interesting here is that

to me, these two are far more stereotypical than the Indians surrounding them. A

65 MPW, 7 May 1910, vol.6:19, 737 (emphasis mine). The Bioscope describes it as ‘the strange customs
which this curious people observes’ (23 September 1909), 33.

66 According to MPW, ibid., ‘it deserves a place on any manager’s list’. The Bioscope, ibid., states that
‘this is a film that should enjoy a very ready popularity’. This type of comment going beyond the
visual achievements of a film is quite rare.

67 Also www.cinetecadelfriuli.org/progettoturconi, stills 5774, 5779, 15604. 
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Figure 4.6. Screenshot from ‘Delhi, grande ville de l’Inde’,1.41. Min. Taken from the viewing
DVD from the Deutsche Kinemathek, Berlin.



close examination of the stills reveal details such as their uniforms, helmets and their

identical moustaches, but it is impossible for me to differentiate one from the other.

They have become entirely  representative of  a  stereotype:  a  British policeman in

India.68 As such they have become perfect representatives of the Raj and in this film,

as in Oman’s comment, the ongoing need to establish law and order. Although their

brief moment of contact with the camera aims at emphasising their control over the

situation,  they  are literally  only  representatives.  Unless  a  far  larger  contingent  of

policemen is perched at the ready outside the view of the camera, there is no way

that these policemen could control an outbreak of violence.69

Ultimately, the film is not interested in possible violence. As part of the festival,

according to the Pathé film, Muslims are performing their ablutions and praying at

the Jama Masjid.70 The large spaces of the court and the walls of the mosque form an

almost serene image that contrasts strongly with the liveliness of the earlier images

of  Muharram.  This  connection  of  Muharram  with  an  orderly,  peaceful  religious

ceremony also places it in a very different context than the textual representations

focusing on violence. Despite this, the film provides limited explanation of the event,

and  of  what  is  happening  in  each  frame.  However,  by  drawing  closely  to  the

participants and emphasising a peaceful atmosphere, the film creates a space where

Indians  can  be  simply  observed,  without  an  authorial  control  that  wills  them  to

become violent and then to be rescued by the British.

68 This resonates with Orwell’s comment that a white man in the East became ‘a sort of hollow, posing
dummy, the conventionalized figure of a sahib [...] [who] wears a mask and his face grows to fit it ’.
George Orwell, ‘Shooting an elephant', in Orwell, Inside the whale and other essays (Harmondsworth:
Penguin Books, 1957), 95.

69 Other  stills  do  show  one  or  two  Indian  policemen,  but  that  does  not  change  the  argument
significantly, since their number is still not sufficient to control any large outburst of violence.

70 According to the Pathé description the film also shows shots of the Kutab Minar and the  ‘Royal
Palace’, possibly the Red Fort, emphasising the important architectural aspects of Delhi. These shots
are not preserved in the stills on the website nor in the print which is  available at the Deutsche
Kinemathek. The Deutsche Kinemathek print even lacks the images of the mosque. This does not
connect the film to any negative aspects of Muharram, as the atmosphere in the film is very much
that  of  a  festival.  See  for  the  Pathé  text  http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-
pathe.com/index.php?id=3283.
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Conclusion
Kipling told a story of Muharram that conformed to the stereotype of its imminent

dangers. In this chapter I have demonstrated that alongside this textual colonial story

of  Muharram  another  visual  story  emerged.  While  the  colonial  imagination  drew

heavily  on  literary  constructions  that  could  be  summoned  at  an  author’s  will,

imagemakers  were  more  dependent  on  the  scene  before  them.  In  imagery,

Muharram became predominantly fascinating as a spectacle, and far less as a danger.

While the threat of danger is present in the press of crowds, it  is anticipated and

controlled in  the form of  a  policeman or  soldiers.  To understand this  image,  it  is

necessary to bear in mind Muharram’s status as a site of potential chaos. An image of

Muharram out of control would have undermined the security of the perception that

the  British  were  in  charge.  Unlike  the  lantern  readings,  which  could  resolve  such

tensions in its accompanying narrative, neither the postcard nor the travelfilm could

do this in the image alone. 

The  films  and postcards  were  driven by  the  fascination of  the  spectacle:  they

accepted  a  certain  breakdown  of  the  barriers  between  the  coloniser  and  the

colonised.  It  appears  that  the  almost  natural  alignment  of  spectacles  with  the

postcard,  and especially  the film dispositifs prompted a modification in form and

address. In contrast to the images in the previous chapter, where religion was always

central to the image, in these spectacular images, religion takes a back seat and the

dispositifs’ disposition for entertainment is given carte blanche.

Unfortunately, this openness to the spectacle of Muharram did not last, for it did

not spill over into fiction film. In 1939, in a desperate cinematic attempt to convince

the world of the need for a British presence in India, Muharram would once again be

reconfigured as a festival of danger and treachery. The fiction film The Drum, based

on a 1937 boys adventure novel by A.E.W. Mason,  portrays the British defending the

North Western Frontier Province against ‘treacherous’ Muslim rulers. The 1930s were

years  of  strong  nationalist  agitation  in  India,  which  were  brought  home,  quite

literally, to the British public with Mahatma Gandhi’s well-publicised participation in

a Round Table Conference in London in 1931. In 1937 elections took place that, for the
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first  time,  allowed Indians to become ministers in  the governments of  the Indian

provinces. As a result, it seemed Britain was indeed about to lose control over India.

In The Drum, for the first time the British are the target of the danger of Muharram, as

it  was  to  become  an  occasion  for  ‘the  planned  massacre  of  British  troops’.71

Predictably, in this imperialist story, the British were informed in time and were able

to prevent the massacre from happening.

In between Kipling’s Muharram story in 1888 and The Drum in 1939, the postcards

and non-fiction films of the early years of the twentieth century stand as a testimony

of  an  ability  and  willingness  to  look  differently,  and  to  break  down  barriers,

sidestepping established colonial discourses that were wary of Muharram.

71 Prem  Chowdhry,  Colonial  India  and  the  making  of  empire  cinema,  (Manchester:  Manchester
University Press, 2000), 67.
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5 Castes, types and traditions

There are four pure castes of Hindus – the Brahmins or priests, the Kshatriyas or
warriors, the Vaisyas or agriculturists, and the Sudras or servants […] Of late
years  a  great  deal  of  the  caste  prejudices  has  become  obsolete,  and  most
probably, as education becomes more general amongst all classes, the whole
system will be washed away.
– Optical lantern readings: Two months in India with a camera, 4-5.

This rather short description of the caste system in India is part of the introduction of

this lantern reading. Besides mentioning the theory, it also confirms British belief in

the  merits  of  their  education for  Indians,  which  would  almost  certainly  abolish  a

system they could not condone. There are no slides in the reading to visualise this

explanation of the different caste groups. 

The  understanding  of  caste  as  expressed  in  the  reading  was  one  of  two

interrelated ways in which it could be comprehended. Here it is considered mainly as

the religious division of people based on ancient Hindu scriptures, which was largely

theoretical but influenced how people from different groups related to each other.

Secondly it could be seen as a practical system of social stratification dividing men

according to occupation. The first was mostly the domain of missionaries, the second

of ethnographers, who made detailed lists of all possible caste groups in India. 1 Often

these lists had a hierarchical structure, in which the groups considered most civilised

were at the top. Closely related to the issue of civilisation and occupations was that of

modernity  or  tradition,  although  the  judgement  on  these  two  was  rather  more

ambiguous. The British had an extraordinary interest in what they saw as traditional

Indian  crafts  which  they  often  contrasted  with  their  own  modern  occupations  in

factories.

In  contrast  to  the  difficulties  of  visualising  the  theoretical  aspects  of  caste,

occupations  were  attractive  to  photograph  as  they  displayed  the  wide  variety  of

1 Bayly, Caste, 97-143.
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human activities. However, one of the colonial issues which was fairly prominent in

visual depictions of male Indians was that of dress and undress. Supported by biblical

injunctions connecting shame with nakedness, and clothes with being in a right state

of mind, the British saw nakedness as a marker of primitivism. 2 In textual descriptions

of India, the limited amount of clothing on many male Indians is often commented

on, but photographs and film made this lack much more explicit.

An interest in occupational nakedness is most prominent in postcards, especially

those  depicting  Anglo-Indian  servants,  the  first  subject  of  this  chapter.  Besides

depicting an almost infinite variety of occupations, tribes in specific  regions away

from  the  northern  heartland,  and  very  much  part  of  traditional  India,  are  also

repeatedly portrayed on postcards revealing ethnographic interests. In magic lantern

lectures there is no real interest in caste as occupation, although caste as a religious

system is sometimes discussed to prove India’s lack of civilisation. Film, in the form

of process films or small craft films was well-suited to display the actions workers

engaged in to create their crafts, but also showed some of India’s modern factories.

Even though the discourse on modernity and tradition is implicitly present in many

postcards depicting crafts, in this chapter the contrast between craft and industrial

films will be used to illustrate this topic. 

Before  I  continue,  a  word  is  needed  on  my  use  of  the  terms  ‘modern’ and

‘modernity’. I consider modern to mean, as Stuart Hall put it, recent or up-to-date.3

‘Recent’ indicates that a change has occurred from the past into the present. To the

British,  the  industrialisation which  had begun  in  the  late  eighteenth  century  was

modern compared to the mostly  manual  craftsmanship which had existed before

that time.  ‘Modern’ consequently  serves  as a  contrast  to  ‘traditional’,  which was

understood, from the British colonial perspective referred to in this chapter, as from

the past and unchanged. Modernity in this chapter is only a derivative of modern, the

‘state  or  quality  of  being  modern’,  used  to  contrast  the  two  sides  the  British

2 Philippa  Levine,  ‘States  of  undress:  nakedness  and  the  colonial  imagination',  Victorian  Studies
vol.50:2 (2008), 189-219, 191-192.

3 Stuart  Hall,  Kenneth  W.  Thompson,  and  David  Held (eds)  Modernity:  An  introduction  to  modern
societies (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996), 3.
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distinguished between themselves and India.4

Colonial discourses and practices
Of ‘Immemorial traditions’

In the missionary understanding of the caste system, Indians belonged to one of the

four varnas, Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishnya or Shudra, or fell outside of the system and

were  called  pariah,  or  untouchable.  The  ethnographic  understanding  of  caste,

however, gained most prominence as it allowed the British to extend caste beyond

Hinduism, and to include Muslims, Parsis and Sikhs as well.5 They became convinced

that if this system could be unlocked then Indian society would be understood. After

the 1857 uprising interest in the phenomenon of caste grew as it was one route to

addressing the perceived need for better ways of controlling the native population. 6

At the same time in Europe, ethnography came into fashion and the study of caste

was an obvious choice for early ethnographers. The censuses would increasingly be

used as an ethnographic way to gain an understanding of this apparently intractable

system in India.7

Based on these censuses colonial administrators doubling as ethnographers wrote

extensive  studies  of  the  castes  and  tribes  in  different  regions.  One  of  those

administrators was H.H. Risley, who published his  The tribes and castes of Bengal in

1891. His main conclusion was that the higher his caste the more Aryan and European

– whiter, straighter nose – the Indian looked and that these differences were quite

4 It is not meant, as Jennifer Peterson states, to define ‘experientially a distinct sensory environment
created  by  new  technologies  of  space  and  time’,  which  has  extensively  been  debated  in  early
cinema studies. Peterson, Education in the school of dreams, 5.

5 The ethnographer Crooke believed many Muslims still  followed the Hindu caste and endogamic
marriage  systems.  His  explanation  hinged  on  the  fact  that  many  Muslims  in  India  were  Hindu
converts, rather than ‘original’ Muslims from Arabia. A careful study of the castes the Muslims were
subdivided  into  shows,  however,  that  the  traditional  pattern  of  assigning  castes  according  to
occupation had been followed. See Sylvia Vatuk, ‘Shurreef, Herklots, Crooke, and Qanoon-E-Islam:
Constructing an ethnography of “the Moosulmans of India” ', South Asia Research, vol.19:1 (1999), 5-
28, 21,22.

6 Bayly, Caste, 120-122.
7 B. Cohn, A sociologist among historians and other essays (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1987),

242,243.
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fixed.8 Implicitly he argued that the higher the caste the more civilized the Indian

was. Ibbetson, who was an administrator in the Punjab, allowed much more space for

human agency and argued that the differentiations between groups  ‘were a fluid

representation of status as claimed by men of power’.9 He noticed the ‘shifting and

realigning of “caste rank going on daily around us.”’10 To him, then, caste was not

something  static,  based  on  ancient  laws  or  racial  characteristics,  but  something

flexible and changing. Bayly mentions among others the following groups Ibbetson ’s

work  deals  with:  the  Rajputs,  Jats,  Meo,  Gujar,  Thakur,  and  tribal  affiliations  of

Chauhan, Sial and Punwar.11

The people of India  was the visual representation of these ethnographic studies,

detailing  a  vast  number  of  different  groups  living  in  India.  The  last  of  the  eight

volumes, treating southern India, shows carpenters, tailors and  malis, but also the

Kazee, the Gauli and the Hegades.12 The texts accompanying the photographs were

preoccupied  with  issues  of  ‘reliability  and  loyalty’,  but  also  of  ‘amenability  to

education  and  progress’.13 Essentially  an  assessment  was  made  of  the  extent  to

which the civilising mission could be successful based on the group’s willingness to

submit to British rule.

Even while the British were convinced they had to bring India forwards into the

modern  age,  at  the  same  time  they  believed  Indian  customs  and  traditions  had

existed since time immemorial and would never change, and nor would therefore the

Indians.14 Nevertheless,  there was a catch to this conviction, because at the same

time as being brought into the modern age, Indians were not to lose their so-called

traditional  ‘Indianness’.  When  Indian  artisans  began  to  change  their  designs,

8 H.H. Risley, The tribes and castes of Bengal vol. 1 (Calcutta 1891, reprint 1981, n.p.) I-XCIII.
9 Bayly, Caste, 139.
10 Ibid., 140.
11 Ibid., 139, 140.
12 J.F. Watson, J.W. Kayes,  The people of India: A series of photographic illustrations, with descriptive

letterpress,  of  the  races  and  tribes  of  Hindustan,  originally  prepared  under  the  authority  of  the
government  of  India,  and reproduced by  order  of  the  secretary  of  state  for  India  in  council,  vol.  8
(London: India Museum, 1875), I,II.

13 Falconer, ‘A passion for documentation', 80.
14 Neeladri Bhattacharya, ‘Remaking custom: The discourse and practice of colonial codification', in R.

Champakalashmi  and  S.  Gopal  (eds)  Tradition,  dissent  and  ideology:  Essays  in  honour  of  Romila
Thapar (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1996), 20-51; Metcalf, Ideologies, 110.
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influenced by what they saw from Europe, the British were quick to try to stop this,

because  if  the  trend continued,  Indian designs would soon no  longer be  Indian.15

Indian design was associated with artisanship and craft, in contrast to British design,

which was industrialised and, according to many, had lost its eye for aesthetics. 16

There was admiration for Indian craftmanship, because it could still achieve what the

British no longer could. To drown any idea that the Indians might in this instance have

a ‘civilisational advantage’ over the British, it was argued that Indian crafts had been

handed  down  over  ‘5,000  years’,  and  had  not  changed,  indicating  a  lack  of

individuality and development.17

These  crafts,  alongside  a  few  other  well-known  Indian  occupations  were

prominently displayed at the India and Colonial exhibition in 1886, where thirty-four

Indians  were  ‘exhibited’.18 They  included,  among  others,  a  sweetmeat  maker,

weavers,  potters,  stone  carvers,  and  ‘Bombay  servants’.  The  latter  were  possibly

exhibited as prime examples of good Indian servants. Situated in the outer court of

an  Indian  palace,19 this  exhibit  was  said  to  be  by  far  ‘the  most  compelling  and

“curiously pretty spectacle”’ at the exhibition.20 It showed India as a country of crafts,

but not of modernity.

The modern factories the British did build in India were often related to export

products: hardly any industry was set up which aimed at the Indian home-market. 21

Products such as tea had to be treated before they could be shipped to Britain, but

raw materials were also exported to be turned into commodities. Cotton formed the

basis for the Lancaster textile industry, while Dundee in Scotland was a major centre

for the manufacturing of jute. Although not officially allowed to compete directly

with  British  industries,  a  successful,  British-owned,  export  driven  jute  industry

15 Abigail  S.  McGowan,  ‘“All  that  is  rare,  characteristic  or  beautiful”:  Design  and  the  defense  of
tradition in colonial India, 1851–1903', Journal of Material Culture vol.10:3 (2005), 263-287.

16 Ibid., 268. Metcalf, Ideologies, 91.
17 Ibid., 91, 92.
18 Mathur, India by design, 59.
19 Arindam Dutta,  ‘The politics of display:  India 1886 and 1986',  Journal of  Arts and Ideas vol.30/31

(1997) 115-145, 131-132.
20 Mathur, India by design, 67.
21 Crispin Bates, Subalterns and Raj. South Asia since 1600 (London: Routledge, 2007), 82-87.
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developed during the nineteenth century in Bengal, especially around Calcutta. 22 In

Bombay the cotton mills had taken root, largely owned by Indian, rather than British

businessmen.23 

And ‘scantily clad natives’ 

Being  primitive,  and being  unclothed literally  indicated  a  lack  of  civilisation.24 As

Bernard Cohn has mentioned, the nakedness of the Indians was one of the first things

the British noticed on their arrival in India in the shape of boatmen working on the

rivers and beaches who often only wore a short dhoti.25 These boatmen were not the

only ‘scantily’ clad Indians the British would meet. The lack of clothing on many male

Indians  could  only  mean  one  thing  to  the  British:  Indians  were  uncivilized.

Missionaries  were  especially  vigorous  in  their  attempts  to  put  dress  on  the

‘heathens’, hoping to bring them nearer to civilisation.26 Dhurandhar’s postcard of

the  ‘converted  and  unconverted  pariah’ (Figure  5.1)  comments  on this  issue  and

suggests that for the very poor receiving good clothes might be a major reason for

conversion.

The near-nakedness of many Indians was, however, only one side of the coin, as

rajahs and men in Islamic regions often were fully dressed. Their higher status in the

eyes of the British, as royals or Muslims is thus confirmed by their clothing: they are

clothed, and therefore civilized. In a wider context, Cohn mentions that the variation

in draping and length of the dhoti frequently indicated the occupation and status of

22 Samita Sen, Women and labour in late colonial India: The Bengal jute industry (Cambridge: Cambridge
University  Press,  1999);  Gordon T.  Stewart,  Jute and empire (Manchester:  Manchester  University
Press,  1998),  and  Rajnayaran  Chandavarkar,  History,  culture  and  the  Indian  city  (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2009).

23 Rajnayaran Chandavarkar,  The origins of  industrial  capitalism in  India.  Business strategies  and the
working classes in Bombay, 1900–1940 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994).

24 Levine, ‘States of undress', 194.
25 Bernard S. Cohn,  Colonialism and its forms of knowledge. The British in India  (Princeton: Princeton

University  Press,  1996),  129,  130.  Also  an  1805  quotation  from  Mary  Sherwood  in  Swati
Chattopadhyay,  Representing  Calcutta:  Modernity,  nationalism and the  colonial  uncanny  (London:
Routledge, 2006), 24: ‘Never shall I forget the yells of the boatmen when preparing to meet the fury
of a wave. Amidst the wild howlings of the men, all of whom were almost naked’. 
A dhoti is a piece of usually unsewn cloth, wrapped around the waist, taken between the legs, and
then tucked in at the back.

26 Levine, ‘States of undress', 192.
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the wearer.27 Dhurandhar’s drawing illustrating the pariah’s envy of the clothes also

indicates that the importance of clothing was not something only the British brought

along. This is given even greater credence when the image of the near-naked pariah

is compared to Dhurandhar’s drawings of fully dressed Brahmin and Parbhu men,

both much higher in status (Figure 5.2). 

Postcards
‘At your service’

Of all the different visual media postcards were best suited to encompass the variety

of  castes,  as  religious  and occupational  groups,  because,  as  Mathur  argues,  they

‘displayed supposedly distinct caste types as collectible cards within a larger series ’.

She continues her  argument by stating that they consequently acted as  ‘building

27 Cohn, Colonialism, 130.
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Left: Figure 5.1. ‘Converted and unconverted pariah’, Postcard. Artist: M.V. Dhurandhar. n.p.
n.d.
Right: Figure 5.2. ‘A Bombay Parbhu’, Postcard. Artist: M.V. Dhurandhar. n.p. n.d.



blocks of caste’ enabling a postcard collector to ‘construct a larger portrait of Indian

society’.28

In an attempt to bring some order into the large number of postcards depicting

men and their  occupations,  I  have divided them into four groups.  The first  group

consists of occupations playing an important role in the day to day life of the Anglo-

Indians, such as the bhisti, the dhobi, the mali and the postman.29 A second group are

the artisans,  first  and foremost the potter,  but also the sweetmeat maker, or  the

maker of beds. A third group would be images of other professions, such as toddy

drawers, fishermen, and sellers of all sorts of things. The last group encompasses the

Brahmin, the Kashmiri boatman, or the Pathans, the Lepchas and others first of all

defined by their religious, regional or tribal names, and only then by their occupation

if at all. None of the caste groups mentioned by Ibbetson and cited above, with the

exception of one image of a Rajput, are mentioned on any of the postcards. When

compared  to  The  people  of  India,  it  is  noticeable  that  only  those  groups  and

occupations  that  are  somehow  likely  to  be  known or  understood by  the  average

public have been reproduced on postcards.

The popularity of the postcards depicting servants could be explained by the fact

that one of the defining differences between life in India and in Britain was the large

number of servants a middle-class British household employed in India.30 And so the

postcards could be used to present the wide array of servants employed. An example

is  a  Moorli  Dhur card of  a  chowkidar,  or  ‘nightwatch’ on which has been written:

‘These are the men we have to look after our house at night. They are not always so

well-dressed though!’ (Figure 5.3) Not only is the card used to show what a chowkidar

looked like, the writing also immediately indicates the contrast between the image

on the card and the perceived reality in India.

Of all of the servants the images of the  bhisti and dhobi were undoubtedly the

most popular. The images of the  bhisti typically show him pouring water out of his

bag made of animal skin onto a road or flower bed (Figure 5.4). Sometimes he is seen

28 Mathur, India by design, 119,120. 
29 See for a slightly different discussion on Indian servants, Stevenson, ‘Home sweet home'.
30 Blunt, ‘Imperial geographies', 429.
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drawing water from a well, accompanied by his bullock.31 A reason for his popularity

can be found in a quote from The people of India. The bhisti ‘was perhaps “the most

indispensable and industrious” of all the groups’.32

31 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/a-bhistee.html.
32 Quoted in Pinney, ‘Classification and fantasy', 273.
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To the British, often suffering terribly from the heat and drought in India, the bhisti

became  the  symbolic  replenisher  of  their  thirst,  the  defeater  of  drought  as  he

replenished dusty lanes, and as such he was truly essential. He was possibly the only

one of all the servants who brought something the British could not easily improve

upon or turn into a more European style.

The dhobi was almost equally indispensable as he took care of the dusty, smelly

clothes, which were always too hot for the Indian climate, since the British insisted on

wearing British costumes in India.33 It is intriguing to notice how sparkling white the

bundles of washing are in the coloured postcards and how well  dressed the  dhobi

looks in many cases (Figure 5.5).34 Nonetheless,  the two descriptions I  found of a

dhobi’s work, one in a lantern reading, the other in a film catalogue, both stressed

the fact that the beating of the washing on a stone was  ‘very detrimental’ to the

clothes.35 There is an interesting contrast between the cleanness of the images and

the derogatory implications of the written text, as if the dhobi was willing to clean,

but not to look after the clothes of the British. It seems to imply the dhobi could do

his job, but the looking after had to be done by the British themselves. This would tie

in with the conviction that Indian servants were like children, who ultimately needed

looking after, just as the Indians needed looking after by the British.36

The collection from Moorli Dhur depicting all these servants is remarkable for the

33 Cohn, Colonialism, 149-160 for a discussion of the British dress-code in India.
34 Also:  http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/dhobie-chennai.html.  Even  in  the  black-and-white

image  found  at  http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/dhobie.html the  white  is  almost  shiny
clean.

35 Millais,  Kashmir, slide 14. Warwick Company, Catalogue (London, 1901), n.5913a, 185, describes the
dhobi ‘in the midst of his destructive operations’.

36 Blunt, ‘Imperial geographies', 430.
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Previous page, top, left to right:
Figure 5.3. ‘Chow kidar (Night watch)’, Postcard, Moorli Dhur & Sons, Ambala Cantt, posted 3-9-
1912.
Figure 5.4. ‘Bhisti’, Postcard, n.p. Before 1902, undivided back.
Bottom, left to right
Figure 5.5.  ‘Dhobi (Washingman)’,  Postcard, Moorli  Dhur & Sons, Ambala, printed in Germany,
n.d.
Figure 5.6. ‘Mehtar (Sweeper)’, Postcard, Moorli Dhur & Sons, Ambala, printed in Germany, n.d.



care with which the men have been portrayed, resulting in a rather strong sense of

narrativity in many of the images.37 Unlike the bhisti in Figure 5.4 who is portrayed

without any background, Moorli Dhur’s men are almost all engaged in their work in a

space that seems to fit that work, even though the images are clearly staged. 38 Many

of them appear confident and completely engrossed in what they are doing. Not only

the above mentioned chowkidar looks well cared for, even the  mehtar, or sweeper,

looks well dressed, although in the caste and servant system he was considered to be

of the lowest of the low (Figure 5.6). In the Anglo-Indian household guides of the

period it was made clear that his hut had to be separated from the other servant

huts.39 It is therefore unlikely he would have been dressed in a white  kurta pyjama

with an overcoat on top in real  life.40 Postcards from other publishers depicting a

bhisti and a coolie, the latter with a similar status as the mehtar, show them only with

dhotis, coming no further down than the knees. The bhisthi’s clothes in Figure 5.4 are

also much shabbier than the clothes the men in Moorli Dhur’s images are wearing.

Even  Dhurandhar’s  images  of  a  sweeper  or  a  mali  do  not  give  them  trousers,

although it does give them a background to work in.41

According to Cohn, many British women who arrived in India were shocked by the

semi-nakedness of the  ‘lower-status Indian household servants’.42 Flora Steel  and

Grace Gardiner invoke this horror image in their  Complete Indian housekeeper and

cook,  where  the  newly-wed  and  newly-arrived  English  memsahib  only  finds  one

‘savage’ as a servant in her bungalow.43 A photograph of J.P. Wildeblood, and his

household  servants  in  Bareilly  forms  a  counterpoint  to  these  statements. 44 Mr

37 The series include at least an  ayah, or nanny, a  bawarchi, or cook, a barber, a bearer,  a  bhisti,  a
chowkidar, a  dhobi, a  khidmatgor or table servant, a  mali, a  mehtar or sweeper, an orderly, and a
syce, or groom. It is possible there are others in the series, but so far I have not found these. The
ayah will be discussed in the chapter on women.

38 The exceptions are the barber, who is standing in front of a curtain and the mehtar who is knocking
on a door with his tools in his hands.

39 Blunt, ‘Imperial geographies', 429. 
40 A kurta pyjama is a long shirt combined with loose trousers.
41 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/mali-gardener.html.
42 Cohn, Colonialism, 130.
43 Flora Steel, Grace Gardiner,  The complete Indian housekeeper and cook (1888) (annotated edition:

Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 6.
44 Photograph in Pinney, ‘Colonial anthropology', 257. The original is held in the Centre of South Asian

Studies, Cambridge, where it is dated 1915.
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Wildeblood and Mrs Wildeblood are surrounded by sixteen servants, among whom

are two women. All of the men are dressed in their uniforms, or liveries, except the

mali, who is also the only one to sit on his haunches. Many hold the signature items

of their  job: the  dhobi an iron, the tailor a sewing machine,  the  bhisti is possibly

holding his watersack. Nearest to the British couple are the women, but also the best

dressed male servants, who are not so clearly identifiable by their attributes, but are

most likely the bearers and the orderly. Among others, the mali and the bhisti have

been delegated to the edges of the group. This photograph seems to express the

respectability  and  size  of  J.P.  Wildeblood’s  household  and  at  the  same  time  its

hierarchical  structures.45 While  as  a  photograph  it  is  a  representation  of  the

household, it equally presents this household to the outside world.

The decision of Moorli Dhur not to depict the servants in their semi-nakedness,

but rather fully clothed,  appears to be in clear contrast  not only  to the reality  of

servant life but also to the meanings generally attached to clothing, in which low

status  was  exemplified  by  semi-nakedness.  In  their  dress  and  demeanour  Moorli

Dhur’s  series  conveys  respectability  to  these  servants.  These  are  not  uncivilized

natives, but civilized men. It does, however, in its concern for dress correspond with

the  Wildeblood’s  photograph  in  which  the  respectability  of  the  servants  is  an

expression of British respectability. Is therefore the respectability in Moorli  Dhur ’s

cards  meant  to  be  coming  from  working  for  the  British,  or  is  it  a  respectability

originating in pride in their work and a understanding of their own importance? Here

the differences between the single photograph and the postcards prove relevant. In

the postcards the men are engaged in their work in surroundings that are more or

less convincing, while in the photograph they present and represent the Anglo-Indian

household, grouped around the British couple. The postcards emphasize the work

they do, rather than their appearance in a hierarchical servant structure under the

watchful eye of the British.46

45 The bhisti might have had an important job, his position was lower than that of in-house servants
like the bearer or the orderly.

46 Chattopadhyay,  Representing  Calcutta,  40,  argues  that  in  eighteenth  and  nineteenth  century
paintings of British in India, native servants are not portrayed as  ‘afterthoughts’, but as  ‘vehicles
through which authority over the landscape is demonstrated’. While the landscapes are absent from
the photographs, authority over the servants, and therefore over the Indian people is clearly visible.
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These Moorli Dhur cards were very popular at the time. Cohn states that throughout

the nineteenth century servants were represented in drawings and paintings. These

were then sold as sets to Anglo-Indians to be ‘brought back as one of the icons of the

exile  in  India’.47 The  popularity  of  Moorli  Dhur’s  cards  implies  their  respectability

struck a cord with the British. In light of the Wildeblood photograph, a likely reason

appears  to  be  that  these  people  (re)presented  their servants,  whom  they  were

looking after and poor, badly dressed servants on a postcard would have reflected

badly  on  them.  Consequently,  the  British  concern  with  keeping  up  appearances

enabled  Moorli  Dhur  to  spread  an  image  of  perfectly  civilized  and  active  Indian

servants all over the world.  As I will show, the postcards of ethnic groups from the

north-eastern  parts  of  the  empire,  however,  reveal  a  very  different  concern with

civilisation.

Inhabitants from the North-Western frontier 

The postcards of tribes relate to a very different aspect of Britain ’s involvement with

India. The areas which appear to have been most represented as regions in postcards

are  the  north-western  parts  of  the  empire:  Baluchistan  and  the  North-Western

Frontier provinces. These regions were in some ways a burden to the British as they

never achieved full control and often had to deal with insurgencies and uprisings. 48 In

1897, groups of Pathans and Afridis attacked British forts in the region instigated by

several religious leaders. Although it did not turn into a major uprising, in the eyes of

the British it once again confirmed the religious zeal and fanaticism of the people in

the region.49

The majority of the groups living in this region were Muslim. In British discourses

and practices ideas about Muslims as strong believers, but violent men, mingled with

ideas about frontier areas to create an image of the Pathan, but probably also the

Afridi and the Baluch as the ‘noble savage’, opposed to the effeminate Hindus of the

47 Cohn, Colonialism, 100.
48 David Edwards,  ‘Mad mullahs and Englishmen:  discourse in the colonial encounter',  Comparative

Studies in Society and History vol.31:4 (1989), 649-670, 667.
49 Ibid., 667.
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plains.50 He was the embodiment of ‘a fierce and admirable independence of spirit’,

and, adhering to similar ‘codes of honour and heroism’, he could look the British ‘in

the eye’ and they could ‘fight as men’.51 To the British the Frontier region provided a

space where unrest and uprisings hardly ever turned into a real threat, where the

fighting was from men to men, instead of having to deal with the difficult issues of

the educated Indians’ demands for nationalism. In a sense  ‘[o]ne might argue that

the existence of a safely distant threat gave the British a necessary sense of duty,

validating  the  Raj  in  its  self-appointed  task  of  securing  the  peace  of  the

subcontinent’.52

Images of Asia has a large collection of cards representing Afridis, Baluchis, and

Pathans. All these men are fully dressed, which obviously has to do with the dress

code of the region, where the  dhoti was not used. Nevertheless, it also appears to

confer a certain culture on these men, as they could be opposed to the ‘half-naked’

Indians from the plains. Many of the cards depict the men with guns, indicating their

willingness to fight. 

Two photographers have produced most of  the postcard images on Images of

Asia,  K.C.  Marrot  and  F.  Bremner.  They  both  worked  and  travelled  widely  in  the

region. K.C. Marrot created a number of ethnographic postcards of Baluchis, in which

a measure is placed next to the person, to indicate their height, as the Baluchis were

known for their length.53 However, this measure, as an ethnographic instrument, also

turns the depicted Baluchis into an object to be measured and to be positioned into a

classification  of  class  and  race.  Here  an  objectification  occurs  attempting  to

undermine  the  discourse  of  the  brave,  honourable  fighter  and  to  emphasize  the

aspect  of  the  ‘savage’ who  was  made  subject  to  Britain’s  measuring  eye.

Interestingly,  the  Brahui  (one  of  the  Baluchi  tribes)  chief  seems  to  be  able  to

overcome  this  objectification  as  he  meets  the  gaze  of  the  camera  with  self-

assurance. This is a marked contrast to the Baluchi farmer, who clearly feels far less
50 Metcalf, Ideologies, 146. See also the discussion of Islam in the previous chapter.
51 Ibid.
52 Ibid., 147.
53 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/pakistan/brahui-chief.html. See also

http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/pakistan/balochi-farmer.html, and,
http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/pakistan/bugti-baluch.html
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comfortable  with  the  situation.  The  latter  is  truly  on  display,  while  the  former

presents himself despite the objectification that is attempted.

The impression Marrot purposely depicted the inhabitants of the region as if in

need of British civilisation is strengthened by another postcard entitled ‘Pathans of

Quetta’ (Figure 5.7).54 The Pathans of Quetta, without guns, are positioned in front of

a missionary hospital, which they would probably not have chosen as the defining

location of Pathans in Quetta. At least three of the men in the photograph look rather

strange. One of them is standing, second from the left, and looks as if he has seen a

vision. The two others are sitting down in the middle. The one to the right looks down

rather than at the camera. The one to the left seems blind, but since he looks in the

direction  of  the  camera  it  is  possible  that  this  is  a  consequence  of  the  printing

process. It would appear that these men are in some need of civilisation, in the form

of a missionary hospital, indeed.

A comparison between Marrot’s postcards and Bremner’s postcards of the Brahui

tribes  (Figure  5.8),55 Baluchistan  chiefs,56 and  the  Khan  of  Khalat,57 reveals  some

notable differences. All of Bremner’s  photographs have a natural background, in two

cases trees and shrubs, in one a tent. The Brahui tribesmen have a few pots around

them  and  look  friendly  and  confidently  into  the  camera.  The  tent  could  be

understood as a sign of a lack of civilisation, but then these men could still  come

across as ‘noble’, and therefore to a certain extent allowed their lack of civilisation,

rather than strange as the Pathans in front of the hospital. 

54 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/pakistan/pathans-quetta-2.html.
55 This image is the same as the one on Images of Asia, where it has been attributed to Bremner.

http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/pakistan/brahul-tribespeople.html
56 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/pakistan/balochi-chiefs.html
57 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/pakistan/kalat-sardars.html. Khalat was a region in Baluchistan.
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Above: Figure 5.7. ‘Pathans of Quetta’, Postcard, K.C. Marrott, n.d. (Courtesy Omar Khan).
Below:  Figure  5.8.  ‘Baluchistan  Brahuis’,  Postcard,  Macropolo & Co,  Calcutta.  Printed  in
Germany, n.d.



The Khan of Khalat and his  men are seated on a carpet, and again exude a certain

confidence. Of the Baluchi chiefs only one looks into the camera, while the other two

look seriously into the distance. None of these men look as strange as the Pathans in

Marrot’s  photograph.  Significantly,  none  of  these  cards  portray  the  men  holding

weapons.  If Bremner was willing to portray the tribesmen as ordinary people, who

were  not  too  obviously  linked  to  a  discourse  of  a  lack  of  civilisation,  he  was

nevertheless unwilling to add to this image the idea of independent, brave, fighters.

Both Marrot and Bremner felt the need to somehow rein in the image of fierce,

independent, heroic fighter. Marrot literally framed the tribesmen within a civilizing

discourse,  but  occasionally  allowed  them  their  weapons.  Bremner  framed  them

within  their  own  environments,  but  removed  any  reference  to  fighting.  These

photographers were less convinced than official colonial discoures and practices of

the possibility of a ‘safely distant threat’. They felt the need to erase the images of

any possible danger the men could pose.

What  comes  to  mind  in  a  juxtaposition  of  Moorli  Dhur ’s  servant  cards  with

Bremner’s  and Marrot’s  tribal  cards  is,  again,  the  difference  between  Indian and

British postcard publishers and photographers. The contrast here is even stronger

than in the Muharram cards of  Marrot and Mahadeo.  Where Moorli  Dhur pushed

against  the  boundaries  of  British  convictions,  Marrot  and  Bremner  diffused  the

menace  of  an  already  ‘safely  distant  threat’ even  further.  Together  these  cards

brought images and ideas of India to the rest of the world which echoed well-known

historical, cultural or residential Anglo-Indian narratives, but not official ethnographic

discursive  practices  on  hundreds  of  different  castes  and  their  organization.  The

individuality of the postcard allowed for a greater freedom in the representation of

Indians by Indian publishers, and, at the same time for  British publishers, led to a

greater need for containment of their dangers in the absence of a larger framework.

This  larger  framework  was  rather  prominent  in  the  lantern  lectures  I  will  discuss

below.
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Magic lanterns: Castes and extraordinary Indians
In magic lantern shows it  was possible to combine a discussion of the theoretical

aspects of the caste system with images of trades and crafts. Over all, most readings

are not particularly  interested in either  the theoretical  or  the practical  aspects of

caste, with only two readings taking up the former: Two months in India and Popular

lectures. Popular lectures describes the theory of caste in the context of its missionary

enterprise, lamenting the fact that only a small number of the Indian population is

Christian, while ‘the rest have been given up to the worship of idols, or, are followers

of the false prophet Mahomet’.58 Two months in India cited in the introduction of this

chapter, has a more upbeat tone, because it is convinced that ‘as education becomes

more  general  amongst  all  classes,  the  whole  system  will  be  washed  away’.59

Mackinder and Stoddard both discuss caste in their lectures: Mackinder because he

has to describe all  possible aspects of India, and he merely states the well-known

British convictions on the caste system.60 For Stoddard, however, it is another aspect

of Hinduism he finds fault with.

‘Nowhere else on earth does there prevail  such a social tyranny as has existed

here [...] under the name of Caste’, Stoddard begins.61 He continues: ‘If there were no

other reason why the Hindu religion, as it exists, should be condemned, the fact that

it has created and maintains today this monstrous system of oppression would be

enough to make it utterly alien to all the noblest instincts of the human heart ’.62 He

gives a short overview of the different main groups of the caste-system and argues

its  hereditary  character  ‘has  broken  the  spirit  of  the  people’.63 In  conclusion  he

bemoans the fact that Buddhism, which ‘merged all tests of rank into the one test of

character’,  although  it  originated  in  India,  did  not  survive  there.64 Again  he  uses

another religion to highlight what he considers to be the problem of Hinduism. It is

nevertheless  remarkable  how  even  Stoddard’s  longing  for  the  egalitarianism  of
58 Popular lectures, 3.
59 Optical lantern readings: Two months in India, 5.
60 Mackinder, India, 10.
61 Stoddard, Lectures, 95.
62 Ibid., 95
63 Ibid., 101.
64 Ibid., 102.
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Buddhism to counter the caste-system is not original, but a perfect assimilation of

colonial convictions.65

The  photographs  accompanying  this  text  are  of  ‘a  peasant’,  who  appears

diminutive among a well and trees,66 a village well,67 and photographs of ‘one of the

lowly’ (Figure 5.9) and ‘one of the exalted’ (Figure 5.10).68 

‘One of the lowly’ portrays a  man sitting on the ground,  smoking a hookah, and

holding two pieces of stone between his toes. He is quite well dressed and wears a

white turban. He looks up to the camera with a questioning, but not very humble or

lowly look.  ‘One of the exalted’ portrays a man sitting in a carriage surrounded by

five  servants.  One  servant  is  about  to  pull  the  carriage,  a  second  is  holding  an

65 Peter van der Veer, The modern spirit of Asia (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014), 73-74.
66 Stoddard, Lectures, 95.
67 Ibid., 96. The image of the well is meant as an illustration of the use of distinct wells for upper castes

and untouchables. The image shows a well  around which a number of people are gathered. The
conviction that this well is a ‘caste well’ is echoed in a slide gallery of the American Baptist Historical
Society,
http://www.abhsarchives.org/image3.html, accessed 25 January 2012 (since removed).

68 Ibid., 97.
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Left: Figure 5.9: ‘One of the lowly’, Lantern slide.
Right: Figure 5.10: ‘One of the exalted’, Lantern slide. Both from John Stoddard’s Lectures vol.
4, p.97. 



umbrella above the  ‘exalted’ man, the others are standing around. Obviously, the

‘exalted one’ is better dressed than the  ‘lowly one’, but for some reason Stoddard

has not taken the equation of nakedness with uncivilized and poor on board. When it

comes to fakirs, he will make this connection very obvious, as will be seen in the next

chapter. It is possible he saw the pariah as purely a victim of the system, someone

who deserved pity, rather than scorn, unlike the fakirs, who exemplified Hinduism.

Taken together, these images surrounding the discussion of the caste system do not

so much portray this system, as they show people, some with, some without obvious

wealth.  The  failure  of  these  images  to  portray  the  caste  system  recognizably  to

people who have never encountered it, foregrounds the difficulty of portraying the

system visually.

Descriptions of people in the lantern readings centre on  ‘extraordinary’ people

such as fakirs, rajahs, some tribes and the odd priest. They are discussed in detail in a

number of readings and there appears to be little interest in ‘ordinary’ people. India

in the North-West provides a good example. Only seven of the fifty-five slides pay any

attention  to  people  in  their  description,  with  five  actually  showing  people.  The

maharaja of  Kashmir  is  discussed but  not shown.  There are two  slides  of  coolies

crossing dangerous bridges, one of boys diving into a deep well, and finally the fakir,

who receives most attention.69 All of these people do something out of the ordinary.

Its  forty-eight other  slides  depict  temples,  mosques,  monuments and landscapes.

Focusing on extraordinary people certainly portrays India as even more exotic than it

already is, however, it also serves as a counterweight to the endless descriptions and

images of inanimate objects.

Only two readings demonstrate a more than passing interest in the depiction of

the different regions, trades and crafts that could be found in India. Yorke’s reading

shows most interest in the people of India, with twelve of his forty-seven images

depicting people engaged in non-religious activities. This ranges from fishermen in

Madras,  to  sword-swallowers.  Yorke’s,  however,  is  the   view  of  a  man  mostly

69 India in  the North-West,  sl.  13,  3,  6,  44, and 32 respectively.  The last slide depicting people is  of
Chandni Chowk, a bazaar street in Delhi, and depicts, according to the text, a bhisti and a bullock
carriage (sl.35). This is a slightly more ordinary view.
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concerned with civilisation. Consequently, the fishermen are commented on for their

lack of dress,70 while the sword swallower is categorized as a  ‘lower class Hindu’.71

The  only  ones  to  escape  from  his  judgement  are  the  tailors,  because  they  are

indispensable  to  the  English.72 Yorke’s  purely  colonial  approach  to  the  people

described keeps them within their stereotypes.

Millais’ Kashmiri  reading  describes  Kashmiri  women,  shepherds  and  Pathan

hillmen and has interesting details about all  of them. The Pathans are praised for

their useful ‘leggings’ that protect them from the rocks, while nothing is mentioned

of their stereotypical attributes.73 Millais is certainly not free from some stereotyping:

he  defines  the  Kashmiri  features  to  be  from  the  Greek  type  and  argues  that

‘professional instincts’ in the boatman’s class are so strong they enable a young girl

to  hold  the  heart-shaped  paddle  as  soon  as  she  ‘toddles’.74 Millais  has  clearly

embraced the colonial belief that physical characteristics in India can be connected to

European types. He also believes that occupations or caste are hereditary and even

instinctive. He does not, however, foreground the negative aspects of these types,

but  is  rather  positive.  Although  his  lecture  certainly  conforms  to  civilisational

discourses, Millais’ judgements are less harsh than Yorke’s.75

As with the postcards, there is hardly any interest in industrial India in the lantern

lectures. Only Mackinder, ever willing to bring proof of Britain’s civilizing influence,

compares  the  new  industries  at  Cawnpore,  ‘the  Manchester  of  India’ with  the

traditional  crafts  predominant  in  most  of  India.76 The  mills,  wool  and  leather

factories, are considered to bring a ‘revolution in the social life of India’.77 This change

is  almost  comparable  to  the  Industrial  Revolution  that  took  place  in  Britain.  To

70 Yorke, Lecture, sl.7, 303.
71 Ibid., sl.14, 305.
72 Ibid., sl.13, 304.
73 Millais, Life and views in Kashmir, sl. 36, 14.
74 Ibid., sl.17,  9-10 (Emphasis mine).
75 Millais is also one of the few who does not end his lecture on a pro-British note. His last two images

are landscapes of Kashmir, and he comments that Kashmir ‘can hold its own’ when it comes to the
perfection of the landscape. The comment with the last slide is simply ‘Goodnight Kashmir’. Millais,
Life and views in Kashmir, sl. 51, 52.

76 Mackinder,  India, 58. A more recent study of the Cawnpore industries is Chitra Joshi,  Lost worlds:
Indian labour and its forgotten histories (London: Anthem Press, 2003).

77 Mackinder, India, 59.
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Mackinder it is undeniable Britain has brought these changes, as  ‘Western capital,

Western ideas, and Western organization are at work’ in Cawnpore.78 It is fortunate

he  knew  his  geography,  because  if  he  had  chosen  to  have  Fisher  photograph

Bombay’s  industries  he  would  have  had  to  mention  Indian  capital,  Indian

organization and even Indian ideas.

The  magic  lantern’s  educational  character  consequently  shows  itself  to  be

concurrent with colonial discourses, in which modernity and civilisation are lacking in

India. There is some interest in the wider contexts of the caste system, but Indians

are mostly added for their typical and extraordinary characteristics, leading to a lack

of images of craftsmen. At the same time, this brings some variety and excitement

into the educational lecture. In film, on the other hand, the contrast between films

portraying  crafts  and  those  depicting  industries  is  fundamental  to  the  contrast

between modernity and tradition.

Film: Traditional crafts and modern industries; petit métiers and

processes
India was not the only country where crafts and industry were filmed. Industrial films

particularly were quite popular and often followed a similar pattern.79 Called ‘process

films’ by Tom Gunning, they move ‘from opening scenes of raw material through the

various stages of production to culminate in a scene of delighted consumption’.80

This type of process film was not only applied to factory work, but also used for

artisan production processes in Europe such as  cheese making in Holland,  or  the

making of  lace fans in France.81 In  contrast,  films depicting crafts  outside Europe

often have the  typical  structure  of  a  postcard  album or  even a lantern lecture:  a
78 Ibid., 58.
79 The wide variety of topics for these films is indicated by a few examples from MPW: making pianos

(Lubin, 30 December 1911, vol.10:13, 1102), producing sulphur (Éclair, 12 October 1912, vol.14:2, 178),
or growing celery (Kalem, 5 April 1913, vol.16:1, 47).

80 Gunning, ‘Before documentary', 17.
81 Kessler,  Frank  and  Eef  Masson,  ‘Layers  of  cheese:  Generic  overlap  in  early  non-fiction  films  on

production processes’, in Vincenz Hediger and Patrick Vonderau (eds) Films that work: Industrial film
and the productivity of media. (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2009), 75-84. 
Pathé  1909,  http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=3753;  Pathé,
1911, http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=8880.
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collection of short, ‘discrete views’ of different crafts follow each other without any

attention to the process of making the crafts.82  These films were often called ‘Petit

métiers’ by Pathé and were usually connected to a town or country.83 Their album

structure as well as the connection with a location allows them to be defined as a

sub-genre of the travelogue.

For India,  I  have found a number of films picturing  ‘petit métiers’,  some films

showing modern industrial  processes, but no film showing artisan production as a

process. It is the absence of the latter type of film, and therefore the absence of the

‘modern’ process connected to artisan production, which makes the contrast of the

‘petit  métier’ and  industrial  process  films  all  the  more  important.  While  this

difference  in  approach  to  crafts  or  industry  can  already  be  determined from

descriptions in catalogues or trade journals,  the effect is even more striking when

watching the films. Two surviving films: a  ‘petit métier’ film from Kashmir and an

‘industrial process’ film portraying the manufacturing of rope from Calcutta, are at

the centre of an analysis on how a film’s visual structure can concur with ideas of

modernity and civilisation held about India.

To understand the contrast between these two films, it is helpful to employ the

term ‘“industrialisation” of visual consumption’. Jonathan Crary introduces this term

in Suspensions of perceptions to explain how the rhythmic fragmentation inherent in

industrial processes, in which the worker is only responsible for a part and not the

whole, finds its equivalent in the way cameras fragment experiences. 84 A film camera

82 Peterson, Education in the school of dreams, 142-150. This understanding is based on an overview of
the Pathé catalogue and MPW. There are some occasions where crafts in for example East-Asia were
depicted  as  processes.  See  ‘Faïncerie  chinoise  et  poterie  d’art  Camaï à  Saïgon’,  Pathé  1910:
http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/8104-faiencerie-chinoise-et-poterie-
d#tabs-5; or ‘Industrie de la de peau de serpent à Java’, Pathé 1909: http://filmographie.fondation-
jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/2531-l#tabs-5. For some images, indicating the snake skin process did
probably not take place in a factory, see http://www.gaumontpathearchives.com. Search for Java or
‘peau de serpent’  with date  1910 (Accessed 19 January  2014.  On the website  currently  running
(2015) you have to register before being able to see the images).

83 Pathé  produced  ‘Petit  métiers  au  Soudan  égyptien’ (1912), http://filmographie.fondation-
jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=14061, ‘Ça  et  là  en  Chine’ (1911),
http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=8816 and  ‘Petit  métiers  à
Havane’ (1913)  http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/14613-petits-metiers-a-la-
havane#tabs-5, among others.

84 Jonathan Crary, Suspensions of perceptions: Attention, spectacle and modern culture (Cambridge MA:
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allowed for fragmentation in capturing separate instances of reality, but at the same

time  showed  these  fragments  as  a  whole  in  the  film:  ‘the  fragmentation  of

perception inherent to the apparatus is at the same time presented in terms of a

mechanically  produced  continuum  that  “naturalizes”  the  disjunctions’.  Crary’s

argument  favours  the  disjunctions  created  when  viewing  entirely  disconnected

places  from  around  the  world  as  a  continuum  through  the  Kaiserpanorama,  but

argues it also occurred in cinema. It seems nevertheless likely that when industrial

processes are combined with film the impression of fragmentation contained within

a whole would be mutually reinforced. I will show how the industrial process films, as

exponents of the mechanization occurring, become visually stronger because of this

rhythm, while artisan album films still  have less of a sense of unity, even if shown

through the mechanical continuum of the film projector.

Artisan album films give attention to crafts such as woodwork,85 ivory carving,86 or

decorating pottery.87 The less artisan occupations of dhobi88 and behesti (bhisti)89 are

filmed and mentioned, usually by their  English names, but appear no more often

than the others.  In most cases the album structure of the films can be established

from the descriptions, where a rather large number of entirely different scenes is

described for films of around 400 feet.

Éclair’s ‘Small trades in India’ (1912) and Pathé’s ‘Petit métiers à Calcutta’ (1915)90

are among the few films where the titles indicate their  emphasis on these crafts.

Edison  highlights  the  contrast  between  weaving  or  woodwork  and  modern

production  methods,  by  stating  that  ‘the  industrial  activities  of  the  people  [in

Kashmir][...] are slow and plodding’ but adds immediately that ‘they are masters at

MIT Press, 2001), 138.
85 Edison,  ‘Cashmere’,  MPW, 28 Sept 1912, vol.12:8, 1304; Pathé (1914),  ‘Dans l’etat du Cachemire’,

http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=16118.
86 Urban, ‘Madras’, Kinematograph weekly 3 November 1910, 1771.
87 Éclair ‘Small trades in India’, The Bioscope 12 December 1912, Supplement, XIX also known as ‘Life in

India’, MPW 18 January 1913, vol.15:3, 294, Pathé ‘Dans l’etat du Cachemire’.
88 Warwick Trading Company Catalogue (October 1903), n.7114; Éclair, ‘Small trades’.
89 Pathé  ‘Agra in Bengal’,  Kinematograph Weekly, 21 October 1909, 1215; Kineto  ‘Roaming through

India III’,  The Bioscope, 21 November 1912, Supplement XXVI.
90 ‘Trades  in  India’:  The Bioscope 12  December  1912,  XIX;  ‘Petit  métiers  à  Calcutta’:

http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=16941.
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it’.91 The use of the word ‘industrial’, frequently used in the United States instead of

‘crafts’, enables a comparison with fast-moving industrial production in the United

States, in which the Kashmiris lose out on speed, but make good with the quality of

their produce.92

The appreciation of the skill involved in the making of these crafts is echoed in The

Kinematograph and Lantern Weekly where Urban’s Madras film is advertised, when it

declares that ‘skilled craftsmen perform wonders of carving in ivory’.93 Exceptionally,

the description already mentions that a finished specimen of a carving is shown in the

film.

An interesting case,  where the title  does not  indicate any interest  in  crafts,  is

Pathé’s  ‘Dans l’état du Cachemire’,  which is divided between Kashmiri  crafts and

Indian dancing.94 The crafts show silver engravers, woodworkers and vase painters at

work.  The  shots  are  taken  in  close  up  and  enable  a  good  view  of  the  artisan’s

activities. However, it is impossible to see the work progress, as the scenes are short,

although  some  of  the  finished woodwork  and painting  is  visible.  Pathé  concedes

these crafts demand ‘not only skill, but a certain amount of artistic sensibility’.95 All

reviews therefore agree on the skill necessary for the creation of these crafts, and

admit  it  leads  to  impressive  work.  In  doing  so  they  seem  to  concur  with  British

colonial discourses and practices concerning Indian crafts.

In total I have found four films which have an industrial process in India as their

subject.  Of  two  I  have found prints,  of  the others  only  a  description.  Three I  will

discuss in some detail; the fourth is a print depicting the process of tree logging with

91 MPW, 28 September 1912, vol.12:8, 1304.
92 A word-search of several volumes of MPW reveals the use of the term industry for anything made by

people, while ‘craft’ most often signifies a ship or, less often, a specific skill.
93 Kinematograph Weekly 3 November 1910, 1771. See also Charles Urban Ltd, Revised list of high-class

original  copyrighted  Bioscope  films:  Urban  films,  Urban  educational  series,  Geo.  Melies’  Star  films
(London, 1906), n.1772, 60.

94 http://www.cnc-
aff.fr/internet_cnc/Internet/ARemplir/parcours/Tourisme/pages/film_Cachemire.html,  accessed  3
March 2015.

95 Pathé Cinema Journal, 16 May 1914, VII. The English title is  ‘In fair Kashmir’, but the description is
exactly  the  same  as  the  one  for  ‘Dans  l’état  de  Cachemire’ on  the  website:
http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=16118.  The  making  of  silk
embroidery is absent from the film at CNC.
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the help of elephants (‘Le travail des éléphants de l’Inde’, Pathé 1910), in which the

process is subordinate to the interest in elephants, meaning that the film only shows

those parts of the process involving the enormous animals.96 It consequently does

not  show  any  type  of  machinery,  such  as  that  which  saws  the  logs  into  beams

(although at some point in  the film there is  a switch from untreated tree logs to

beams).  What  is  noteworthy  about  this  film  is  the  constant  presence  of  a  white

manager, who looks at the camera at several different points in the film, including

the very last shot. Apparently, he wanted to be recorded on camera in charge of the

workers, expressing ownership over the process. 

Urban  made  a  film  entitled  ‘Industrial  India’ in  1909,  of  which  an  extensive

catalogue description still  exists. With 435 feet it is a long film for the period, and

even surpasses films of the Viceroy’s state entry into Lucknow and a state elephant

procession in length,  described in the same catalogue.97 The film itself  I  have not

found.  The  title  indicates  the  non-artisan  occupations  shown:  jute  mills;  mixing

mortar in the traditional Indian way with oxen and stone rollers; native methods of

fishing; and the tea planting industry in the Himalaya. The film ends with ‘primitive’

bullock-drawn carts loaded with cotton in Bombay.98 The film does not seem to take

the occupations shown entirely seriously: in the jute mills, huge pyramids of jute are

tumbled down, causing ‘much excitement’; the mixing mortar is effected in ‘a quaint

manner’; the fishing nets are ‘curiously formed’, even if skilfully handled. Bombay’s

modern cotton industry,  dominated by Indians,  is portrayed by  ‘primitive’ carts.99

Only in the British-owned tea planting industry is there a ‘most ingenious system of

aerial  tramway’.  Why  the  jute  industry  is  a  cause  for  merriment  and  not  taken

seriously like the tea plantation is not quite clear. Nevertheless, the Indians might be

shown to be industrious, according to this film there is not much by way of modern

Indian industry.

What is striking in the structure of the film is that the catalogue description uses

96 A print can be watched at the BFI.
97 Of 365 and 200 feet respectively. Urban, General catalogue, n.2312 and 2314, 313-314.
98 Ibid., n.2329, 317-318.
99 Postcards also used bullock carts loaded with cotton bales, or cotton workers cleaning the cotton by

hand to portray Bombay's cotton industry.
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the  ‘photo album’ method for the Indian industries,  but turns into a process film

when  sketching the scenes in the tea plantation.  The catalogue announces for this

film, as for some others, a description of the order of the scenes in the film. While the

Indian industries are each described in one numbered paragraph, the tea plantation

has a  separate  title,  and five  numbered paragraphs  to  describe  the  process.  This

process begins with the picking of the tea leaves and ends with ‘enjoying the luxury

of  “flowery  Orange  Pekoe”’.100 As  these  numbered paragraphs  correspond  to  the

scenes shown in the film, much more space was probably given to the tea industry

than  to  the  others.  The  film’s  structure  consequently  enforces  the  message  of

haphazardness for the Indians and organisation and method for the British. As such it

is an excellent example of the diverging ways in which Indian and non-Indian led work

could be viewed and structured on film.

Modern industrial India is portrayed in two Pathé films, one about Bombay ’s iron

industry  and  one  about  Calcutta’s  rope-making  industries.  The  film  made  of

Bombay’s iron industry probably depicted the Tata steel  plant which had become

fully  productive  in  February  1912.101 It  took  only  about  one-and-half  years  before

Pathé distributed a film about the plant, indicating the plant must have been rather

impressive equally for its quality as well as for its location in a colony. Pathé’s original

description appears to bear this out. It states that the ‘modern times reach Bombay

more  and  more’ and  applauds  the  use  of  the  ‘latest  innovations’.  It  details  the

different aspects of the mechanized process making coke, caste iron and steel, as if

the machines were ‘strong and delicate’ dancers.102 

The contrast with The Bioscope could hardly be greater: it mentions the film, but

only gives an extremely perfunctory description, lacking all adjectives that so readily

fill other  descriptions like ‘interesting’, ‘faithful’ or even ‘splendid’.103 These terms all

appeared  around  the  same  time  in  descriptions  of  Indian  travelogues,  showing

aspects  of  ‘native  life’ as  well  as  ‘quaint  buildings’ in  respectively  Benares  and

100 Urban, General catalogue, 318.
101 http://www.tatasteel100.com/story-of-steel/index.asp, accessed 5 March 2015.
102 http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=7397&depuisindex=titres
103 The Bioscope, 16 October 1913, V.
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Pondicherry,  the  capital  of  one  of  the  enclaves  under  French  rule.104 These

travelogues meet the demands for what should be shown about India, and merit a

positive commentary. A steel plant in India, however, does not quite fit the picture,

and consequently receives no praise.105

Pathé’s film on the rope making industry is preserved in the BFI  with German

intertitles as ‘Seil und Tau Fabrikation in Howrah bei Kalkutta’. It follows the entire

process of making rope out of jute and coconut, and although the analysis below

advantages the process of making the jute rope, the film is filled with male and some

female Indians either handling the machines or involved in manual labour which was

also part of the production process. The first scene shows the arrival of the jute by

boat,  which  is  carried  into  the  factory  where  it  is  processed  with  the  help  of

machines. Later scenes show how a rope is fashioned out of the processed jute. In

the  last  scene  an  enormously  long  rope,  according  to  the  intertitle  made  out  of

coconut, is taken into a boat. In this scene two white men appear, mostly likely British

as the factories were owned by British entrepreneurs. One wears a pith helm, the

other a bowler hat. The latter looks into the camera, while he is holding his hand on a

cart which twines different cords into one rope. As an Indian is also working on the

cart, the hand and the look towards the camera seem to indicate a certain ownership

of what is happening. It also appears to be a moment where the camera becomes the

accomplice of the manager, allowing him  to emphasize to the spectator who is in

charge. 

Although  much  of  the  work  is  still  done  by  hand,  the  film  clearly  depicts  an

industrial rather than artisan process, where large numbers of people are engaged in

doing piece-meal work. However, while the appearance of the white men could very

well have been part of the deal struck between Pathé and the factory, the manner in

which this happens seems meant to prove that this work can only be done under the

leadership of the English bosses. 

When this film is compared with the Kashmir artisan film it is striking how much

104 The Bioscope, 18 September 1913, VI; 16 October 1913, XVII; 30 October, 437.
105 It is difficult to assess how aware the British in Britain were of the fact that this steel plant was an

Indian project made with Indian money, and built by an American.
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more attractive a film is to watch when there are constant large movements, that

allow the spectator to see the progress of what is happening. In the Kashmir film the

movements of the craftsmen are so small, it is nearly impossible to see any progress,

or change. In the rope-making film, there are constant large movements that clearly

create something ready for the next stage. Although there is beauty in the artisan’s

finished products, (beauty taken as a resonating of skill, painstakingly careful work

and a result that is pleasing to the eye) even that is hard to capture on film. The vases

and wood-carving appear hardly as impressive as the immensely long rope that is

taken to the boat in the last scene of the rope making. This sensation is intensified

because the rope-making film is very well shot. For example, the long rope carried by

men towards the boat is captured from below, to emphasize the low-hanging rope

and legs of the men.

The Kashmir  film gives some attention to this  feature,  but  far  less,  creating a

cinematographically  less  interesting  film.  The  crafts  demand  a  different  form  of

attention and perception: they need  a physical closeness, time and some effort to be

appreciated.  In  this  case  film  does  not,  and  cannot  do  justice  to  the  artisan

craftsmanship it reproduces.  The jute film, on the other hand, has fragmented the

process of making the ropes into separate scenes and the actual  time it  takes to

make a rope was probably much longer than the film. Nevertheless, the spectators

can still experience these fragments as a continuum, because as an industrial process

the  making  of  jute  itself  is  fragmented,  but  ultimately  leads  to  a  whole.  The

spectators gain a very good impression of the process from its beginning, the arrival

and unpacking of the jute, till the end, the loading of an enormously long rope onto a

boat,  ready  for  departure.  They  could  come  away  with  the  sense  that  they  now

understood  how  rope  making  worked,  even  better  than  when  someone  tried  to

verbally explain it. A verbal explanation would most likely have been suffused with

rope-making jargon, making it hard to understand for a laymen.

In the rope-making film the fragmented industrial process is congruent with the

fragmentation of the scenes in the film. The rhythm of the factory is brought into the

space  of  the  spectators,  thus  literally  achieving  the  ‘industrialisation  of  visual
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consumption’ Jonathan  Crary  discussed.  In  this  way  the  modality  of  film  as  a

mechanized  moving  image,  is  in  sync  with  mechanized  industry.  Contrasting  the

rope-making  and  Kashmir  films  underscores  the  supposed  ‘stagnation’ of  the

craftsmen, whose work hardly seems to progress, as their work just lacks the appeal

of the bigger, more industrialised jute scenes when captured on film. Ultimately, film

makers chose not to depict traditional Indian crafts in a film form which highlighted

its moving character. Instead by using the collection of views form, closely connected

to still imagery, they emphasized its static, and therefore its traditional nature.

Conclusion
In  this  chapter  I  have  demonstrated  that,  in  contrast  to  colonial  conceptions

concerning Indian religions where the representations of the media hardly differed

from colonial discourses, the nature of the media made it difficult to do the same

with  colonial  conceptions  concerning  caste  and  occupations.  While  colonial

ethnographers were preoccupied with the classification and ordering of caste, this

was  not  something  that  could  easily  be  transferred  to  media  bringing  snap-shot

views.  On the one hand this created the freedom for Indian postcard publishers to

subtly, and positively, change the representation of the stereotype. On the other, in

film  a  different  but  related  ordering  system,  modern  versus  traditional  was

embedded  within  certain  film  forms.  These  ultimately  confirmed  British  colonial

convictions that the Indians lacked something the British had. 

It is  unlikely  the  makers  of  all  these representations were  too  concerned with

detailed ethnographic information. Although some lantern readings do discuss the

caste system, Stoddard’s combination of words and images reveals how impossible it

is  to  visualise  in  a  lantern  lecture.  Instead,  in  many  magic  lantern  readings  the

preference  seems  to  be  for  the  most  extraordinary  types  of  people,  and  their

different behaviours, thus  ‘Othering’ and distancing India and the Indians, while at

the same time making the reading more exciting.

Postcards  were  best  suited  to  depict  the  variety  of  Indian  ‘types’,  and  their

diversity  is  quite overwhelming,  but  they still  do  not  reproduce  all  of  the groups
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identified by ethnographers and administrators. Among the most popular were cards

depicting Anglo-Indian servants, an interest not stemming from ethnographic study

but based instead on the experiences and lives of many Anglo-Indians. The issue of

nakedness  is  played  out  in  these  cards,  contrasting  well-dressed  with  scarcely

dressed servants. At the same time, the topic of servants gave the Indian postcard

publisher the opportunity to show off the country’s servants as highly civilised. 

The regional  postcards  depicting  men  from  the  North-Western  Frontier  and

Baluchistan  are  rooted  in  a  historical  narrative,  although  interspersed  with  more

ethnographic ideas. They nevertheless stay away from the colonial understanding of

these  groups  as  noble  fighters,  and  therefore  from  possible  violence.  In  both

instances, the servants and the tribal groups, the impossibility of creating context on

a postcard defined the choices the publishers or photographers made.

Neither in postcards nor in film is the ethnographers’ debate on caste and caste

hierarchies  taken on board.  What  remains  is  a  general  reflection on occupations,

crafts and civilisation. The  general unwillingness in all these media to engage with a

modern India, unless this modernising occurs under the auspices of the British, is

therefore  highly  significant.  Industrial  Bombay,  which  leaned  strongly  on  Indian

entrepreneurs,  is  often ignored,  or  at  least  its  Indian roots  are.  Bombay ’s  cotton

industry  is  preferably  shown  through  bullock  carts.  The  modern  factories  where

thousands of people worked are almost non-existent in these images. India is denied

modernity,  because it  threatened the British in their  conviction that India needed

them.

Charles Urban used the process form to portray the British-owned tea industry,

but combined this with an album structure for the not so modern Indian industries to

create an obvious contrast between the two. Although Urban was American, as he

functioned within British society he might have been more concerned with British

sensibilities  about  India  as  non-modern  and  uncivilized  than  Pathé. The  French

character  of  Pathé,  as  creator  of  the  two  purely  industrial  films  takes  on  added

relevance.  The  French  did  not  have  the  same  need  as  the  British  to  deny  India

modernity. Pathé was happy to portray India’s modernity, as part of the interesting
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and economically important aspects of India, but also as proof of its progress. While

the process structure of  the jute film clearly  proves the appeal  of modernity,  the

presence of the British managers at the jute factory emphasizes the conviction that

this modernity could only happen under their auspices in India. Finally, the lack of

Indian crafts filmed as a  process underscores  Pathé’s  complicity  with the view of

India as traditional, despite their willingness to film some modern industries.
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6 Fakirs between stage and temple

Fakirs or ascetics such as the one depicted in Figure 6.1 were certainly among the

most well-known representations of India during British rule.1 Images of a fakir on a

bed of spikes,  such as the one above, possibly topped the list of interesting fakir

sights.  The  relaxed  manner  in  which  they  sat  on  their  spikes  was  frequently

1 Cohn,  Colonialism, 136.  There was a wide variety of ascetic sects, but the British ended up calling
them by several generic names, such as sanyasi, yogi or fakir. The latter came to be used mostly in
popular  writings,  even  though  it  originally  designated  a  Muslim  ascetic.  See  also  W.R.  Pinch,
Peasants and monks in British India (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), 1.
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Figure 6.1. ‘No.17 – A Hindu Fakir on spiki’s bed’, Postcard, Saeed Brothers, Benares,n.d.



commented on, while the cow in this particular image adds an idyllic touch.2 It  is

nevertheless not a very typical image, as fakirs were not often conceived of as idyllic

or romantic.

In the nineteenth century, travellers would always include ‘description[s] of Indian

holy men and [especially] their austerities’.3 In literature, the fakir was often used to

bring horror into the story.4 Ascetics formed a favourite topic for European painters

and engravers from the seventeenth century onwards.5 Their austerities were drawn

in great detail: depicting a large variety of positions and activities, not shying away

from the more painful or extreme.

For the British administrators in India, the fakir as ascetic became representative

of all that was wrong with Hinduism and indicative of its lack of civilisation. These

ascetics  ‘belonged to one of many Indian monastic traditions of social detachment

and spiritual  discipline’.6 Their  perceived austerities,  organisation and wanderings

were considered a nuisance and even a threat to the order of the colonial state. In the

texts accompanying the images in this chapter this understanding of the ascetic is

often summed up in the word ‘fanatic’. A fanatic connoted someone who was overly

zealous, frequently in their adherence to religious activities, as the word originates in

the Latin word for temple ‘fanum’.7

The term fakir, however, was multifaceted. In Britain, the understanding of the

fakir as a magician was at least as widely spread as of him as an ascetic. Ever since

2 The pervasiveness of this observation is shown in Brian Pennington’s more recent discussion of an
article about fakirs from  Asiatick Researches of 1798. His comment on the accompanying image of
the fakir on his bed of spikes is that the fakir is ‘apparently undisturbed by pain or discomfort’. Was
Hinduism invented?, 129, 130. 

3 Peter Lamont,  The rise of  the Indian rope trick.  How a spectacular  hoax became history  (London:
Abacus, 2004), 7.

4 Parry, Delusions, 79-85. 
5 A  famous  example  is  the  title  page  of  Abraham  Rogerius’ De  open-deure  tot  het  verborgen

Heydendom,  first  published in 1651. Out of the seven engravings, four depict ascetics. In: Mitter,
Much maligned monsters, 61. 
An interesting overview of  ‘western’ images of fakirs through the centuries can be found at F.W.
Pritchett’s website:
http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00routesdata/1800_1899/hinduism/ascetics/ascetics.
html, accessed 3 March 2015.

6 Pinch, Peasants and Monks, 1.
7 A modern dictionary of the English language (London: MacMillan, 1911).
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Marco Polo brought stories of Kashmiri conjurers who could bring about a change of

weather  or  produce  darkness,  Europeans  had  been  intrigued  by  ‘India’s  mystery

men’.8 By the nineteenth century Indian magicians began visiting Britain, which led

to an ‘Indian-conjuring-hype’ whereby British conjurers took Indian-sounding names,

such as the ‘Fakir of Oloo’ and performed Indian tricks. This trend was not limited to

Britain alone. The French magician and film maker, Georges  Méliès was one of the

first to bring tricks onto the moving screen, reaching a world-wide audience. As early

as 1896 he created a trick film with a fakir as a main character, simply titled ‘Le fakir’.

While this representation of the fakir as a conjurer or juggler belongs mainly to the

realm of film, the representation of the fakir as religious mendicant is most prevalent

in magic lanterns  and on postcards.  This  chapter  analyses  the  appearance  of  the

fakirs in the various media and accounts for this difference in interest between still

and moving images. On postcards and in lantern presentations, there is an evident

tension between colonial discourses and practices concerning the uncivilised nature

of  fakirs  and the fakirs  shown in  the  images.  It  is  this  tension between mode of

address  and  representation,  ultimately  presenting  ambiguous  messages  to  the

viewers, which needs to be explored in light of Barthes’ discussions of image and

text. As  the  differences  between  text  and  images  in  lantern  representations  are

greater  with  regards  to  fakirs  than  to  almost  any  other  topic,  I  will  first  discuss

postcards,  to  be  able  to  show  what  ascetics  looked like,  before  dealing with  the

anchorage of the lantern texts.

In  film,  filmmakers  not  only  used  the  travelogue  to  depict  fakirs  and  snake-

charmers,  but  much  more  frequently  the  trick  film.  Subsequently,  the  mode  of

address and even the positioning of the spectators changes. As the trick film had its

origins in European conjuring traditions, the history of Indian conjuring in Europe will

be discussed, as well as a George Méliès’ film figuring the character of the  ‘fakir of

Singapour’.  First,  the  British  administrators’ dealings  with  fakirs  throughout  the

nineteenth century will be probed in further detail.

8 Lamont, The rise of the Indian rope trick, 3. 
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The British fear of fakirs as roaming mendicants
To the British rulers in India, fakirs, as ascetics, were first of all representatives of

Hinduism: of the idols, the temples, the filthiness of the holy places and, importantly,

of the error and superstition India was pervaded with.9 As if this was not enough, the

dress-code of the fakir was extremely disagreeable to the British as certain groups of

ascetics believed nakedness connoted a ‘higher state of being’ and many fakirs did

not wear more than a loin cloth.10 The British therefore quite successfully tried to ban

the  practice  of  nakedness,  outside  of  religious  festivals,  as  part  of  their  civilising

mission. This did, however, not lessen their preoccupation with covered or uncovered

fakirs, who in their partial nakedness, still formed a threat to colonial dignity, control

and orderliness. Visually, the other side of the coin was formed, as Philippa Levine

argues, by the image of the naked Indian fakir as ‘one of the stock characters of the

male iconography of primitiveness’.11 Nakedness could thus be perceived as both a

threat to and a lack of British civilisation.

For the British there was more to the ascetics than just their religious inclinations.

During  the  eighteenth  century,  fakirs  and  sanyasis had  organized  armed  groups

which  fought  kings,  but  equally  lent mercenary  services  to  those  kings.  They

combined this  with money lending,  trade and pilgrimage.12 When the British East

India Company gained control over much of Northern India by the end of the century,

they  quickly  ran  into  a  decades-long  conflict  with  these  groups. 13 This  conflict

strengthened the British conviction that  ascetics were a  threat to the Company’s

sovereignty  and  led  to  the  first  legislation  to  curb  their  influence. Attempts  to

legislate the comings and goings of ascetics were continued well into the nineteenth

century.

In the 1830s, when the British were on a zealous mission to  root out the thugs,

whom  they  believed  to  be  a  caste  of  thieves  and  murderers,  ascetics  were
9 Cohn, Colonialism, 79. Pinch, Peasants and monks, 4.
10 Kama MacLean,  ‘Making the colonial state work for you: The modern beginnings of  the ancient

Kumbh Mela in Allahabad’, Journal of Asian Studies vol.62:3 (2003), 873-905, 881, n.17.
11 Levine, ‘States of undress', 215.
12 Nitin Sinha,  ‘Mobility, control and criminality in early colonial India, 1760s–1850s’, Indian Economic

and Social History Review vol.45:1 (2008), 1-33, 18.
13 Pinch, Peasants and monks, 46.
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occasionally included in the colonial definition of thugs.14 Officers at that time argued

that ‘religious mendicants infest every part of India [...] They rob and steal, and a very

great  portion  of  them  murder  their  victims  before  they  rob them’.15 Thugs  were

believed  to  do  exactly  the  same,  and  consequently  it  seemed  that  ‘religious

mendicants’ should be ‘eradicated’. While ultimately not all ascetics ended up on the

side of the thugs, their wanderings continued to make the British restless. The roads

where  these  ‘religious  mendicants’ roamed  came  to  be  seen  as  the  ‘topos  of

disorder,  where  “wanderers”  could  escape  surveillance,  harass  travellers,  practice

unregulated commerce, and – worst of all – develop what were perceived to be wild

and savage cults, inimical to the envisioned society of civilised, taxable cultivators’.16

Efforts  were made to  control  these  wanderers  by defining their  identities  and

making them sedentary. First, in 1840, the Vagrant Act was implemented in Calcutta,

Bombay and Madras, punishing vagrancy. It specifically targeted  ‘mendicants’ who

‘seek to extort alms [...] by any offensive or indecent practices’.17 In 1871, this would

culminate  in  the  Criminal  Tribes  Act  which  endeavoured  to  fix  ‘criminal  tribes’,

including many of the ascetic groups, to one place and to know someone’s place of

abode at all times.18 The danger these mendicants posed to the British order was now

legally  under control,  although festivals  and pilgrimages,  where ascetics  played a

large role, continued to be a time of nervousness for the British. 19 On postcards this

concept of the wandering and homeless ascetic is an unmistakeable trope for non-

Indian postcard producers, but not necessarily for Indian postcard producers.

14 Tom Lloyd,  ‘Thuggee,  marginality and the state  effect in colonial  India,  circa  1770–1840’, Indian
Economic  and  Social  History  Review  vol.45:2  (2008),  201-237,  229.  He  discusses  the  example  of
around 50-60 Yogis who were arrested, because the British believed they were actually thugs. For an
extended discussion of truths and fictions surrounding thugs Martine van Woerkom,  The strangled
traveler:  Colonial  imaginings and the thugs of  India  (tr.  Catherine Tihanyi)  (Chicago:  University  of
Chicago Press, 2002).

15 Quoted in Lloyd, ‘Thuggee, marginality and the state', 229, 230.
16 Ibid., 232.
17 W.R. Pinch, Warrior ascetics and Indian empires (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 239.
18 Metcalf, Ideologies, 122,123.
19 Maclean, Pilgrimage and power, 53.
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Postcards: Homeless or at home?
Ascetics are portrayed on a wide variety of postcards, but the idea of the ascetic as

homeless is exemplified by a Raphael Tuck postcard, entitled  ‘fakirs’ and featuring

two apparently wandering ascetics (Figure 6.2). It is an attractive image showing two

fakirs, one in a white dhoti, the other fully dressed in red. The text on the back of the

card nevertheless asserts ‘[t]hey go naked or in filthy rags’. Although the fakir in the

dhoti is near-naked, fulfilling the description, the other dressed in red simply cannot

be said to be going around in rags.20 The description first of all introduced fakirs as ‘a

large body of religious fanatics’. This fanaticism is expressed through nakedness and

by  ‘partak[ing]  only  of the meanest food, and that without request or thanks’.  A

change takes place in the description when the fakirs’ ethical code is discussed in

surprisingly neutral terms. It consists in  ‘the observance of truth, chastity, internal

purity,  constant  repentance  and contemplation of  Deity’.  However as  this  comes

after the definition of the fakir as a fanatic, this has to be understood in the context

of fanaticism.

The image itself gives some insight into this ethical code of the fakirs. One of the

fakirs has his eyes closed, and both have placed their hands together as a greeting, or

to express gratitude. In a Christian context where people were unfamiliar with the

Indian  meaning  of  this  gesture,  it  could  be  understood  as  if  they  are  praying,

emphasizing the fact that fakirs are meant to be ‘in contemplation of the Deity’. In

this way the anchorage provided by the text is confirmed by some aspects of the

image. Not by all: the generic statements of the text do not help to explain why the

fakirs look as they do: why they have markings on their face, why they wear prayer

beads, or even why one of them does not wear much clothing. Ultimately, however,

the image is incapable of conveying the  atmosphere of fanaticism the text described

to the viewer. It seems a rather calm and almost contemplative image, where the

ascetics could very well be observing truth and chastity without fanaticism.

20 It is quite likely the fully dressed fakir was a woman, but this was ignored by Raphael Tuck when
describing  the  fakirs.  Neither  is  the  existence  of  female  fakirs  often  mentioned  in  scholarly
discussions concerning colonial discourses and practices surrounding fakirs. In a lantern slide with
the same image, the woman is much older than in the postcard (personal communication with Omar
Khan, 20 February 2014).
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A postcard from an unknown publisher in a collection in the India Office at the British

Library,  titled  ‘a group of  fakirs’,  forms an interesting contrast  to Raphael  Tuck’s

image of fakirs (Figure 6.3).21 This black-and-white card shows five ascetics, one of

them sitting on the floor, the others standing behind him. The one sitting down has a

shaven head and is fully dressed. The one standing to the right wears only a loincloth

and has ash markings on his arm.22 His hair reaches to his thighs. The one next to him

has a beard and wears a kurta pyjama and a turban. He has prayer beads around his

neck and a prayer bracelet around his upper right arm. Next to him is a much younger
21 IO, photo1107/154. The same card in my own collection is from Clifton and Co. in Bombay.
22 Fire is often considered sacred in Hinduism, while ashes are also symbolic of the ‘great ascetic god

Shiva’. Smearing ashes on the one hand can indicate a connection with the sacredness of fire. On
the other it  is  also a  reminder  of  death and the  ‘perishability  of  the body’.  Peter van der Veer,
‘Taming the ascetic: Devotionalism in a Hindu monastic order', Man, New Series vol.22:4 (1987), 680-
695, 687-688.
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Right: Figure 6.2. ‘Fakirs’, Postcard, Raphael Tuck & Sons. Printed in England. n.d.
Left: Figure 6.3. ‘Group of Fakirs’, Postcard, Clifton & Co, Bombay. n.d.



man wearing a huge turban and a very small loincloth. The ascetic to the far left has

grey half-long hair.  He has covered his upper body with a piece of cloth and also

wears prayer beads. His legs show signs of ash markings. The men appear to have

been placed together to depict a variety of ‘what a fakir type could look like’ for the

outsider. The ascetics do not appear to challenge this view with their gazes nor their

attitude. The photograph is taken outside and at the back some sort of wall can be

deciphered, but the overall impression is of a white nondescript background. 

Like the fakirs in Tuck’s images, the ones in this group are recognizable as such by

their dress and attributes. Despite this similarity, the impression the card creates is

very different. This image is much more frontal than Raphael Tuck’s card, creating an

even stronger impression of the fakirs being portrayed as types. Combined with the

lack of background, the more severe tones of black and white, the card manages to

convey a much more stereotypical image of fakirs than Tuck’s card does and it would

be much easier to believe these ascetics are fanatics. It is quite possible Tuck aimed

first of all at creating appealing cards, in which a certain narrativity can be found,

even when describing the subjects in a derogatory way. This allure then stood in the

way of and even contradicted the initial part of the attempted message.

Other cards show the ascetics engaged in specific activities. An example of this is

an image published by the Church Missionary Society (Figure 6.4), an organisation

which evidently created this type of postcard to demonstrate the need for Christian

salvation in Hindu India. The image portrays fakirs surrounded by fires, and the text

states that  ‘the Hindus believe spiritual and magical power may be gained by self-

torture’.  However,  it  goes  on  to  state  almost  immediately  that  ‘very  few  […]

“ascetics” torture themselves’. The text next suggests that most ascetics do not live a

very ascetic life. While the image shows ascetics severely testing their strengths, the

text does its utmost to move away from that image to the incredibility of most fakirs,

and  therefore  from  the  actual  representation  to  the  condoned  colonial

representation. The cards mentioned above all conform to the representation of the

type: a background is almost entirely absent, and the image is meant to show the

typical aspects of the fakir. The lack of background highlights the homelessness or
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wandering state of the fakirs.

A photograph showing the same activity, fakirs surrounded by fires published by

the Benares-based Saeed Brothers evokes an entirely different atmosphere. Instead

of vague figures in a non-descript environment, the photograph clearly shows five

ascetics sitting surrounded by fires. All five are in different ways engaged within their

circles,  creating  diversity,  liveliness  and  the  possibility  of  narrativity.  In  the

background are a tent and some parasols, while Benares is visible on the other side of

the river. Even though the non-Indian spectator might still  not understand exactly

what  is  happening,  these  men  certainly  come  across  as  alive  and  as  individuals,

located in a clearly identifiable space.
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Above: Figure 6.4. ‘4. – Fakirs surrounded by fires’, Postcard, Church Missionary Society YPU.
Sent 14-9-1915.
Below: Figure 6.5. ‘No. 18 – Fakirs surrounded by fires and worshiping “the sun”’, Postcard,
Saeed Brothers, Benares, n.d.



The  postcard  mentioned  at  the  beginning  of  the  chapter  in  Figure  6.1  was  also

published by Saeed Brothers, and again figures a fakir who is not dissociated from his

environment.  In  the  postcard  the  enclosure  of  the  fakir’s  living  quarters  is  partly

visible, as is his hut. Even some mugs and bowls can be found on the ground, giving

the impression of a lived-in space, instead of the ‘clinical’ environment of many other

cards. Yet the fakir himself is still easily recognizable as such: on a bed of spikes, near-

naked and his hair coiled around his head.

The postcards produced by colonial publishers attempt to anchor the images to

texts in which the stereotypical colonial understanding of fakirs as wandering and

untrustworthy is emphasized. The images, however, depict the fakirs as religious, but

do not achieve the horror the texts aim for. In depictions from an Indian point of view,

fakirs  have  been  observed  in  their  own  surroundings,  and  there  is  no  obvious

contradiction between image and title. These surroundings and the activities of the

fakirs give the images narrativity. Through this narrativity, they come across as if in

ownership  of  their  environment,  probably  purposely  contradicting  colonial

representations  of  fakirs  as  wandering  and  unreliable,  and  therefore  implicitly  in

need of external control, which underlie the framing and texts of the other images

discussed.  This narrativity highlights that the form and mode of address of these

Indian produced postcards does not focus on a stereotype, but instead on the people

inside  the  image.  In  these  postcard  images  there  is  therefore  again  the  contrast

between Indian and non-Indian publishers which I already found in the previous two

chapters.  

Magic lanterns: Fanaticism ascribed
In magic lantern readings the contrast between verbal mode of address and visual

representation is even more pronounced than in postcards. In the readings, the fakir

figures prominently, with the majority of readings devoting at least one slide text to

ascetics.  Although  he  is  often  described  within  clearly  recognizable  colonial

frameworks, the religious ascetic  becomes the stereotype the lecturer could use to

bring ‘horror into the story’, as was done in literature.
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In  the  readings,  a  fakir  is  sometimes  defined  as  a  Hindu  ‘who  ha[s]  made  vows

entailing  great  personal  discomfort  and  even  torture,  as  a  penance  for  sins’.23

According to Yorke, these Hindu ascetics are easily  ‘distinguished by their long hair

and nails, which are never trimmed or cleaned, and also by their dress. This is neither

more comely or substantial than the fashion that prevailed before fig-leaves’.24 Once,

a reading makes the effort to explain that  ‘fakir’ was officially meant to denote a

‘Mohamedan religious mendicant’, who is  ‘of unclean habits’.25 All in all, the texts

thus anchor the fakirs in difference, and this is not usually a desirable difference. It is

the negative aspects, which the colonial administration foregrounded, dirty and out

of order, that are mentioned.

While seemingly educating the public about fakirs, the readings appear to enjoy

narrating the more exceptional aspects of a fakir’s life. The descriptions focus on the

extreme vows the fakirs have made and on the extraordinary consequences of those

vows:  ‘in fixed positions for long periods; walking on clogs filled with sharp spikes;

[…] standing on one leg for many days together’.26 ‘Others hold up one arm, and

some even both, till the limb becomes withered and immovable. The hands are held

closed till the finger nails grow through the hand’.27 Why these fakirs take up these

vows is not always entirely clear according to the readings: 

It  is  difficult  to analyse  the real  feelings which prompt men to lead such an
existence. It cannot be the greed of gain, because they usually lead most simple
and  abstemious lives.  It  shews  remarkable,  although it  may be  purposeless,
endurance, resulting from fanaticism.28 

Ultimately, the reading argues, the reason the fakirs chose this life is because they

are fanatics, falling outside the orbit of ordinary people.

The titles of the slides and the images might very well depict something far less

23 Optical lantern readings: Calcutta, sl.35, 14.
24 W. Yorke, India, sl.31,32, 310-311.
25 Descriptive readings, sl.8.
26 India in the North-West, sl.32, 47
27 Calcutta, sl.35, 14.
28 Ibid., sl.36, 14,15.
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gruesome than the texts discuss.29 In one instance where the title of the slide is ‘The

Temple at Kurterpoor’, the most remarkable circumstance connected with it are the

number  of  fakirs,  ‘fanatics  who  are  in  the  habit  of  visiting the  shrine’.30 The  last

paragraph of this description turns the attention to a temple nearby, where ‘several

thousands  of  these  Fakirs  [are  found],  some  of  them  living  in  graves  they  have

prepared for themselves within the sacred precincts of the Temple. As soon as they

die the corpse is built into the grave’. The text directs the spectator not to the temple

of Kurterpoor itself, represented on the image, but rather away from the image, to

the ‘fanatical’ fakirs.31

The next slide in the reading does portray a fakir.  The image  is of a Brahmin,  on

pilgrimage, visiting all the shrines of the ‘Devi’ (Figure 6.6).32 He has been travelling

29 An exception is Yorke, who mentions the ascetic in the image has an iron frame around his neck to
prevent him from sleeping, India, sl.31,32, 310.

30 India in the North-West, sl.32, 47.
31 See for the image http://www.slides.uni-trier.de/slide/index.php?id=5031566, accessed 15 April 2015.
32 India in the North-West, sl.32a, 47-48. Although not part of the Luzerna collection of this reading, I

found the slide on Ebay as part of a series of slides from this reading. It also had the number 32a on
it.
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for six years and has now accomplished about one third of the journey. In contrast

with the other slide descriptions, here an explanation is given for the long hair of the

ascetic:  he has vowed not  ‘to wash or allow his hair to be shaven until  his task is

accomplished’. This is exceptional, because in most instances long hair is commented

on,  but  not  explained,  leaving  it  to  be  another  inexplicable  aspect  of  the  fakir.

Interestingly, the text stays quite close to the image when it  describes his hair as

‘coiled around his head like a bundle of rope’ and his face as  ‘covered with  mud’,

although it is most likely ash.  However, the fakir portrayed is ultimately of no great

relevance to the reading.  The description for  this  slide turns  to more exceptional

fakirs who sit in graves, but come back to life, with the famous story of a fakir who

visited the court of the Punjab ruler Ranjit Singh.33 Again, the text directs the viewer

away from the still image to the more exciting stories surrounding fakirs.

The Popular Lectures for the Magic Lantern describes the fakirs represented on the

slide in some detail.34 Nevertheless, this description is preceded by an introduction to

the eccentricities of fakirs, stating that  ‘some of them vow to preserve a standing

posture all their lives, supported only by a stick or rope under their armpits, some

mangle  their  bodies  with  scourges  or  knifes,  others  wander  about  in  companies

telling fortunes.’ The slide only portrays the fakirs  in  a standing position,  but the

eccentricities have paved the way for the reception of the image. The spectators are

told they see a group of fakirs under a sacred banyan tree next to the  ‘pagoda of

Mamaniva’.35 There ‘are various groups of these miserable men, who remain in one

position  all  their  lives  […]  One [of  them]  has  his  face  muffled  up  lest  he  should

swallow the smallest insect, another Fakir is feeding animals out of charity’. After

first highlighting the fanatical aspects of the fakirs and defining them as ‘miserable

men’,  the  mentioning  of  these  gentler  and  friendlier  aspects  appears  as  a  late

33 It is also mentioned in Lamont,  The rise of the Indian rope trick, 22,23. The fakir asked to be buried
alive, sitting in a wooden case. After forty days underground and a constant watch at the grave, the
case was taken out of the earth and opened. The fakir came back to life after being warmed up with
hot water and a hot bread.

34 Popular lectures, sl.12, 9-10.
35 This tree, located close to Surat in North-Western India, was historically famous for the gathering of

fakirs around it. Even the masked fakir had been part of a European understanding of this set-up for
a long time. Bernhard S. Cohn, ‘The past in the present. India as museum of mankind', History and
Anthropology vol. 11:1 (1998), 1-38, 13-14.
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afterthought and does not really change the message the reading tries to convey

concerning fakirs. 

Most of the readings are anchored squarely in the official British Indian knowledge

of fakirs: their dirt and their eccentric behaviour that seems to be without reason.

However, even though judged extraordinary, there is less emphasis on the dangers

the  fakirs  could  pose  to  the  colonial  state  than  in  administrators’ writings  and

actions. Instead, the readings make a spectacle of the consequences of the vows the

ascetics  made,  moving  beyond  a  didactic  approach  to  a  sensational  one.  This

spectacle  is  nonetheless  not mirrored in the images,  which appear almost  to shy

away from this sensational approach.

John Stoddard follows this pattern, when detailing the abhorrent and fanatical

aspects of fakirs in the second part of his lecture. It is worth quoting his expression of

the horror these men evoke in him:

Within  the  precincts  of  this  temple  [the  Kali  temple  in  Calcutta]  we  beheld
several  specimens of  Indian  fakirs,  each  of  whom  seemed  a  combination  of
beggar, fanatic, impostor, and political spy. In a disgusting area, resembling a
garbage heap, a score of these men were seated, entirely naked, up on a mound
of  ashes,  in  which  they rolled  repeatedly.  Not  content  with  the  results  thus
gained,  they  even  rubbed  the  dirt  all  over  their  bodies,  which  had  been
previously  greased  in  order  to  retain  it.  Their  hair,  matted  with  filth,  nearly
reached to their waists, and was painted yellow, on this they threw occasional
handfuls of  dust and ashes […] A sickening feeling […] came over me at the
sight of this human degradation.36

Stoddard completely follows the British colonial book with his focus on the dirt and

filth surrounding the fakirs, and proves he has done his reading of colonial writings

when he  calls  them:  beggar,  fanatic,  spy  and impostor.  He makes no  attempt to

explain the religious context of the physical characteristics of the fakir.

Once the ideological boundaries are set, the anchorage for the images created, a

photograph of  ‘a fakir’ is shown, the same as used in the the reading  India in the

North-West  (Figure  6.6). The  man  can  be  seen  sitting  on  a  mat,  with  in  the

36 Stoddard, Lectures, 134,137.
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background steps and loose lying planks. Even though the background to the picture

indicates  messiness,  and the fakir’s  face has  smears  of  ash,  the picture  is  hardly

degrading, although this is what Stoddard’s text made fakirs out to be. He might be

virtually naked, but his hair  is not hanging down to his sides,  painted yellow, but

rather plaited and coiled on his head. He might be ash-smeared, but is certainly not

rolling in it. The context Stoddard provided for this image attempts to make it utterly

horrifying. The photograph itself, even though estranging, is not horrifying. Stoddard

nevertheless sticks to his theme when he brings his discussion of the temple of Kali

and its fakirs to a close with ‘A wail from India’s coral strand’ in which he decries the

nakedness and filth of the priests and all the rest of India.37

While in Benares, Stoddard at a certain point feels ‘heart-sick from the inspection

of the temples’ and turns to the pilgrims in Benares,  who  ‘despite their  personal

unattractiveness […] rivet attention and awaken thought’.38 Although many of the

pilgrims have become ascetics or fakirs, as they have taken vows and are begging for

their living, Stoddard does not treat them exactly the same. Whereas he was horrified

of  the  fakirs,  he  feels  sorry  for  the  ordinary  Hindu,  to  whom life  is  ‘a  desperate

struggle to escape from future suffering’.  39 A photograph (Figure 6.7) is shown of a

man subtitled  ‘a fanatic’,  referring to Stoddard’s description of the pilgrims in his

text, because of the sacrifices they make to go on this pilgrimage: ‘toiling for months

on dusty roads beneath a burning sun, and begging by the way for sufficient rice and

water to sustain them’.40 The combination of the term fanatic and begging connects

these pilgrims with the fakirs, because Stoddard defined the latter as  ‘fanatics and

beggars’.

37 Ibid., 137, 138.
38 Ibid., 89.
39 Ibid., 91.
40 Ibid., 90.
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Figure 6.7. ‘A fanatic’, Lantern slide, John Stoddard’s Lectures vol.4, p. 90.

The ‘fanatic’ in this picture comes across as rather serene, not quite worn down with

his vows. There is no sign of him walking on a dusty road, instead he sits on a neat

pavement; nor of a burning sun, since shadows are conspicuously absent. If anything

is conspicuous it is, again, the nakedness of the ascetic. He looks confidently into the

camera,  and in  that  very  moment  also  meets  the  gaze  of  the  photographer  and

ultimately of the spectator. This confident look defines him as someone who is not

broken down as Stoddard would have him, but rather ‘self-sufficient’ and not in need

of  any  civilisational  reform.  Stoddard  verbally  tries  to  convince  his  public  of  the

desperate state of Indians, but in this case his images do once again not quite live up

to his words.

Harald  Mackinder  locates  the  fakir,  as  well  as  some  snake-charmers,  like

Stoddard’s  pilgrims,  in  Benares,  specifically  Hindu  India.  He  notes  that  ‘[i]n  the

narrow and deep-shaded streets, and the sordid and tawdry purlieus of the temples

may be seen many a typical scene of Eastern life’.41 Two of these many typical scenes

in dark and dirty places are mentioned in quick succession,  the darkness and dirt

almost automatically extending to the scenes. One is a fakir or ‘religious enthusiast’:

for Mackinder not the fanatic, but the relatively neutral enthusiast. He mentions that
41 Mackinder, India, 57.
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fakirs  have the right  to people’s alms,  and  ‘are supposed by the envious to bury

[those] underground’. Consequently, a fakir is defined by characteristics which are

not necessarily positive: he does not work and could be greedy. The second scene is

one of snake-charmers. The comment they receive is that  ‘there is always a ready

crowd  for  them,  as  for  jugglers  of  curious skill’.  Mackinder  considers  the  snake-

charmers to have certain skills which might be strange, but are certainly intriguing.

This comment is slightly more positive than that of the fakirs.

The picture of the the fakir shows him sitting on a bed of spikes, placed along the

wall, next to the entrance of probably a temple (a small statue of a deity is visible to

the side of the entrance).42 Behind him at the entrance of the temple, two men are

standing. The photograph is taken from a slight angle rather than as a frontal close

up in order to have a good view of all these people, and not just the fakir and his bed.

All of them look into the camera. 

The  snake-charmers  are  photographed  in  long  shot  and  portrayed  sitting  on

broad, wide steps. In front of them are baskets for the snakes, which at this moment

are sliding around the baskets. Behind the snake-charmers the steps go up for quite

some time. The snake-charmers are surrounded by two people, while a few others

going up the steps are also visible, not exactly a crowd. As in the image of the fakir,

not only the snake-charmers, but also the people behind them look into the camera,

one  of  the  bystanders  turning  his  head.  In  this  image,  the  expression  of  those

photographed is one of curiosity, and concentration on the part of the main subjects

of the photograph.

As stated before, none of these photographs are frontal close-ups, situating the

fakir  and  snake-charmers  in  a  slightly  wider  context.  Even  more  importantly,

together  with  the  open  gaze  into  the  camera,  these  images  also  make  it  more

difficult for the viewer to appropriate the fakir or snake-charmer as a type, and turn it

entirely into a representation of his own making. Nevertheless, this is exactly what

Mackinder tries to do when he connects the images to darkness and dirt. Because

looking at the photographs, the deep-shaded streets, and sordid and tawdry purlieus

42 Mackinder,  India  (George  Philip  and Son),  n.p.  The  images can  also  be found in Ryan,  Picturing
empire, 199.
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of the temples are hard to find. The picture of the snake-charmers seems to have

been taken on the wide-open steps leading to one of the ghats. The steps look white-

grey, but not dirty at all. 

The photograph of the fakir was taken in bright sunlight, focusing on his side of

the street, with the sun shining fully on the wall behind him. This seems to indicate

that this was probably not a very narrow street, since there are no shadows, except

those reflecting the people photographed. With some difficulty, the sordidness and

tawdriness of the environments of the temple could be located in the slightly wide

gaps between the stones of the pavement and some darker coloured patches on the

wall.  Contrasting the text with the reality of the structure of the photograph, the

images escape Mackinder’s attempts at framing them within the colonial view of a

dirty India.

At  another  level,  the  naked  bowed  knees  and  legs  of  the  fakir,  sticking  out

towards the viewer, almost allowing a view of his covered crotch, can be seen as a

form of sordidness,  showing much more of a man’s legs than British conventions

allowed. The same could be argued for the legs of the snake-charmers, who sit on

their haunches and whose legs are only half-covered by their clothing. The snakes

slither in front of and over the leg of the snake-charmers, an unseemly sight for most

spectators  who  will  probably  not  immediately  have  been  enamoured  of  snakes.

Although this is not actually stated, it is not so much the surroundings, but the ‘near-

naked’ representatives of filthy India themselves – begging and wandering – who

stand  accused of being sordid and tawdry, despite their ‘curious skills’. Nonetheless,

even  while  implying  the  dirt  of  the  fakirs,  Mackinder  refrains  from  discussing  or

mentioning  what  the  other  lantern  readings  described  as  their  more  extreme  or

fanatic aspects. 

Mackinder is the only one who takes an almost purely didactic approach to India,

even when it comes to fakirs, although he is still clearly guided by colonial discourses

and practices. The other readings all verbally highlight the shocking elements. The

number of ascetics in extraordinary positions in the images I have found is on the

contrary rather low, for both magic lantern slides and postcards. 43 Instead in most
43 So far, I have only found two images of a fakir with withered hands on postcards, one of which can
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lantern  images, the  ascetics  look  into  the  camera,  calm  and  at  ease,  although

frequently only very partially dressed, contrasting with the descriptions to which they

have been anchored. The backgrounds in the slides rarely depict the disorder and filth

the texts described. The slides therefore do not always convey the meaning the texts

intended.

It is not immediately obvious why there is such a strong contrast between image

and text,  stronger than in any of  the topics  discussed so  far.  It  is  possible  magic

lantern publishers believed a large size image of a nearly naked man was sufficiently

shocking,  and  indicative  of  a  lack  of  civilisation.  Any  visual  addition  of  the

characteristics described in the texts was therefore no longer needed. However, the

same mechanism which functioned for the presentation of Muharram in the lantern

lectures could apply here. Because the danger and fanaticism of the fakir could be set

off  against  something  less  dangerous  within  the  lecture,  and  is  in  any  case

encompassed  within  the  wider  framework  of  Britain’s  hegemony  over  India,  the

ascetic could be made as fanatic as the lecturers wished him to be.

The  lecturers  made  him  even  more  fanatic  than  he  appeared  to  be  in  other

colonial discourses and practices, with the exception of novels. They seem to revel in

detailing the most abhorrent aspects of a fakir’s life. This displays not an interest in

education, the official aim of the travel lantern lectures, but rather in spectacle and

entertainment.  It  is  an  attempt to  appeal  to  the  emotions of  the  spectators  and

contrasts  strongly  with  the  sedate  descriptions  of  monuments  and  landscapes

elsewhere in the lectures. This confirms my argument made in the previous chapter

that  descriptions of  people were often added to  bring some excitement into the

lecture. 

Mackinder is the only one who might have shocked his spectators more with his

images of near-naked ascetics and snake-charmers than with his text. However, his

interest in the ‘curious skills’ of the snake-charmers mirrors the interest entertainers

and filmmakers had in the snake-charmers and conjurers of India. 

be found in  Derenthal, Gadebusch and Specht,  The colonial eye, 15, 187. In this book there are a
number of photographs that do portray the more extreme aspects of the ascetic, proving it was
possible to make these images. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to analyse photographs on the
one hand, and postcards and lantern slides on the other. 
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‘Indian’ conjurers and snake-charmers in Britain
Before describing the appearance of fakirs in film descriptions and in actual films, I

will discuss the history of the Indian fakir in Britain, with a short detour into France,

because most films refer to this tradition of the Indian fakir as a magician, which they

knew from the British stage tradition, rather than to the fakir as an ascetic. Through a

comparison between the appearance of the fakir in trick films and travelogues, I will

show how this tradition on the one hand could create space for the Indian fakir to be

presented as someone capable, rather than in need of colonial civilisation, but on the

other never became equal to the European impersonators of the fakirs.

  In Britain, the first performance of Indian jugglers, Four Surprising Indian Jugglers

from  Seringapatnam, took  place  in  1810.  Both  British  magicians  and  the  general

public were genuinely impressed with their performance and dexterity.44 From India,

contemporaries  told  of  a  man  sitting  in  the  air  in  Madras  in  1832,  and  a  girl

disappearing  in  a  basket  in  1834. To  British  readers  all  of  these  miracles  were

evidence of the ‘mysticism of the East’, even when the tricks were explained.45 The

success of the Indian jugglers and the interest of the public in the tales from India

induced European conjurers to turn themselves into magicians from the East. 46 To

better achieve this goal, many of them visited India to learn the Indian tricks first-

hand.47 Back in Britain, they would adopt an Indian look and dress as Indian royalty,

create an Oriental looking stage and assume Indian sounding names such as the Fakir

of Ava, the Fakirs of Benares of even the Indian Fakir.48 These imitators took over the

role of the ‘Indian magician’ from the real Indian magicians in Britain.

44 Peter Lamont and Crispin Bates, ‘Conjuring images of India in nineteenth-century Britain’,  Social
History vol.32:3 (2007), 308-324, 311.

45 Lamont, The rise of the Indian rope trick, 18-23.
46 Sarah Dadswell,  ‘Jugglers,  fakirs,  and  jaduwallahs:  Indian magicians and the  British  stage’, New

Theatre Quarterly vol.23:1 (2007), 3-24,9.
47 Michael Claxton, ‘Victorian conjuring secrets’, in Albert D. Pionke and Denise Tischler Millstein (eds)

Victorian secrecy  (Farnham: Ashgate Publishing, 2010),  165-178, 175. Interestingly, the French had
completely opposite ideas about the native magicians of Algeria, the marabouts. By sending the
famous  magician  Robert-Houdin  to  Algeria  they  hoped  that  ‘exposure  to  French  magic  would
undermine the influence’ of the Algerian miracle workers.  Murray Leeder, ‘M. Robert‐Houdin goes
to Algeria: Spectatorship and panic in illusion and early cinema’, Early Popular Visual Culture vol.8:2
(2010), 209-225.

48 Lamont and Bates, ‘Conjuring images', 320, and Dadswell, ‘Jugglers’, 13.
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By the end of the nineteenth century, the image of the ‘magic’ Indian was so well

established that the first magic journal was called  ‘Mahatma’. Its header consisted

among others of a drawing of an Indian snake charmer, clearly perceived to be a type

of Indian magician, dressed only in a turban and dhoti.49 Nevertheless, the rise of the

‘Indian’ conjurer was not without its dissenters. First of all because the real Indian

conjurers were considered of doubtful repute. It seemed impossible to detach them

entirely from the negative colonial reputation of their fellow Indians. Already in 1853,

The Leisure Hour had written how they apparently deceived the native population

‘illustrating the subtle ingenuity of the Hindoo’.50 In 1878, the famous conjurer John

Maskelyne  took  up  the  cause  of  demystifying  Indian  tricks.51 He  asserted  that:

‘[t]hose oily mendicants, the fakirs, whose odour of sanctity is not by any means of

the sweetest,  have deluded innocent Englishmen into writing of  their  jugglery as

though it had an element of the miraculous in it’.52

He then continued to expose the tricks of the East, because they threatened the

progress and modernity of the West. He was to be followed by many others who also

exposed the basket trick, the sitting in the air and the mango trick, in which a mango

plant  grows in  a  matter  of  minutes.  As  a  result  it  was concluded that the Indian

magician  ‘had lost the prestige he once commanded. Whatever was wrested from

him by close observation has been wonderfully improved upon’.53 Notwithstanding

this perceived progress from bad Eastern conjuring to great Western conjuring, the

conjurer’s  –  and  presumably  the  public’s  –  interest  in  mystic  India  remained.  A

perfect example of this is Maskelyne himself. Although he derides Indian magicians, it

seems he still felt his own magic needed references to India. He continued to make

theatrical shows with titles such as  ‘Le miracle du Brahmin’,  ‘The entranced fakir’

49 Dadswell, ‘Jugglers', 11. In the West at this time, Mahatma was synonymous with fakir, or a man with
great  power.  Mohandas Gandhi  was a number of  years  away from receiving this honorary  title,
meaning ‘great soul’. 

50 Quoted in Lamont, Rise of the Indian rope trick, 17.
51 Maskelyne was a strong defendant of ‘proper’, non-miraculous magic and would attack anyone who

seemed not to adhere to this, including spiritualists and members of the medical profession. See
Dan North, ‘Illusory bodies’, Early Popular Visual Culture vol.5:2 (2007), 175-188, 178,179.

52 Quoted in Lamont, Rise of the Indian rope trick, 56. 
53 Alexander Herman, quoted in Michael Claxton, ‘Victorian conjuring secrets', 174.
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and ‘The quest for the Mahatma’.54 

Once cinema established itself as a new medium, professional magicians quickly

realized  the  possibilities  of  using  cinematic  effects  in  their  shows.  Both  John

Maskelyne and Georges Méliès were among these professional magicians. It is not

known whether Maskelyne ever made any fakir trick films, but Méliès certainly did.

The strong connection between the theatrical tradition of the Indian magician and

the moving screen is noticeable in, for example, the title of one of Méliès ’ films: ‘Le

miracle du Brahmin’, which is the same title Maskelyne used.55 In the period 1896–

1908, the fakir or Eastern magician was a recurring theme in Méliès’ films as he also

made ‘Le rêve du radjah’,  ‘Le rosier miraculeux’ - a variation on the mango trick –,

and ‘Le fakir du Singapour’, which I will discuss shortly.56 

During the nineteenth century the tricks of the Indian fakir or conjurer were thus

clearly admired, while the Indian fakir himself was considered someone who was not

necessarily to be trusted. Impersonators of Indian fakirs became more frequent on

stage than actual Indian fakirs, and the tricks that Indians had brought to Britain were

incorporated by many European conjurers into their shows. Before investigating the

actual  appearance  of  the  Indian  ‘fakir’ in  two  films,  I  will  analyse  a  number  of

descriptions of fakirs and snake-charmers in catalogues and reviews. 

Film
‘Extraordinary conjuring’

Fakirs were one of the themes filmmakers regularly returned to in the first twenty

years  of  film  making.  They  are  the  only  (occupational)  group  to  be  named  so

frequently in film titles or descriptions. So far, I have only found two prints in which

they  play  a  role,  ‘Native  life  in  Ceylon’ (Hepworth,  1909)  and ‘Sword  dance

performed before the King and Queen in India’ (Gaumont, 1911).

54 Dadswell, ‘Jugglers', n.49, 24.
55 Matthew  Solomon,'Up-to-date  magic:  Theatrical  conjuring  and  the  trick  film’,  Theatre  Journal

vol.58:4 (2006), 595-615, 596. For a more detailed account of the connections between silent cinema
and  magicians  see  Solomon,  Disappearing  tricks:  Silent  film,  Houdini  and  the  new  magic  of  the
twentieth century (Urbana: University of Illinois  Press, 2010).

56 All these titles can be found at http://dvdtoile.com, accessed 3 March 2015. 
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From  the  very  first  of  these  film  descriptions,  fakirs  and  snake-charmers  are

characterized as magicians.  This is  evident from the description of a film entitled

‘Hindoo jugglers’ by R.W. Paul in 1901–1902. It was catalogued under the heading of

‘Original Trick and Effect Subjects’ and describes the jugglers as follows:

Many have read of, but few have seen, the much-vaunted feats of the Hindoo
Fakirs. The spectator is transported to the centre of a square in India, where he
sees a group of European tourists enjoying the performance of the two Eastern
Magicians. While one beats the tom-tom the other places a mango seed in a
small quantity of loose earth, and covers it with an empty cloth. Slowly the cloth
is  forced  upward  by some  power beneath,  and  on  reaching its  full  height  is
snatched away by the conjurer. A mango plant […] is disclosed, which a Hindoo
boy carries away.57

The description then continues to detail the basket trick, in which someone is put

into a basket and stabbed, only to reappear alive. It is unlikely Paul’s film was actually

shot in India as he often created trick films in his studio in London and did not get

films from India until the Delhi Durbar of 1902–1903. In 1902, the Warwick Company

advertised a similar  film called  ‘Hindoo  snake  charmer  and fakirs  performing the

mango  and  other  tricks’.  According  to  the  description  the  mango  trick  was

marvellous.58 While this film might actually have been shot in India, its title still, like

Paul’s  description,  squarely  situates  the  fakir  within  the  British  magic  tradition.

Consequently,  both  descriptions  are  positive  about  the  fakirs’ achievements  and

there is no reference to the possible negative religious aspects of the fakir.

In some cases,  where the fakir  is portrayed as a religious ascetic,  his presence

becomes part of official colonial discourses and as such needs to be contained. This is

most  noticeable  in a  review of  Kineto’s  travelogue  ‘Great  Hindu bathing festival’

where ‘many fakirs [are] among the crowds, and these are all, more or less, repulsive

in  appearance’.59 These  fakirs  are  shown  as  part  of  a  religious  festival  and  only

(dis)play their role of religious ‘mendicants’, rather than that of entertainers. Within

57 R.W. Paul,  Catalogue  (London, Season 1901–1902). It was repeated in 1903. The words  ‘magician’
and ‘juggler’ are often used as synonyms in film descriptions.

58 Warwick Trading Company, Catalogue supplement (London, August 1901), n.6193, 272.
59 The Bioscope, 28 March 1912, Supplement XXIX.
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the context of the festival they continue to threaten the British civilising mission, as

the  festival  is  ‘their  territory’.  By  denunciating  the  fakirs’ appearance  they  are

distanced from the spectators.

There is a remarkable contrast in the distance between the audiences and fakirs in

R.W.  Paul’s  and  Kineto’s  film.  In  R.W.  Paul’s  film  the  spectators  are  said  to

congregate in the centre of a square to see as much as possible of the tricks. The

written description details exactly what happens in the film. The fakirs in Kineto ’s

film  are  somewhere  among  the  crowd,  far  from  the  spectator.  The  rest  of  the

description gives an overview of what can be seen at the bathing festival, not exactly

what happens. This highlights the differences between a trick film and a travelogue.

The Hindu bathing festival film is a travelogue, to be watched as a film with long

shots allowing the spectator to revel in other places. The  ‘Hindu jugglers’ is a trick

film ‘constructed to highlight’ the tricks, and it probably, considering the square, had

a  fixed  frontal  arrangement  exactly  for  that  purpose.60 Trick  films  were  typical

exponents  of  the  cinema  of  attractional  display,  in  which  everything  was  geared

towards the best possible display of the attractions of the tricks. If Kineto’s bathing

festival narrated, and showed, even if in album form, what could be seen during a

bathing festival, R.W. Paul’s film only showed you the tricks.

Charles Urban’s series of films showing fakirs and magicians from India in 1909

clearly distinguishes between the religious fakir and the magicians, and consequently

between a trick film and a travelogue. In the catalogue, a fakir, snake-charmers and

trained animals  are  characterized as  the  most  ‘eerie’ of  all  Indian subjects.61 The

Eastern juggler, on the other hand, shows a  ‘masterly and finished performance’.62

These films as well as  ‘A magician from Benares’ were also advertised in different

editions of The Kinematograph and Lantern Weekly. Here, the film of the Indian fakir is

no longer described as ‘eerie’, but contains ‘typical pictures of Snake Charmers and

Cobras  in  active  demonstration.  A  devotee  reclining  on  a  bed of  spikes,  with  an

environment of cows and other animals – Dancing Monkeys – Acrobatic, tamed and

60 Frank Kessler, ‘Trick films', in R. Abel (ed.) Encyclopaedia of early cinema (London: Routledge, 2010),
643-645.

61 Urban, General Catalogue, n.2320, 245.
62 Ibid., n.2321, 246.
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trained goats in a wonderful performance’.63 

The review in the same issue describes ‘the devotee’ as ‘lean and hungry looking’

and  although  he  is  on  a  bed  of  spikes  has  ‘every  appearance  of  comfort’.64 The

devotee is comfortable, surrounded by innocent animals, and within the text of the

advertisement encompassed by the presence of harmless snake-charmers, dancing

monkeys and goats.  In  this  more  public  forum,  the  ‘magic’ disarms any  possible

threat the fakir might have posed. At the same time the description narrates what

can  be  seen,  not  what  happens,  according  to  the  pattern  of  a  travelogue,  and

therefore keeps a certain distance between the spectator and the fakir.

In contrast, the conjuring of the Indian juggler is advertised as ‘extraordinary’ and

his  magic  as  ‘marvellous’ in  a  later  edition  of  the  Kinematograph  Weekly.  The

advertisement describes exactly what happens in this trick film: the juggler produces

live  chickens  from  eggs,  but  also  changes  one  chicken  into  two,  which  appear

‘mysteriously from the magician’s mouth and ear’.65 The magician of Benares also

eats paper but ejects it in the shape of a bamboo pole. Out of his mouth come eggs

and billiard balls.66 ‘The manipulation of the hands’ of the juggler ‘is shown on a large

scale’,67 and the magician is filmed ‘in close portrait view of the audience’.68 In both

cases the advertisement emphasizes the picture was made in close up, underscoring

the importance of being able to see and know what happens in this, first of all, magic

show.

These latter films clearly focus on India as a place bringing forth accomplished

magicians.  The  first  film  with  the  fakir  and  snake-charmer  shows  the  more

stereotypical  images  of  colonial  India,  and  therefore  stranger  to  ‘the  dwellers  in

western lands’ in travelogue form,69 while the later films emphasize the magicians’

and jugglers’ accomplishments in the form of trick films. Although ‘native’, the fakirs

perform tricks  European magicians would  also perform.  The  magical  and colonial

63 The Kinematograph Weekly, 25 February 1909, 1132.
64 Ibid., 1161.
65 The Kinematograph Weekly, 8 April 1909, 1374. 
66 Ibid., 1401.
67 Ibid., 1374.
68 The Kinematograph Weekly, 22 April 1909, 1454.
69 Urban, General Catalogue, n.2320, 245.
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aspects of the fakir are strictly separated, not just through the creation of different

films, but also in time, as the snake-charmer and fakir film was released about six

weeks before the magicians.

Two  things need to  be  said  in  conclusion.  First  of  all  there  is  no  judgemental

discussion of the fakir or other outsiders in the above descriptions at all,  with the

exception  of  the  ‘repulsive’ fakirs  in  Kineto’s  bathing  festival,  unlike  in  lantern

lectures or on postcards. Even if the strangeness of it all is at times emphasized, it is

contained within the travelogue form. Secondly, drawing on a variety of discursive

practices,  the  more  positive  entertainment  heritage  of  the  Indian  fakir  takes

precedence through the form of the trick film. This contrast between travelogue and

trick films is also seen in the films I have been able to watch.

Watching conjurers and acrobats 

In order to place the trick films showing Indian fakirs in their context it is helpful to

closely analyse a trick film made by Georges Méliès. His film ‘Le fakir du Singapour’

uses the figure of the fakir for performance of the tricks.70 The background in the film

shows  an  ‘Oriental’ palace,  houses  and  palm  trees.  The  female  assistant  is  busy

dusting  and places  a  painting  of  a  ‘fearsome’ looking  fakir  on  a  stool.  Suddenly

Méliès, dressed up as a European magical fakir, appears out of the painting, at the

same time transporting the scene to the Orient. This includes the transformation of

the modestly dressed assistant by disposing of her long skirt, under which she wears

stockings and a short skirt.

The tricks displayed are similar to the ones shown in Urban’s ‘Indian juggler’, as

Méliès makes chickens and children pop out of an egg, which has first been magically

enlarged. The assistant’s main task is to admire the fakir until she is magicked from

her stool into the egg towards the end. Finally, the fakir puts one half of the egg on

his back and waddles off screen like a turtle. Visually the scene is very rich in detail

70 It  is  available  online  at  http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xe4wgj_georges-melies-le-fakir-de-
singapou_shortfilms, accessed 3 March 2015. The fact that this fakir supposedly hails from Singapore
seems not very relevant.  Peter Lamont quotes the historian of magic S.W. Clarke as saying that
‘there was practically no difference between Indian and Chinese jugglers’. Lamont,  The rise of the
Indian rope trick, 38.  
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and would probably have been equally rich in colour.71

Fakirs and magicians in India functioned in a different setting and are therefore

portrayed differently. Unlike their European counterparts they had not become an

indoor attraction, but usually performed in the open air. Their surroundings and dress

were  less  stylized and formalized.  Added to  this  is  the  fact  that  the  film makers

worked within the knowledge boundaries of the colonial paradigm. In Hepworth’s

travelogue ‘Native life in Ceylon’ this disadvantaged the native magicians.

According to  The Bioscope, Hepworth’s  ‘Cingalese village life’ or  ‘Native life  in

Ceylon’72 showed ‘some quaint pictures among the natives in Ceylon’.73 It conveys the

understanding that native life in Ceylon is interesting, but old-fashioned and probably

a little bit strange. One of the pictures shown is a short scene of ‘Native magic’.74 It is

preceded by a scene in which someone climbs a palm tree, introducing the part of the

film where the supposedly extraordinary feats of  the  ‘native’ and  ‘native’ life  are

shown instead of street and village scenes.  The intertitle announced:  ‘Should you

wish to try – this is the correct way to climb a tree’, directly addressing the spectator,

but leaving a slightly derogatory feeling.75

In  ‘Native  magic’ the  two  magicians  come  onto  the  scene  in  a  completely

different  setting  and  the  perspective  changes  from  the  wide  open  space  of  a

‘boulevard’ to an area enclosed by a  balustrade and steps. In the background are

some plants. The spectators are made to feel they are watching a performance on a

‘primitive’ stage. The magicians first attempt to make two snakes point at the correct

jug. While they, not entirely successfully, try this,  two boys walk straight past the

71 Even while the Chinese and Indian fakir were perceived to be very similar, it is interesting to see the
difference  between  Méliès’ portrayal  of  a  fakir  as  well  as  a  Chinese  magician  as  discussed  by
Matthew Solomon. While the magician  is the fakir and transforms the stage into a truly Oriental
place, it is made very clear that a European impersonates the Chinese magician. Méliès ’ example is
part  of  a  discussion  about  the  imitation  of  Chinese  fakirs.  Matthew  Solomon,‘The  “Chinese”
conjuror: Orientalist magic in variety theater and the trick film', in Richard Abel, Giorgio Bertellini,
Rob King (eds) Early cinema and the national (New Barnet: John Libbey Publishing, 2008), 248-257,
251-254.

72 This film can be viewed at www.colonialfilm.org.uk/node/1328.
73 The Bioscope, 1 April 1909, 27.
74 The public will not have discerned between jugglers from Ceylon or mainland India, but would have

considered them all to be ‘Indian’ jugglers.
75 www.colonialfilm.org.uk/node/1328. Tom Rice notes this in his analysis of the film.
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camera blocking the view of the magicians for a moment (Figure 6.8).76 After the

snakes are put back in their baskets – which is not shown – the two magicians pick up

a piece of material. Each holds one of the upper ends and they shake it to show there

is nothing in it. They sit down on their knees, now also holding the lower part of the

cloth, creating a screen. Suddenly there is movement behind the ‘screen’ and a boy

appears and walks towards the camera. The magicians walk away and the two men

who walked into the camera previously place plates of food (?) in the spaces where

the magicians sat, which could indicate this is their payment for performing before

the camera. These men are dressed in ‘western’ uniform and wear a fez, contrasting

with the magicians who wear a lungi, a jacket and a headscarf.77 The scene is followed

by an intertitle announcing  ‘Jumbo, the elephant’,  again directly appealing to the

public’s sense of the extraordinary, rather than providing a simple description.

Even though the visible appearance of these magicians is very different from that

of European magicians impersonating Indian magicians, and their magic might not

be the greatest that was ever seen (which is why it was not turned into a feature by

itself), their appearance is strictly that of Indian magicians. There is no mysticism,

only magic.  Taking into account the slightly derogatory descriptions as well as the

low quality of the filmed sequence, the question arises  whether it was a deliberate

choice on the part of the filmmaker to film not very impressive magic. Was the film

maker unable to find high quality magicians, or did he not want to film the more well-

known and impressive mango or basket tricks?

76 The two boys were first seen in the previous scene, where they walked towards the camera, before
turning sharply to the right. The film makes it seem they have continued their walk and are now
arriving at the scene where the magicians are performing.

77 A lungi is a piece of long unsewn cloth used by men. It is draped around the hips and fully covers the
legs, unlike the dhoti which is usually taken up higher.
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Allowing people to walk right through the scene, which could probably quite easily

have been prevented, does not help to convince the spectator of the quality of the

conjuring.  Was the  implicit  aim to  show the public  that  the  Ceylonese  magicians

could not be equal to British magicians?78 Here the attractional display of tricks has

become  subservient  to  the  larger  goal  of  the  travelogue,  the  display  of  colonial

people.  The  colonial  narrative has been thoroughly  embedded in the filming and

editing, almost as if showing the Ceylonese as less capable than the British was part

of its intent.

A second film portraying fakirs,  ‘Sword dance performed before the King and

Queen in India’, was probably filmed during the Delhi Durbar of 1911 by Gaumont

and is clearly a trick film.79 The King and Queen are notably absent from the scene,

but in this way the title claims a sovereignty over India not mirrored in the film. What

is shown is an enclosed space, later in the film surrounded by a rope, and crowds of,

mostly male, Indian spectators. In the first two shots a man jumps through a square

78 Although the atmosphere throughout the film seems to indicate that the Ceylonese are not too
civilised, sequences which show street views etc. give more space to the Ceylonese in their daily
surroundings and they are therefore able to escape the enforced paradigm slightly more.

79 Watched at the BFI.
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Figure 6.8. Screen shot from ‘Native Magic’, Hepworth and Co, 1909. 4.06 min. Taken from
colonialfilm.org.uk.



made out of rope and then through a square made out of iron punted poles.80 The last

shots shows a man who seems to be performing a dance with a sword. 

The performing men and their assistants are all clothed in only a loincloth.  The

first  acrobat comes across  as quite a  fierce character.  He  regularly  looks into the

camera which is positioned straight behind the square through which he jumps. His

gaze  reinforces  the spectators’  position as  a  ‘voyeur’,  seemingly  putting them in

place: it is  his show, not theirs, nor the cameraman’s, nor the King and Queen’s. In

this  way  he  could,  as  I  mentioned  in  my  discussion  of  the  gaze,  ‘threaten  the

certitude’ –  encompassed  in  the  title  of  the  film  –  ‘of  [the  spectators’]  visual

sovereignty over the people represented in the film’.81

It  is  not  just  the  gaze,  it  is  also  the  evident  competence  of  the  acrobats  that

threatens this certitude. As a partial solution to this threat, the camera has claimed

the best  ‘seat’. It stands in for the absent King and Queen, while at the same time

providing the cinema spectator with the best possible view.  It is important to note

that this still means the camera filmed the show from the perspective of one of the

spectators. Unlike Méliès’ film, where the camera was the only spectator and Méliès’

trick was clearly a form of attractional display intended for the camera and through

the camera for the spectators, here the attraction appears not to have been created

specifically  for  the  camera,  but  for  a  general  public.  This  is  why  the  acrobat  can

consider the camera an intruder he has to put into place, rather than an accomplice

who will help him reach his spectators. However, as the interest of the filmmaker is

still  clearly in what the acrobats do rather than in a general view of what happens

around the acrobats, I do consider it a trick film, rather than a travelogue.

It is the form of the trick film with its sole attention for the acrobats, which also

allows for a relatively strong narrativity. This is caused on the one hand by the camera

filming only what occurs in one place and from one position, thus allowing space for

the acrobats to show their full activity. On the other, the gazes of the acrobat focus

attention on him and his colleagues as the main characters in the film: t hey present

80 The  pervasiveness  of  the  use  of  the  term  fakir  is  exemplified  in  the  description  on
www.colonialfilm.org.uk  as  the  athlete  and  his  colleagues  are  all  called  ‘fakir’.
Www.colonialfilm.org.uk/node/1630. 

81 Griffiths, Wondrous difference, 200.
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themselves  to  the  spectators. Consequently,  it  is  ultimately  this  visual  narrativity

without  an  enforced  colonial  narrative  of  a  lack  of  civilisation  that  unhinges  the

spectator’s certitude.

These fakirs, as the fakirs in the previous film, are not equal to Méliès: they have

no  name  and  no  stage  to  speak  off.  The  visual  differences  between  Méliès’

elaborately  decorated  stage  and  the  empty,  temporary  spaces  the  Indian  fakirs

inhabit, and in the latter film, between Méliès’ flamboyant dress and the acrobats’

near-nakedness are huge. They are nameless and, as such, primarily representatives

of a stereotype: the real Indian fakir. In a direct comparison the  ‘West’ completely

overwhelms  the  ‘East’.  What  is  crucial  though,  is  that  this  real  Indian  fakir  is  a

magician  or  acrobat  and  not  a  religious  ascetic,  and  therefore  depicted  less

negatively than in the texts on postcards and in lantern presentations.  In the films

conceived as  trick  films,  the fakir  is  someone who has something to offer  to the

spectator, and now no longer needs to come to Britain but can do this in his own

surroundings.

Conclusion
In this chapter I  have demonstrated that while postcards and lantern presentation

largely adhered to the colonial understanding of fakirs as fanatical and wandering in

their  textual  descriptions,  their  visual  representations  did  not  live  up  to  these

descriptions. Film in general was more interested in the positive representation of

the fakir  as a  conjurer  or  acrobat,  thereby  creating more  space  for  the  Indian to

present himself. An exception to the general representations on postcards are again

the Indian postcard producers, who anchor the ascetics visually to a specific location

rather  than  to  a  descriptive,  negative  written  text. The  lantern  texts  stress the

extreme or fanatic activities of the fakirs to foreground the fact that they are out of

control: ‘fanatic’. In doing so they betray as much interest in the sensational as in the

educational. Consequently, the intimation that these people are in need of Britain’s

civilisation becomes even stronger. Film takes a different approach. In adopting the

form and mode of address of the trick film, it manifests a perception of the fakir as a
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capable conjurer, who appears less in need of civilizing.

The  emphasis  on Britain’s  role  in  India in  the lantern  presentations and as  an

undercurrent of most postcards might also partially explain why skilful conjurers or

acrobats are far less frequently described and depicted. They did not need Britain’s

support so much. What is however perhaps as significant for both lantern slides and

postcards  is  that  the  essential  movements  of  the  tricks  could  only  be  seen on a

moving screen and not in a still image.

On postcards and in lantern presentations there is at times a pronounced contrast

between image and text, between representation and the didactic mode of address.

The descriptions use stereotypical attributes to define the fakir, but the images are

far more equivocal than the text. The images available hardly ever portray a fakir as

horrifying  as  the  texts  make  him  out  to  be.  At  times  the  images  could  even  be

considered  almost  charming.  Even  if  not  always  present,  the  background  of  the

image often subtly challenges the story of dirt and disorder. 

Nevertheless, if nakedness is understood as a marker of primitivism as well as of

uncontrollability, then the texts and images collide in their depiction and description

of the ascetics’ lack of civilisation and being out of bounds. However, the confidence

and frequently the gaze of the person in the image question this concept of lack,

while highlighting the control the ascetics exercise over the way in which they are

portrayed and presented. Ultimately, the gazes in and narrativity of many images

prevent  the  full  closure  aimed  for  in  colonial  discourses.  The  form  and  mode  of

address  used by  the Indian Saeed brothers  can even be  said to undermine these

discourses.

In relying on the European entertainment heritage of the fakir, for filmmakers the

trick film became the default mode to represent Indian fakirs. As a consequence, the

majority of films found move away from the religious aspect of colonial discourses,

instead focusing on the fakir and snake-charmer as magicians. This does certainly not

imply colonial influences are entirely absent, or that the tension between these two

representations  is  solved  entirely  in  favour  of  the  Indian  magician.  This  is  most

noticeable when the conjurers are incorporated in a travelogue, as in the travelogue
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of Ceylon, with its air of superiority in the intertitles and the meagre quality of the

magicians. However, when the trick form is used, its form allows the attraction of the

‘magic’ to become central to the representation.

The trick films even go a step further. By drawing so heavily on existing, but more

positive stereotypes of the fakir as a conjurer and acrobat, they have returned him

home. It is crucial the films show Indian magicians performing in India, rather than in

Britain. While the spectators will not have seen the  ‘splendour’ of a Méliès’ stage,

they will have seen a skilled performance, with fakirs ‘acting’ in their own space. If in

magic lantern slide images gazes and background prevented the complete closure

aimed for in the mode of address, it is the possibility within the film dispositif to use a

different film form with its  corresponding mode of address which most obviously

opened a up a space for the fakir to be, maybe not equal to the European magician,

but at least capable and competent.
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7 Indian women portrayed: Work, idleness and 

primitivity

The women in India spend their time  in making their toilet, in sweet idleness
and in prayer. They are passionately fond of jewellery […] The poorest of them
deck themselves out with jewellery of all kinds. The women of India as a rule are
brought up in ignorance. Formerly a widow was supposed to be burnt up with
her husband’s corpse. Today, however, she has the choice of becoming a public
dancing girl if she wishes to live after her husband’s death. In the evening they
go in groups to the temple for prayer, throwing flowers by the roadside as they
pass along. It is this we see in the last picture of this pretty film.
– Pathé ‘Women in India’1

In  this  film  description  Pathé  succeeds  in  gathering  together  almost  all  the

stereotypes  concerning  Indian  women:  they  are  mostly  interested  in  outward

adornments, even if religious, and their position in Indian society is problematic, as

they are not educated and have no freedom of choice. Even if the film concerned

itself with women only, according to the nineteenth century British historian James

Mill  the status  of  women was indicative for  the level  of  civilisation a society had

acquired:  ‘Among rude people the women are generally degraded; among civilised

people they are exalted’. As nothing could  ‘exceed the habitual  contempt Hindus

entertain  for  their  women’,  Mill  clearly  believed  Indian  society  to  be  lacking  in

civilisation.2 He  was  not  the  only  one:  during  the  nineteenth  century  the  British

identified a wide array of issues concerning Indian women, all reflecting negatively on

India as a whole. As Charn Jagpal states:

Indian widowhood, sati, child marriage, female infanticide and the zenana, […]
figured prominently in colonial representations of India—depicting a backward
nation  where  barbaric  men  needlessly  victimized  their  women—and

1 MPW,  22  January  1910,  vol.6:4,  103.  The  French  text  on  http://filmographie.fondation-
jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=3157 is virtually the same.

2 James  Mill,  History  of  British  India  (London:  James  Madden,  1840,  4th ed.),  445.  Also  Geraldine
Forbes, Women in modern India (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 13.
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subsequently justified the civilizing mission as an honourable and humane cause

devoted to the ‘rescue’ of defenceless colonial women.3

Even though the hint of  ‘trouble’ does not lead to ‘rescue’ in the Pathé description

above,  the  centrality  of  these  issues in  British  understandings  of  India  raises  the

question if and how the ‘troubles’ and ‘rescue’ of the Indian woman were depicted in

images in lantern lectures, films and postcards. A drawing of  sati – there were no

photographic images as it had been abolished in the early nineteenth century – was

quite easy to make.4 However, a photographic image of women in the  zenana, the

women’s  quarters  in  a  house, was obviously  not  possible,  as  this  would  be  a

contradiction in terms.  Showing women inside a zenana would indicate the zenana

no longer fulfilled its function, exposing the women for all to see. Corresponding with

the concept of the zenana as a place of idleness was the Indian woman’s love for

jewellery. Visually, jewellery stands out, and its presence is often literally highlighted

in the images.

Uppercaste women who still lived in seclusion are consequently not found in the

representations. Nevertheless, some images do portray higher caste Hindu women,

as  well  as  higher  class  women  from other  religious  groups.  Many  of  the  women

portrayed, however, come from the lower classes of society, because they were much

easier to photograph or film as they did not keep  purdah  and were possibly more

willing  to  pose  in  return  for  a  payment.5 They  were  often  working  as  unskilled

labourers,  coolies,  or  in  other  lowly  paid  jobs  and  as  such  they  are  frequently

represented on postcards.

A further  contrast  between  the  images  and  colonial  discourses  is  the  interest

shown  in  the  humdrum  activities  of  everyday  life.  Textually  the  description  of

household  chores  might  not  be  very  interesting,  but  visually  they  can  be  rather

3 Charn  Jagpal,  '“Going  nautch  girl”  in  the  fin  de  siècle:  The  white  woman  burdened  by  colonial
domesticity’,  English  literature  in  transition,  1880–1920 vol.52:3  (2009),  252-272,  267.  Sati is  the
immolation of widows on their husband’s funeral pile.

4 It did not immediately follow that with the abolition of  sati every act of  sati disappeared, but its
appearance was far more limited than before.

5 Purdah means not showing the female face to males other than the husband or very close relations.
Living in a zenana was one way of keeping purdah.
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attractive. Implicitly these images also enabled a comparison between British and

Indian housekeeping.6 Two of the most popular images in this group are of women

grinding wheat and of women delousing their children or each other. This brings in

another aspect of Britain’s view of India as I will demonstrate that these tropes both

portray the supposed primitiveness of the Indians when compared to the British.

Three aspects will be traced in this chapter: Indian women lacking civilisation and

therefore in need of rescue;  Indian women as workers;  and Indian women in and

around the house. In all instances I will also consider how the representations deal

with  their  supposed sexuality. For  a  better  understanding of  these  aspects,  I  will

begin with an overview of the British conceptions of the Indian woman.

The British and the Indian woman
By the beginning of the nineteenth century one of the main issues the British had

with the treatment of Indian women was sati. Nevertheless involvement with this

question, and supposedly quite literally with the rescue of the Indian woman, began

hesitantly as the British feared a backlash from the Indian community by overturning

‘timeless’ traditions.7 It  was only in 1829, after the Bengali reformer Rammohan Roy

had begun campaigning against sati, that the British decided to abolish it. This in turn

created new problems, or rather: opened up the space for another issue to become

prominent. Many uppercaste widows were still not allowed to remarry, because they

were considered to belong to their husbands and to be impure after his death. Their

impurity  forced them  to  live  their  lives  separate  from the  rest  of  the  household,

bound by a variety of religious regulations.8 In many cases teenage girls who had

been married to older husbands became widows for life. The British saw this as a

restriction  of  a  woman’s  right  to  a  husband  and  in  1856  passed  the  Widow

6 A  series  of  postcards  explicitly  comparing  British  and  Anglo-Indian  housekeeping  exists.  As  it
represents an Anglo-Indian household all the servants doing the work are male.

7 Lati  Mani,  'Contentious  traditions.  The  debate  on  sati  in  colonial  India’,  in  Sangari  and  Vaid,
Recasting Women, 88-126, 94. Also Tanika Sarkar, 'Enfranchised selves: Women, culture and rights in
nineteenth century Bengal’, Gender and History vol.13:3 (2001), 546-565.

8 Lucy Carrol, 'Law, custom, and statutory social reform: The Hindu widow’s remarriage act of 1856’,
in J. Krishnamurty (ed.) Women in colonial India. Essays on survival, work and the state  (Delhi: Oxford
University Press, 1989), 1-26, 2.
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Remarriage Act, which allowed widows to remarry. In response to the young age at

which many girls in India were married the British subsequently passed the Age of

Consent  Bill  in  1891.  It  raised  the  age  of  consent  to  twelve,  but  did  not  change

anything when it came to marriage arrangements or performance, making it almost

impossible to enforce the law.9

The creation of laws was only one aspect of the British approach to influence the

lives of Indian women. Female education became another important pillar, and was

aimed at getting women and girls out of the  zenana. Although education was not

made compulsory,  from the 1860s onwards the  government did  support  schools,

while missionaries were extremely active on this front. The aim of this education was

first of all to create ‘good wives and mothers’.10 The example was to be taken from

the good Victorian wife and mother who was a  ‘helpmeet and companion to her

husband, as well as devoted to her children’. A basic education would improve the

ability of Indian woman to be such a companion and helpmeet, by endowing her with

‘moral goodness’ and a ‘social presence’.11

The  education  of  Indian  women  found  enthusiastic  support  from  feminists  in

England, some of whom travelled to India. They were true adherents of the Victorian

idea of ‘moral responsibility’, a custodial and hierarchical form of responsibility.12 In

feminist ideology it ‘virtually dictated the existence of dependent clients on whom to

confer aid, comfort,  and (hopefully)  the status of having been saved’.13 The initial

hope was that the Indian women in the zenanas could be educated out of the walls in

9 Janaki Nair, Women and law in colonial India. A social history (Delhi: Kali for women, 1996), 75-76.
10 Sen, 'Devoted wife/sensuous bibi’, 15, as well as following quotations. This was not only a British

conviction, Indians participated in this discourse and published books based on British and American
domestic-economy texts, Swapna N. Banerjee, 'Debates on domesticity and the position of women
in late colonial India’, History Compass vol.8:6 (2010), 455-473, 462-463.

11 Although from a contemporary point of view there are many problems with the way in which the
British came to the conclusion that education was good for Indian women, and therefore for India,
and with what they believed this education should lead to, today this conclusion itself  is  hardly
debated in development studies. Higher levels of female education can lead to all sorts of positive
outcomes,  first  of all  for women,  but through them also for their families and communities. For
India, Amartya Sen, Development as freedom (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 190-192.

12 Antoinette Burton, 'The white woman’s burden: British feminists and the Indian woman, 1865–1915’,
Women’s Studies Int. Forum vol.13:4 (1990), 295-308.

13 Ibid., 296.
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which  they  were  immured  to  appear  in  the  ‘open’ space  of  the  Europeanized

female.14

Many novels, especially those written by male authors, followed the discourse of

the  Indian  woman  as  a  victim  needing  rescue  from  the  vices  of  Indian  society,

whether as a child bride, widow or sometimes even as a courtesan. In most cases the

rescuer is a man who has fallen in love with the woman. The rescue ultimately fails,

because interracial relations could not be imagined as successful.15 In many stories

the woman dies, as in the Kipling story  Without benefit of clergy  (1890) or, in a rare

example  from  a  female  author,  Flora  Steel’s  On  the  face  of  the  waters  (1896).

According to Jyothsna Singh, the Indian woman rescued by the Englishman should be

seen as a  ‘synecdoche for the larger premise that the entire Indian culture needed

saving from itself’.16

At  the  other  end  of  the  spectrum  and  partly  as  a  reaction  to  the  feminist

movement in England, Anglo-Indian women writers began to rewrite and defend the

zenana as a site of female power. The zenana became a place where women ‘enjoyed

selfpossession and dignity’, because they were aware of ‘the supreme importance of

their own position within the household’.17 Maud Diver argued that it was through

their devotion that Indian women were able to influence and dominate their men.

Thus the ‘myth of female purdah power’ was intertwined with ‘the paradigm of the

devoted Indian woman’.18

While Francis Billington, a journalist, believed the  zenana had to be opened up,

she also argued that ‘the Indian family could not be dismissed as it had earlier’ been

because it  cultivated such  ‘“praiseworthy domestic ideals” as the devoted care of

husband and children’. She admitted that ‘she could not suppress the fact that the

14 Nair, ‘Uncovering the zenana: Visions of Indian womanhood in English women’s writing 1813–1940’,
in Catherine Hall (ed.)  Cultures of empire: Colonizers in Britain and the empire in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2000), 224-245, 16.

15 Interestingly, in a French narrative of escape from the pyre, the protagonist Phileas Fogg not only
saves the women, and marries her, but she continues to live. Jules Vernes,  Around the world in 80
days (first published in 1873, both in French and English).

16 Jyothsna G. Singh,  Colonial  narratives, cultural  dialogues.  ‘Discoveries’ of  India in  the language of
colonialism (London: Routledge, 1996), 82.

17 Nair, 'Uncovering the zenana’, 20.
18 Sen, 'Devoted wife/sensuous bibi', 12. 
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“zenana possessed  a  prestige  and  dignity”  that  were  preferable  to  the  “lot  of

Europeanised excrescences” many sought to graft  on to  India’.19 Flora Steel  went

even further and spoke of the self-denial20 of Indian women ‘who upheld a standard

of morality far higher than in England’.21 In an interesting twist, seventy years after

the British had banned it, British women appeared to have begun to appreciate the

devotion expressed by the sati, as for them it marked the upholding of a (Victorian)

glorified gentle and sacrificing ‘womanliness’.22

Despite these defences of the zenana, in novels the power of the zenana and of

women was ultimately always circumscribed. None of the Indian protagonists was

able to escape the binds of the patriarchal society they lived in, unless saved by an

Englishman.  Even  Flora  Steel’s  short  stories  in  which  the  English  do  not  act  as

saviours,23 and featuring ‘independent’ characters from the lower classes of rural and

urban northern Indian society, never have a happy end.24

These lower-caste women were the ones who did not keep purdah, and also the

ones  who  worked  outside  the  home,  because  their  husband’s  income  was

insufficient.  Whether  working  at  home  or  in  paid  employment,  the  British  often

considered these women to be nothing more than disguised prostitutes. As a British

official stated in 1870:

The  women  who walk the road  every evening to the  west  of  the  Cawnpore
Cantonment,  the  coolie women  and  milk  sellers,  who  are  employed  at  the
barracks in the day time, all of them married women, and by repute respectable
household  women,  are  as  much  common  prostitutes  as  the  most  habitual
professionals.25

19 Nair, 'Uncovering the zenana’, 19.
20 Sen, 'Devoted wife/sensuous bibi', 18.
21 Nair, 'Uncovering the zenana’, 19.
22 Sen, 'Devoted wife/sensuous bibi’, 12. For a further discussion of sati and Victorian English female

devotion also Sharpe, Allegories of empire.
23 Shampa Roy, '“A miserable sham”, Flora Steel’s short fictions and the question of women’s reform’,

Feminist Review vol.94 (2010), 55-74.
24 Indrani Sen,  Woman and empire. Representations in the writings of British India (New Delhi: Orient

Longman, 2002), 139.
25 Quoted in Philippa Levine, 'Gender, sexuality and empire’, in Philippa Levine (ed.) Gender and empire

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 134-155, 144.
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Significantly, both Judith Walkowitz, in her study on prostitution in Victorian England,

and Philippa Levine argue that the same views of working class women existed in

Britain.26 It can thus be assumed that sexualised images of female workers will have

been  understood  by  the  general  British  public.  This  image  became  particularly

prominent  in  postcards,  while  lantern  shows  hardly  paid  any  attention to  it.  The

educational  form of  the institutionalised lantern  shows did  not  allow for  such  an

exhibition of sexuality.

Magic lanterns: Work, education and civilisation 
In most readings there is at least one slide depicting a woman, and frequently there

are more. If there is only one women portrayed it is often a nautch girl, whom I will

discuss in the next chapter. Many of these women are described in the texts as being

at work, and only a few appear to have been shown on portraits.

The lantern reading Life and views in Kashmir discusses women engaged in their

daily activities. Only once does the title of the slide refer to a woman in the image,

when she is pounding rice.27 The titles of the other slides reveal nothing, but discuss

women in the description. The reading states the women bring their vegetables to

the city, and the slides show their favourite landing place,28 or the women bargaining

at the market.29 The latter is  ‘one of the few opportunities which the photographer

has of obtaining a striking view of native life [because] the women, at other times

super-sensitive to pose, will  act regardless of the presence of the European’.  This

little victory of the photographer allows the spectator a view into the ordinary world

of female Kashmiris, who are described as neither locked up nor in need of education.

W. Yorke provides a sequence of four images of women, and in his descriptions his

Christian outlook is evident. The pounding and hulling of rice as well as the grinding

at the mill  are shown, both occasions for the author to quote from the Bible. He

remarks that one of the women in the first slide must be a Christian because she

26 Levine,  Prostitution, 185; Judith Walkowitz,  Prostitution and Victorian society: Women, class and the
state (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), 14-15.

27 Millais, Life and views in Kashmir, sl.11.
28 Ibid., sl. 10.
29 Ibid., sl. 13.
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wears ‘a tight-fitting white jacket’, according to Yorke not something Hindu women

generally wore.30 He is also quick to state these women are not representative of

beautiful Hindu women, because the upper class ladies rarely go out.31 These two

slides are followed by an image of a Hindu dancing girl, decked out in jewellery. 32 The

author explains most of the dancing girls belong to a temple, and he uses them as a

negative contrast with the other women shown, because of her supposedly immoral

life, something I will return to in the next chapter. The following slide in Yorke ’s series

is  ‘a  better  specimen of  a  respectful  Hindoo lady’ although  she is  ‘not  the  most

beautiful  in  the  world’,  and  wears  more  jewellery  than  Yorke  considers  strictly

necessary.33 Yorke  approves of  the  work  the  women do,  especially  because  of  its

similarities to biblical scenes. He does not, however, approve of their appearances,

even if they are respectful women.

30 Yorke, India, sl. 9, 10, 303-304.
31 Ibid., sl.10., 304
32 Ibid., sl. 11, 304.
33 Ibid., sl. 12, 304.
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Figure 7.1. ‘Sutttee’, Lantern slide, W. Yorke, Lecture on India, slide 26.



The most famous stereotype of the Indian woman comes up in a much later slide

depicting  sati  (Figure  7.1).34 The  text  explains  that  ‘the  widow  is  supposed  to  be

burned with her husband in the funeral pile’. However, ‘thanks to the gospel of Christ

this horrid superstition is being abandoned’, but that does not keep the author from

revelling in the numbers of widows burned together with their shared husband in the

past. He compares sati to the human sacrifices made to the biblical idol Moloch, and

ends by implicating the Indian men who ‘stand around with drawn swords to prevent

her escape or rescue’.35

The drawing depicts a large group of spectators, with the women on the right, and

the men on the left, drawn from the back. At a distance, the sati is seen sitting cross-

legged on the pyre, arms stretched to the sides, palms-up, and surrounded by smoke

curling  upward.  She  does  not  seem  to  suffer,  but  appears  as  if  in  trance  or

meditating.36 Interestingly, the artist might have been inspired as much by a view of

sati  as by his knowledge of paintings of Mary’s assumption into heaven. In these

paintings, Mary is often depicted rising on a cloud with her hands outstretched, while

she hovers slightly above Jesus’ followers, just as the sati is positioned slightly above

the  crowd,  with  her  hands  outstretched.37 This  possible  reference  to  Mary

strengthens the peaceful impression of the image.

The violence Yorke mentioned is found in a few drawn swords, visible on the right

at the front, as well as to the left of the sati. However, they are rather distanced from

the viewer, and do not seem to exert any immediate threats. In the overall picture

their  impact appears rather  limited. This is probably why Yorke drew attention to

them in the first place. All in all it is almost a romantic, narrative picture, where sati is

34 Ibid., sl. 26, 308.
35 The offering of human sacrifices to this deity was expressly forbidden to the Israelites, Leviticus

20:2-5; Jeremiah 32:35. 
36 Catherine  Weinberger-Thomas,  Ashes  of  immortality:  Widow-burning  in  India (Chicago:  Chicago

University  Press,  1999) for an extensive analysis of  instances where women apparently  willingly
performed sati. 

37 See the paintings of Titian, http://www.theguardian.com/books/2012/oct/19/inspiration-testament-
mary-colm-toibin (accessed 7 March 2015) or Francesco Granacci,  

      http://www.settemuse.it/pittori_opere_G/granacci_francesco/granacci_francesco_501_assumption_
of_the_virgin.jpg, (accessed 7 March 2015). Yorke did not make this connection in the text,  as this
could have created positive sentiments concerning sati.
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far less horrific than Yorke described.38 This absence of horror in the image, while

Yorke highlights the sentiment in his text, is similar to the way in which the image

and text concerning Shiva devotees were connected in his reading, as I analysed in

chapter four. The narrativity in the drawings accompanying Yorke’s lecture often give

the impression of a relaxed atmosphere surrounding the event, which forms a stark

contrast with the horrors he described.

The slide after the sati  discusses the god Ganesh who has an elephant head. 39

Yorke explains the god has been unable to marry, but has two concubines. He rather

ironically wonders whether Ganesh will dismiss his two concubines if he ever marries.

What  is  implicit  in  this  remark,  as  well  as  in  the  discussion  of  sati,  is  that  Yorke

considers  the  Indian’s  treatment  of  women  primitive.  Human  sacrifices  and  the

keeping of concubines was something that happened in the times of the Bible, where

it usually was  condemned, but not something which he believed was supposed to

happen in the times of the British empire.40 According to Yorke, it should be replaced

with the morality of the Bible, brought by the British.

Popular lectures, equally a missionary lecture, also showed an image of sati, while

describing its horrors and underscoring that the British Government had abolished

the practice.41 Both Popular lectures and Yorke therefore see a solution to the problem

of sati coming from the British, not from the Indians themselves.

More practically, and as a derivative of colonial and missionary sentiments, these

readings argue it would be beneficial for India as a whole if girls were sent to school.

Yorke  describes  a  mission  school  which  prepares  the  girls  to  become  wives  of

38 I found another slide image on Ebay where the impression of sati as something horrible is much
stronger. In the centre of the drawing the woman is lying on the pyre next to the dead man, while
the fire is burning. A few men surround the pyre and their faces appear very concentrated. Around
the pyre and the  men are  male  spectators.  The  image  was published by Moore,  Bond and Co.,
Chicago.  (http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Glass-Magic-Lantern-Slide-India-Sutti-Burning-Widows-c-
1885-B-W-Antique-/191362966720?pt=Art_Photo_Images&hash=item2c8e1f24c0,  accessed  3
November 2014).

39 Yorke, India, sl. 27, 308-309.
40 King  Solomon  and  his  1000  women,  some  concubines,  some  wives,  provides  the  most  famous

biblical example where having concubines created problems for and eventually brought judgement
down on Solomon. 1 Kings 11:1-8.

41 Popular lectures for the magic lantern, sl.10, 8-9
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missionaries or, if  they do not marry, to become school mistresses. 42 Clearly, once

girls  have attended this  school  there is no going back to their  old life or even of

becoming an ordinary Christian housewife: their calling is the mission. 

The description of the last slide in Popular lectures, an image of a girls’ school in

Calcutta, considers female education ‘a very important work’. Even ‘the natives are

beginning to feel that it is worthwhile to have their girls taught, and in many places

are willing to pay the school fees’. Not only the girls are educated, their mothers also

receive instruction in ‘domestic duties, cleanliness, and order’, as well as in Christian

beliefs.43 By emphasising education in the last slide, a way out of India’s problems is

provided.

The Optical lantern reading joins the chorus of educational benefits, juxtaposing an

image of a dancing girl with ‘a group of high caste girls’, photographed at a school in

Madras ‘instituted by the Maharajah of Vizianagram for the education of caste girls.

This  shows  what  immense  progress  has  been made’.44 For  the  reading,  the  only

problem  remaining  is  child  marriage,  since  most  girls  are  already  married,  even

though  still  young.  The  reading,  published  in  1886,  hoped  ‘as  years  go  on  that

marriage of young children [would] be forbidden by law’.  It would take another five

years before the 1891 law was passed. All these readings convey the message that a

British-based education will bring positive change to the women of India.

John Stoddard, usually equally eloquent in both his praise and denunciation of

India and its population, is uncharacteristically silent on the subject of Indian women.

Apart from having a little rant about the amount of jewellery they wear,  ‘not neat,

but gaudy’, he rather ignores them.45 This comment appears as an aside sandwiched

between a  discussion  of  Ceylonese  native  houses  and Ceylonese  bungalows.  The

photographs accompanying this part are of a Ceylonese family, mostly women and

children.46 The women pictured wear less jewellery than Stoddard would have his

spectators believe. However, not too far from this text are two photographs which

42 Yorke, India., sl. 41, 314.
43 Popular lectures for the magic lantern, sl. 15, 11.
44 Optical lantern readings: Two months in India, slide 9,  13.
45 Stoddard, Lectures, 19, 20.
46 Ibid., 19.
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directly  relate  to  the  argument  about  jewellery.  The  first  is  of  a  girl’s  head  and

shoulders, showing the jewellery she is wearing.47 The second is of an Indian princess’

bejewelled  foot,  because  ‘to  appreciate  the  full  extent  of  an  Indian  women’s

decorations, one must behold her foot’.48 Slightly later in the book, while discussing

the shrines at Elephanta, suddenly a picture of a Hindu dancing girl appears. 49 There

is never any reference to her in the text, making it a mystery why she is shown, unless

the talk of temples is meant to bring dancing girls to mind immediately. 

In the second part of Stoddard’s lectures is a full-page photograph of an ‘open-air

boudoir’, clearly photographed in the not so open-air of a studio.50 It pictures five

women,  most  of  whom  are  involved  in  working  on  their  appearance.  The  last

photograph in the lecture figuring women is of a ‘group of female teachers’.51 Again,

no explanation is given. However, when the pictures are situated in the context of the

two lectures, they might tell the story of Indian women according to Stoddard. The

last picture of the teachers is placed within the long narrative on the beauties of Agra

and especially the Taj Mahal. Thus, while Indian women in general are only interested

in external beauty, there might be redemption when they leave that interest behind

and  let  themselves  be  educated  and  find  inner  beauty,  just  as  the  Taj  Mahal  is

eventually an expression of the inner beauty of love.

Furthermore, returning to James Mill’s axiom that the treatment of women is a

marker of a civilisation, then Shah Jehan’s honourable treatment of his wife resulting

in one of the world’s most iconic buildings, proves that Indian Mughal civilisation had

attained a high level. Consequently, and in line with other colonial writings, Stoddard

argues  that  increasing  female  education  could  also  improve  India’s  civilisation.

Tacitly, he has thus recommended a solution to India’s problems in what is the only

truly visual narrative in his work.

References to and images of milkmaids, coolies or water-carriers are absent in

most of the  lantern lectures as well as in the catalogue of the lantern company York

47 Ibid., 20.
48 Ibid., 21. There is a full-page reproduction in the second lecture, 166.
49 Ibid., 61.
50 Ibid., 191.
51 Ibid., 202.
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and  Sons.  Mackinder  does  mention  women  coolies,  although  they  are  not  the

specified topic of the slide,52 while E.G. Wood, a well-known London-based lantern

manufacturer, did have a slide depicting two fully dressed female coolies with large

reed baskets.53 Neither  of  these makes any reference to the idea of  the  coolie as

sexually available.

However,  in  a  collection  in  the  India  Office  in  the  British  Library  there  is  a

photographic slide made by the British Indian firm Hands and Son titled  ‘an Indian

Venus’, portraying women and girls around a well, carrying pots to get water. 54 In the

slide, one of the girls is closer to the camera than the others. She has a pot on her

head and one in her hand. She is dressed in a skirt and a choli, a short blouse, and has

her head covered with a scarf. The only indication of ‘indecency’ is her skirt which is

pulled up to just below the knees, revealing a good part of her lower legs as well as

her anklets.

The allusion to Venus in the title is probably not accidental as Indian women were

possibly  quite  habitually  referred  to  as  Venus,  if  they  were  considered  sexually

available.  In  his  book  Sahib:  the  British  soldier  in  India,  Richard  Holmes  quotes

extensively from the correspondence of a lieutenant stationed in India during the first

half of the nineteenth century.55 He wrote of the dangers of syphilis that ‘One night

with Venus, [means] six with Mercury’. The latter being the drug used to treat syphilis

at that time. The lieutenant is also not keeping a ‘Sable Venus’, an Indian mistress, to

‘tuck his clothes in at night’, because he does not want mixed children.

In titling the slide  ‘Venus’, a rather innocent picture of women and girls around

the well has been turned into a representation of sexual availability, although there is

nothing in the image to indicate these women were actually sexually available. The

52 Mackinder, India, 46.
53 Found in Carlo Alberto, Minici Zotti (eds) Le lanterne Magiche (Venezia: Cataloghi Marsilio, 1988), 86.
54 I.O. Photo261/294. As stated in chapter two, this slide is part of the personal collection of Fredrick

and Margaret Oertel.  Hands and Son was a commercial company based in Jubbulpore (Jabalpur),
capital of a division of the Central Provinces and home to a large cantonment for British soldiers. At
least fifty of the slides in the Oertel collection, consisting of over 600 slides, were produced by them.

55 Richard Holmes, Sahib: The British soldier in India, 1750–1914 (London: Harper Perennial, 2006), 481-
482. I realise there is quite a time gap between this text and the provenance of the image, but the
overlap appears to indicate the reference to Venus was something that might not have changed
much.
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text almost forces the viewer to push away any thoughts not connected with sex, and

to transplant onto this  picture the idea that lower-class women, especially water-

carriers and coolies, were really only interested in having sex. 

Since Hands and Son were located in India, moreover in Jubbulpore, one of the

British administrative headquarters of the Central Provinces, it is likely their slides

were first of all sold as mementos to Anglo-Indians rather than as representations of

India for use in a reading. For mementos such as these there were probably fewer

inhibitions to what could be shown or collected. Whereas York’s and Wood’s images,

produced in and for a British market, were first of all  a representation of India for

outsiders, resulting in a different mode of address. 

The differences between these slide titles draw attention to the importance of the

probable users in the creation of the slides. What would sell to Anglo-Indians as a

memento was not necessarily what would sell to lecturers of a reading on India’s lack

of civilisation. Anglo-Indians might have been comfortable with the idea of Indian

women as sexually available. However, while in the lantern readings the horrors of

the fakir could be evoked through his almost complete nakedness, sexual innuendo

had to be kept at a distance, since the former confirmed the lack of civilisation, but

the latter could create an attraction which was considered unhealthy (to this latter

issue I will return in the following chapter).

Therefore,  rather  than  including  the  Anglo-Indians’ desire  for  Indian  women,

York’s catalogue and the readings discussed keep any connection with sexuality at

bay and often focus on one of the daily activities women were occupied with. In line

with this denunciation of sexuality, the wearing of jewellery is denounced by many of

the  lantern  lectures,  since  it  is  a  sign  of  attention  to  outward  rather  than  inner

beauty.  Female  education,  together  with  Christianity,  is  seen,  in  typical  colonial

manner, as the solution to the problems of India’s women and implicitly to India’s

problems in general. Only Millais’ reading of Kashmir is sincerely interested in the

activities of women, without adding a civilisational discourse.

In  the  lantern  readings,  not  necessarily  the  slide  images,  sati  marks  the

primitiveness of India and should therefore be conquered by British Christianity, or
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abolished  by  the  British  government.  In  film,  this  primitiveness  is  prominently

depicted,  although  not  through  sati.  The  emphasis  on daily  work and Stoddard’s

interest in women’s appearance also return, but in contrast to the lantern readings

film  does  not  take  frequent  recourse  to  education  or  Christianity  as  a  road  to

civilisation.

Film
‘Sweet idleness’ and work

Women are  less  prominent  in  film descriptions  than men,  but  their  activities  are

mentioned occasionally. A few films have been specifically made to portray India’s

women, and I will discuss these in more detail. The two films I have watched in which

women  are  prominently  shown  were  given  a  general  title  which  claimed  they

portrayed a specific  region of  India (‘La vie aux Indes,  La Bengal’,  and  ‘Types de

l’Inde et Ceylon’, both Eclair 1913).

Most of the film reviews and advertisements narrating scenes with women refer

to them as working. One of the earliest is Urban’s  ‘Women making “chappati” the

bread cake of the people of North India’ in 1903.56 Other descriptions talk of women

grinding or pounding corn,57 washing,58 or  drawing water.59 Occasionally women are

described in more typically male occupations such as mason or street porter.60  

The one exception to the working woman is  found in a  1910 Pathé film titled

‘Women in India’,  which spends over 300 feet just on the  ‘vanity and idleness’ of

Indian women. The description was quoted in the introduction to this chapter. It first

emphasizes the Indian’s women love of jewellery and then asserts that these days a

56 Charles Urban Ltd., List of Urban film subjects (London, 1903), n.1021, 10.
57 Urban advertisement, The Kinematograph 8 June 1911, Supplement, X; Kineto, ‘Ancient Delhi’, The

Kinematograph  26  January 1912,  supplement,  XXXIII;  Ambrosio,  ‘Use and customs of  India’,  The
Bioscope 28 November 1912, Supplement, XXVII.

58 Kinematograph, ‘Calcutta and the river Hooghly’, The Kinematograph, 11 April 1912, Supplement, IX;
Éclair ‘Through South India’, The Bioscope, 6 February 1913, Supplement, XVIII; Éclair, ‘Life in India’,
294; Kinemacolor, ‘Tamil types, Southern India’, MPW, 14 June 1913, vol. 16:1, 1186.

59 Urban, ‘A trip through Ceylon’, MPW 3 December 1910, vol. 7:23, 1307,  Pathé, ‘A day with a Hindoo
family’, MPW 30 August 1913, vol. 17:9, 988, Kinemacolor, ‘Tamil types’, 1186; Pathé ‘Village life in
India’, The Bioscope, 28 August 1913, Supplement, IX. 

60 Éclair, ‘Life in India’, 294.
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widow can become a dancing girl  ‘if she wishes to live after her husband’s death’.

This is a rather positive reference to the fact that many widows had no other option

than  to  go  into  prostitution,  being  left  destitute  by  their  husband’s  family.61

According to the description the women’s devotion to idleness is constrained by her

fulfilment of religious duties. Ultimately, however, the description markets the film as

a pretty picture, more than anything else.

The Bioscope gives more information about what can actually be seen: 

This is an interesting picture showing a day in the life of an Indian woman in
detail  from  her  first  rising  in  the  morning.  We  see  each  part  of  her  toilet
performed, and watch her set forth brilliantly arrayed in a robe of many colours
to  a  pay  a  call.  The  scenes  depicting  worship  in  the  temple  are  extremely
realistic and provide matter of much interest. The colouring, especially of the
interior scenes is very good.62

The commentator from the Moving Picture World was highly impressed with the film: 

The picture depicts with care and detail the life of women in India, producing it
so graphically that everyone who sees it will obtain a clearer understanding of
the conditions existing there. Such films […] are highly instructive and in them
the motion picture performs its most important function, the graphic and easily
comprehended dissemination of accurate information.63 

Neither of the two descriptions questions the reliability of the film or places it in the

context of other films in which Indian women have been shown to be hard working.

Instead they emphasize its  realistic  and accurate aspects.  The term  ‘realistic’ is  a

sparsely used expression of high praise and the word ‘accurate’ is even more rare in

descriptions and reviews of India throughout the catalogues and journals. Both words

imply the pre-existence of an idea of what women’s life in India is like and mirror

what is seen in the film with what they know. 

It  is  telling that  this  is  the only  film of  women which  receives  either  of  these

61 Ratnabali Chatterjee, The queen’s daughters: Prostitutes as an outcast group in colonial India (Bergen:
Chr Michelsen Institute, Department of social science and development, 1992) Report 1992:8.

62 The Bioscope, 26 August 1909, 23.
63 MPW , 22 January 1910, vol.6:4, 92.
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adjectives. For some reason films in which women work are never said to be realistic,

let alone accurate. The correlation between the words ‘realistic’ and ‘accurate’ and

the content of the film highlights the strong hold the idea of Indian women as idle

and vain, but nevertheless religious, had on western minds.

A later Pathé film from 1913,  ‘A day with a Hindu family’ equally concerns itself

mostly with women, although they are not quite as pre-occupied with their toilet.

What is striking here is the contrast between the French and American descriptions

on the one hand and the British description on the other. The French text states  that

the women are shown ‘decorating the doorstep with bizarre figures’.64 According to

Pathé’s description in  Moving Picture World  they draw ‘grotesque figures in the soil

before  their  doors’,65 while  The  Bioscope states  that  ‘the  women  decorate  the

pathway in front of the house with fine patterns traced in whitewash’.66 Whereas the

text in  Moving Picture World thinks the women move like  ‘automatons’ when they

carry the water,  The Bioscope focuses on the idyllic atmosphere with the  ‘old well,

shaded by palms’ and the  ‘women carrying the jars balanced on their heads’.  The

Bioscope also includes the homely detail of a mother giving her son and daughter a

bath,  and  describes  dinner  as  a  picnic  ‘amidst  delightful  surroundings’.  Moving

Picture World does not talk of a bath and only states that  ‘we see them preparing

their favourite dish, curry’. If you did not know these descriptions were discussing the

same film, you would have thought they were talking about separate films.

Interestingly,  the  titles  were  different.  In  Britain,  the  title  was  ‘Village  life  in

Central India’ bringing in a point of view which differs markedly from the French and

American title. In colonial eyes, the Indian village was believed to represent the ‘real’

India and it contrasted positively with the dirty, crowded and dangerous city. 67 The

British title is created to focus on the idyllic and picturesque Indian village life, echoed

in the almost romantic description in  The Bioscope. Outside Britain, the title  ‘A day

with  a  Hindoo  family’ is  meant  to  emphasize  the  ‘Hindoo’ aspect  of  India.  The
64 Pathé  ‘La  journée  d’une  famille  hindoue’,  1913.  http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-

pathe.com/index.php?id=15391,  15  July  2011.  It  states:  ‘[…]  agrémentent  le  seuil  de  dessins
bizarres’. 

65 MPW, 30 August 1913, vol. 17:9, 988.
66 The Bioscope, 28 August 1913, Supplement, IX.
67 Metcalf, Ideologies, 69-71.
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descriptions  appear  to  echo  the  belief  that  Hindus  are  backwards  and  not  quite

civilized. Consequently, it seems,  Moving Picture World’s own comments on the film

are brief and entirely descriptive. There are no enthusiastic adjectives to recommend

the picture.68 Even if  the quality of the film  ‘Women in India’ was higher and the

colouring  better,  it  is  remarkable  that  a  film  showing  women  engaged  in  daily,

mundane tasks does not receive any praise in Moving Picture World. The Bioscope, in

keeping with its positive description, praises it as ‘a very pretty little picture’.69

If and how the change of title influenced the reviewer ’s opinion is hard to assess.

The Bioscope  was not averse to expressing opinions different from the apparently

mainstream, as I have demonstrated before. The Warwick company used the term

‘Hindu’ in a similar way as Pathé in the film  ‘A ramble through a Hindoo village’

made in 1911.70 This indicates there seems no obvious reason why Pathé changed its

title. As I have not been able to find a print, it is unclear if there were intertitles and

what  those  would  have  said.  Consequently,  for  now  these  different  approaches

highlight the diversity in responses to films.

The film descriptions of  ‘Women in India’ and  ‘A day with a Hindu family’ to a

certain extent reflect the two positions from which Indian women could be viewed:

either as idle, but religious, or as almost primitive. In the films I have watched these

two positions can also be found.

The ‘primitiveness’ of India shown through women

In the same year as Pathé produced ‘A day with a Hindoo family’, Éclair made ‘La vie

aux Indes. La Bengale’, of which a print is still available.71 Life in Bengal is first of all

observed through its women, who are the main subject of five of the film ’s seven

scenes.  According  to  the  Dutch  intertitles,  ‘The  Bengalis  are  nomads  and  live  in

camps’.72 A  rather  intriguing  title,  because  Bengalis  were  far  from  nomads.  It

68 MPW, 13 September 1913, vol.17:11, 1175.
69 The Bioscope, 28 August 1913, Supplement, IX.
70 The Bioscope, 22 November 1911, Supplement XXIX.
71 Watched at EYE Film Institute Netherlands.
72 Dutch: ‘De bengalen zijn nomaden en leven in kampen’. I have found the use of the term ‘nomad’

only once more in a description of a Pathé film about Agra, The Bioscope, 14 October 1909, 45. Here
the term has a more or less positive connotation: ‘happy nomads […] letting slip the drowsy hours in
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immediately demotes the Bengalis to a much more primitive stage of life than the

one at which average western spectators would have placed themselves in the early

twentieth century.

The first shot shows women carrying enormous jars. They are certainly not in a

nomadic camp, but stand on a pavement in front of an entrance, marked by two

pillars and potted plants. The next shot moves to a completely different environment

and shows women pounding and winnowing rice or grain. The pounding is done by

two  women  who  rhythmically  beat  the  grains  inside  a  pot  with  large  sticks.  The

following scene also zooms in on the preparation of food. The intertitle states that

‘they also make a sort of maize cake which can be kept for months’.73 The baking is

shown in the second shot following the intertitle,  which shows a woman shaping

chapattis from dough, while another one checks the chapatti baking in the pan.74 A

girl blowing into the fire to keep it going, looks into the camera several times (Figure

7.2). She is so distracted the woman next to her pushes her head back towards the

fire just before the shot is cut. The first shot in the scene shows two women, probably

preparing their spices or mango pickle, in the foreground. In the background are a

man and woman, the man has a jar, while the woman draws water from a well.

delightful indolence’, but in this context still does not appear to have anything to do with a nomadic
life style. However, according to The Kinematograph Weekly this film showed a group of wandering
‘nondescripts’, ‘travel[ling] from town to town like European Gypsies’, who could have been defined
as nomads, 21 October 1909, 1215. The only mention Pathé makes of travellers is in the form of a
camel train, which seems to contradict both of the earlier descriptions as these are traders, clearly
working,  and  probably  in  possession  of  a  home  somewhere.  http://filmographie.fondation-
jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/3293-agra-ville-celebre-du-bengale.

73 Dutch: ‘Zij bakken ook eene soort van maiskoek die maandenlang kan worden bewaard’. 
74 I am not certain if the addition in the intertitle of the fact that the cakes can be kept for months was

meant as another marker of primitivism. It certainly is not correct: chapattis get old rather quickly
and are best eaten as soon as they have been made.
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After a short scene of a school for Hindu boys in the open air – the only reference to

education in all  films watched – a Bengali  wedding is shown, where the intertitle

states the bride is only twelve years old. This highlights not the wedding procession

that follows the intertitle but the Indian custom of child marriage colonial discourses

strongly objected to. The wedding procession is preceded by a drum player,  who

seems rather proud to be filmed, grinning into the camera and taking a pause just

before he moves out of the camera’s view.

This is followed by a very short scene of a male child as hairdresser, also smiling

proudly into the camera, after which the intertitle announces ‘Women and girls are

loaded with jewels, while the richest wear a pearl in their nose’.75 The women shown

are not rich women, since they sit on the floor and have rings rather than pearls in

their  noses.  They  also  wear  necklaces  and  earrings.  They  look  seriously  into  the

camera for virtually the entire shot. Most other women in the film do not wear as

much jewellery and it is therefore quite possible that the women in this scene were

asked to put on their jewellery to display before the camera.

75 Dutch: ‘De vrouwen en meisjes zijn beladen met juwelen en de rijksten dragen eene parel in den
neus’.
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Figure 7.2. Screenshot from ‘La vie aux Indes: La Bengale’, Eclair, 1913, 2.38.51 min (Courtesy
EYE Film Institute Netherlands).



The last  and longest  scene of  the film  ‘The hunt most  prevalent in  British India’

shows women delousing each other.76 The reference is clearly meant ironically as the

hunt most prevalent in India spectators will have been familiar with was the hunt of

large  animals  such  as  tigers.  Thus  while  the  British  hunted the  real  animals,  the

Indians were hunting lice. In the scene, the women are sitting somewhere outside,

dressed  in  torn  clothes,  and  chat  and  laugh  while  occupied  with  their  task.

Sometimes they look into the camera.

Jennifer Peterson has argued that many films end with a ‘sort of emblematic shot

that serves to epitomize the place being documented’.77 I would therefore argue that

in their choice to end the film with women delousing each other, Éclair has chosen to

emphasize the primitiveness of India. This last shot underlines the point Éclair has

made throughout the film: these are an exotic, but primitive people, especially the

women. The text argued the Bengalis have no home and still need to delouse each

other. The images show that the women are not even embarrassed over this and will

conduct their search in full view of the camera. Although not all the images do always

entirely live up to the message of the intertitles, they do show people whose lives are

conducted outside, and in that sense appear homeless, or as nomads. In its review

The Kinematograph Weekly considered it to be an ‘interesting and instructive series’.78

This judgement could be interpreted as a confirmation of Éclair ’s point: instructive

and interesting, but nothing more, because it shows the primitive world of India.

The  fact  that  there  is  no  continuity  at  all  between the  scenes,  underlines  the

filmmakers’ freedom  to  anchor  the  film  as  he  wished.  The  structure  of  the  film

combined  with  the  intertitles  closes  off  almost  any  interpretation  that  does  not

accept the implied primitivity. Nevertheless, for me there is arguably one redeeming

feature in the film: the women’s frequent, unembarrassed looks into the camera. As

often as  not  there  are  no  smiles  in  these  gazes,  but  rather  a  questioning  of  the

camera’s presence or,  perhaps, a wondering when the camera man will  have had

enough of filming and they can return back to normal. Only males who appear to

76 Dutch: ‘De meest voorkomende jacht in Engels Indië’.
77 Peterson, Education in the school of dreams, 18-19.
78 Kinematograph Weekly, 5 June 1913, XI.
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achieve something worthy to be filmed smile into the camera, but there is never this

sense of dignity and pride I found in the image of the group around Shiva discussed in

chapter  three.  All  in  all,  these  looks  are  not  challenging  enough  to  change  the

message the film tries  to bring,  but it  does humanize the people in the film and

brings moments where the pervasiveness of the message is broken. 

Continuing its tour of India, Éclair  also made  ‘Types des Indes et de Ceylon’,79

which according to  The Bioscope was  ‘a comprehensive study of beautiful women,

lovely scenes and some curious types of humanity’.80 This film presents more of a

mixture of male and female activities than the previous film, but its main concern is

still  with women. In one of  the first  scenes it  shows three women posing for the

camera as  ‘inhabitants of Tamul’.81 They do not quite know what to do so talk and

chat shyly, one woman pulls her pallu, the upper end of her sari, in front of her face

for a second. They all look into the camera. 

The intertitle announces the next scene as a female ‘fortune-teller’ who is reading

a  man’s  palm  surrounded  by  spectators.82 As  in  ‘La  Bengale’,  the  last  intertitle

‘Cinghalaise’ introduces  the  longest  scene,  lasting  over  a  minute.83 It  includes  a

number  of  shots  depicting  mainly  women:  women  fetching  water  from  a  well,

women posing and showing their jewellery to the camera, and women sitting around

a male barber. Almost all of these scenes include children, many of whom are fully or

half  naked,  defining the women first  of  all  as  mothers.  While  one  of  the  women

showing her jewellery in close up does not appear to be very comfortable in front of

the camera, the last shot is a close-up of a girl with very large holes in her ears, who

laughs happily at the camera. The film thus ends with childlike, but female innocence

as emblematic of India and Ceylon.

The film is clearly mostly interested in types, as the title already announced, and

79 Watched at EYE, Film Institute Netherlands. Most of the intertitles of the print appear to refer to
Ceylon, but because the title clearly combines the two regions, and the discourse is virtually the
same, I have decided to include the film here. At least half of the original print is missing, the original
was 135 m., the print I watched was 73 m. 

80 The Bioscope, 30 October 1913, Supplement V. 
81 Dutch: ‘Inwoners van Tamoul’.
82 Dutch: ‘Waarzegster’.
83 The entire print at EYE lasts 3.50 minutes.
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most  of  the  women  and  children  pose  in  front  of  the  camera  rather  than  being

engaged in a specific activity.84 As a result there is even less background visible than

in  ‘La  Bengale’.  The  language  of  the  intertitles  is  merely  descriptive  rather  than

disdainful, and the message of primitiveness far less pronounced than in the previous

film, but it does seem to come through in the nakedness of the children. More than in

the film about Bengal, which technically showed mostly ‘views’, this is a film in which

the Indians and Ceylonese perform an ‘act’ in front of the camera. Most of the scenes

have been created by the film makers as they show groups of posing women and

children. Few of the poses are still, allowing the spectator to watch the hustle and

bustle  of  organising the pose,  creating more life,  and less ethnographic precision

than a photograph would have provided.  This movement is equally what makes the

sense of attractional  display in the film even stronger, as the hustle and bustle is

created because of the presence of the camera.

The women shown are meant to be representative of a type and by posing appear

to have no existence beyond their immediate relation with the camera. They seem to

have been denied individuality. Interestingly, this conclusion is partly foreclosed by

the several  close ups of  faces  that  appear throughout  the  film,  which  emphasize

exactly this individuality. The ambiguity these faces, as well  as the gazes into the

camera  evoke, does not however, take the women out of the suggested sphere of

exotic beauty and idleness. 

In  both films the contrast  between ethnographic aims and individuality  of  the

portrayed people  strong parallels  the ethnographic typology of  The people of India,

where precisely  this  contrast  was also apparent.  However,  whereas  The people of

India used  textual  anchorage  to  enforce  the  typology  and  to  convey  an

understanding of where these people were located in the hierarchy of races, the films

were  more  dependent  on the  images.  As  a  consequence  the  primitiveness  to  be

conveyed in the chosen images is at times even more pronounced than in The people

of India.

84 See for a slightly different discussion of this film Peterson,  Education in the school of dreams, 163-
165; and Peterson, '“Truth is stranger than fiction”: Travelogues from the 1910s at the Netherlands
Filmmuseum', in Hertogs and De Klerk, Uncharted Territory, 75-90, 81-84. The well-dressed men she
mentions were most likely servants, rather than officials of high rank.
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Pathé’s  ‘A  woman  in  India’ and  Éclair’s  ‘Types  des  Indes  et  Ceylon’ emphasize

colonial convictions of the Indian woman as idle and vain. Most of the other films,

however, depict and describe the working woman, who was far from idle, but as ‘A

day with a Hindoo family’ describes, busy from morning till evening. 

These  films  thus  add  a  new  theme  to  colonial  representations,  revealing  the

ordinary aspects of a woman’s life in India. Although working, either paid or engaged

in household tasks, and most likely with lower-caste backgrounds, these women are

not depicted as sexually available. Even in  ‘Types des Indes et de Ceylon’ with its

emphasis on the women’s appearance, the presence of children underlines the role

of the woman as a mother rather than a ‘lover’.

What remains problematic is that although the women are shown to be active

rather  than passive,  in  the  films I  have  discussed more extensively  this  is  almost

exclusively framed in a colonial  discourse on the primitiveness of India. Even  The

Bioscope’s description of village life in Central-India is not entirely exempt: the village

might not have been primitive, its old well proves  its age, and implicitly how little has

changed  in  the  life  of  the  village.  The  films  therefore  emphasize  India’s  lack  of

civilisation, without, however, at any moment attempting to look for a way out of

this  primitiveness.  The  producers  made  exotic  primitiveness  one  of  the  main

attractions  of  these  films  and  addressed  in  the  spectators  largely  their  sense  of

superiority.

Postcards 
Primitiveness is less conspicuous in postcards, but the stereotyping becomes possibly

stronger than in film, due to the static nature of the performative space. Postcards

depicting women included the respectable middle-class or upper-class women but

also the supposedly sexually available lower-class women. Discussing these images

of women on postcards, especially the sexualised images, cannot be done without

taking  into  account  Malek  Alloula’s  discussion  of  Algerian  women,  in  which  he

highlights the voyeurism of  the colonialist  spectator.85 However,  as Saloni  Mathur

85 Alloula, The colonial harem.
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perceptively argues:

Alloula reproduces voyeurism as well as creating a highly sexualized model of
colonial  relationships  that  posits  the  Western  male  photographer  as
spectator/violator  and  the  non-Western  woman  as  the  object  of  his
gaze/penetration. […] Alloula’s attempt to  ‘return this massive postcard to its
sender’ is thus ultimately a project of retaliation, and echoes an all too familiar
historical  competition  between  nationalist  and  colonialist  patriarchies.  That
competition leaves no space for the female subject, but instead plays itself out
upon her body.86 

I would like to argue that in India the competition between colonial and nationalist

patriarchal visual representations is obvious in the production of the postcards. In this

competition the  woman is  almost  always objectified  and rarely  allowed to  move

beyond traditional representations. The one counter-point is formed by the drawings

of  M.V.  Dhurandhar,  who  appears  to have  been unwilling to play the patriarchal,

objectifying card.

The  patriarchal  construct  of  the  cards  might  be  shared  by  both  Algerian  and

Indian cards, there is one important difference. India was not a place where women

were frequently portrayed semi-nude, unlike Algeria, sub-Saharan Africa or even East

Asia. Semi-nude or sexually charged images originate more frequently in Ceylon than

in India.87 This does certainly not mean Indian images never had any erotic meaning,

they did, but it was not often expressed through nudity.88

Based  on  their  titles,  the  postcards  can roughly  be  divided in:  women  in  and

around the house; women as workers; and women from a specific caste, regional or

religious background. There are also images of girls being educated; similar to magic

lantern  lectures  many  of  these  were  published  by  missionary  societies.  They  do

participate in the theme of the rescue of women, but as they form a small percentage

of cards with women, and functioned most often as a form of advertisement for the

86 Mathur, India by design, 111. Emphasis mine.
87 It  appears  the  tradition  of  semi-nude  portraits  of  Ceylonese  women  was  already  established  in

earlier photography, see for example Colonial eye, 139,141,144. A further study of this difference is
beyond the scope of this study.

88 Mathur, India by design, 121.
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societies,  their  impact  on the  overall  representation of  women on postcards  was

probably limited.

Images of women in and around the house are quite similar to the images shown

in film.  Sometimes they  are shown cooking or  carrying water.  In  other  cases  the

woman is  ‘chalking the doorstep’ or bathing the baby.89 Grinding corn is the most

popular task women perform on the cards and it encompasses all the ambivalence of

Britain’s view of  India:  at  one and the same  time utterly  exotic  and proof of  the

backwardness of India. I believe this ambivalence equally informs the other postcards

of women working in and around the house. 

There is no sign of primitiveness in the cards depicting women or ‘ladies’ defined

by their religious or regional background. Most of these women just pose, although a

number of images show the women engaged in religious activities such as prayer or

making offerings. The majority of the images show only one woman, but there are

also  cards  depicting a  large  group of  women from a  specific  region,  such  as  the

Punjab or Karnataka. In these latter cards typecasting appears to have been taken to

a new level as the women in the images all look remarkably similar. The aim of these

cards seems to have been to prove how ethnicity is a defining aspect of the way

women look. 

After these more general  remarks on postcards of women I  will  now turn to a

closer  analysis  of  postcards  of  individually  posing  women  as  well  as  women  as

workers  in  order  to  draw  out  the  elements  relating  to  colonial  discourses  and

patriarchism.

Ladies

Some of the women representing a religious or occupational group are defined as

ladies,  others  as  women,  but  they  are  mostly  portrayed  as  respectable,  with  no

attempt being made to play with their clothing.90 The term lady is generally applied

89 The washing of babies can be observed in the film from Walturdaw mentioned in chapter 2, and in
an  earlier  film  from  Hepworth,  Hepworth  Company,  A  selected  catalogue  of  the  best  and  most
interesting “Hepwix” films (London: February 1903), n.619.

90 There are some exceptions where a lady appears to refer to a nautch girl or a prostitute. An example
is the image in Mathur, India by design, 125, fig. 37, which evokes images of a nautch girl rather than
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to women who pose, but is often interchangeable with the term woman and I have

not found a clear division between the two.

It  is  interesting here to make a comparison with cards  depicting women from

Indo-China, which have been studied by Jennifer Yee. She argues these cards ‘set up

the codes of social respectability by echoing the European photographic portrait’ and

this  is  equally  true  for  these  Indian  cards.91 However,  Yee  states,  the  generic

‘stereotypical’ captions on the cards evoke the difference with individual European

portraits  while  the  contrast  between  Indo-China  and  Europe  is  made  even  more

obvious through the use of Indo-Chinese objects, such as a Chinese vase or a carved

box, ultimately ensuring difference over similarity.92

The postcards of the Indian  ‘ladies’ follow the conventions of focusing on type

rather than person, but unlike the pictures of Indo-Chinese ladies, they do not code

difference  between  Britain  and  India  much  in  terms  of  objects. In  many  of  the

pictures hardly  any objects can be seen,  and the ones that are included could be

found  in  English  interiors  as  well,  like  chairs,  tables,  carpets  and  statues.  The

backgrounds used in the picture seem rather at pains not to place these women in an

overtly  Indian setting.  For  indoor  portraits  a  generic  studio  setting is  often used,

sometimes including chairs and carpets, taking care not to indicate Indianness. The

outdoor  settings  or  studio  screens  show  trees  and  stone  pillars,  which  are  not

recognizable as Indian.93

any of the ladies discussed here. There are also images of an Israel lady, lying on a bed, or Parsi lady
leaning  forward  and  staring  dreamily  into  the  distance,  which  appear  to  give  a  different
interpretation of the term lady.

91 Jennifer Yee, 'Recycling the colonial harem? Women in postcards from French Indo-China’, French
cultural studies vol.15:5 (2004), 5-19, 13 (emphasis in original).

92 Ibid., 15.
93 Christopher  Pinney  notes  the  presence  of  ‘decidious  northern  backdrops’ in  many  early

chromolithographs  picturing  Hindu  mythological  scenes produced  in  Calcutta.  According  to  him
these did ‘not simply transcribe the redemptive colonial project’, but ‘could be made to do the work
of  (an Indian) national longing’. Christopher Pinney, 'A secret of their own country: Or, how Indian
nationalism made  itself  irrefutable’, in  Ramaswami,  Beyond appearances?, 113-150,  120-122.  It  is
possible the backdrops performed the same function here, although I am less certain they do so in
the postcards of working women I discuss below.
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The most remarkable example is of a ‘Parsee lady’ standing partially behind a stone

bench,  while  in  the  background  a  house  is  visible  which  could  easily  have  been

situated in England (Figure 7.3). In her hand she holds what could be a carte-de-visite

and even her jewellery is limited to a necklace and a few bracelets. The Parsi lady is

thus  transplanted  to  an  English  environment  and  made  to  look  quite  English,

although she is still recognizable as Indian by her dress. Most of the other ‘ladies’ are

equally recognizable as Indian in dress and appearance, but nothing else betrays their

background. As such they are denied a home, or a place that accords with who they

are. In the most exceptional case their respectability transposes them to an English

setting,  emphasizing the importance of  British influence  in  making these  women

respectable.

While  in  colonial  discourses  the  Parsi  lady  was  included  in  the  general

understanding  that  Parsis  were  rather  Europeanized,  and  therefore  there  was

nothing strange in seeing her outside the house, this was not the case with Hindu

women. The term Hindu includes all ranks of society, but the addition of the term

‘lady’ on  postcards  often  implies  someone  from  a  higher  caste  is  portrayed.
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Figure 7.3. ‘A Parsee Lady’, Postcard, n.p. Printed
in Germany, n.d.



Occasionally, mention is also made of a Brahmin lady, the highest of Hindu castes.

These were the women who in colonial discourses were believed to be hidden away

in a zenana, invisible for anyone but the family. Although it is not known whether all

the women portrayed were actually what the postcard titles stated, the fact that they

are portrayed forms an important addition to the image of Indian women locked up

in the zenana.94

In some ways these cards have a double function: on the one hand they dislocate

the women from their backgrounds, diminishing the Indian aspect of who they are.

On the other they also brought the women out of the house into the light of the

camera  for  all  to  see,  which  was  not  something  colonial  discourses  expected  of

higher class Hindu women. 

Women as workers

Women as paid workers are most frequently shown as  coolies or milk women and

never  portrayed in surroundings that would suggest anything about what kind of

carrying they do, but always situated in a studio space. This immediately creates a

sense of display. Sometimes bushes are placed around them as if they are outside,

and in one case there is even a blue sky with some clouds.95 Many carry a basket,

usually empty, as a symbol of their status as a coolie. Milk women have little jars in

which  they  carry  the  milk.  In  one  of  the  few  images  where  the  coolie  woman is

actually carrying a heavy beam, part of her breast has been exposed, because by

lifting  her  arms  she  has  pulled  away  her  sleeveless  top.96 The  card  consequently

emphasizes the woman’s sexuality as much as her work.

94 One woman in the same image has been titled on three different postcards as respectively: a Hindu
lady, a Bhania lady, which could be considered a sub-group of the Hindu ladies, but even as a Parsi
lady.  Hindu  lady:  http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/INDIA-A-HINDU-LADY-NATIVE-WOMAN-WEARING-
VEIL-EARLY-Q40577-/141126950678?pt=Postcards_US&hash=item20dbd25f16, accessed 3 February
2015);  Bania  lady:  http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/bania-lady.html;  Parsi  lady:
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/INDIA-ETHNIC-GLAMOUR-A-PARSI-LADY-YOUNG-WOMAN-POSES-
SITS-BY-SCREEN-PRINTED-CARD-/391027600706?
pt=UK_Collectables_Postcards_MJ&hash=item5b0b0fad42 (accessed 3 February 2015). 
I have a different image on which the same person is defined as a Hindu woman.

95 For the blue clouds: http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/cooly-woman.html.
96 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/cooly-darjeeling.html.
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Although there is no nudity in most of the other images, the sari is frequently pulled

away from the right breast,  revealing it,  though still  covered by a tight  choli.  The

most artificial case is an image of a milk woman, where most of the sari is green, but

the  part  covering  the  right  breast  is  suddenly  bordeaux  red  (Figure  7.4).  This  is

admittedly the same colour as the lower part of the sari, but the sudden appearance

around the breast is quite unnatural. Another postcard with exactly the same image

does not feel the need for such a trick and depicts the woman fully covered (Figure

7.5). As the showing of the choli does only sparsely occur elsewhere in sexually tinted

cards, it is likely this is a rather oblique reference to the supposed sexual availability

of these women.

Much more striking in this regard is a postcard of a water maid from the studio

Gobindram Oodeyram in Jaipur.97 It shows a woman standing against a nearly empty

97 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/water-maid.html.  For  more  information  on  Gobindram
and Oodeyram’s photographic work, Joachim Bautze, 'Uncredited photographs by Gobindram and
Oodeyram’, Artibus Asiae vol.63:2 (2003), 223-246.
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Left: Figure 7.4. ‘The Milkwoman’. Postcard. Printed in Germany, n.p., n.d.
Right: Figure 7.5. ‘Milk woman’. Postcard. Printed in Germany, n.p., n.d.



background. In her right hand she holds a long rope, necessary for drawing water

from wells. With her left hand she steadies two jars on her head. Her scarf does not

cover  the  breast  on  that  side  and  although  covered  by  a  choli,  the  shape  is

accentuated by two black lines surrounding the breast, another black line crossing

the breast, as well as some jewellery surrounding the lower half of the breast. Her

choli is extremely short and much of her stomach on the left is uncovered. Oodeyram

has taken the oblique references in the previous postcards a step further, and decided

to highlight the outline of  the upper part  of the female’s body to emphasize her

sexuality.

Another photograph from the same studio depicts a ‘Jaipur woman’ lying on her

right side on the floor.98 Although the woman apparently has no occupation, but is

simply meant to represent a women of the city, the card is useful for comparative

purposes. The background is exactly the same as in the previous image. The women’s

scarf has fallen open to the ground leaving much of her belly exposed, although her

left arm is lying over her stomach. She rests her head on her right hand and in doing

so has pulled up her short  choli, so that the beginning of the cleavage at the lower

end of her breasts is visible. She smiles naughtily in the distance. This smile makes

the card very different from the previous one. Nevertheless, the photograph is, unlike

all the others discussed, taken from above and as such still seems to express a certain

possession over the woman. These two cards are among the few that remind me of

Alloula’s Algerian images. They utterly objectify the women and leave no space for

her to be anything but a sexually charged object. Ultimately, most of the postcards of

working women exhibit her at most as a stereotype and frequently also as a sexually

available object, without evincing much interest in her as a person.

Dhurandhar’s impressions

Dhurandhar turns things upside down. His drawing  ‘To the fish market’ portrays a

woman from the back, carrying a basket which for a change is actually filled: with fish

(Figure 7.6). The image is full of implied movement. The background of the image

98 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/woman-jaipur.html.
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depicts a man and a woman walking towards the fisher woman and at the far back

the tower of Crawford market in Bombay can be seen. 
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Above: Figure 7.6.  ‘To the fish market’. Postcard, Universal Postal Union British India. Artist
M.V. Dhurandhar. Posted 8-10-1904.
Below:  Figure 7.7.  ‘Bombay fisher  women’. Postcard,  Thacker  & Co Ltd.  Manufactured in
Great Britain. No 60. n.d.



The woman herself is wearing her sari as Marathi women do, with the front taken up

through the legs, tucked in at the back and revealing long, shapely legs. The sender

of the card notes that ‘if they had to see a woman walking about town like this, she

would  get  locked  up’,  suggesting  Dhurandhar  has  taken  the  sari  further  up  and

tightened it  closer round the buttocks than was the norm. This is confirmed by a

photographic postcard of Bombay fisher women, which shows them with their saris

down to their knees (Figure 7.7). In this postcard the baskets seem once again empty.

There  is  some  background  visible  but  it  is  not  sufficient  to  locate  the  women

convincingly  in  their  surroundings.  The  women  look  towards  the  camera  and

manifest the slight discomfort of people unaccustomed to having their image taken.

Even though they are not utterly objectified their  discomfort prevents them from

being self-assured.

Marathi fisher women usually were Kolis, the original inhabitants of the islands of

Bombay,  considered  low-caste,  and  therefore  not  held  in  high  esteem. 99

Dhurandhar’s fisher woman is seen doing her work but also made to look attractive,

both in colour and in outline. In contrast to the women in the photograph, even seen

from the back she comes across as confident. Denying her a face also denies the

viewer the possibility  to entirely  appropriate the woman:  you can look –  there is

undeniably a voyeuristic element in the long legs and tightly wound sari – but not

have. She walks away, on business.100

Another popular image of a working woman is that of the ayah, the caretaker of

British  children.  Ayahs were  a  source  of  derision  and  desire  among  the  Anglo-

Indians.101 They  often  had  a  closer  relationship  with  the  children  than  their  own

99 S.E. Edwardes, The rise of Bombay: A retrospect (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011, first
published 1902), 27.

100 The impression of business is even stronger in the image he made for the book  Women of India,
http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/dhurandhar/a-fishwife.html.  I  am  not  implying  I  condone
voyeurism, but in this case for me the independence of the woman is stronger than the voyeuristic
element. Another of Dhurandhar’s drawings is more problematic to me. It depicts two women out
for a bath at sea. The breast of one of the women is visible in the centre of the image, as she is
leaning forward without wearing a choli. This appears to be much more a case of peeping into the
private affairs (physically and socially) of two women than the image above.
http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/women-bathing.html.

101 Sen, 'Devoted wife/sensuous bibi’, 5.
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mother had, because she looked after them day and night. At the same time the

belief spread that ayahs should not be trusted as they infected the children with all

things Indian. The erotic tension which might have existed between the ayah as the

often only female servant in the house and the white master was not usually a point

of discussion in colonial literature.102 Neither does this aspect of the ayah’s sexuality

appear frequently in Indian postcards, but interestingly enough it does in Ceylonese

images.103

Moorli Dhur and Sons published a postcard of an ayah standing behind a pram in

which  a  white  doll-like  child  sits,  both  the  ayah and the  child  facing the  camera

(Figure 7.8). The background of the card could easily give the impression the picture

was taken in England: a fence, leafless trees and a house that looks anything but

Indian, with the possible exception of the roof of what might have been a veranda.

Even the dark greyish ‘autumnal’ tones add to this impression. The ayah is closed in

between  the  house,  the  pram  and  the  fence,  making  her  Indian  identity  almost

accidental and harmless between the Englishness of the surroundings.

Although  the  background  to  the  image  could  create  narrativity,  as  in  Moorli

Dhur’s images of male servants, the lack of action or movement in the image of the

ayah contrasts sharply with the images of male servants. The attributes the male

servants  used  enhanced  their  freedom  to  move  and  allowed  them  to  appear

concentrated on their  work.  Instead the  pram locks  the ayah  in,  and inhibits  her

movements, while at the same time the way the pram and the ayah are positioned

does not allow her to focus on anything but the viewer of the postcard.

The contrast  with Dhurandhar’s  ayah could not be greater  (Figure 7.9).  She is

walking along a bright beach in Bombay, and anyone familiar with Bombay would

recognize the curved beach of Chawpatti. The ayah fills up the space of the card and

executes a certain confidence. She is not looking into the direction of the viewer, but

away to where she is pushing the pram.

102 Blunt, 'Imperial geographies’, 432.
103 I found one image of an Indian ‘ayah’ standing in front of a sofa, on which some rumpled draperies

were shown, creating the impression of rumpled sheets on a bed. It is beyond the scope of this work
to  discuss  the  Ceylonese  ayahs any  further,  but  an  example  can  be  found  on
http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/srilanka/ayah.html.
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Above:  Figure 7.8. ‘Ayah (Indian nurse)’, Postcard, Moorli Dhur and Sons, Ambala. Printed in
Germany, n.d.
Below: Figure 7.9.  ‘The ayah’, Postcard, Artist M.V. Dhurandhar, n.p., n.d. (Courtesy Omar
Khan).



Behind the ayah other Indians are sitting or walking on the beach and recognizable

by their dress as from different backgrounds. Of the child in the pram nothing more is

visible than a large white hat, a nose and a chin. This is Indian India, and here the

white child is almost a mere accident, an impression reinforced by the fact that the

ayah is walking on Chawpatti beach, attached to the Indian part of Bombay, rather

than on Marine Drive or Colaba in the English areas.104 

Dhurandhar emphasizes the importance of the ayah and the impossibility of the

viewer to appropriate her as she, like the fisher woman, denies him her gaze. Moorli

Dhur,  on  the  other  hand,  makes  the  ayah face  the  viewer,  while  she  is  almost

overwhelmed by the Englishness of the environment. Moorli Dhur played the colonial

card, in which the ayah’s influence had to be controlled, something he did far less in

his male servant images. Dhurandhar lets her go free. 

As Dhurandhar draws stories in which he lets the  ayah go free, and the fisher

woman walk away, both in their own environments, he makes them active agents in

what  is  happening.  By  choosing  to  draw  surroundings  which  embed  her  in  her

context,  instead of  having a generic  background or  the artificial  background of  a

studio, Dhurandhar also gave these women a place. It  forms an extremely strong

contrast with the passivity and uprootedness that characterizes the other cards of

working women. By giving the women agency Dhurandhar has created personalities

rather  than types and countered some  of  the  stereotyping  so  prevalent  in  many

postcards. His drawings equally show how narrativity enhances the understanding of

the representation, and highlight how an image aiming for stereotypes diminishes

the possibility of such a narrativity. 

The  postcards  of  women  I  have  discussed  show  a  wide  range  of  possible

representations. They add to the general colonial discourses on women by showing

upper-class women outside the zenana as well as women who are working. However,

as with film, this addition was not necessarily entirely positive, as the upper-class

ladies were caste into an English background, while the working women were often

merely depicted as types. In this context the patriarchal approach of Indian postcard

104 Jim Masselos, 'Appropriating urban space: Social constructs of Bombay in the time of the Raj ’, South
Asia: Journal of South Asian Studies vol.14:1 (1991), 33-63, 34-35
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publishers  is  noteworthy.  Goobeydram-Oobindram  assume  full  ownership  of  the

‘Indian  woman’ by  sexualising  and  objectifying  her  more  than  any  of  the  other

postcard publishers. Moorli Dhur, who gave male Anglo-Indian servants dignity and

individuality singularly fails to do so in the case of the equally Anglo-Indian female

servant, the ayah. Dhurandhar’s women are the only ones to escape from the trap of

objectification and to be depicted as personalities.

Conclusion
In this chapter I  have argued that the colonial  understanding of Indian women as

representatives and indicative of India’s lack of civilisation, is mostly mirrored in the

different media, even if the visual tropes of working women and ladies outside of the

zenana are added to the range of representations of Indian women. India’s women

continue to be considered and represented as either primitive or sensual and idle.

However,  the  visual  language  in  which  this  is  expressed  changes  as  the  contrast

between  uncivilized  and  educated,  while  it  remains  of  prime  importance  in  the

lantern lectures,  becomes less  important  in  film and on postcards.  These  turn  to

primitivism in the case of the former, and, frequently, sexual availability in the case of

the latter. Indian postcard publishers participated in this colonial depiction of women,

with the exception of Dhurandhar.

The  concept  of  primitiveness  is  not  very  pronounced  in  most  magic  lantern

readings, although some of the readings’ references to sati  do implicitly take this

aspect of the colonial understanding of India into account. For these readings, the

presence  of  British  civilisation  has  solved  the  issue  of  sati.  Instead,  most  lantern

lectures describe Indian women as working, but they usually highlight what they see

as the problems of the women's idleness, or in other words, their vanity. A solution to

this idleness was to be found in educating the women.

The problem of this supposed idleness had not quite disappeared when film and

postcards came  round,  although  it  is  proclaimed less  loudly  and education is  not

offered as a solution. With education passing from sight, the emphasis on the need to

‘rescue’ the Indian woman also becomes less prominent in film and on postcards,
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although an English environment surrounding  ‘ladies’ in the latter does suggest a

need for English influences.

Remarkably, the near-absence of a ‘rescue-theme’ in film and postcards does not

pave the way for a more positive sentiment to become the dominant motive in these

images, as it did in the case of Muharram and even, to a certain extent, of the fakirs.

Although the images of women engaged in housekeeping add an extra dimension to

the representation of the Indian women, it is not a purely positive addition. Not many

of these images or descriptions appear to attach a sense of devotion as described by

Diver and Steel to the activities of housekeeping, except possibly The Bioscope in its

description of  the village.  Rather  the  films combine  an interest  in  the exotic  and

different  with  an  enunciation  of  primitivism,  which  is  most  pronounced  in  ‘La

Bengal’. 

Even though the gazes into the camera break the textual and visual displays and

lead to a certain ambiguity in these images – perhaps offering a possibility to escape

the primitivism and to accept the images as simply depicting a different way of life –

the overall sense, emphasized by the intertitles, is one of denigration. It is precisely

this denigration which is the reason for the attractional display in these travelogues.

As the films lacked the need for uplifting characteristic for lantern lectures, and in this

case  were  satisfied  with  fortifying  the  spectators’ sense  of  superiority,  the  film

dispositif ultimately does not have to offset the primitivism with any sort of rescue.

With  regards  to  postcards,  the  complicity  of  Indian  publishers  with  colonial

discourses  and  practices  is  noteworthy  and  stands  in  sharp  contrast  to  their

willingness to depict Indian men, be it Anglo-Indian servants or ascetics, differently

from those discourses and practices. Only Dhurandhar, by using the freedom drawing

as a form gave him, did not portray women as (sexualised) stereotypes transported

to an unidentifiable space, but rather as people who were in no need of rescue from,

or possession by anyone.
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8 What’s in a name? Sex workers, nautch girls 

and songstresses

Gauhar Jan (Figure 8.1) was one of India’s first media stars. She was already widely

known as an outstanding singer, or songstress as they were often called, in the 1890s,

but her fame rose to unprecedented heights when she became the first Indian singer

to be recorded on gramophone in the early twentieth century. She made at least two

hundred recordings for  Gramophone,  a  major  record company  based in Calcutta,
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Figure 8.1. ‘Nautch girl’, postcard, n.p., n.d.



besides an unknown number for other companies.1 She could sing in many Indian

languages, from Hindustani and Marathi to Tamil and Pashtun as well as in English.

Her visual image was spread far and wide on postcards, but also on match boxes and

probably other ephemera.2

In the postcard of Figure 8.1 Gauhar is not named, but defined as a nautch girl. The

heart-shaped  box,  a  pan box,  significantly  marks  her  belonging  to  the  Indian

courtesan tradition, which the British had dubbed ‘nautch’ from the Hindi  word for

dance nācāna.3 To them it had become a rather derogative term for all women who

performed as dancers and singers. It also often indicated a woman of ‘loose morals’.4

Both Gauhar’s pensive look away and the books she is leaning on suggest learning

and respectability. Her dress does not evoke any sexual connotations at all. 

The contrast between the implied meaning of the term nautch girl and the image

of  the  famous  songstress  at  first  sight  appears  to  symbolise  the  tension existing

between the understanding of the nautch as a professional dancer or singer, but not

sexually  available  and  the  nautch  as  a  prostitute.  It  is  this  tension  between  the

representation of sexually available women and artists which will be explored in the

representations of this chapter.

In magic lantern lectures and film the nautch is discussed as a dancer,  but her

sexuality is almost always a point worth mentioning or alluding to. Among postcards

a greater diversity can be found. There are postcards portraying the nautch girl as a

dancer without an obvious sexual message; there are those that openly in text, and

sometimes in image,  emphasize a sexual  message with or  even,  and more often,

1 The Record News,  The Journal of the Society of Indian Record Collectors  (2006), 6. Vikram Sampath,
My name is Gauhar Jaan! The life and times of a musician (New Delhi: Rupa Publications, 2010), 235-
259.

2 The image of a matchbox can be found in the Priya Paul Collection, of which a digital copy is held at
Heidelberg University. Sampath, My name is Gauhar Jaan!, coloured illustrations between page 130
and 131.

3 Pan is a South Asian stimulant made of betel leaves combined with areca nut and spices. They are
made in a wide variety of flavours, and the box was used to store the ingredients for the preparation
of the pan.

4 Joachim  K.  Bautze,  ‘The  bayadere and  their  photographs  in  the  collection  of  the  ethnological
museum of the national museums in Berlin’, in Derenthal, Gadebusch and Specht, The colonial eye,
38-45, 39; Jeffrey L. Spear and Avanthi Meduri,  ‘Knowing the dancer: East meets West’, Victorian
Literature and Culture vol.32:2 (2004), 435-448, 438.
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without the nautch girl. At the other end of the spectrum, there are images of famous

singers or courtesans, not dancing, but posing in a studio. Sometimes the title gives

their name and town, taking them out of an anonymity everyone, except rajahs and

princes, was reduced to on Indian postcards. 

To a certain extent the nautch girl was as representative of the female gender in

India, as the fakir was for the male gender in colonial discourses and practices. I will

therefore regularly compare their representations in the media. 

The  understanding  of  nautch  girls  and  prostitutes  was  not  only  influenced  by

conditions in  India,  but  also  by  the  understanding  of  dancers  and nautch  girls  in

Europe. These aspects will be analysed before discussing the representations.

British soldiers and the nautch girl
The magic lantern lectures and films give a good insight into how the image of the

nautch girl was spread abroad. The postcards were undoubtedly also sent abroad, or

even  for  sale  outside  India,  but  the  British  army  as  a  potential  market  for  these

postcards in India should not be underestimated. As mentioned in chapter 2, soldiers

formed a large part of the non-Indian male population. If John White ’s collection is

anything to go by, nautch girls and other sexually appealing women could constitute

a significant part of the collection of soldiers. In White’s collection over seventy cards

have  people  as  its  central  object,  over  forty  of  these  are  of  women.  The  great

majority of these cards, over thirty, are of sexually inviting women, nautch girls or

singers.

The  relationship British soldiers  had with Indian women is  probably central  to

their appearance in postcard collections. Most soldiers were on six year contracts,

and not allowed to marry during this time.5 The pay for soldiers, and even for lower-

ranking officials in the Civil Service, was not sufficient to be able to afford a wife and

the number of servants he was then expected to keep.6 This led to the presence of a

large  number of  single,  often young,  English men in India,  who,  especially  in  the

5 Philippa Levine, Prostitution, 269.
6 Ballhatchet, Race, sex and class under the Raj (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1980), 2,3. 
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army, frequently had little to do.7

There was never any doubt in the British Indian administration that these men,

especially those from the lower classes,  needed to be able to release their  sexual

energies.8 Consequently,  British soldiers were (quietly)  encouraged to visit  the  ‘lal

bazaar’ or red light district in their cantonments.9 Prostitution thus became a central

element  in  the  soldier’s  experience  of  India.10 As  contact  with  Indians  was

discouraged,  interactions  with  Indian  women  were  often  the  closest  the  soldiers

came to getting to know Indians. In this context it would not be surprising if pictures

of nautch girls or sexually attractive women were often purchased by British soldiers.

The term  ‘nautch girls’ was used to describe two overlapping groups, although

often sharply  distinguished in colonial  discourses and practices:  the courtesans of

Northern India and the temple-dancers or courtesans of Southern India. In Northern

India,  during  the  Mughal  period,  courtesans  upheld  the  courtly  traditions  of  art,

music and dance.11 A major  aspect of their  work was the giving of performances,

either at the courts or in their own homes. Sexual services were at times provided,

but selectively.12 In the earlier part of the nineteenth century, the British had regularly

been invited to watch these performances and had at times been impressed, at times

7 Ibid., 66.
8 Levine, Prostitution, 197, 198, 263-267. Higher class men were believed to be able to exercise more

self-control.  Levine  complicates  this  understanding of  sexuality by emphasizing the cultural  and
social  dimensions of  sexual convictions and behaviour.  While  British soldiers  ‘were meant’ to be
visiting prostitutes,  Indian men’s visits to prostitutes were, on the other hand  ‘evidence of their
inherent disgustingness’, ibid.

9 Erica Wald,  ‘From  begums and  bibis to abandoned females and idle women: Sexual relationships,
venereal  disease  and  the  redefinition  of  prostitution  in  early  nineteenth-century  India ’, Indian
Economic and Social History Review vol.46:1 (2009), 5-25, 12,13.

10 Levine argues the supposed sexual needs of the soldiers were not the only reason for the importance
of prostitution. Visiting a prostitute was more than an individual activity, it was something organised
and executed by a group of men as part of their group identity.  Levine writes: ‘Drawing, ironically,
on long-standing images of male behaviour, soldiers made whoring and drinking part of their manly
code,  part of the culture associated with soldiering not as a colonial enterprise per se,  but as a
working-class male occupation’. Prostitution, 277.

11 There are a number of words in northern India that reflect the meaning of courtesan: bais, baijis and
tawayefs/tawa’if. Amlan Das Gupta, ‘Women and music: The case of Northern India’, in Bharati Ray
(ed.) Women of India, colonial and postcolonial periods (New Delhi: Sage, 2005), 454-484, 454.

12 According  to  Veena  Talwar  Oldenburg  the  household  establishments  of  courtesans  often  also
included women with  ‘a less remarkable appearance and talent’ who were more fully engaged in
providing  sexual  services.  Veena  Talwar  Oldenburg,  ‘Lifestyle  as  resistance:  The  case  of  the
courtesans of Lucknow, India’, Feminist Studies vol.16:2 (1990), 257-289, 264.
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bored.13 With  the  loss  of  power,  influence  and  wealth  of  the  princely  courts  the

courtesans fell on hard times.14 In an attempt to continue their singing and dancing

practice they often moved to Calcutta or Bombay where they could be supported by

affluent businessmen and possibly receive some degree of political patronage. 15 Here

they were among the first to make use of the introduction of the gramophone and

record  companies  recorded  them  from  1902  onwards.  A  number  of  these

songstresses became very famous, first of all Gauhar Jan, but also, for example, Miss

Nazirjan of Allahabad. Male Indian singers at this time recorded less often and were

also less popular.16

Dancers in Southern India performed a very similar role to the courtesans in the

North,  but  were  frequently  attached  to  a  temple.  In  colonial  discourses  this

connection  to  the  temple  became  central,  obscuring  the  role  courtesans  and

performers  played  at  courts  and  in  Southern  Indian  society  in  general. 17 Girls

dedicated to the temple would be trained in dancing and arts, but also learn how to

look  after  the  house  of  the  deity.  After  completing  her  training,  a  dancer  would

ceremonially be attached to the temple as the god’s concubine, limiting her personal

and legal  rights,  while  ensuring  she  was economically  and sexually  bound to  the

temple  and its  locality.18 Many  of  the  dances performed,  both religious and non-

religious,  had  a  highly  erotic  content  and  it  was  here  that  the  British  showed

themselves  incapable  of  distinguishing  the  performer  and  the  personality. 19 They

could  not  believe  that  someone  who  performed  eroticized  dances  was  not  a

prostitute. By the 1890s, many Indians had come to believe the same and a strong

Indian-led anti-nautch movement began to spread throughout Southern India.20

13 Wald, ‘From begums to bibis’, 19; Metcalf, Ideologies, 101,102.
14 Wald, ‘From begums to bibis’, 17.
15 Das Gupta, ‘Women and music’, 456, 457.
16 Ibid., 466-469.
17 Davesh  Soneji,  Unfinished  gestures:  Devadasis,  memory  and  modernity  in  South  India  (Chicago:

Chicago University Press, 2012), 6-10. 
18 Ibid., 40-42.
19 Spear and Meduri, ‘Knowing the dancer’, 437.
20 Ibid., 439.
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European dancers and nautch girls 
Significantly, this understanding of female dancers as prostitutes was not limited to

Indian dancers, but was equally part of the understanding of ballet dancers in music-

halls in England and much of Europe, where male dancers were virtually non-existent

at this time.21 Although the dancers tried to convince the public of their decency, for

many people it was impossible to believe that the sensuality expressed on stage did

not extend to life off stage. As Cheryl Wilson has argued, in a world where the most

common dance was the ballroom dance in which one man and one woman danced

together, the appearance of women dancing alone could also be seen as a threat to

male power and dominance. It  made the appeal and fear of their sexuality all  the

greater.22 When non-European women performed both the attraction and fear were

heightened: there was the added attraction of the exotic, and an added fear of the

collapsing of race boundaries.23

The popularity of dance in music halls made its way into early film, where dance

was  one  of  the  more  fashionable  genres:  as  much  as  half  of  Gaumont’s  early

production ‘was given over to dance films’.24 According to Tom Gunning these dances

could be divided into two groups. The first were ethnic dances from regions all over

the  world.  The  second  were  theatrical  performance  dances  based  on  what  was

already provided at music halls.25 In  the 1910s,  a virtual  dance craze broke out in

much of Europe and America, bringing extensive dance sequences into fiction films. 26

While many of these films, like the dance performances, highlighted the attraction of

the female body, in the theatrical performance dance films and in fiction films, the

21 Alexandra  Carter,  Dance  and  dancers  in  the  Victorian  and  Edwardian  music  hall  ballet  (London:
Ashgate Publishing, 2005).

22 Cheryl A. Wilson, ‘“A Dream of motion”: Global dance in Victorian literature and culture’, Nineteenth-
Century Contexts: an Interdisciplinary Journal vol.34:4 (2012), 341-357.

23 Metcalf,  Ideologies, 102, mentions when British critics compared ballet dancers and devadasis, the
British Indian authorities argued that while some ballet dancers managed to ‘preserve their virtue’,
devadasis were for once and for all attached to a temple as prostitutes.

24 Richard Abel,  The cine goes to town:  French cinema 1896–1914 (Berkeley: University of  California
Press, 1994), 78

25 Gunning, ‘Dance’, in Abel, Encyclopedia, 163,164.
26 Kristina Köhler,  ‘Tango mad and affected by cinematographitis:  Rhythmic “contagions” between

screen and audiences in the 1910s’, in Kaveh Askari et al. (eds)  Performing new media, 1890–1915
(New Barnet: John Libbey Publishing, 2014), 203-213.
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quality of the dance was part of  the attraction.  For early ethnic dance films,  less

information appears available, and this chapter will partially be devoted to filling in

some of that gap.27

Before  film  brought  Indian  dancers  to  Europe,  they  had  become  well-known

primarily through opera and literature but also through a few abortive visits from

Indian dancers. The first female Indian dancers visited Paris and London in 1838. 28 In

London, following the French, they were defined as ‘bayadères’ rather than nautch

girls to increase their respectability. Initially their performances were received with

approval, but once the novelty faded, their popularity diminished.

Subsequently, it was left to European impersonators to recreate the image of the

nautch  girl  on  stage.  The  French  opera  particularly  developed  a  tradition  of

portraying bayadères. In most of these operas the woman, after she had taken on

marriage, would ultimately end up as a sati and usually be saved from the fire at the

last minute.29 The underlying principle of these operas was a belief in a  ‘feminine

desire  based  on  the  idea  of  self-sacrifice’:  only  through  fire  could  love  truly  be

‘consumed’.30

In Britain such an extensive tradition of nautch girls in opera did not exist,  but

there  is  one  famous  example  of  her  presence  in  the  operetta  ‘The  Nautch  girl’,

staged in the Savoy Theatre in 1891. In this opera, the nautch girl called Beebee was

in reality a Brahmin lady,  who had fallen on hard times.  She was the leader of  a

company  of  nautch  girls,  who  travelled  overseas  to  perform.  Throughout  the

27 Both Karen Beckstein and Alison Griffiths have discussed native American snake dances, but do not
specifically  discuss  the  quality  of  dances.  Karen  Beckstein,  ‘Edison’s  “native”  dance:  The
representation of native American performance in early cinema’, in Dupré la Tour, Gaudreault, and
Pearson, Cinema at the turn of the century, 305-313; Griffiths, Wondrous difference, 174-184.

28 Joep Bor,  ‘Mamia, Ammani, and other  bayadères: Europe’s portrayal of India’s temple dancers’, in
Martin Clayton and Bennett Zon (eds) Music and Orientalism in the British Empire (London: Ashgate:
2007),  39-70,  64-65.  For  the USA Priya  Srinivasan has shown how the sight  of  a  truly dark  skin
combined  with  a  perceived  lack  of  eroticism  brought  the  first  Indian  dance  performances  to  a
premature end in 1881. ‘The Nautch women dancers of the 1880s: Corporeality, US Orientalism, and
anti-Asian immigration laws’, Women and Performance: a Journal of Feminist Theory vol.19:1 (2009),
3-22.

29 Jackie  Assayag,  ‘L’aventurier  divin  et  la  bayadère  immoleé.  L’Inde  dans  l’opera’, in  Catherine
Weinberger-Thomas (ed.)  L’Inde et l’imaginaire/India in the Western imagination (Paris: Collections
Purusartha, Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, 1988), 197-227.

30 Ibid., 220.
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operetta  it  was  made  abundantly  clear  ‘that  nautch  girls  were  nothing  short  of

harlots’.31 They  sold  their  sexuality  and  exploited  the  desires  of  the  men  around

them.32 Beebee,  as  a  proper  Brahmin lady,  eventually  managed  to  leave  this  life

behind to marry the son of  a Raja who had fallen in love with her.  Although her

situation was not as desperate as the French bayadères, the nautch girl in this play

equally needed saving from her fate.

In British novels from female authors,  the nautch girl  or  courtesan is  the only

female character who sometimes acts as a focus of ‘desire’ for the English women.33

Nautch girls appear to have a freedom and independence almost entirely lacking in

the lives of ‘domesticated’ English women. By aligning themselves with the nautch,

either in thought only (Steel’s Voices in the night), in acting (Steel’s On the face of the

water), or in becoming a nautch (Perrin’s The woman in the bazaar), English women

could  escape  the  binds  of  the  imperial  household.  In  French  novels  about  India,

usually  written  by  male  authors,  the  nautch  girl  represents  an  India  to  be

(re)conquered, after she has seduced the male French author with her dance. 34 Even

if she is a ‘focus of desire’ for these French authors, it is a desire to dominate rather

than for the freedom of the nautch girl.

Photographic images available of courtesans before the arrival of the postcard do

not  in  any  way  endorse  the  French  desire  for  domination.  Although  evidence  is

limited,  an  entire  album  dedicated  to  courtesans  from  1874  provides  valuable

information on how they were portrayed.35 The album was created by Abbas Ali in

Lucknow and documented the courtesans who had belonged to the Awadhi court

31 William L. Hicks.  Social discourse in the Savoy Theatre’s productions of The Nautch Girl  (1891) and
Utopia Limited (1893): Exoticism and Victorian self-reflection (Master thesis), 40, 41

     http://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc4321/m1/, accessed 3 March 2015).
32 Ibid., 42.
33 Jagpal, ‘Going nautch girl’, deals with the following and other examples.
34 Dhana  Underwood,  ‘La  bayadère:  La  femme  répresentée  et  la  femme  réprésentante  de  l’Inde

coloniale de XIXe siècle’, International Journal of French Studies vol.5:2 (2002), 85-94. See also: Ian H.
Magedera and Dhana Underwood,  ‘Déesse sexualisée et/ou victime? La femme hindoue entre les
colonialismes anglais et français en Inde’,  International Journal of French Studies vol.4:2 (2001), 85-
96.

35 Joachim  Bautze,  ‘“The  inevitable  nautch girl”...  On the  iconography of  a  very  particular  kind of
woman in 19th century British India’, Journal of Bengal Arts vol.9-10 (2004-2005), 187-246, 190. The
article focuses on photographs of nautch girls and discusses postcards more as a side effect of these
photographs.
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before the 1857 uprising.36 In these photographs the women were ‘often depicted in

the same way as the most respected members of society’.37 The occupation and high

status of the women is indicated through the presence of items such as a footstool, a

hookah (waterpipe) or a pan box.38 Their expression is often one of confidence.39

Among postcards there is a certain type that continues the visual language begun

in  Lucknow.  However,  the  confidence  and  high  status  of  the  nautch  girls  is  not

something either the magic lantern shows or the films were at all interested in, as

their  concerns  lay  with  very  different  perceptions  of  the  nautch  girl,  closely

connected to the understanding of the dancer as sexually available.

Magic lanterns: Nautch girls as ‘amusements’ 
The nautch girl does make a frequent appearance in lantern readings, although not

as often as her male counterpart in colonial discourses, the fakir. In the short lantern

lecture  Our colonies the nautch girl is the sole representative of Indian women.  The

slide combines a picture of Raphael Tuck’s snake-charmers, apparently representing

the  male  gender  in  India,  with  that  of  the  nautch  girl  (Figure  8.2). 40 The  snake-

charmers have been reduced to a rather tiny square at the top, while the centre has

been taken over by the nautch girl and her companions. It shows one woman without

much jewellery absorbed in her dancing, looking at the floor, not the spectators. A

number of other women are standing and sitting around her. One male musician with

a drum is standing to the left. The image easily creates a narrativity through which

the performance of a nautch girl becomes more accessible.

36 See  for  examples  of  the  photographs:  http://www.tasveerjournal.com/the-beauties-of-lucknow/,
accessed 3 March 2015.

37 Bautze, ‘Bayadère’, 42.
38 Ibid., 40.
39 In  ‘The inevitable nautch girl’, Bautze comments repeatedly on the confident pose of many of the

women portrayed.
40 This image of snake-charmers was quite popular as a postcard.
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Above: Figure 8.2.  ‘Snake-charmers – Nautch girls’, Lantern slide  Our colonies, chapter IV:
India, slide 30.
Below: Figure 8.3. ‘Nautch girl’, Lantern slide Route to India, slide 37.



In the text the roles are reversed as the nautch girl is squeezed in between the snake-

charmers and Indian acrobats, the latter not shown on the slide. Whereas ‘wonderful

stories are told’ of  the snake-charmers and the jugglers  ‘are famous and perform

marvellous tricks’, the nautch girl is merely ‘another amusement’ often attached to

the  princely  courts.41 The  contrast  between image  and text  is  rather  striking and

seems to suggest that while the nautch girl is an amusement one should not really

praise or discuss, as an image she is attractive to watch. The text consequently tries

to tone down and divert the interest the image evokes.

The  other  slide  I  have  found,  is  a,  in  my  eyes,  rather  attractive  image  of  a

courtesan, part of the Prince of Wales reading and titled ‘Nautch girl’ (Figure 8.3).42 It

is again the only representation of an Indian woman in the reading. In comparison to

the previous slide (Figure 8.2) this image does not show much about the dances the

nautches  performed.  For  those  with  knowledge  of  courtesans  the  ring  on  the

woman’s left thumb would have indicated her courtesan’s status. It has a small mirror

and was probably used to  ‘control her appearance during the performance’.43 She

wears  jewellery,  but  the brightly  coloured sari  draws much  more attention by  its

radiant pink and blue, bordered with black and gold.

Nevertheless,  the  image  implicitly  appears  to  refer  to  the  supposedly  sexual

aspects of her work, mostly through the presence of a ‘bed’. The woman’s right hand

rests on the bed, while she has placed her left hand over her stomach. It is the only

image I have seen so far, of a woman standing against a bed or in this position. It

creates the impression she is  somehow resisting the camera,  however gentle  the

expression on her face. She looks to the side of the camera and it is almost as if she is

does not approve of any easy connection between herself and the bed. Her hand and

her gaze assert her presence and oppose any easy objectification.

The text in  The Prince of  Wales  reading does not refer to the image at all,  and

hardly  to  nautch  performances  in  general.  It  merely  states  that  a nautch’s

performance ‘tires the European quickly’ while ‘Hindoos’, on the other hand, ‘will sit

41 Our colonies, slide 30.
42 As discussed in chapter two, the readings Prince of Wales and Route to India were the same.
43 Bautze, ‘Bayadère’, 42.
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for  hours  gazing  upon  this  dreamy  and  monotonous  exhibition’.44 The  reading

actually  attempts  to  take  away  attention  from  the  image  by  talking  about  the

circumstances  surrounding  the  performances.  According  to  the  text,  a  nautch

performance is to be seen as an opportunity to gain entry into a rich Indian’s house.

An  explanation  is  also  given  on  how  the  court  of  the  house  is  turned  into  a

performance  space,  but  no  word  on  the  nautch’s  background.  Even  the  invisible

laughing and giggling women on the gallery are more worthy of attention in the text

than the nautch dancer in the image.45 Again, as in the reading from Our Colonies, the

text aims to undermine the attraction of the image by mostly ignoring it.

The  Optical  Lantern  Reading:  Two  months  in  India completely  agrees  with  the

Prince of Wales’ description of the dance as monotonous in its discussion of a ‘Hindu

dancing  girl’ in  Madras.46 However,  as  it  is  not  the  only  image  of  women in  the

reading, it then diverts from the readings discussed above. It continues describing

the musicians accompanying the dancers as ‘mak[ing] a tremendous noise’, but by

far the most attention is given to the appearance of the girls.  ‘[T]hey are very gaily

attired in the richest silk with gold embroideries, and the amount of jewellery they

dispose  over  their  body  is  something  astonishing’.  This  is  followed  by  an  exact

description of the jewellery they supposedly wear.47

According  to  Two  months  in  India, the  ‘dancing  girl’ was  ‘attached  to  Hindu

temples’ where they had been ‘dedicated from childhood to unchastity by religious

sanction’.  Nevertheless,  ‘they generally show in public a modesty and decency in

their demeanour which could scarcely be expected from their profession’.48 A further

comment to the effect that ‘a Nautch’ is part of all the ‘principal religious feasts’,49

makes the equation of the term nautch with both temple-dancer and prostitution in

this text unmistakable. The contrast with the subject of the next slide, high caste girls

44 Gore, Prince of Wales, sl. 37, 231. A similar judgment can already be found in a book from 1832, where
it is  said that  ‘Europeans […] find their  dance insipid and dull’. Twenty four  plates illustrative of
Hindoo and European manners in Bengal. Drawn on stone by A. Cohn from sketches by Mrs Belnos (1st

ed.1832) (Calcutta: Riddhi India, 1979), n.p. See also Bautze, ‘The inevitable nautch girl’.
45 Gore, Prince of Wales, 231, sl.37
46 Optical Lantern Readings: Two months in India, slide 8, 11-13.
47 Ibid., 12.
48 Ibid., 13.
49 Ibid., 12,13.
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being  educated and therefore  rescued from  the  lot  of  the  temple  dancer  by  the

influence of British civilisation, is thus made all the stronger.

Yorke’s reading,  in  which the nautch girl  is one of four  women shown, evokes

much the same sentiment, although he is more judgemental than the others. He first

describes the temple-dancer’s jewellery at length, clearly implying it is overdone. He

then states that all temple-dancers are ‘bad characters’, and believes it is ‘a disgrace

to Hinduism’,  ‘that they make the servants of sin the handmaids of its temples and

gods’.50 Once again applying biblical  terminology,  Yorke makes clear he could not

condone sexuality as an aspect of religious rituals.

Overall,  the  readings  reveal  two  different  roles  which  can  be  assigned  to  the

nautch girl within a lantern lecture. In Our Colonies and The Prince of Wales, where the

nautch  girl  is  the  only  representative  of  India’s  women,  she  is  not  often  openly

judged, but neither is she appreciated. In  Two months in India  and Yorke’s lantern

reading,  where  she  shares  the lantern  lecture  with  other  women,  the nautch  girl

becomes the representative of the  ‘bad’ woman, who lives in  ‘sin’. The images do

not necessarily endorse these texts fully, but create more space for the agency of the

courtesan. In the first slide the woman is absorbed in her dance, and does not engage

with the spectators in  any way. In  the second image there is  a certain  ‘negative’

agency  where  the  courtesan  appears  to  defend  herself  against  accusations  of

prostitution.

In contrast to the discussion of fakirs in lantern lectures in chapter five, where the

text  attempted  to  increase  the  horrors  of  the  often  rather  neutral  image,  here

attractive  images  have  to  be  contained  by  the  text.  This  containment  naturally

includes any sexual  appeal,  which is  achieved by either  describing the women as

having loose morals or by ignoring the charm of the image. In contrast, in film it is

exactly  the supposed sexuality  of  the nautch girl  which is  central  to  much of  her

representation.

50 Yorke, India, slide 11, 304.
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Film: Closing images of ‘lascivious grace’?
Dancing  women  are  regularly  portrayed  in  film  and  descriptions  range  from  a

Southern Tamil dancing girl in a Kineto film,51 to Northern Kashmiri dancing girls52

and the generic nautch girl  in Pathé, Gaumont and Éclair films.53 No judgement is

passed on the nautch girl in any of the descriptions. In all these films, the dance scene

is the last in a longer film, except in the case of the earlier Gaumont film which was

made when most films consisted of a single scene. The Tamil woman finishes the film

‘with a graceful dance’. The Kashmiri dancing girls just  ‘close the film’. In Pathé’s

film which is touring the town of Villenour, after viewing some characteristic sights

‘we penetrate into a native interior [house], where we are entertained by a party of

Hindu nautch girls’, bringing the description and probably the film to an end.54

There seems to be something to the dancing woman that makes her an apt choice

to end a film. This already distinguishes the films from the magic lantern shows,

where an image of a nautch girl would never have been the final image left to linger

in  the  spectator’s  mind as  she  could  not  prove  Britain’s  benevolent  influence  on

India.  When Peterson argued that the last  shot in  a  film was emblematic  for  the

places  being  documented  (see  previous  chapter),  she  also  stated  that  women,

preferably smiling, were emblematic of the  ‘beckoning’ of  ‘something beautiful’.55

Representations of nautch girls move beyond the beckoning of something merely

beautiful,  as  sexuality  is  inextricably  bound  up  with  their  image,  and  they  are

therefore a possible threat. While the texts describing the films do not hint at this

ambivalence at all, it is rather poignant in two prints  analysed below (‘Merveilles de

l’Hindustan’, Eclair 1914 and ‘Dans l’état du Cashmire’, Pathé 1914). 

51 The Bioscope,  3 November 1910,  27.  This is  an Urban film titled  ‘Madras’.  The Tamil  dancer had
already appeared in Urban’s 1904 catalogue where she was the finishing shot in a film called ‘Indian
fakir and devil dance’, Charles Urban Ltd, List of Urban film subjects, Supplement 1 (London, 1904),1,
27.

52 The Bioscope, 11 June 1914, Supplement XIII.
53 Pathé Weekly Bulletin, 27 August 1914, 13; L. Gaumont and Co., Catalogue (London, 1903), n.75B.
54 Pathe Weekly Bulletin,  27 August 1914, 13. The text is  an almost literal  translation of the French

original, which can be found at http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?
id=16278, 5 May 2015.  This also explains the slightly awkward formulation of  ‘penetrating into a
native interior’ which simply means entering a house.

55 Peterson, Education in the school of dreams, 19.
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In  ‘Merveilles  de  l’Hindustan’ by  Éclair,  a  nautch  girl  can  be  seen  dancing,

accompanied  by  a  musician.56 It  is  an  evident  example  of  an  act  of  attractional

display.  The  nautch  girl  is  dressed  like  a  typical  courtesan  and  in  a  close  up  her

nosering, earrings,  jewellery decorating her forehead,  as well  as her  bracelets are

shown.  She  looks  frequently  into  the  camera  and even starts  laughing when she

blows hand kisses in its direction. Blowing hand kisses was not part of Indian dance

sequences, so it is likely the filmmaker or cameraman suggested this gesture to her.

The film appears to have been a typical travelogue as the scene preceding the nautch

girl  showed monkeys, while she is succeeded by a shot of the entrance to the Taj

Mahal. She, rather than a woman busy with a household task, is one of the typical

attractions – merveilles – of India.

The dancing is not even of the greatest interest in the film: the spectator cannot

hear the music she is dancing to, and therefore cannot make sense of the few circles

she turns.57 It  is the nautch as a  ‘sexually charged’ dancing female who is put on

display as an Indian attraction. Her hand-kisses and smiles facilitate interaction with

the audience, even if mediated through a screen. As the hand-kisses were probably a

gesture familiar to the audience from dancers in Europe, it created opportunities for

a response. At the same time she laughs about what she is doing, rather than laugh in

tune with her actions, and therefore it is very clear this is not the same as a dance

sequence  in  a  music  hall.  Her  laughs  consequently  ultimately  undermine  the

theatrical implications of the hand-kisses.

The  second  film,  ‘Dans  l’état  du  Cashmire’ shows  two  sequences  of  dancing

following the craftsmen’s scenes discussed in chapter five. These scenes are like the

previous one clearly acts of attractional display. The intertitle introduces the scene as

follows:  ‘The  slow  moving  hips  of  the  Kashmiri  dancers reflect an  attractive  and

lascivious grace’.58 The word lascivious stands out in this description for its decidedly

56 I watched part of this film at EYE, Film Institute Netherlands. Unfortunately, the print I watched did
not have the entire film, but only a few fragments.

57 Even if there was life music accompanying the screening, it is unlikely to have captured the rhythm
of the drum playing in this scene.

58 French: ‘Le lent dehanchement des danseuses de Cachemire est empreint d’une grace attirante et
lascive’.
http://www.cnc-
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and openly sexual connotations. Unlike the craftsmen who were simply described by

their occupation, the women about to be shown have already been sexualised and

turned into a possible object of desire, changing the position of the spectator.

Both sequences shown raise a number of questions and are far from the simple

dance scenes as described by  The Bioscope and mentioned earlier.  The first scene

shows a dancer surrounded by Indian musicians, followed by a close up of the dancer.

What  strikes  the  viewer  immediately  is  the  rather  male  face  of  the  dancer.  This

impression is strengthened when the appearance of the dancer ’s hands is taken into

account: these are much larger than most female hands. Nevertheless, the dancer is

dressed  in  female  attire.  It  is  quite  possible  this  group  was  actually  a  theatre

company, where men often played female roles, as women were not often seen on

stage  in  travelling  theatres.59 The  other  possibility  is  that  the  man  was  a  hijra

(transsexual). There is, however, no reason to believe the western public will  have

understood this.60 They were most certainly not informed of these possibilities by

Pathé who both in its description and in the intertitle tells the spectators they are

watching ‘danseuses’, not ‘danseurs’.61

The second sequence shows two and later three women dancing in front of what

seems to be a palace. These women are all dressed in saris, giggling and looking at

the camera.  Behind them two men sitting on a bench can be discerned. At some

aff.fr/internet_cnc/Internet/ARemplir/parcours/Tourisme/pages/film_Cachemire.html, 
accessed 5 March 2015

59 Contrary to the elite theatre groups in cities, the subject of Indian folklore theatre troupes seems not
to have raised much interest among the British. For the relation between the British and the Indian
city  theatre  groups  Rakesh  H.  Solomon,  ‘Culture,  imperialism  and  nationalist  resistance:
Performance in colonial India’, Theatre Journal vol.46:3 (1994), 323-347.

60 Hijras, or transsexuals, were another group deemed to exhibit unacceptable behaviour according to
the British. They had been deprived of their rights to beg under East India Company rule and were
defined as one of the criminal tribes in the 1871 legislation. It is quite likely some hijras will have
worked as  prostitutes.  Aniruddha  Dhutta,  ‘An  epistomology of  confusion:  Hijras,  kothis  and  the
historical  (dis)continuity of  gender/sexual identities in Eastern India’, Gender and History vol.24:3
(2012), 825-849; Lawrence Preston,  ‘A right to exist: Eunuchs and the state in nineteenth century
India’, Modern Asian Studies vol.21:2 (1987),  371-387. I  have the impression in  Britain  hijras  were
mostly known for their position as guardians of the zenanas of wealthy Indians, but no research
seems to have been done in this respect. It is not clear if the existence of hijra performance groups
was widely known in Britain. 

61 http://filmographie.fondation-jeromeseydoux-pathe.com/index.php?id=16118.  In  English  this
difference is lost in the general translation ‘dancers’.
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point during the performance they throw something towards the women, possibly

flowers.  The  end of  the  dance  consists  in  the  three  women forming  a  circle  and

turning. The saris worn by the women indicate that they were not Kashmiri as hardly

any women in Kashmir wore saris at this time. Certainly none of the Kashmiri nautch

girls on postcards wear them, nor does the male dancer in the previous scene. 

Another issue is raised by the end of the dance which reminds one of the dance in

‘Les merveilles de l’Hindustan’. In this case there are no hand kisses, but the Indian

moves  are  changed  into  a  kind  of  European folkdance  style  circle,  which  almost

certainly had little to do with Indian dance.62 The way the women interact with the

camera  and  their  hesitant  dancing  moves  suggests  that  they  were  possibly  not

professional dancers, but only passers-by who were invited to perform in front of the

camera.

After  having  watched  the  film  the  intertitle  takes  on  Barthesian  qualities:  it

suggests something the spectators should see, but is not quite what they are seeing.

The first dancer barely moves his hips, and his movements in close-up, especially of

his hands, are sloppy rather than graceful. The male face will  hardly have induced

many  lascivious  thoughts  in  the  average  heterosexual  male  whom  the  intertitle

addressed in the first place. The second group of dancers is much more graceful, and

the women even look quite attractive. However, by ending the dance circling around,

although with their faces turned outwards, the spectator is disconnected from the

scene. When the women were facing the camera, they were also facing the spectator,

in some ways drawing him in. In a closed circle,  swirling around,  the spectator  is

excluded and can no longer imagine a face-to-face encounter.

The text alludes to the supposedly loose sexual mores of Indian dancers, but the

dancers themselves close off this possibility either by being male or by withdrawing

from the camera.63 Even more, this closing off is a choice of the filmmaker. He chose

62 Gadebusch notes concerning photographs of Indians that ‘the instances of  “Indian” dance […] are
clearly recognizable as freely invented and have more to do with European culture than with Indian
traditions’. Rafael  Dedo  Gadebusch, ‘Real  or  staged  India:  The  colonial  gaze  in  early  portrait
photography in South Asia’, in Derenthal, Gadebusch and Specht, The colonial eye, 8-17, 15.

63 A similar break in the sexually charged display of women towards the end of a scene is discussed in
Constance Balides, ‘Scenarios of exposure in the practice of everyday life: Women in the cinema of
attractions’, Screen vol.34:1 (1993), 19-37, 37.
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a male dancer and he probably instructed the women to form a circle. Real attraction

and sexual innuendo of the female were meant to be kept in check, whatever the text

might  suggest.  The  presence  of  the  men  who  throw  a  gift  towards  the  women

strengthens the impression of a need for male sanction and therefore control over

the women.64

At the same time there is a strong suggestion that the dancers in these films were

not meant to be taken entirely seriously. The male dancer who grins into the camera,

the three dancers who do not seem to be professionals at all, and the laughs which

break the seriousness of the performance in the first film all imply these were not

highly skilled dancers who should be given serious consideration. What ultimately

happens in both films is that the ambivalence of the nautch is  exaggerated rather

than diminished. Sexual appeal is emphasized through textual references or hand-

kisses, while at the same time it is negated through ‘innocent’ smiles and circles. The

commercial  appeal  of  the  nautch  girl  remains  strongly  sexual,  but  she  is  made

unavailable before the curtain falls. Once more film makers did not necessarily find

commercial appeal in following official colonial practices, as the lantern lectures did,

but rather in taking on board popular notions of colonial figures, in which the nautch

girl stood for a display of sexual attraction.

Postcards: Of seduction, dance and songs
Without  the  images  in  John White’s  album  I  might  not  have  realised  the  variety

existing in the depiction of women connected to the British understanding of the

nautch.  Postcard  images  of  nautch  girls  are  abundant,  but  images  of  sexually

available women are far less visible, and probably hidden away in multiple corners. I

also needed the coherence of a collection to grasp the significance of the different

songstresses. I  will  start with a discussion of images of sexually available women,

followed by nautch girls and finally the songstresses.

A series of postcards made by the Phototype Company in Bombay echoes the

emphasis on the depiction of the sexuality of the women encountered in the films.

64 Carter, Dance and dancers, 119.
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Here, however, this sexuality is disconnected from the image of the nautch girl. One

of these series is of cards with titles such as ‘Rendezvous’, ‘Ain’t I nice?’, ‘Selecting

flowers’ or  ‘Vanity’.65 The  ‘Rendezvous’ woman is sitting on the floor,  supposedly

partially covered with grass and bushes, her lower left leg exposed, eyes gazing in the

distance (Figure 8.4). The ‘Vanity’ woman, leaning on a stone pillar, has taken her left

foot out of her slipper and is holding a small handkerchief, as does the ‘Ain’t I nice’

woman.66 The woman who is selecting the flowers has her hair freely flowing around

her, rather than pinned tight.67

Although a title  like  ‘Selecting flowers’ could have been entirely  innocent,  the

waving hair, the basket with flowers, combined with the emphasis on selection in the

title,  draw attention to the woman herself  as  the flower to be selected.  In  these

examples the title provides the sexual interpretation of the card, while the image

itself is only ‘mildly seductive’.68

65 All of these were part of John White’s collection.
66 According  to  the  Victorian  fashion  society,  handkerchiefs  were  widely  used  to  communicate

messages to members of the other sex. http://www.victorianfashionsociety.com/the-language-of-
handkerchiefs--fans-by-sharon-house.html,  accessed  3  March  2015.  The  card  of  ‘Ain’t  I  nice’ is
actually rather similar to the cards of nautch girls, except for the handkerchief, a streak of bordeaux
red over her right breast in an otherwise green sari, and a vague impression of a sort of Greek temple
building in the background. Otherwise, she is leaning on books, standing next to a comfortable chair,
and wearing shoes, items more particular to nautch girls.

67 The theme of flowers and beautiful  women creates a connection between this postcard and the
photographs of Shapoor N. Bedwar, a photographer well-known for his series ‘Feast of Roses’ made
in the 1890s. It featured ‘beautiful young women [...] dressed in flowing garments reminiscent of Art
Nouveau – often with their long tresses hanging loose over their shoulders […] holding flowers in
their hands […] or with flowers in vases or scattered on the floor’. All  of this can be seen in the
postcard, the one significant difference is the dress: in the postcard the woman wears a sari. Without
further research it is impossible to understand the exact relation between the postcard image and
Bedwar’s photographs.  Jyotindra Jain,  ‘Bombay/Mumbai:  Visual  histories of  a  city’,  Imagenaama
Quarterly Journal of CIViC Archives vol.1:3 (2013), 16,17. Many of the backgrounds in these cards are
rather  similar  to  the  backgrounds  for  photographs  of  American  burlesque  dancers  found  at
http://mashable.com/2014/11/11/victorian-burlesque-dancers/?utm_cid=lf-toc  (accessed  2  February
2015).  The  fact  that  the  Indian  women  are  fully  dressed  becomes  all  the  more  striking  when
compared to these images, because many of the American dancers wear far more revealing outfits.

68 According to Bautze,  ‘one foot exposed adds greatly  to the mildly seductive sentiment of  each
portrait’. ‘The inevitable nautch girl’, 201.
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The titles indicate these women were portrayed as purely representative of a type,

and their poses as well as some of the backgrounds highlight their status as an object

to  be  desired.  Nevertheless,  the  women  themselves  often  portray  a  certain

confidence. Certainly more so than many of the working women discussed in the

previous chapter or the dancing nautch girls in Figure 8.5.

Another  group of  postcards,  also  often published by  the Phototype Company,

plays with the concept of a woman at her toilet. All of these women have their arms

lifted to do their hair, but the result is that the shape of their breasts is more marked.

In  one  case,  titled  ‘Nautch  girl  at  her  toilet’ published by  Moorli  Dhur,  the  scarf

usually covering the  choli has been let down, so the outline of the breast is clearly

visible.  The  photograph  itself  dates  from  the  1880s  and  was  probably  taken  in

Lucknow.69

In another instance,  titled  ‘Self-admiration’,  the woman does not wear a  choli

69 Ibid., 212. The written text on the postcard in my collection refers to the approaching visit of the
British king and therefore dates from 1911.
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Figure 8.4.  ‘Rendezvous’,  Postcard, Phototype Company, Bombay. Printed in Luxemburg.
1905–1912. John White collection.



under her sari, revealing her breast, which the viewer can see reflected in the mirror.

These postcards are consequently much more explicit in their  depiction of female

sexuality than the ‘seductive’ series. In contrast to film, these postcards of ‘toilets’ or

seduction make no attempt to contain the sexual  references.  This  distinction can

partially be attributed to the difference between the private display of the postcard

and the public display of the lantern lecture or film, but there is also another aspect.

As in the difference between lantern slides from India and lantern slides from Britain

in the previous chapter when representing Indian working women, this could again

be an indication of the different public these postcards aimed for. Instead of a group

of  spectators  mainly  outside  India  with  no  access  to  Indian  women,  these  cards

portray the reality for individuals inside India who often met Indian women within a

framework of sexuality.

The  postcard of  a  ‘nautch  girl’ at  her  toilet  is  rather  an exception among the

countless images of nautch girls. Most of the nautch girl portrayals play far less with

the sexual connotations of women than the postcards discussed above. For one, their

titles simply refer to the women shown as nautch or dancing girls, which has a sexual

ring to it, but is far less outspoken. Secondly, most of these women are dressed in

their full dancer’s dress, which leaves very little exposed. Only in dancing positions

bare feet are visible,  otherwise the women wear shoes or  keep their  feet hidden

under their saris. When the women are shown in a dancing position, this appears to

require at least one arm to be lifted above the head, but because the women are

completely  dressed,  it  does  not  achieve  the  same  effect  as  in  the  postcards

previously discussed.70

70 An exception is the postcard showing  ‘Mysore Kolalum dancers’,  where one of  the dancers has
placed both her hands behind her head, in what is again not necessarily a dancing position.
http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/mysore-dancers.html.
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In general,  the postcards appear to distinguish between sexually available women

and nautch girls; a distinction not made in film, nor in magic lantern presentations.

Many of the women shown dancing seem to look quite diffident and not entirely

at ease with what is happening. In some cases the dancing position itself appears

unconvincing, as in the images of the ‘Bombay dancing girls’ and ‘Nautch girls’. The

former image is a copy and coloured version of Edward Taurines’ ‘Nautch girls’ taken

in Bombay around 1890.71 The postcard was published by G.B.V. Ghoni in Bombay.

The women stand opposite each other,  half  turned towards the camera and hold

hands, forming a small circle. The arms in the back are lifted just above the head, the

arms in front are low. The outer feet are put forward towards the camera, while the

others  are  in  line  with  the  body.  The  women  stare  in  the  distance.  The  pose  is

71 Derenthal, Gadebusch and Specht, The colonial eye, 153.
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Left: Figure 8.5. ‘Nautch girls’, Postcard, n.p. Printed in Germany, n.d.
Right: Figure 8.6. ‘Nautch girl’, Postcard, Nestor Gianaclis, Calcutta. Printed in Germany, n.d.



reminiscent  of  European ballet  and diverges from the usual  poses Indian dancers

took  on  postcards  or  photographs  in  which  hand  movements  were  an  individual

expression of the dance.

The  second  image  of  the  ‘Nautch  girls’ is  clearly  an  imitation  of  Taurine’s

photograph (Figure 8.5). The women stand in a similar position, and, although more

frontal, hold their hands in the same way. Even the pillar in the left hand corner has

been  taken  into  account,  as  well  as  the  low  wall  behind  the  women.  These  two

women do look  at  the camera,  but  they  seem rather  uncertain of  what  they are

doing.  What  is  most intriguing about this  card,  however,  is  the text on the back,

which states that ‘This is just as you see the high class natives go about in India’.72 Did

the  writer,  named  Frank,  not  have  a  clue  about  nautch  girls?  Was  it  possible,

supposedly, to spend time in India as a British man and not to pick up on the nautch

discussions? Is he implying nautch girls are the highest class natives one can find? Or

did he truly see comparisons between the dress of  ‘high class natives’ and nautch

girls? Although there is no addressee, the mentioning of India in the text points to an

addressee outside India. There is  no other text on the card,  except for  greetings,

making it  hard  to  imagine  the  comment  was  meant  ironically.  The  message  and

image once again confirm the belief Indian women were decked out with jewellery,

while walking on bare feet, and consequently not entirely civilized.

If Frank had bought a card depicting a different nautch girl, he would have had

more difficulty getting the message of a lack of civilisation across. In the postcard

‘Nautch girl’ by Gianaclis the woman is standing next to a small table and her arm

rests on three books, possibly a reference to her learning (Figure 8.6). She does wear

jewellery, but only small earrings adorn her face. There is no nose ring nor jewellery

covering her head like the woman on the left is wearing in Figure 8.5. Her feet are

invisible. 

The entire image seems aimed at projecting an air of respectability. If compared

with the photographs of  courtesans in Lucknow this lack of  jewellery around the

head is striking. A number of songstresses and nautch girls in other postcards portray

the same lack of jewellery. It appears unlikely this was purely a change in fashion as
72 My italics.
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there are also songstresses and nautch girls who do wear the full  set of jewellery

around the head. With regards to the issues the British had with the jewellery Indian

women wore, the lack of jewellery could almost be considered an attempt to portray

respectability in a manner convincing to Europeans.

The same background, table and even flower pots can be observed in another

postcard entitled ‘Nautch girl’ which exudes the same respectability: it is the card of

Gauhar Jan discussed in the introduction of this chapter (Figure 8.1). While Gauhar

Jan is recognizable and her history is partly known, the other lady so far has remained

a nameless ‘nautch girl’ of whom nothing is known, even if she was a songstress of

some fame.

It is likely Gauhar Jan was born as Angelina Yeoward, daughter of Robert William

Yeoward, probably of Armenian descent, and Adeline Victoria Hemmings of Eurasian

descent.73 When her parents divorced, her mother moved to Benares to become a

professional singer. She converted to Islam and changed her daughter’s name into

Gauhar. She herself  became Malka, or Malka Jan and a famous singer in her own

right.74 In  1883,  they  left  Benares  and  settled  in  Calcutta  to  make  use  of  the

professional opportunities the city offered. Once Gauhar Jan had become famous,

she  was  able  to  demand  hefty  fees  for  her  performances  and to  afford  a  life  of

opulence.75 

The transliteration of  the Hindi  name Gauhar Jan into English was variable on

postcards. Sometimes it was spelled as Gauhar, but alternatively it  was spelled as

Gohur, Gohar, or Goher. Not only her name varied on the postcards, the portrayal of

Gauhar Jan was equally diverse. In the above mentioned card she is portrayed as a

pensive nautch girl.  In  ‘Miss Gauhar (Actress)’ she is even deeper lost in thought,

while seated on a carved stone bench.

73 Most of this history is taken from Sampath, My name is Gauhar Jaan! For a different history, S.S. Jha,
‘Eurasian women as  tawa’if singers and recording artists:  Entertainment and identity  making in
colonial India’,  African and Asian Studies vol.8 (2009), 268-287, 275.  The Oxford Encyclopedia of the
music  of  India (Delhi:  Oxford University  Press,  2011),  343,  describes  both  mother  and  father  as
‘Jewish’, something neither Sampath nor Jha mention. 

74 Suresh Chandvankar, ‘My name is Gauhar Jan’, The Record News. The Journal of the Society of Indian
Record Collectors (2002), 42-50; Jha, 'Eurasian women’.

75 Jha, ‘Eurasian women’, 272.
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The addition of the term ‘actress’ to Gauhar’s name is an obvious attempt to create a

European understanding of  her  occupation,  as actresses rather  than singers were

usually  portrayed  on  postcards  in  Europe.  On  another  postcard,  titled  ‘Famous

nautch girl’,  Gauhar Jan is standing against an empty background with her hands

placed behind her head.76 The pose is repeated in the postcard  ‘Miss Gohur, prima

donna of India’ (Figure 8.7). While the pose might be reminiscent of the ladies at their

toilets, the effect is not entirely the same. The  cholis she wears under her saris are

rather loose and do therefore not emphasize any breasts. The pose also enables a

clearer view of the medal she wears, which she probably received for the sales of her

records.77 The  contrast  between  the  pensive  woman  seated  on  a  bench  and  the

76 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/famous-nautch.html.
77 According to Sampath she received a gold medal during a concert she performed at the Allahabad

exhibition of 1910–1911. My name is Gauhar Jaan!, 142.
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Left: Figure 8.7. ‘Miss Gohur. Prima Donna of India’, Postcard, n.p. Printed in Germany, 1905-
1912. John White collection.
Right: Figure 8.8. ‘Miss Sunder of Benares’, Postcard, n.p. Printed in Saxony, n.d.



‘Prima  donna’ is  nevertheless  quite  remarkable,  which  leads  to  very  different

impressions of the same person. Only the postcard dispositif allowed for this variety

in  depictions  of  one  and  the  same  woman.  Magic  lantern  presentations  nor

travelogues had any interest in Indians as individuals.

Gauhar Jan was not the only woman portrayed on postcards titled with her name.

Other women who appear are Miss Nazirjan of Allahabad, Miss Nunnho of Delhi, Miss

Sunder of Benares (Figure 8.8), or Miss Gafooran, among others.78 On the postcards

all these women are well dressed with no bare feet visible, and take a respectable

sitting or  standing position,  although  none  copies  Gauhar Jan’s  slightly  seductive

posture with her hands raised behind her head. Like the courtesans photographed by

Abbas Ali  in Lucknow, the women exude  ‘self-confidence or  radiate serenity’.79 It

seems likely most of these women were also singers who had achieved at least some

fame  with  the  recording  of  their  songs,  either  locally  or  in  larger  parts  of  the

country.80 

These songstresses were clearly allowed to present themselves to the world. This

is not only apparent through their dignity and confidence, something they partially

share  with  the  women  who  were  depicted as  sexually  available.  Moreover,  most

songstresses are shown in surroundings that make a sense of  belonging possible,

unlike many of the backgrounds used in the other cards. They are placed in a space

indoors, rather than outdoors, often with a chair or a table, which, in comparison to

the outdoor scenes with pillars or bushes, creates an almost homely atmosphere. 81

The absence of any elements connoting sexual availability, highlights the fact that
78 Miss Nazirjan is listed in M. Kinnear,  The Gramophone Company’s first Indian recordings, 1899–1908

(Bombay:  Popular  Prakashan,  1994),  206,  246-257.  Miss  Gafooran  is  mentioned  in  the  list  of
‘forgotten female singers’ in The Record News (2006), 19. Miss Nunnho figures twice in John White’s
postcard collection, but I have not yet been able to locate her elsewhere.

79 Bautze, ‘Bayadère’, 42.
80 Southern Indian women performers, equally active in the recording of their songs, unfortunately

seem to be absent from the postcards. The Gramophone company began recording Southern Indian
courtesans at a slightly later stage, around 1910, but immediately found its heroine in Coimbatore
Thayi, whom I have nevertheless not yet found on any postcard. A further investigation into this
absence of Southern Indian women is beyond the scope this study. Stephen Hughes, ‘The music
boom in Tamil South India: Gramophone, radio and the making of mass culture ’, Historical Journal of
Film, Radio and Television vol.22:4 (2002), 445-473.

81 I am not arguing these backgrounds are more realistic than the outdoor ones, as I am not entirely
certain of that, but here the significance is in what type of background was used.
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the image is about them rather than about the spectator. 

Usually with the personal name, the name of of a town or city was included on the

postcard. According to Jha, this was ‘a necessary means of asserting their distinction

from low class prostitutes and as a means of identity-making’.82 Names of locations

could  be  completely  arbitrary,  as  Gauhar  Jan  is  described  as  from  Calcutta,  but

elsewhere is  defined as  ‘songstress of  Quetta’.83 Even the images are not always

straightforward. For example, the portrait of Miss Nazirjan from Allahabad is exactly

the  same  as  the  portrait  of  Miss  Benzir  from Allahabad. 84 A  postcard  titled  Miss

Nazeerjan  ‘a  beauty  from  Allahabad’,  shows  the  same  woman.  On  the  card

portraying Miss Benzir, the name is also written in Urdu, making it less likely the title

was an Anglo-Indian mistake, while at the same time suggesting there might have

been  some  Indian  interest  in  postcards  too.85 It  is  not  exactly  clear  what  has

happened to these images, but it underscores the importance aligning the titles of

these images with other documentation in order to understand their representations.

Nevertheless,  the  presence  of  these  named  women  on  postcards  tentatively

points  to  a  cross-cultural  exchange  of  music.  Even if  cards  of  these  songstresses

could  have  formed  an  exception  to  the  general  rule  that  Indians  did  not  buy

postcards  –  there  is  as  yet  no  strong  evidence  either  in  favour  or  against  this

argument – it  does not explain the presence of Gauhar Jan and others in White’s

collection nor the addition of the term ‘actress’ to describe Gauhar Jan on a postcard.

Neither does it explain why non-Indian owned companies, such as Gianaclis,  were

interested in publishing these cards. It is quite likely these women were not only well-

known among Indians, but even among Anglo-Indian residents in India. Gauhar Jan

for example performed before the king at the Delhi Durbar, while mention is also

made of ‘Englishmen and women’ who visited one of her concerts in Calcutta.86

As these songstresses will not have been available as prostitutes, there is no other

82 Jha, ‘Eurasian women’, 276.
83 For  Quetta  see  http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/pakistan/goharjan-quetta.html.  The  other

reference is found in John White’s collection.
84 http://www.imagesofasia.com/html/india/benazir-2.html.
85 I  have  found other  postcards of  songstresses  on which  their  name  is  written  in  both Urdu  and

English. I would like to thank Zainab Syed for providing the translation of the Urdu.
86 Sampath, My name is Gauhar Jaan!, 141-142 and 149.
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reason than their music for adding their names to the postcards. Although Gauhar

was  condemned  by  sections  of  the  Indian  public  because  she  was  considered  a

nautch  girl  and  therefore  not  respectable,  on  these  postcards  she  and  other

songstresses were able to create an image in which their dignity and self-confidence

were  founded  on  their  accomplishments  and  the  negative  sentiments  associated

with nautch girls were pushed into the background.87

The  named  singers  are  ultimately  far  removed  from  the  nameless  seductive

women on the postcards sold by the Phototype Company. Their existence makes the

question  of  identity  of  the  many  nameless  ‘nautch  girls’ depicted  all  the  more

poignant. This question can legitimately be asked of all nameless people portrayed

on postcards, but only the ‘reviled’ nautch girl managed to escape from the enforced

anonymity  due  to  her  popularity  and  the  existence  of  an  Indian  tradition  of

representation.

Conclusion
It has become evident that the differences within the dispositifs of postcards, lantern

slides and film created a very different environment in which to portray nautch girls.

In lantern slides and film the nautch girls themselves hardly seemed to have had a say

in the way in which they were represented. Filmmakers most likely told the dancers

at least partially what to do. In magic lantern lectures, their images were entirely

subjected  to  the  demands  and  convictions  of  the  lantern  creators,  which  were

revealed  through  the  texts.  On  postcards,  a  distinction  is  made  between  cards

depicting sexually inviting women and nautch girls. Therefore the tension I referred

to in the introduction between these two aspects is actually less strong in the image

of the ‘nautch girl’ in Figure 8.1 than it is in film or lantern images. Within the group

of nautch girls, the tradition of courtesans as independent and dignified women is

allowed to continue.

The magic lantern readings carefully followed colonial discourses in which British

civilised  monogamy  was  sharply  juxtaposed  with  Indian  loose  sensuality.  They

87 Ibid., 142-144.
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consequently either ignored or condemned the sexuality associated with courtesans

and temple dancers. In contrast to the lantern readings, however, the sexuality of the

dancers was used as an occasion for attractional display in the films, although not in

the descriptions or  reviews of  these  films,  where  nautch  girls  were mentioned in

neutral  terms. Drawing  on  a  different,  European  and  entertainment  based

understanding  of  Indian  dancers,  it  is  entertainment  more  than  education  that

influenced the  filmmakers  in  their  portrayal  of  the  nautch.  However,  in  the  films

analysed above, this does not result in an appreciation of the qualities of the dancers,

while this did happen in films depicting European dancers.

In the recourse film took to the entertainment industry the depiction of nautch

girls  is  comparable  to  that  of  the  fakirs,  but  there  is  a  crucial  difference.  The

importance of attractional  display inherent to the entertainment industry led to a

different film form and a more positive portrayal of the Indian fakir as a conjurer. The

nautch  girl  on  the  other  hand,  never  much  appreciated  on  the  European  stage,

remained framed in the form of the travelogue. Consequently, she is projected in an

environment of sexualisation, where she, unlike the fakir, is not appreciated for her

skills.

The market for sensually appealing women on postcards was large both inside

and  outside  India.  The  ‘home’ market  was  strengthened  by  the  presence  of

thousands  of  unmarried  soldiers  who  were  often  encouraged  to  visit  Indian

prostitutes and probably frequently collected and sent sexually tinted cards of Indian

women. Not only cards of seductive women were popular, even the cards of Indian

songstresses,  in  which  sexual  innuendo  was less  important  and the  women were

allowed to present themselves as respectable ladies, were widely distributed. 

The difference between film and magic lantern presentations on the one hand and

postcards on the other is something I also analysed in the previous chapter, when

discussing images of working women. I suggested it was probable that magic lantern

slides highlighting sexual availability were meant for the internal Indian market, while

magic lantern slides for use in readings outside India ignored this aspect. It is likely

similar  processes  are at  work  here  with regards to sexually  available women and
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nautch  girls,  however  the  sexuality  was  reversed.  For  the  market  outside  India,

represented  through  film  and  lantern  presentations,  nautch  girls  were  always

connected  with  sexuality.  For  the  market  inside  India,  represented  through

postcards, nautch girls were first of all dancers.

The cards of songstresses not only point towards the possibility that their music

was popular even among Anglo-Indians, but even more to the enduring existence of a

different mode of address with regards to women in the postcard dispositif. This was

a mode of address, which unlike the address in film or magic lantern slides, had its

roots  in  Indian  photographic  depictions  of  courtesans  and  not  in  a  European

understanding of nautch girls.
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Conclusion

In this thesis the images and words of John Stoddard, Charles Urban and Dhurandhar

have featured as key examples of the object of this study, namely the representation

of Indians in magic lantern lectures, film and on postcards. Not only did they each use

a different medium to create representations of India, their approach to India and the

Indians differed widely  too. John Stoddard travelled through India, but his opinion

seems  to  have  been strongly  influenced by  his  readings  on India,  and the  magic

lantern  was  particularly  appropriate  for  a  combination  of  travel  images  and

informative text.  Although as  an American partially  an outsider  in  British  society,

Charles Urban was an entrepreneur whose concept of India was influenced both by

the entertainment industry in Britain as well as by general British views on India. His

film descriptions reflect these two aspects. Dhurandhar as an Indian artist used the

freedom of the postcard to draw colourful images questioning the stereotypes the

British had created.

Their  works,  and  those  of  others,  show  how  Indians  were  represented.  By

comparing the images and texts with other colonial discourses and practices I have

shown how not only these discourses and practices influenced the representations,

but  how they  were  also  influenced  by  the  characteristics  of  the  media  and  their

heritage, at times significantly modifying the dominant view of Indians.

In this conclusion I will return to the arguments made in the course of this thesis.

The  analysis  of  the  dispositifs  enables  a  final  comparison  between  the  different

media as well as with the discourses and practices that constituted the knowledge

framework in which these representations were made. The knowledge framework

also brings the significance of understanding the position of the image makers into

focus.  The form and mode of address enable an evaluation of the relation between

text and image. The intermediality and typicality of postcards and film is assessed in

how they apply forms borrowed from other  media or  employed their  own in the
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representations of Indians. The discussion of form and mode of address also entails

the  final  analysis  of  how  effective  the  representations  were  with  regards  to  the

message they tried to bring. The positioning of the spectator is touched upon when

discussing  the  form  and  mode  of  address.  Finally,  by  formulating  a  number  of

conclusions about narrativity, types, instances of display or presentation during the

performance,  and  the  return  of  the  gaze,  I  will  revisit  the  notion  responsible

representations and their appeal to the spectator. 

Representation and knowledge
Representations present specific knowledge concerning India in the texts and images

of the different media. These representations are consequently a performance of this

knowledge. The place in which this performance occurs, becomes the performative

space. Returning to the meaning of performative as producing what it names, this

thesis has shown that a different India was produced in each of these media, and

even within these media the emphasis could shift. Even more, I have also shown that

these constructed ‘Indias’ were not the same as the ‘Indias’ constructed trough other

colonial discourses and practices.

India  in  films  was  mostly  an  entertainment,  while  for  India  in  magic  lantern

presentations its  appeal  was bound by its lack of civilisation. India in film literally

came alive, something postcards could not achieve, but on these India could be far

more varied than in film, creating different impressions of a topic. 

More than with film or postcards in the performative space of the magic lantern

presentation  there  could  be  a  disjunction  between  the  verbal  and  visual

presentations.1 While in the verbal presentations the lack of civilization was always

mentioned  and  frequently  extensively  described,  the  slides  were  often  more

ambivalent  in  their  representation.  While  the  verbal  and  visual  representations

generally originated in the same colonial discourses, the visual codes on which the

images relied  did  not  always entirely  follow these discourses,  and they  therefore

revealed a different meaning.

1 This is obviously without taking into account the possibility of the presence of a lecturer at film
shows, as I have not discussed these in this thesis. 
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Rooted in specific understandings of Indians, the dispositifs bring about a certain

fusion  between  the  demands  of  the  medium  and  the  demands  of  dominant

ideologies of the time, leading to representations of India that are at once specific to

the medium, but also recognizable. These representations of India existed alongside

each other and intersected with other meanings produced by a variety of discourses

and  discursive  practices  in  which  India  was  nearly  always  considered  inferior  to

Britain. Even if entertaining films and endless varieties of postcards might not have

changed  the  spectators’ view  of  India  significantly  in  the  sea  of  civilisational

discourses, they did nevertheless point out that another way of looking at India was

possible.

For even if civilisational discourse is abundantly present, empire discourse does

take a back seat in films and postcards. Therefore empire itself is less visible and India

is allowed to stand on its own.  Whereas the lantern lectures constructed India as a

dependency  of  Great  Britain,  in  postcards  and  films,  this  construction  and  its

accompanying  argument are  often  less  noticeable.  This  marks  one  of  the  most

significant  differences  with  other  sources  of  knowledge  about  India,  because  in

literature,  theatre,  or  world  exhibitions,  an  understanding  of  India  was  invariably

explicitly connected to an understanding of Britain.

However, the process films are fundamental in this context precisely because they

mark  the  boundary  of  this  difference  between  film  and  these  other  practices

regarding what type of  ‘India’ was constructed. The ambivalence noticeable in the

process  films  towards  the  modernisation  of  India,  considered  necessary  but  only

acceptable  under  British  supervision,  highlighted  the  colonial  belief  the  Indians

needed the British to become modern. These process films therefore demonstrate

that for non-Indian filmmakers India could stand on its own as long as it was not

taken  too  seriously,  but  meant  to  entertain,  as  well  as  unequal  to  and  easily

distinguishable from Britain.
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Contact and knowledge
In my introduction I argued that it was not possible to speak of a contact zone in

Britain, in which the image makers functioned, but this thesis has demonstrated that

the presence of Indians on stage in Britain was important for the creation of films. In

India, the Indian postcard publishers should be seen as vital links between Indians

and British in the contact zone.

The boundary between entertainment and politics found in film affirms that film

makers did not necessarily question the concept of colonialism. It also indicates that

they  did,  however,  have  a  different  way  of  looking  at  Indians  than  people  in

government administration. Men in the entertainment business were less interested

in the colonial politics of power and control than the men working to establish that

control. This was not only because they did not live in India, but possibly even more

because their main sources of inspiration for their films with conjurers or nautch girls

had been in the entertainment sphere in Britain or France. This actual presence of

Indian  conjurers  and  nautch  girls,  either  real  or  impersonated,  gave  rise  to

perceptions which became the predominant source for their portrayal in film.

In  the  Indian contact  zone,  the  presence  of  Indians  leading  the  production  of

postcards  was  essential.  More  than  in  nearly  any  other  area  of  colonial

representations,  Indians  could  influence  how  they  were  portrayed  on  postcards.

Indian producers of postcards project Indians differently and often more positively

than non-Indian publishers.  In  Indian-published postcards there is  less fear,  and a

greater  willingness  to  depict  Indians  in  their  surroundings,  instead  of  in  an

anonymous space where a realistic background is absent. As a consequence Indians

are depicted more humanely and less as types than in  representations originating

from  Europeans.  The  one  exception  is  the  portrayal  of  women,  where  the

omnipresent nationalist patriarchy frequently trumps over the willingness to depict

women  as  human.  However,  songstresses  and  nautch  girls  appear  to  be  able  to

escape because of their position in Indian society, while Dhurandhar appears to have

consciously taken a different approach.

Further research into these postcard publishers and producers is necessary to gain
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a better understanding not only of the production processes of postcards in India, but

also of who these publishers were and what role they played within this contact zone.

Form, text, and image
The  relation  between  image  and  text  is  part  of  the  form  in  which  a  medium

presented  India.  In  magic  lantern  presentations,  the  texts  clearly  dominated  the

images and at times the texts were not even concerned with what a particular image

showed. This thesis  has also shown that while officially educating the spectators,

arousing emotions was equally an important part of the lantern lectures. In postcards

the  image  is  obviously  central,  but  descriptions  or  remarks  anchor  the  image  to

existing colonial discourses. In film, lastly, images are dominant, but the intertitles in

later films attempt to steer the spectators to a certain, often colonial, understanding

of the scenes.

In line with official  colonial discourses and practices, superficially the form of a

lantern lecture was always educational, and as such the spectators were addressed as

people who needed to be informed, and convinced, of the correctness of the lecture

and by extension of Britain’s civilising mission. The difference between missionary

and  non-missionary  lectures  is  negligible,  as  all  agree  on  the  need  of  British

civilisation  for  the  Indians.  However,  with  the  exception  of  Mackinder ’s  lectures,

education is not all they provided: under this educational veneer there is frequently

an intense fascination with the strange and extraordinary, apparently enjoying the

descriptions  of  people  and  events  in  all  their  horrifying  and  abhorrent  details.

Lecturers evidently needed to entertain as well as inform to draw spectators.

Lantern lectures much more than film or postcards employ these negative aspects

as  one  of  the  attractions  of  their  narrative.  One  possible  explanation  for  this  I

discussed in the chapters on Muharram and fakirs: because this negative attraction

could be offset with a positive one in another slide it was no longer a danger. Another

explanation lies in the fact that the images were usually less horrible than what the

text described. The words, a judgement by a non-Indian over an Indian, could express
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stronger sentiments than the reality of Indians in the photographs.2 The texts of the

lantern lectures  attempted to  silence  any  non-judgemental  responses the images

could evoke in the spectators. Postcards and film had less access to these options, as

there was less or no text and not many other images to create a contrast.

Even though official  colonial  practices stand at the basis of virtually all  lantern

readings,  these  readings  diverge  significantly  in  their  approach. And  while  many

highlight  the  strange  and extraordinary  aspects  of  India,  Stoddard’s  presentation

goes  beyond  this  in  his  personalisation  of  the  lecture.  His  lecture  is  filled  with

‘emotive  sentences’ pulling  the  listener  into  his  story,  and  he  almost  always

expresses himself through extremes.3 This affective appeal is most noticeable when

Stoddard’s  approach  is  compared  with  Mackinder’s  educational  approach,  which

almost entirely lacks any emotive statements.

Furthermore, Stoddard, like some of the other readings, is not concerned about

the frequently flagrant contradictions between what he says and what the images

show. Mackinder refers to the images and allows his text to be influenced by the

images, to a certain extent at least. In Stoddard’s case there is therefore no space for

Indian experiences not mediated by Stoddard’s opinion: it is ultimately his story he

needs to tell, not that of the Indians. In contrast, Mackinder truly attempts to educate

the spectator about the Indians, even if from a colonial perspective.

While text on postcards is not as important as in lantern lectures, textual additions

on the back of postcards such as those of Raphael Tuck, or comments written by the

sender, often bring in civilisational discourses, to which the image is subsequently

anchored. Anchorage materializes even in a small remark by a sender evaluating the

(in)accuracy  of  the  image.  Through  these  attempts  at  containment,  individual

postcard  senders  consequently  often  actively  participated  in  maintaining  the

ideology and morality of the British empire.

The little text available to film in the form of intertitles could certainly connect a

film to colonial understandings of India. The intertitles are usually either descriptive,

2 There are similarities here with the British actors I mentioned in the introduction, who impersonated
untrustworthy Indians, effectively silencing real Indians and claiming Britain’s superiority. 

3 Bal, Narratology, 47.
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or try to be humorous. The latter is undoubtedly at the cost of the Indians, who are

disparaged and belittled, while the former frequently conform to colonial discourses.

These  intertitles  consequently  serve  a  similar  purpose  to  the  lantern  readings:

reinforcing the narrative of civilisations, in which the Indians were considered less

civilized.  In  rare  cases,  such  as  the  film  of  the  festival  of  Masi  Magum,  where

descriptive intertitles are combined with images not merely reinforcing stereotypes,

the intertitles might have helped to create a better understanding of Indians.

In  conclusion,  text  does  aim  to  override  the  image,  and  the  remarks  of  the

postcard senders are proof that this was not only a concern of the image makers, but

something that sometimes implicitly seemed the necessary thing to do. Whether this

was successful or not remains the question.

The intermediality and typicality of form
Intermediality of form often includes the content, but can have a significant influence

on what is represented. In film I have analysed instances where the characteristics of

film change the way in which the content is represented. In postcards the form of the

representation sometimes draws on other visual media, while the use of colour lends

a  particular  quality  to  the  images.  In  both  postcards  and  film,  the  influence  of

discourses and practices not immediately connected to colonial understandings of

Indians frequently reduces the latter’s influence. As I stated in my introduction, it is

difficult to define intermediality of form for magic lanterns in this thesis, as it was

well-established as  a  form in  the  period under  discussion  and,  at  least  for  travel

lectures, did not seem to change much.

When it comes to the intermediality of content I  have argued that none of the

media discussed were very original in their choices.  Most of the topics had already

appeared  somewhere  else  before,  only  the  interest  Pathé  portrays  in  modern

industrial India, even if limited, is almost entirely new.  As a relative outsider to the

topics of British colonial discourses and practices, its global reach thus enabled the

Pathé films to infuse these practices with greater diversity.

Although the use of colour is not unique in images, postcards were among the first
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where  this  occurred  on  paper  on  such  a  large  scale.  When  coloured  images  are

compared  to  black-and-white  photographs,  it  is  obvious  that  in  many  instances

colour  takes  away  the  harshness  of  the  black-and-white.  Dhurandhar’s  use  of

drawings rather than photographs, however natural as drawing was his metier, still

made it easier for him to picture Indians in their own surroundings. As I argued in my

introduction,  what  we  see  here  is  not  resistance  per  se,  but  rather,  following

Ramaswamy,  a  reconfiguring.  Both  Dhurandhar’s  drawings  as  well  Moorli  Dhur’s

images of servants take colonial  understandings of Indians and reconfigure these:

they  create  a  new  form  and  a  new  mode  of  address.  This  reconfiguring  is  both

cooperation and resistance. They cooperated with British interests in their choice of

topics, but they resisted the colonial meaning attributed to these topics. In doing so

they created effective counterpoints to colonial  discourses dominant among non-

Indians. 

In the case of the postcards representing songstresses, not only the content is

taken from photography, namely posing courtesans, but also the form in which these

courtesans are allowed to represent themselves. In using an Indian form and mode of

address  for  postcards of  songstresses,  the understanding of  these  women moves

away from the stereotype of the nautch girl to the recognition of the individual. This

recognition  is  an  almost  unique  feature  of  the  postcards  of  songstresses,  and

emphasizes their importance.

The films discussed in these thesis fit well with the cinema of attractional display,

as  they  were  mostly  concerned  with  the  satisfying  of  visual  curiosity.  There  is

nevertheless a variety of film forms, which have different ways of addressing and

positioning the spectator within this general mode. The most common form found is

that of the travelogue. The form of the travelogue as a collection of views, and in its

wake  of  the  petit  métier  film,  often,  but  not  always,  reinforces  the  traditional

representations of Indians. The structuring of the elements in the album facilitated

the  creation  of  an  ideological  context  which  dominated  the  images,  and  is

reminiscent of the lantern lecture.

However, film also most clearly demonstrates how the use of a different film form
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achieves a  different  emphasis in  civilisational  discourses  and practices  concerning

India: fakirs are no longer religious ascetics, but capable conjurers in a trick film, a

festival is no longer a threat, but a spectacle to be enjoyed. These film forms also

change the demands made on the spectators: in trick films they are invited to pay

close attention to the actions of the conjurer, instead of watching an exotic stranger

from a distance. The spectacles in film are no longer watched from a high view point,

but from the same position as the spectators inside the film. In the case of the nautch

girls, although there is no different film form, the positioning of the spectator is also

influenced by broader discourses and discursive practices concerning nautch girls and

dancers.

Interestingly, while popular understandings of nautch girls and fakirs influenced

their representations, processions were generally viewed as entertaining and a good

subject for film. Films of processions were therefore not specifically connected to

understandings  of  India. The  Muharram  processions  had  interested  the  British  in

India for a long time, but the focus shifted from the containment of danger to the

mainly attractive in these images, as film images were not created by and for the

British rulers in India but by Europeans looking for a spectacle. With these spectacle

films, something characteristic of film influenced the way of looking at Muharram,

and while the content was transferred, the context changed.

Process films, like spectacle films, are a form and topic unique to the medium of

film.  However,  unlike  the  spectacle  films,  they  deviate  less  frequently  from

established colonial practices. By accentuating the presence of British managers and

their  gazes,  instead of modifying civilisational  discourses,  these films implicitly or

explicitly reinforced the existing perception that India was a country of traditional

crafts and modern industry could only be brought by the British.

Both  intermediality  and  specificity  influenced  the  forms  in  which  Indians  are

represented on postcards and in film,  and also  were  drawn upon to create  more

effective representations. Indian influences on postcard forms take people beyond

stereotypes. What the film forms show is that the closer the association between

entertainment and film form, the less need there was for an endorsement of colonial
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values.

Representations as ethical and effective
In the introduction I defined ethical representations as those in which the autonomy

of  being  of  those  represented  is  respected  in  the  meanings  given  to  the

representations.  In  assessing  whether  representations  were  ethical,  I  have  used

theories of narrativity. I have taken into account what the image told us about the

relationship between viewer and viewed at the moment of  the performance,  and

have located this  in  the context of the photography of the type.  I  have primarily

analysed  the  appeal  of  the  image  through  the  gaze.  I  have  shown  that  strong

narrativity  enables  the  spectator  to  move  towards  what  is  happening  inside  the

image. In  contrast  to  images  where  the  depicted  people  are  put  on  display  to

underline  a  well-known  code,  narrativity  can  take  an  image  beyond  the  purely

ethnographic,  scientific representation and appears to bring the characters within

the image to life. In images with narrativity the return of the gaze can reinforce this

sense of life, while in images where they are on display, they could question this very

display, but not always undermine it. Equally, in images where the depicted people

have clearly been allowed to present themselves, the gaze can convey their sense of

confidence.

In lantern presentations, drawings, like the slides used in Yorke’s reading, easily

create narrativity. Similarly, the photographs in Mackinder reveal that the interest of

the  artist-turned-photographer  Hugh  Fisher  was  more  in  scenes  with  a  certain

narrativity than in typologies. In Stoddard’s images the gazes of the depicted people

often question his story. In these latter instances the people photographed are able

to  present  themselves  in  front  of  the  camera,  rather  than  being  put  on  display.

However, the gazes and the narrativity within these slides were likely overwhelmed

by  the  textual  presentation,  leaving  the  colonial  discourse  to  dominate  over  the

different story the images told.4

4 During a presentation I read one of Yorke’s slide texts discussing snake-charmers (not discussed in
this thesis), while showing the slide at the same time. The discussion afterwards focused mostly on
what the text told the audience, which was something the image did not show.
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In  postcards  a  sense  of  action  is  important  for  narrativity,  this  is  true  for  both

drawings as well  as photographs.  An added reason for narrativity is the extent to

which  the  background  or  location  is  allowed to  inform the  understanding  of  the

image,  breaking  it  out  of  the  mould  of  the  stereotype  without  background.  The

background provides the context in which the action can take place and in that sense

increases its  narrativity.  Both  Dhurandhar’s  drawings and postcards of  Muharram

processions  fulfil  these  requirements  almost  automatically.  The  significance  of

background and movement is also noticeable in Moorli Dhur’s and Saeed Brother’s

postcards of servants and ascetics. In contrast to Stoddard’s textual narrative, which

appealed  to  spectators  through  the  evocation  of  his  personal  emotions,  these

postcards appealed to spectators by foregrounding the lives of the people within the

images, unencumbered by too much textual anchorage.

In film, a sense of narrativity becomes stronger when it deals with a specific topic ,

such as the jute factory in Calcutta or of the sword dance performed during the Delhi

Durbar, rather than a collection of views creating a display as in  ‘Types of Inde and

Ceylon’. The gazes in the film of the sword dance reinforce the narrativity of the film,

because they emphasize the acrobat is allowed to present himself to the camera. The

gazes in ‘Types of Inde et Ceylon’ on the other hand, hint at attempts to question the

display created and imposed by the filmmakers, but are not in themselves capable of

overriding  the  filmmakers’ message,  because  they  have  no  meaning  beyond  the

single shot.

The presentation of the group of people around the statue of Shiva in the festival

of Masi Magum shows how in a film where narrativity is more limited than in the

examples mentioned above, the possibility of being allowed to present oneself  in

front of the camera in an environment that is not focused on display, creates a very

different relationship to the camera. Where there is confidence in the gazes of the

people around the statue of Shiva, the gazes of Indians in many of the other films

might  question or  accept  the  camera’s  presence,  they  do  not  often consider  the

camera an accomplice in their self-presentation. There is, therefore, hardly ever that

same confidence and pride.
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A film such as ‘Types of Inde’ is not truly interested in the portrayed people as beings,

but  only  as  displays  of  the  meaning or  understanding  of  a  certain  type,  just  like

stereotypical postcards. It is when people are allowed to present themselves, and the

maker of the image therefore expresses an interest in them as human beings, that

their  autonomy is confirmed. This is not an autonomy born entirely of secrecy as

Pinney argued for the photographs in The People of India, but it is an autonomy based

on the glimpses received of the wider world in which the depicted person functions.

What ultimately connects these media, despite their differences, is that the more

they  are  willing  to  move  inwards  to  what  they  are  depicting  and  leave aside

ideological contexts, the better they succeed in portraying Indians as autonomous

beings,  something  most  other  aspects  of  colonial  discourses  failed  to  do.  In  this

regard, a rewriting of history seems much needed.
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Epilogue

John White’s album tells  us the story of a British India in  which tokens of  British

influence and power, such as the Poona race course and the Bombay town hall, sit

side by side with Indian mosques and tombs; where images of typical army stations

such as Secundarabad and Chakrata Hill join the goddess Laxmi and a fisherman who

looks freely at us. I have separated representations from their context, even when

acknowledging this context, in order to analyse them. John White’s album reminds

us, that in fact, even if the postcards often mirror existing power structures , reality is

a much more mixed affair than a thesis can ever fully and exhaustively portray.
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Glossary of Hindi and Anglo-Indian terms

Ayah1 Nanny

Bawarchi Cook

Bhisti Water carrier

Car Chariot used in religious processions

Choli Short blouse worn under a sari

Chowkidar Guard

Coolie Unskilled labourer

Dhobi Washerman

Dhoti Long piece of unsewn cloth for men. Usually worn 
short, with the long end tucked in at the back.

Fakir Ascetic or conjurer

Ghat Broad steps descending to rivers or tanks

Hijra Transsexual 

Hookah Water pipe

Khidmatgor Table servant

Kurta pyjama Long shirt combined with loose trousers

Lungi Piece of long unsewn cloth for men. Draped around 
the hips and covering their legs.

Maharaja King (great ruler)

Mali Gardener

Masjid Mosque

Matam Lamentation

Mehtar Sweeper (also of night soil)

Memsahib English lady in India

Mohallah Neighbourhood

1 I have kept the most common spelling of these terms. As most are more or less frequently used in
English, I did not add any diacritical symbols.
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Nautch girl Dancing girl or courtesan

Pan box Box  containing  the  ingredients  to  prepare  betel
leaves with areca nuts and spices

Puja Puja  is  the  act  of  showing  reference  to  a  god  or
deity. This often takes place in the home.

Purdah Seclusion for women, which often meant not 
showing the face to males than the husband or close
relations.

Raja Ruler

Rath Hindi for car

Sanyasi Ascetic

Sari Long  piece  of  unsewn  cloth  worn  by  women,
draped around the hips, and one end covering the
upper part of the body.

Sati Widow immolation

Sepoys Indian soldiers of the East India Company

Syce Groom for horses

Tabut Models  of  the tombs of  Hussain and Hassan;  tall,
elaborately decorated structures

Ta'ziyeh See tabut

Zenana Women's quarters in a house
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Appendix: Filmography of non-fiction films about 
India, 1899–1915

– I do not claim this list is in any way complete. It should rather be considered a 
starting point for a filmography of non-fiction films about India before 1920.

– I have not added films portraying the participation of Indians in World War I.
– I have kept the lengths in the measuring system I found them in, either 

meters or feet (1m = 3.3ft).
– I have listed all films, even if some were undoubtedly copies of others, or 

based on a variety of earlier films.
– If there is no length mentioned, I have not been able to retrieve it at this point

in time.
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Nederlandse samenvatting

Aan het eind van de negentiende en begin van de twintigste eeuw was de westerse

wereld  volop  in  de  ban  van  koloniën  en  het  zogenaamde  beschavingsoffensief.

Ideeën hierover werden niet alleen opgeschreven, maar kregen in deze periode ook

letterlijk een gezicht door de wijde verspreiding van afbeeldingen. Een van de regio's

die sterk in de belangstelling stond was India. Deze studie onderzoekt afbeeldingen

van Indiërs in relatie tot de denkbeelden die destijds in de westerse wereld bestonden

over India.

In deze periode vond een ware explosie van afbeeldingen plaats, waarvan deze

studie  drie  technieken  bespreekt.  Toverlantaarns  werden  handzamer  en  gingen

gebruik  maken van fotografie,  ondertussen werden ansichtkaarten ontwikkeld  en

film uitgevonden. Al deze technieken maakten het mogelijk om wat ooit ver weg was

dichtbij  te  brengen  voor  een  redelijke  prijs,  en  deze  afbeeldingen  te  verspreiden

onder een grotere groep mensen dan tot die tijd mogelijk was geweest. 

Het  is  echter  niet  alleen  van  belang  om deze  afbeeldingen  in  de  context  van

denkbeelden over India te plaatsen, maar ook om de specifieke eigenschappen van

de  diverse  media  in  ogenschouw  te  nemen.  Dit  laatste  leidt  er  namelijk  toe  dat

afbeeldingen  in  de  verschillende  media,  hoewel  vaak  op  elkaar  lijkend,  toch  in

betekenis  kunnen  verschillen.  De  studie  concludeert  dan  ook  dat

toverlantaarnvoorstellingen weinig afwijken van standaard ideeën over India, terwijl

in film vermaak belangrijker was dan het beschavingsoffensief. Ansichtkaarten waren

uniek  omdat  ze  Indiërs  een  mogelijkheid  gaven  zichzelf  aan  de  buitenwereld  te

presenteren. 

Het  verbeelden,  of  representeren,  kan  zowel  door  woorden  als  in  beelden

uitgedrukt worden. Volgens W.J.T. Mitchell zijn er in representaties drie elementen te

onderscheiden.  Ten  eerste  het  niveau  van  waarheid;  hier  kan  de  vraag  gesteld

worden door welke kennis de representatie gevoed wordt. Ten tweede het niveau van

de ethiek, waarbij het erom gaat of de maker van de representatie ruimte geeft aan

degene die wordt afgebeeld,  of  dat de betekenis die de maker aan het beeld wil
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geven dominant is. Ten derde is er de vraag in hoeverre een representatie effectief is

in wat het hoopt te bereiken.

Om inzicht te krijgen in de kennis die de afbeeldingen voedt, is het van belang

koloniale  ideeën over  Indiërs  inzichtelijk  te  maken.  Volgens  de  Britten  misten  de

Indiërs beschaving, en was het hun taak om de Indiërs zowel moreel als materieel

verder  op het goede pad te brengen.  Het gebrek aan beschaving had volgens de

Britten drie oorzaken. Ten eerste Indiase religies, die een persoon definieerden; ten

tweede de sociale structuur van het kaste systeem, die bepaalde wat iemand was en

kon doen en tenslotte door de positie van de vrouwen in India, die aan de ene kant

leden onder de dominantie van mannelijke Indiërs, maar tegelijkertijd seksueel als

immoreel werden beschouwd. 

Deze ideeën waren in eerste instantie in India zelf van belang, waar ze deels het

beleid van de Britse overheid bepaalden. Hoewel ze ook van belang waren in Groot-

Brittannië,  werd  er  daar  ook  naar  Indiërs  gekeken  door  een  wat  andere  bril,  die

minder de nadruk legde op het belang van Britse beschaving, maar meer op wat de

Indiërs anders maakte dan de Britten. Deze overdracht vond met name plaatse door

middel van literatuur, toneel en de wereldtentoonstellingen. 

Zowel het element van de ethiek als dat van de representatie vragen om een goed

begrip van het functioneren van de media. Om dat te bereiken werkt deze studie met

concept  van  het  dispositif.  Het  dispositif  bestaat  uit  vier  aspecten:  1.  de  ruimte

waarin of waarop de voorstelling zich afspeelt, en alles wat daarbij komt kijken; 2. de

vorm  en  de  daarbij  behorende  wijze  van  benadering  van  het  publiek;  3.  de

representatie zelf; en 4. de manier waarop de toeschouwers zich verhouden tot de

representatie. 

Het  is  echter  ook  van  belang  om  theoretische  middelen  te  hebben  om  de

afbeeldingen te analyseren. Deze studie maakt daarvoor gebruik van ‘the cinema of

attractional  displays’ die  benadrukt  dat  in  vroege  film  de  tentoonstelling  voorop

stond en niet het verhaal. Echter, met name in ansichtkaarten is er regelmatig sprake

van een visueel  verhaal  en ook dit dient geanalyseerd te worden met behulp van

begrippen uit de visuele narrativiteit. Een soort representatie waarin het verhaal vaak
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volledig ontbreekt is die van het type, zeer populair in de negentiende eeuw, waarbij

de gerepresenteerde  model  stond voor  de  hele groep,  en zonder achtergrond en

inactief werd afgebeeld. De constante reproductie van dit soort typen leidde tot de

vorming van stereotypen. In alle afbeeldingen op fotografische basis kan de blik die

de  afgebeelde  op  de  camera  werpt  invloed  hebben  op  hoe  de  afbeelding

geïnterpreteerd wordt. Daarbij kan ze ook iets zeggen over de verhouding tussen de

personen voor en achter de camera.

Terwijl deze blik iets zegt over de ruimte waarin de afbeelding werd gecreëerd, is

het van belang van het begin af aan de ruimtes waarin de afbeeldingen vertoond

werden te begrijpen.  Toverlantaarnvoorstellingen werden altijd  begeleid  door  een

spreker, en het woord, de onderwijzing, was eigenlijk belangrijker dan het beeld. In

film  veranderde  dit,  en  stond  het  bewegende  beeld  centraal.  Beide  media

vertoonden hun afbeeldingen op levensgroot formaat voor een groep mensen. Dit in

tegenstelling  tot  ansichtkaarten  waar  de  afbeeldingen  relatief  klein  waren  en

bedoeld voor één persoon.

Bij de bestudering van verbeeldingen van Hindoeïsme, Islam en Zoroastrianisme

wordt duidelijk  dat deze grotendeels vasthouden aan algemene ideeën over deze

religies.  Het  Hindoeïsme  wordt  veroordeeld,  afgezien  van  het  baden,  omdat  dat

associaties  oproept  met  de  christelijke  doop.  De  Islam  wordt  over  het  algemeen

gezien als een waardige religie, waarbij er veel aandacht is voor de afbeelding van

moskeeën. Af en toe wordt er nog wel gerefereerd aan wat werd beschouwd als het

gewelddadige  karakter  van  Moslims.  Als  het  gaat  om  het  Zoroastrianisme  is  er

minstens  evenveel  aandacht  voor  hun  succes  op  wereldlijk  gebied  als  voor  hun

religieuze gebruiken. Aangezien film toch vooral wilde vermaken zijn hier de meeste

afwijkingen van negatieve koloniale ideeën te vinden.

Bij  het  islamitische  festival  Muharram  is  er  juist  sprake  van  een  duidelijke

kanteling van het visuele beeld. De Britse heersers verbonden Muharram met onrust

en  geweld,  terwijl  de  afbeeldingen  in  film  en  op  ansichtkaarten  met  name  de

feestelijke  sfeer  van  grote  processies  oproepen.  Film  gebruikte  hiervoor  ook  een

vorm die de nadruk legde op het spektakel. Zelfs de toverlantaarnvoorstellingen, die
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in  het  algemeen  koloniale  opvattingen  volgen,  zijn  nauwelijks  geïnteresseerd  in

mogelijk geweld.

Bij de bestudering van het kastesysteem en beroepen valt op dat het systeem zelf

nauwelijks  aandacht  krijgt  in  de  representaties.  Het  gaat  met  name  om  de

verbeelding van beroepen, waarbij een Indiase ansichtkaartenproducent de kunde en

onafhankelijkheid  van Indiase  bedienden benadrukt,  terwijl  Europese  films pogen

aan  te  tonen  dat  moderne  industriële  processen  in  India  alleen  met  behulp  van

blanken tot ontwikkeling kunnen komen.

Een speciale beroepsgroep is die van de fakirs. Terwijl ze in India door de Britten

vooral  als  asceet  gezien  werden  en  zodoende  als  vertegenwoordigers  van  het

Hindoeïsme,  waren  ze  in  Groot-Brittannië  vooral  bekend  als  goochelaars.  Bij  de

bestudering  van  ansichtkaarten  wordt  het  grote  verschil  tussen  Indiase  en  niet-

Indiase  producenten  opnieuw  duidelijk,  waarbij  de  Indiase  producent  de

stereotypering van de fakir tegengaat. De toverlantaarnvoorstellingen richten zich

op de extreme aspecten van de fakirs in hun teksten, hoewel hun afbeeldingen dat

niet altijd weerspiegelen. Film is het meest geïnteresseerd in de fakir als goochelaar,

en gebruikt  daarvoor de filmvorm van de goochelfilm en niet  die van de reisfilm.

Deze  goochelaars  zijn  in  hun  eigen  omgeving  te  zien  en  niet  in  een  westerse.

Daarmee toont film voor het eerst kundige Indiase goochelaars in India.

De  oplossing  voor  het  probleem  van  de  onderworpenheid  en  sensualiteit  van

Indiase vrouwen vonden koloniale  denkers  in  onderwijs  naar  Europees voorbeeld.

Toverlantaarnvoorstellingen volgen dit patroon door vooral  te tonen wat er mis is

met  vrouwen  in  India  en  te  betogen  dat  onderwijs  en  christendom  hen  kunnen

helpen. Film heeft geen interesse in hulp, louter in het vermakelijke van wat gezien

wordt  als  de  primitiviteit  en  ijdelheid  van  Indiase  vrouwen.  De  verbeelding  van

vrouwen  heeft  niet  alleen  een  koloniaal,  maar  ook  een  patriarchaal  aspect,  wat

duidelijk  naar  voren  komt  in  de  ansichtkaarten  van  Indiase  producenten,  die

nauwelijks afwijken van koloniale ideeën over Indiase vrouwen als onderdanig. De

Indiase kunstenaar M.V. Dhurandhar is met zijn tekeningen een uitzondering.

Een aparte groep vrouwen die veel verbeeld werd, waren de seksueel beschikbare
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vrouwen  en  nautch  danseressen.  Volgens  de  Britten  was  dit  één  groep,  die  het

gebrek  aan  zeden  in  India  overduidelijk  aantoonde,  hoewel  hun  eigen  soldaten

ondertussen werden aangemoedigd gebruik te maken van de seksuele diensten die

Indiase vrouwen verleenden. In toverlantaarnteksten wordt het beroep van nautch

danser vaak veroordeeld, maar toch zijn de afbeeldingen prettig om naar te kijken.  In

film wordt de seksualiteit van de nautch dansers juist benadrukt, in navolging van

Europese  ideeën  over  danseressen.  Ansichtkaarten  laten  opnieuw  de  grootste

diversiteit  zien  en maken  ook  duidelijk  onderscheid  tussen vrouwen die  seksuele

beschikbaarheid uitdrukken en danseressen of zangeressen. Bij  deze laatste groep

worden zelfs regelmatig naam en plaats genoemd, wat vrijwel uniek is. Het noemen

van hun naam en de waardige manier waarop ze afgebeeld worden gaan terug op

een Indiaas begrip van het beroep van de nautch danseres en heeft minder te maken

met het Britse beeld van de nautch danseres. 

Tot  slot  keert  de  studie  terug  naar  de  drie  aspecten  van  representatie.  Met

betrekking  tot  kennis  en  waarheid  is  het  duidelijk  geworden  dat  koloniale

overtuigingen  niet  de  enige  invloed  vormden  op  de  media,  maar  dat  ook  de

karaktereigenschappen  van  het  medium  en  de  achtergrond  van  de  producenten,

voor zover te achterhalen, een belangrijke rol speelden. 

De effectiviteit van de representaties was voor een groot deel afhankelijk van de

vorm waarin deze werd gegoten. Als er werd afgeweken van het standaardformaat

van het medium ontstond er vaak meer ruimte voor de Indiërs die in de afbeeldingen

te zien waren. De ruimte die er al dan niet was om de narrativiteit van het beeld tot

zijn recht te laten komen, heeft tenslotte een grote invloed op de ethische dimensie

van een afbeelding.

Door de vergelijking van de verschillende media met zowel  elkaar  als  met het

koloniale  denken  over  Indiërs  heeft  deze  studie  aangetoond  dat  met  name

ansichtkaarten en film de mogelijkheid boden aan Indiërs om zichzelf te tonen en

niet alleen te worden getoond.
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